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RICCARDO CHAILLY:
FILM MUSIC BY
SHOSTAKOVICH

SrNeale
evtarriner at 75
Andrei Vieru: Bach's
Goldberg variations
mpulse! Jazz roundup
Audiophile CDs

Swiss va ves

Nagra's VPA amplifier

Sugden's latest
Audition CD/amplifier

•

Amps on test:
Musical Fidelity XA-200,
Arcam, Cary, Copland
Plus
Listening to Super Audio CD
Audiostatic and ALR
Jordan speakers
Las Vegas show report

R EFI\ED
Refined - improved by introducing subtleties or distinctions. There is perhaps no better way to
describe the new Mark Levinson 300 series amplifiers.
Their technologies are derived from both the No.33 Reference Amplifier and it's half power sibling,
the No.33H. Cyanate Ester voltage gain circuit boards, previously reserved for " Reference" and " S"
class products, are now used in each of the new Mark Levinson 300 series amplifiers.
New output devices and higher output power extend the amplifiers control over the loudspeaker.
The result is afast, open and detailed sound with the texture and feeling of the music preserved.
Building upon the design of their predecessors, we have even added afew subtle curves to
refine their appearance. You will be tempted to display them as sculpture.
Visit your authorised Mark Levinson dealer to audition the new 300 series and
experience the very definition of the word refined.

•

ri

For full details on Mark Levinson components please contact:Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax 011494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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Lancashire: he now
the proud owner of a
superb Quad 99
system, worth i3000
Next month
UK readers and all
subscribers will receive
afree compact disc:
for more details turn
to page 129

and

is there really much of afuture for twochannel audio, or for what could be
called 'hobbyist' hi-fi?

discouraged reviews. In the 1970s, Linn,
Nairn and afew lesser fellow travellers
claimed to do for hi-fi what the real-ale
brewers had done for the gassy-beer

Writing last year in V&T News, the
American periodical for the valve and
tube industry, Lynn Olson offered an
intriguing analysis*: 'If you see the glass
as half-empty, high-end audio is in
crisis; if you see the glass as half-full, it
is an opportunity to do business in a
new way that wasn't possible five or ten
years ago'. The 1990s, Olson asserts,
have seen the rise of the craft builder.
'Powerful forces are driving audio
towards the lowest common denominator of mass-market home theatre, and

V&T News,
July 1998

for

long

periods

actually

business; today these ` microbreweries'
have become mainstream.
Will the craft-builders have aplace
in amulti-channel, digital world, where
the technology is only fully exploitable
by those multi-national consortia, and
new products are just software? The
answer could still be yes. In fact, Lynn
Olson cites software development to
exemplify the contrast of big-company
and craft-builder approaches to product
design:

increasing concentration in the hands
of multinational consortiums...

'In the Cathedral- Builder view of
programming, bugs and development

'On the other side of the coin, the
heavily advertised "boutique" [high end]
brands of the 1980s are being

problems are tricky, insidious, deep
phenomena. It takes months of scrutiny
by a dedicated few to develop
confidence that you've ironed them all
out. Thus, the long release intervals,

challenged by a large number of
"microbrewery" style craft builders. The
new breed of craft builder advertises

and the inevitable disappointment that
long-awaited releases are not perfect. In

modestly, doesn't need reviews in glossy
magazines, and relies instead on word-

the Bazaar view, on the other hand, you

of-mouth, enthusiast publications and
Internet buzz to get the message

assume that bugs are generally shallow
phenomena — or at least, they turn

across...

shallow quickly when exposed to a

'Craft-audio enthusiasts,' he goes on,
'are better-educated and more informed
consumers, expecting an honest
discussion of the circuit, the parts and
the designers intentions. Not entirely by

of the late 1940s and early 1950s.'
Of course, you have to remember

Design — Time for
a Second Lack?',

international corporations. We can cite
acompany like Rega, which has steadily
refused to expand, has never advertised

years' was only slightly exaggerating. So

accident, this approach is adirect echo
of the original "high-fidelity" movement

*Lynn Olson,
'Open vs Closed

bombardment of high-tech from the

that Olson sees the audio scene through
the end of abottle — of the thermionic
kind, that is — and, as he says himself,
single-ended triodes are not for
everyone. In the UK, some solid-state

thousand eager co-developers pounding
on every single new releasé.'
There have been hi-fi examples
(including Linn) of widespread ' Beta
testing' of new products through a
dealer network. But acynic might say
that the only contribution the army of
Internet Beta-testers are making right
now is in waging war on DVD regional
coding and in disseminating their
accumulated knowledge of copyrightinfringing CD recording techniques. But
this must change. In the fall-out from

craft builders have survived for decades,

the Internet explosion, perhaps the
digital `microbreweries' can start to play

like adaptable guerrillas dodging the

more positive roles.

In the February issue, we
announced the postponement of
the Northern Hi Fi Show, organised
by Link House Exhibitions and
sponsored by HFN/RR, and which
was to have been held on the
weekend of 20-21
March.
Although he February ' 98 event
had been well-attended, the latter
part of last year saw the hi-fi
industry =acing uncertain trading
conditions ,and there were
conc erns over the timing of the
Show relative to competing events.
Rather than risk disappointing
visitors with amediocre event, we
chose to postpone until conditions

should become more favourable,
and we coud be sure of putting
on an excellent show for all
concerned.
However, readers are advised
that neither Link House Exhibitions
nor HiFi News & Record Review
have any connection whatsoever
with an event currently being
advertised as a 'Manchester Hi Fi
Show', nor with its organiser;
furthermore, contrary to the
impression which may have been
given by the organiser's publicity
material, this has no connection
with any event organised by Link
House, past, present or future; it

does not in any sense replace The
Northern Show, which is ongoing.
Our initial plans are already in
place for next year's Manchester'
based Northern Hi Fi Show, with
avenue and timing chosen to best
serve the hi-fi industry and also, as
abroad- based, high-quality event,
to best serve the buying public.
• The UK's London- based
international hi-fi exhibition, The
HiFi Show, takes place on 23-26
September at the Novotel, West
London. For more information
contact Janet Belton, Link House
Exhibitions, on 0181 774 0847.
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REALITY CHECK — the

all-valve LS25
REAL PERFORMANCE — the LS15 prebrings down the cost of true Audio
amplifier is for those making an
Research high-end performance.
important transition into the real
This line stage preamplifier can be perhigh-end yet who wish to retain the
ceived as aslightly small Reference 1. It
convenience of full remote control
is apure Class Adesign with smooth
of all front panel functions. It
detailed sound, clean focus and
offers both singled ended and
plenty of bass impact. It has the flexibalanced inputs with microbility to integrate with high quality
processor controlled relays for
audio and video components.
gain control and switching,
A NEW REALITY—Audio Research
Enthusiasts looking for the tradidelivered true reference sound
tional qualities of an all-valve line
quality with its Reference 1
preamplifier will find them
preamp and Reference 600
carried over into the I.S8 which
monoblocs. Anumber of cusreplaces the much-loved LS7.
tomers looking for Reference 600
REAL POWER—The 100 watt per
sound quality have asked for
channel VII 00 power amplifier
is ahard-driving amplifier with
slightly lower output power and a
smaller chassis. The new
true bass slam matched by aliquid
Reference 300 is the smaller,
mid and top. Its speed and control
quieter and cooler answer to these
have to be heard. The
1515/VT100 pre/power
customer's needs.
combination will rock you
Good news too for existing
Reference 600 customers
back on your heels with its
LS25 preamplifier — gripping
who can opt for the MkII
resolution and dynamics.
factory update while
This partnership puts excitenew- build Reference
ment back into your music
600MkIls are now availmaking. Martin Colloms
able. Each mono chassis
(HiFi News April 1997)
packs 16 power output
reviewed the VT100 as
valves through atightly
"having agenerously
coupled output transformer
balanced sound... suffito deliver an effortless 600
clentb,positive and
watt with the naturalness
dynamic to give abelievabty
and ease of dynamics only
accurate tonal balance".
The VT100 is now in
associated with live performance. With its wide bias
Midi build with doubled
adjustment the Reference
power supply energy
600 can use of any popular
storage, cooling fan and
output valves in the 6550,
valve damping rings. Midi
KT88/90/99/100
enhancements are availfamilies. The all-valve
able as afactory upgrade
Reference Istereo line
for existing owners. The
preamp has full micromid-power VT100 Midi is
processor remote control of
positioned between the
classic VT50, at around
volume, balance, record
and input selection with
£3300, and the mighty
VT200.
both balance and single
REAL INTEGRATION—
ended inputs (eight plus
enthusiasts waited along
full tape loop) and outputs
VT200 amplifier — nominee The Academy Advancing High
(two main, one tape).
time for the CASO all-valve,
Performance Audio & Video Golden Note award 1998 'Tube
There are no mechanical
remote control integrated
(valve) electronics design'
switches to degrade the
amplifier. Conservatively
Reference 600 monoblocs — winner AAHEA Golden Note
signal path. Awards and
rated at 50 watt per channel
award 1996 ' Best tube electronics design'
world-wide acclaim says it
the CASO is designed to be
Reference 1preamplifier — winner AAHEA Golden Note
all. Find out for yourself
stunningly musical,
award 1997 ' Best tube electronics design'
why Ken Kessler rated
handsome in appearance—
these "the finest audio
its styling cues come from
the awesome Reference 1—and completely convenient. Audition this important
amplification devices ever produced" (
HiFi News May 1996)
Audio Research first and find out why Ken Kessler ( HiFi News February
REAL PARTNERS—AUdiO Research has introduced the LS9, aremote
control solid-state preamp to replacing the popular LS3/313. This all new,
1997) said, "So much for the superiority ofseparates...".
direct-coupled Class Adesign uses the constant-current technology of the
REAL aum.in' —An entirely new full 20-bit CD player, the CD2, is styled
flagship Reference 1and features two balanced and three single-ended
to match the CASO. As acomplete player Audio Research is convinced
the CD2 can compete with any single or two-box player in the market
inputs plus afull tape monitor loop in alow profile case.
with its astounding resolution of detail and dynamics.
Perfect partner for the LS9 is the 100.2 solid-state power amp which
we believe sets anew standard. Liquid and gain-free, it possesses afine
For those seeking classic Audio Research sound quality in an
outboard digital converter the all valve-output DAC3 converter is the
midrange transparency.
REAL 772ADI770141—the PH3 phono preamplifier is eagerly sought out by
perfect choice. It is now in Mk II production with improved components
and important mechanical improvements to reduce vibration.
those enjoying the renaissance of interest in vinyl. Atotal of 109 part
Time to getter abetter grip on your musical reality?—contact
changes now see the PH3 in Special Edition guise as the PH3SE. We can
Absolute Sounds for full information and alist of dealers where you can
confidently say this is the most stunning phono stage ever to bear the Audio
experience the realism of Audio Research.
Research logo. An upgrade will be available for existing owners.

Get anew grip on

REA
LITY

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road London SW20 ODE
Tel
0181-971 3909
Fax 0181-879 7962
Email info@absolute-sounds.com
http://www.absolutesounds.com
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tweeters. After aphone call to
B&W, Itook the speakers back to

'We fitted
adigital
input so
that
customers
can use this
stunning
DAC for
their other
digital
sources'

DENON DVD WILL PLAY 24/96!
Dear Sir, We at Denon were
delighted to see Ken Ke%sler's
glowing review of the DVD-50013
DVD Player in HFNIRR March_
Unfortunately due to amiscommunication, Ken made one key
mistake and wrote that the player
downsamples 961cHz signals to
48Hz and will uot play audio at full
24-bit/961(1-1z resolution. This is
definitively not so; the DVD-5000
features one of the very few fullscale 24/96 kHz DACs available,
consisting of four 24/96 chipsets in
Denon's proprietary AL24
configuration. We believe this DAC
to be better than most
commercially available external
DACs, which is why we fitted a
digital input so that customers can
use this stunning DAC for their
other digital sources. As Ken
found, both CDs and 24/96 Audio
DVDs sound awesome, with the
full resolution available at the
analogue outputs. The only place in

The Denan DVD5000 player,
remewed by Ken
Kesler in March

the whole digital chain where the
signal is downsampled to 48kHz is
at the digital output, and as staled,
this is done to co-operate with the
DVD licensing committee's policy.
Robert Follis, PR consultant
to Denon
Despite the policy decision referred t..
above, Pioneer has continued to provide
24-bit196kHz capability at the S1PDIF
digital output, the only DVD player
manufacturer to do so — Ed.
DIMINISHING RETURNS
Dear Sir, Some household
misdemeanour led to abadly
dented dome to one of our
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Lancing. A helpful on-the-spot
dome replacement and general
check have restored our P5s to
good health. (Ihave no financial
interest in B&W.)
Cost-effectiveness is not the only
consideration in hi-fi, but you may
note that B&W's fee for this
restoration would have bought
about 5cm of exotic speaker cable.
While our speaker cable length is
controlled by other aspects of
domesticity, Itried reducing
distortion (and wiring congestion)
by shortening our `prestigious'
directional £ 50 interconnect.
Under its black sheath Ifound a
four-core cable bearing astriking
similarity to BT telephone cable:
three cores chopped short, the
fourth soldered to phono plugs.
This could be technically legitimate
but the bullshit surrounding it reeks
of black magic.
And, while Imay lack ' golden
ears', Ido suspect greater variables
than cables in hi-fi. What about, for
example, the major temperature
coefficients of speaker materials? (I
remember one esteemed reviewer
being hauled over the coals over
cartridge resonances: it seems his
test equipment was in agarden
shed which may have been at 4°
Centigrade! Is air-conditioning of
one's music room more costeffective than the advantage of
single-crystal speaker cable — to
mention only one of the more
plausible scientific claims? (Iwas
'into' non-audio grain boundaries
before half your readers were born.)
Some other reviewer
variables also seem
closer to black magic —
and are just as
expensive.
Your reviews are
sometimes provocative,
but Inote that the
average total hi-fi
equipment spend is
around £2500, which
level may well be approaching
optimum for the compromises
between room, ears, equipment —
and recording engineers! Certainly
the law of diminishing returns is
setting in.
A A Briggs, Chichester
DRIVERS ON THE RIGHT
Dear Sir, Iread with interest the
recent correspondence on the cost
of hi-fi equipment in the UK
[`Views' March; ` Headroom'
January]. It struck achord, because
Iwas also reading the January issue
of Stereophile, in which there was a
review of the B&W Nautilus 801. It
quoted aUS price of $ 11k. That's

about £6800 Ithink. Notionally
adding VAT (to compare like with
like) would make it about £ 000. I
rather think that's abit less than we
would pay here in the UK, and that
presumably includes any import
duty which the US Customs levies,
and the cost of shipping to the US,
with the Stateside distribution.
How can this be? Perhaps the
speakers were designed initially for
use in the US, where they drive on
the opposite side of the road; so we
have to pay the development costs
of the UK conversion to R-H drive
— though Iwould have thought
that this could be accommodated
simply by interchanging left and
right speakers!
JHowarth, Hull
DAUNTING PROSPECTS
Dear Sir, Inever expected to be
writing to you to agree with Ken
Kessler (after all, the man describes
certain CD players as ' utterly
yummy' and, dear God, reckons
Dean Martin's abetter singer than
Sinatra!) but on re-reading his
review of the Musical Fidelity
X-Ray [Oct ' 98] he seems to be
questioning the need for a
successor to CD. Well, so do I, on
the basis of what I've heard so far.
Like alot of people, when CD
was launched Istayed with vinyl for
as long as Icould — Ihad ashiny
new LP12: the bee's knees as far as
Iwas concerned — and used a
cheap Philips player for the few
recordings Icould not get on vinyl.
When it got to the point where the
only vinyl records available were
new releases, second-hand or
speciality pressings, Ihad to start
taking CD seriously, and finished up
with aNaim CD2. Ifind it hard to
imagine enjoying any kind of
recorded music more than Ido now.
Ido not want to have to repeat
this learning experience (if that's
what it was) with another new
format. Iwouldn't want to abandon
something that gives me very
satisfactory results simply because I
could no longer find agood range
of recordings for it by browsing
round my local HMV, Andy's etc. I
don't particularly want anew
player unless it gives worthwhile
improvements in sound-quality on
the discs Iown today as well as the
ones I'm going to buy tomorrow.
Surely the history of the
improvements in CD replay has
shown beyond doubt that there are
many factors, other than the
amount of information stored and
retrieved, that influence our
enjoyment of recorded music.
Given your recent reviews of the
Naim CDS Mk2 and the Krell
KPS25i, it seems that we can still
7

views
extract better and better results
from the Red Book format, and I
would far rather see the industry go
down that road.
It took quite afew years before
enthusiasts with good vinyl-based
systems found CD acceptable, but I
don't think anybody really knows to
what extent that was down to
improvements in players and
recordings, and how much to
critical listeners learning to
appreciate the virtues of the new
format.
Unless anew format is going to
give results that trounce all but the
very best of today's turntables and
CD players at substantially lower
cost, Ijust don't see the point.
There is atendency to think of the
storage and retrieval of extra
information as good in itself, but
unless it will result in more musical
enjoyment at the other end of my
speakers without major upheavals
in components and recordings, I'm
sorry, Idon't want to bother.
Clearly, asatisfactory resolution
of compatibility issues would
effectively sideline most of my
concerns, but Iget anasty feeling
that this is 'pie in the sky'. If
recordings in anew format will,
with my existing player and at a
similar price, give me just as good
results as from CD, the potential
for improvement can be regarded
as abonus. But what are the
chances of it happening? Istill have
no clear idea of where groups like
the ARA stand on these — to me —
very important issues.
While Iwould not dispute Kevin
Halverson's argument [
HFNI
RR
February, page 57] that anew
format, if it is to deliver, must give
priority to the needs of those who
put sound quality before cost
considerations, it should also cater
for those who, like me, need to
reconcile our hi-fi aspirations with
real-world commitments.
One of the good things about the
hi-fi industry was the way in which
techniques developed designing
flagship products have led to
improvements in the gear that cashstrapped enthusiasts could run to.
Is this likely to happen with DVD
Audio? Having to consign my Red
Book CDs to the same rarelyplayed limbo as vinyl if the market
forces me to switch to DVD Audio
will be very annoying, even if the
pay-off is much improved sound
quality. And how much of that
improvement will be available to
those of us on the lower rungs of
the hi-fi ladder?
Another point is that, when the
industry was determined to wean as
many of us as possible on to CD,
the quality of new records, not to
8

mention the turntables and phono
stages in mass-market systems,
plummeted. It often sounded as if
the last stage in the production of
LPs was half an hour in aspin-drier
with ahandful of gravel.
High-quality vinyl has now reemerged as aniche product at
premium prices. Will the launch of
DVD Audio be accompanied by a
five- or six-year period when the
quality of recordings on CD will be
held to an artificially low standard
to discourage those of us who,
would rather persevere with it?
Ithink my concerns reflect those
of afair number of people who
have to plot acareful course
between audiophile pretensions and
limited bank balances. Would it be
possible for you to print this letter
and invite comment from the
industry?
N F Jones, Manchester
STATMATTERS 1
Dear Sirs, Whilst having no axe to
grind regarding the makers of
`Statmat', Ifeel that Ishould point
out afactor which maybe led to the
lukewarm and indecisive review of
your December issue.
Ibought aStatmat following a
spate of enthusiastic reviews ayear
or so ago, and was so impressed by
its performance: everything was as
claimed in the earlier reviews and
on the packaging.
At least one earlier reviewer
noticed amemory effect, in that the
benefits persisted after asingle use,
even when the Statmat was not
used — for several discs afterwards,
in fact. Ihave noticed the same
effect; as aresult, testing by
listening in quick succession to
several discs with and without the
device will prove nothing. After an
improvement noticed when it is
used for the first time, following a
first play without, the effect
subsequently will be of illusory
changes — which is why your
reviewer reported almost random
effects after the first use.
Many readers will not be
tempted to try Statmat following
the December review, and this
would be ashame for those who
thus do not discover its benefits.
Despite the fact that £20 is rather a
lot for aflimsy plastic sheet, this is
quite definitely acase where the
price is reasonable for so excellent
and effective an device.
David Edwards, W Yorks
STATMATTERS 2
Dear Sir, Iwas delighted to read
Andrew Harrison's sceptical
December review of plastic CD
mats [' Brief Encounters' Dec '98].
It is apity that he did not enlarge

on his adjective 'pseudo-scientific'
and discuss exactly how static
charges in aCD player's tray are
supposed to affect the translation of
the pits in arotating disc into a
simple binary signal.
But perhaps ahi-fi journalist is
not the right person to review
gadgets of this kind. What we really
need is either apsychologist to
explain the ' emperor's clothes'
syndrome on which the readiness of
listeners to hear such differences
depends, or asociologist to analyse
the institutional cultures which
enable businessmen, practitioners
of alternative medicine, ministers of
religion and political spin-doctors
(all of them honourable men and
women) to make the claims they do
without even blushing.
G A Parish, Croydon
John Rogers of Ringmat Developments
responds in ' Views Too', page 108 — Ed.
MILLIONAIRE'S ROW
Dear Sir, You have lost another
reader. Ihave been taking HFNIRR
since long before HiFi News and
Audio Record Review amalgamated
— but won't after your February
edition. There you included:
(i) aone-page review of the
Tsunami TS210 subwoofer and
didn't even bother to quote the
price;
(ii) afive-page review of the Krell
CD player KPS25i costing £20,000
(iii) atwo-page review of the
Verdier turntable at £5000;
(iv) aone-page review of the
Thomas Transducers Virtuoso
speaker at £ 1000.
Your magazine has been going
downhill for several years; you now
seem to be targeting millionaires or
way-out dreamers. Iam neither.
JF Sharland, Northumberland

READERS'
LErIERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

You missed our two-page review of the
0000 Wadia 730 CD player! The
Tsunami subwoofer price is ‘400. Sorry
for this omission — Ed.
EDGY SOUND
Dear Sir, Critics of CD sound often
cite an ' edgy' treble coloration as
the principal problem. My own
observations of comparing the
sound of ' live' music to that of CD
reproduction indicate that this
same edginess can occur in live
performances in avenue where
there are hard, reflective
surrounding surfaces, especially
large areas of plate glass.
Does this observation give us any
additional insights into what
mechanisms may be responsible for
edgy CD sounds, and hence to
their rectification?
D Smith, Milton Keynes
APRIL 1999
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and Flovvport technology. The result
is an unprecedented purity of
sound. The reason EMI's Abbey
Road studios, along with best in

Nautilus - loudsFeakel
sounds like no ot t?r.. Its
performance can otti y be

the recording industry, are now
upgrading to the Nautilus 801.
Listen and you'll see- at your
nearest authorised Nautilus 800
Series dealer. For more info
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equipment. It is hailed
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KEF MAIDSTONE 'BUILDS
ON CORE TECHNOLOGIES'
KEF has gone to town, literally: its new, no- compromise, £ 12,000 flagship
loudspeaker is christened The Maidstone in deference to the Kent town where the
brand was born, and which has been its manufacturing base for the past 35 years.
Also known as Reference Series Model 109, A massive 15 inch ( 375mm) bass unit, and
The Maidstone marries core KEF loud10in (250mm) lower-mid frequency unit each
speaker technology refinements to ahost of have their own separate housings, as does the
new, custom- designed components. Finite

midrange/treble section, placed on top. This

Element Analysis computer modelling
techniques underpinned the initial design

uses a fifth- generation Uni -Q driver — in
which a 1inch doped fabric tweeter is co-

stage, helping KEF determine the detailed
drive unit requirements. Computer-assisted

axial with a 6 inch doped polypropylene
mid- frequency cone. Critically braced, the

crossover network optimisation and elaborate

cabinet has a 145 litre, low frequency section

prototype testing also played their part.

combining 1inch thick MDF with 2in thick

Designed for faithful], full bandwidth, full
dynamic range, music reproduction, The
Maidstone is acomplex four-way, bass reflex,

front baffle. An exclusive review of the KEF
Maidstone is scheduled to appear in HFN/RR
May [ see ' Next Month', page 129]. KEF

floorstander, using three separate enclosures.

Audio ( UK) Ltd, 01622 672261.

TAG McLAREN AUDIO ADDS VISION

WITH the launch of its First A/V processor, the THX-approved AV32R, TAG McLaren aims
to bring audiophile sound quality to the home cinema enthusiast. In addition to decoding
Dolby Digital, DTS, MPEG2 and Dolby Pro Logic, the AV32R is equipped with TAG
McLaren Surround, aproprietary music surround sound software. The first domestic audio
product to feature the new ADSP-21065L 32- bit Analog Devices SHARC DSP device clocked
at 60MHz, the AV32R also contains apowerful 16- bit Siemens microcontroller from the
same family as those found in the TAG Electronic Systems motorsport engine management
systems. TMA reiterates that TAG McLaren's considerable experience dealing with the hostile
vibrational and electromagnetic environments in motorsport has given its design team a
head start in developing the digital and analogue electronics for the AV32R. The AV32R
will retail for less than £2500. TAG McLaren Audio Ltd, 01480 415600.

QED TACKLES
DIGITAL PURITY
BASED on 99.999%
oxygen-free copper
conductors, QED's
new Qnect D and DS
digital interconnects
and Qnect V, VS
and S-VS video
interconnects are
designed to ensure
an exact 75 ohm
impedance for
precise A/V digital
signal transmission.
Tackling the problem
of mechanically
induced vibration,
QED uses aPVC
jacket for its entry
level Qnect D (£25).
A triple screen
construction is QED's
solution to
electrostatic and
electromagnetic
interference. Low signal loss and high
signal/data integrity are maintained by use
of afoamed, low density, polyethylene
dielectric. Improved conductivity and noise
immunity is claimed for the QED Qnect DS,
which makes use of asilver-plated
conductor and QED's Reference phono
plug. Qnect V (£25) and VS (£50) operate
along similar principles to Qnect Dand DS.
QED Audio Products Ltd, 01276 451166.

PIONEER'S NEW DVD
LOWERS COST OF DTS

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH RETURNS TO UK
FAMOUS US loudspeaker brand Acoustic

alloy dome midrange drivers and shallow

Research is back in the UK this spring.

profile, long throw carbon fibre diaphragm
woofers; and response contour switches

The forward- looking Phantom loudspeaker
line-up, which AR unveiled at the Las
high-end videophiles and surround-sound

facilitating convenient speaker location
independent of listening room dimensions,
to suit individual users. More details from

audio enthusiasts. Key features of the
latest loudspeakers are their slim metal

• Loudspeakers seen at CES will be covered in the

cabinets, titanium dome tweeters, metal

Las Vegas Show Report, Part 2, next month.

Vegas Consumer Electronics Show, targets

UK distributor Recoton, 0161 702 5000.

PIONEER is pressing ahead with its third
generation DVD players. Following the recent
launch of the well- specified DV- 717, January
saw the arrival of the DV- 515 'entry level'
model equipped with DTS output capability,
in addition to Digital Digital and MPEG.
Separate laser diodes are fitted for optimum
performance from CD and DVD, also
allowing playback of CD- Rand CD-RW
discs. Other features include a24-bit/96kHz
audio DAC ( single chip against the dual
converter in the DV- 717) and 10-bit/27MHz
video DAC. To confirm the price of Pioneer's
DV-515 contact your local stockist. Pioneer
(GB) Ltd, 01753 789789.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
28-30 MARCH Electrical Retailing Show
99, Birmingham NEC ( trade visitors only).
Contact 01737 768611.
24-25 APRIL Northern Ireland Hi Fi Show,
Upper Newtownards, Belfast. For further
information contact David, 01868 753606.
11-13 MAY Hi Fi ' 99, trade days at The
Home Theatre & Specialty Audio Show,
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago, sponsored
by Stereophile (
trade days sponsored by
The Academy Advancing High Performance
Audio and Video). Call + 1 (505) 992 6604.
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14-16 MAY Hi Fi 99, The Home Theatre
& Specialty Audio Show, public days, The
Palmer House Hilton, Chicago, Illinois.
Contact + 1505 982 2366
13-16 MAY High- End 99, Hotel
Kempinski, Frankfurt, Germany. Contact the
High End Society, +49 202 702022.
19-22 MAY CEDIA Expo, Novotel, West
London. Trade only. Contact 01462 627377.
28 AUGUST- 5 SEPTEMBER
Internationale Funkausstellung 1999, Berlin
Exhibition Grounds. Call 0171 886 3103.

23-26 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show ' 99,
Novotel, West London, sponsored by
HFN/RR (
23rd and 24th, trade-only days).
Contact Janet Belton, 0181 774 0847.
14-18 OCTOBER IBTS '99, International
Audio, Video, Broadcasting, Motion Picture
& Telecommunications Show ( professionals
only), Milan. Contact +39 (02) 4815541.
6-9 JUNE 2000 BroadcastAsia2000,
incorporating Professional Audio Technology
2000 and CableSat2000. Suntec Centre,
Singapore. Contact 0171 862 2083.
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from a company best known for high performance, hi- fidelity.

TAG McLaren are soon to become famous, not only for our success on the race track, but for the sound in your living room.
TAG McLaren Audio, the result of a merger with Audiolab, one of Britain's most respected audio companies, has been
created with one simple aim in mind: to produce the best audio and audio visual equipment money can buy. The first
fruit of this collaboration is the 40"M series. A range of components which represents
unparalleled levels of technology and engineering, reelecting with absolute fidelity

www.tag mclarenaudio.com

the artist's performance in your own home. We expect them to go as last as our cars.

TL1cLarqn
audio

products featured: cd player CD2OR, integrated amplifier 60i
email: helpdeskPtagmclarenaudio.corn

freephone: 0800 7838007

hi
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hi- fidelity
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TURNTABLE SCULPTURE BY SIMON YORKE
SIMON YORKE has finalised his most ambitious turntable design: his
new, hand-crafted Series 9 amounts to a thorough re- interpretation of
the Series 7, itsellf part- developed for the United States Government
Library of Congress Audio Preservation Facility.
Comprising chassis, bearing, platter, bored acetyl bushes above atungsten
armboard, unipivot tonearm and free- carbide thrust pad. Designed as an
standing motor control unit complete elegant sculpture in its own right, the
with remote low-voltage power supply, antithesis of mass-market production
Series 9 is made principally from

values, Series 9 is intended to be

aluminium, graphite and stainless steel
alloys finished in apolished lustre. The
disc interface mat is of pure graphite;
the main bearing shaft of hardened

operated ' straight from the box',
though careful experimentation is
encouraged to obtain optimum
performance. For further details, call

stainless steel revolving in precision

Simon Yorke on 01207 580394.

RECORD MAJORS JOIN IBM TRIAL OF
'SECURE' MUSIC DOWNLOAD SYSTEM
IBM and five major record
companies — EMI, BMG, Sony
Music, Universal Music and Warner
Music — start a six- month- plus
digital music distribution experiment
this spring. Described as 'the firstever market trial of a system that
permits convenient and fast
distribution of full-length, CD-quality
albums to consumers in ahighly
secore form over the Internet', the
trial supports the new Secure
Digital Music Initiative ( SDMI). This
forum aims to help music and
technology firms determine a
voluntary standard for digital
security and interoperability.
Dubbed the 'Manhattan Project', the
experiment involves 1000 San
Diego homes linked to the Road
Runner high-speed cable TV
network. Participants will be able to
download current and classic
albums featured on an online
record store. Initially 1000 titles will
be available, expanding to an

anticipated 2500 titles by the end of
the trial. Albums are obtained using
an electronic ordering and payment
system. The downloading process
should take less than 10 minutes per
60 minute album with CD-quality
technical standards maintained. The
digital data received comprises
music, text and graphics, IBM's
technology authorising single
generation copying onto any blank
digital recording media, and the
printing of album artwork. A system
like abank clearing house is
intended to give the high level of
security required. The 'Manhattan
Project' will test technical issues such
as compression and network
delivery. IF the trial proves popular
and technically successful, it may
well pave the way for widespread
distribution of major- label music
albums via the Internet. The era of
authorised one- stop downloading,
copying/printing of audio and
text/graphics draws ever closer.

MICRO- BUBBLE FILM FOR
FLAT PANEL SPEAKERS?
EMFi Film, anew, thin, '
flexible, electromechanical
foil could have ahuge
impact on audio design, its
makers claim. Developed
by Messet Ltd and V7
Chemical Technology of
Finland, the 0.05mm thick
EMFi membrane contains
numerous electrically
charged, flat, microbubbles. When used as a
sensor, the membrane
generates avoltage in
response to applied
mechanical or acoustic
pressure; when used as an
actuator, the membrane
either vibrates between
metallised stators or
compresses/expands in
response to an applied
voltage. Possibilities are
said to include apotential
tenfold increase in loudspeaker sensitivity. Large panel
EMFi loudspeakers capable of 115dB spis at 1m are
promised. Other applications include noise attenuation
systems in theatres, cinemas, conference centres and
concert halls, integration of multimedia A/V and sensor
response mechanisms. Large-scale industrial use and
biomedical applications are also anticipated. Further
details from EIBIS International, 0171 207 2300.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
AGI, Audio Group International, which

B&W's Casa multi room system now offers

owns the Heybrook and JPW brands as well
as speaker cabinet-maker DC Cabinets, is
now marketing its Quale brand loudspeakers,
hitherto sold overseas, in the UK. Initially, the
range will sell exclusively via the Sevenoaks
Hi Fi retail chain. Call 01752 333800.
ARKLESS ELECTRONICS, which
undertakes audio design, repair and
refurbishment work, is finalising details of its
own first hi-fi design, a phono pre-amp,
and plans to develop a matching line- level
pre- amp and power amp later this year.
Call 01642 860881.
AUTHENTIC, the NEC Venture startup, has
announced a production forecast of 3000
sets per month for its new range of
postcard- size speakers, based on NXT flatpanel technology, intended for use with
personal audio. Call + 81 (
441 844 8950.

subzone flexibility, which allows a
theoretical upper limit of 95 zones to be
operated in an integrated Casa
system. Call 01903 750750.
,.
CELESTION has a new C5r
compact loudspeaker [
right] at
£300 per pair, its dipole design
suiting rear channel use in a
surround sound system. Call
01622 687442.
COPULARE, the custom-built,
hand-crafted equipment stands now
available from UK distributor
Zentek Music Ltd, feature mass
loadable shelves suitable for
supporting TV, video recorders and DVD
players. Call 01892 616383.
CIRRUS LOGIC INC has developed two
new low cost stereo D/A converter audio
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chips, suitable for DVD player and set-top
box applications, where 100dB dynamic
range and digital volume control are
required. Call + 115121 442 755.

Ill

independent
operation
within the
- CYRUS
Electronics
as become
an
NXT Group of companies, run by a
dedicated management team.
DENON price reductions mean that
the PMA-250SE and PM 3505E
amplifiers now retail at £ 140 and
£180 respectively; the AVC-A1
Dolby Digital/THX amplifier,
£2000. Call 01753 888447.
DIS digital surround sound has been
selected for installation at four top French
multiplex cinemas, among the largest in
Europe: they are the Kinepolis Lomme, UGC
Ciné Cité Les Halles, Kinepolis Saint-Julien les Metz and UGC Ciné Cité Rosny.
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On a higher plane
The sound is outstanding. The design is remarkably attractive. The materials
are chosen for their excellent properties, while the preparation and finish
are distinguished by the painstaking attention to detail. The mark of a good
loudspeaker is its ability to unite power, dynamics and balance in a rich
and cohesive sound image, without compromising on its aesthetic qualities.
Everything must fit in with everything else.
That is the way ArciTec Acoustic thinks, and it is this line of thinking that
has made the Athena*) what it is - a high quality product for connoisseurs.
Quite simply, on a higher plane.
Naturally, the technical specifications are as they should be. However, no
amount of technical data could possibly describe experiencing the truly
remarkable sound for yourself. It simply has to be heard.
Call, United Kingdom: +44 (0)181 850 3590 or Ireland +353 1288 8477 for

Vetterli & Hjortshoj A/S

the address of your nearest dealer. For further information check our home
page on WWW. ArciTec.DK.

The Athena is made of extruded aluminium and is available in
seueit beatitlfill fit ,isles - six varnished and ( lle natural.

ArciTec Acoustic
*) Athena was the dints:liter ut Zeus and one of the Olynil ) ian gods. She sprang
from her fathers ford' , - fully grown and fully armed. Site was invincible from
the start, a symbol of power, strength and the will to win.

news

CD source... Is it worth just

M ONSTER MONOLITH
CONTAINING a total of 23
drive units but no midrange
crossover, and weighing a
staggering 7901bs apiece, the
American EgglestonWorks Ivy
loudspeaker retails here at no
less than £80,000 per pair.
Distributed by Zentek Music,
headed by John Jeffries, the Ivy
has a claimed response of -4dB
at 13Hz extending to ' well
beyond 24kHz'. The drive unit
complement of this monolithic
tower amounts to nine 12in
woofers, three per front baffle
each supplemented by an internal
pair in a compound- loaded

enclosure, 12 six-inch drivers in
a comparable configuration; and
a pair of one- inch cloth dome
tweeters, again one behind the
other. Featuring Transparent
Marketing's internal wiring, and
liberal quantities of 3cm-thick
black Italian granite, minimising
cabinet vibration, Ivy owes its
radical design to years of research
and development conducted at
Eggleston Works in the USA,
which also proudly boasts it is
'under contract by Gateway
Mastering in Maine'. Further
details are available from Zentek
Music, 01892 616 383.

AEGIS SPRINGS MORE SPEAKERS
SCHEDULED for launch this spring, Acoustic Energy's Aegis
Two floorstanding and Aegis Centre loudspeakers are designed to
complement the award-winning Aegis One stand- mounted
model. Both of these new designs feature a 130mm metal alloy
bass/mid driver and 25mm silk dome tweeter. Mass loading, full
bracing and a 25mm MDF front baffle are further attractions to
Aegis Two, and the Aegis Centre is of similar construction.
Provisional retail prices are £250 for the Aegis Two and £ 50 for
the Aegis Centre. Acoustic Energy Ltd, 01285 654432.

TRI LAYER DISC BREAKTHROUGH
A British research team has announced
abreakthrough which it hopes will take
the UK industry to the forefront of highresolution audio. Hokes Audionics Ltd
says that, although SACD and DVD-A
promise quality levels well beyond CD,
even these high-level digital formats will
never displace analogue. So, in the
Hokes trilayer disc, while the upper two
layers give DVD-compatible high-density
storage plus ' Red Book' CD data, the
third layer provides an analogue output.
The principle resembles that of an
optical movie soundtrack, but using
variable reflectivity rather than variable
width or density. Owing to the relative
opacity of the two upper layers, an
exceptionally powerful laser is needed,
using short-wavelength blue laser light,

made possible by recent advances in
synthetic crystal laser optics. New
digital algorithms are used to optimise
the analogue information, but it is
stressed that the audio content will be
stored entirely in the analogue domain.
Stereo separation, while not up to
digital standards, will still comfortably
beat analogue LP, at around 65dB.
Overall signal-to-noise ratio is said to
exceed 105dB, and frequency response
15Hz to 36kHz, -3dB. It is hoped that
analogue-capable discs will be covered
in anew ' Rainbow Book' standard, to
be finalised by WG-1.4 ( 99), after
talks with record companies eager to
give music-lovers agood deal. A fullscale press briefing was promised for
the beginning of April.

adding a DAC to your
player? What about new
24/96kHz recordings? Wait?

Are. (3%11
bi_gs ecluott?
In the world of digital audio all bits are
definitely not equal. We all hear
Now available to UK

differences between components, even

audiophiles, the 180k

interconnects, where theory says we

EgglestanWorks Ivy

should not. Believe your ears.

weighs in at 7901b each!

BOOT UP
A DIGITAL
RADIO!
USING the new
IC-PCR100, a
PC-based Icom
radio scanner, rodio
listeners can access
broadcasts from
0.010-1300MHz,
including AM and
FM transmissions,
Radio Amateur
communications,
emergency and
airband services
(including air traffic
controllers) and
marine band data.
Two user interface
screens and a £200
price tag add tc the
appeal of the ICPCR100 which .s
aimed at computer
novices as well as
experienced buffs.
For further deta Is,
01227 741741.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
GOLDMUND has launched the Chiasma

Home-Theatre Digital Processor, providing
multi- channel decoding, digital audio
equalisation, and automatic memory storage
of manually adjusted audio and video
parameters. Call +41 22 823 0565.
JEFFRIES HI FI, the Eastbourne hi-fi dealer,
says the business has fully recovered from
thefts which followed a ' ram raid' more than
ayear ago — and now has a brand-new
shop front and logo. For a hi-fi demonstration
appointment, call 01323 731 336.
MSB, whose Link DAC 24- bit 96kHz DAC
was reviewed in HFN/RR February, has
appointed The DeRègle Group as its UK
importer. Call 01945 463077.
PANASONIC expects to sell 50,000 of its
new £200 digital decoder set-top box, the
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You want to improve your

TU-DSB20, which receives SkyDigital and BIB
digital interactive services. Call 0990 357357.
POWERPAX has introduced the Audisor
range of interconnect cables 'fo, serious
audiophiles', each produced in 1m, 3m and
5m lengths as required. Coll 01473 219131.
SLATE AUDIO has developed two easy- to-fit
kits of floor spikes, The Spikekit and Stoneset,
enabling owners of floorstanding loudspeakers
to increase stability without invalidating the
maker's guarantee. Call 01525 384174.
THX SELECT has attracted licensees
including Denon, Onkyo, Pioneer and
Marantz as the new THX standard for their
new mid- priced home theatre lines, and by
loudspeaker firms including Atlantic
Technology, Klipsch, Magnat, M&K and
Teufel. Call + 1 ( 415) 492 3900.

A good but older player can benefit
from anew DAC, especially one that
is 24/96kHz-ready or upgradeable. We
like

to DRIVE THE POWER AMP DIRECT

(no preamp) from aDAC with built-in
volume control eg Lehmann DAC-plus
(also has an

ANALOGUE

input), DAX

Decade, Pass D Ior dCS Elgar.
Why wait years for afull catalogue of
DVD or DSD (which will win?) when
you can enjoy most of that sound from
today's CDs

Via

the

DCS UPSAMPLER ?

Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages

you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES ,enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

J
UST

LISTEN AND YOU '
LL KNOW

CD ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR, LEHMANN,
MERACUS, ORELLE, PASS, W ADIA, XTC.VINYL:BASIS,
CROWN J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, LEHMANN (BLACK CUBE).
MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS:ACCUPHASE,
ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT.
DNM ,LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS, SIRIUS, SONNETEER, SUGDEN.
LOUDSPEAKERS :AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,ETHOS, HALES.
HARBETH, LUMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, MIRAGE, NEAT,TOTEM
TUNERS:ACCUPHASE, FANFARE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES ARGENTO, CHORD Co., DNM,NORDOST,
SONIC LINK, TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC
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anything to supplant it - ever"
Geoffrey Horn reviewing the Chord SPM 1200B
(Gramophone Magazine Feb

Only Chord could better
the SPM 1200B.
The SPM 1200C.
Chord's 3rd Generation
Power Amplifier.
The Best. Perfected.

0 CHORD •
i416,
Audition the Chord SPM 1200C at:
London & South East

Midlands

Musicial Images

Leicester Hi- Fi Company

Covent Garden

Leicester

Tel : 0171 497 1346

Tel : 0116 262 6097

Musical Images

Music Matters

Beckenham

Birmingham

Tel : 0181 663 3777

Tel : 0121 429 2811

Phase 3Hi- Fi
Worthing
Tel : 01903 245577

Tel : 0121 742 0254
North
Doug Brady HI- F1

West
Grandix Sound & Vision
Chord Electronics Ltd. The Pumphouse, Farleigh Bridge
East Farleigh, Kent ME16 9NB, United Kingdom.
Tel: 01622 721444. Fax: 01622 721555.
email: sales@chord.softnet.co.uk

994)

Warrington
Tel : 01925 828009

New Malden

Audio Reflections

Tel:0181 336 0012

Wakefield

Audio Excellents
Swansea
Tel : 01792 474608

Tel: 01132 528850
Northern Ireland
Moores Hi Fi
County Down
Tel:01247 812 417

technology

High-densrty,
multi-layer
techniques
from Fi race
elec:rorics
might look
like overlal
for audio.
But TAG
McLaren
argues :hat
they're
beccming
essential

I),

Z. h. r

discrete components or single layer
boards? It makes repair far more
expensive. If you get water into a
camcorder, the whole circuit board
is automatically written off, because
corrosion is progressive — like rust
on acar. Unfortunately, the world is
awet place.
Even when afaulty board is dry,
some manufacturers allow no
component replacement. Complete
boards cost several hundred pounds,
and up to £ 1000 in some DV
camcorders. It can be cheaper to
replace a Sony DV camcorder than
the circuit board. Only avery few
service stations are able,
or
authorised, to work inside these
AG
McLaren
has
been
camcorders. (Tip: if you do use one,
ramping up the publicity for its
new range of hi-fi, with an ex- insure it!)
However, Dr Zucker rose to the
hifi press editor now handling PR.
challenge and explained his thinking
The big push began at The Hi-Fi
on multi-layer circuitry. As it will
Show last year, with agiant stand
either re-shape the future of hi-fi, or
complete with F1racing car, tame
bring similar counter-arguments from
driver, and the chance to buy
those who favour a more discrete
absurdly expensive souvenir clothing.
approach, I'll quote him verbatim,
The hi-fi separates were displayed
and without comment.
alongside bits of high-tech motor
'Density or space/weight is not the
design. Ifound it hard to see what
key issue when discussing the use of
one had to do with the other, but
multi-layer
boards
for
audio
TAG McLaren Audio's CEO, Dr
applications. The principal benefits
Udo Zucker, was only too glad to
are: ability to maintain low and
explain the company's philosophy_
consistent supply and ground
TAG bought Audiolab, 15 years
impedances on the board, which is
after it was set up by Philip Swift and
important for both digital and
Derek Scotland. Dr Zucker stresses
analogue
circuits;
ability
to
that this was not just a branding
incorporate shielding of sensitive
exercise, hi-fi with an Fl name. The

T

TAG range will build on Audiolab's
expertise, but will be different. Swift
has now left, but all parties insist this
was wholly amicable and there is no
hidden significance or agenda.
Zucker is an audio enthusiast, and
he wants to use expertise gained in
F1design to improve hi-fi design. A
modern F1racing car depends very
heavily on high-tech electronics.
One of TAG's sales pitches is that
the hi-fi systems will use multi-level
printed circuit boards of the type
now routinely used where weight and
space are at apremium, cg in racing
cars, and in portable electronics such
as DAT and MD decks and video
camcorders. Components are piled
on to the circuit board in many
layers, like amulti-level sandwich.
This puzzled me. Why use multilayering, with components mounted
flush with the board surface, in a
consumer living-room product, where
there is no shortage of space for

Tœhnological
overkill? Not
according to Dr
Zucker, who says
that multi-layer
circuit boards da
bring Day serious
advantages for
digital audio

HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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circuits and screening of noisy
circuits through supply and ground
planes; ability to maintain well
defined track impedances for high
speed and/or high frequency signals,
which is particularly critical for highspeed digital signals; ability to add
more copper where required, both
for earth/ground tracks and power
tracks; and ability to minimise
unwanted coupling by running tracks
at right angles to one another on
different layers.
'Additionally, multi-layering allows
the designer to use different digital
and analogue planes.
'Improving density brings benefits
in reducing circuit areas and track
lengths and hence reducing problems
of radiation from noisy circuits and
susceptibility in sensitive circuits.
Also, it reduces the effects of
unwanted coupling between tracks
and
parasitic inductance
and
capacitance.
'In digital circuits higher levels
of integration are in general a
good thing.
'Multi-layer boards have little
effect on the reparability of a
component; most failures are of
components, not PCBs, and the
difficulty and expense in getting
modern consumer products repaired
stems from a combination of their

complexity (a DV camcorder is a
highly complex system, irrespective
of the types of board it uses), and
commercial realities. Mass-market
components will often, or usually, be
cheaper to replace than repair, partly
because their repair typically needs
highly skilled people and mainly
manual labour, whereas their
manufacture does not.
'We could not make the AV32R
AV processor with conventional
technology,
given
the
space
constraint, because of insufficient
PCB space ( it is very densely
packed), its high-speed digital
circuitry, and EMC ( interference)
requirements.
'In addition, certain components
are only available as Surface Mount
Devices ( SMD); the DSP (digital
signal processor) is clocked at more
than 60MHz and the memory
requires tight packaging because of
the clock speed. The same is true for
clocks in digital audio systems. Tight
packaging is used to reduce jitter.
'There is no space on the outer
layers for tracks, necessitating tracks
inside the board. Hence the need for
amulti-layer board.
`A four-layer multi-layer PCB is
approximately 33% more expensive
than aconventional PCB of the same
size. But EMC requirements and
high-speed digital circuitry do not
allow conventional technology. Even
mass-market motor car engine
control units, where every penny
counts, now rely on the use of multilayer PCBs.
'We use discrete components in
the analogue audio circuits where the
different self-heating effects, caused
by the music signal, would impact
on the sound quality
..
'The AV32R processor is much
more than a DAC. Its complexity
dictates the circuit density.'
Barry Fox

This TAG
McLaren unit
illustrates the kind
of density seen in
motor racing
electronics
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There's never been asale like this before!
Don't buy until you've seen what we can
offer you. For alimited time only, all

IESETMOICATEO HOME THEATRE

ex- demo products from over 100 top
manufacturers will be on sale at our
Covent Garden Branch.
Musical Images' Covent Garden has many
of the world's finest audiophile products
on permanent display and has also had
the honour of becoming the world's first

«gel
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e=>
TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD

Sony ES Centre of Excellence.

we-

tea

•

Open 7 days aweek, with twelve

-1,

o

demonstration suites in four branches

4111.
▪mysicAL

covering the M25, Musical Images gives

to,

you the complete picture. Our Covent
Garden store can be found at

IMAGES

18 Monmouth Street,

LEICESTER
SQUARE

Covent Garden, London WC2H 911B

0171 497 1346

Ex-Demo Sale of the Century*
dl IV1UIGdI

lissage.,

Open Sundays

Covent Garden

Other branches at:

173 Station Road, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 71X Tel: 0181 952 5535
45 High Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1RH Tel: 0181 569 5802
126 High Street, Beckenham, Kent BR3 lED Tel: 0181 663 3777

e-mail: sales@musical-images.eo.uk
MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic
Precision
Aiwa
Akai
Alchemist
Alphason
Apollo
Arcam
Atacama
ATC
Audiolab
Auchoquest

AVI
BEt W
Barco
Projectors
Blue Room
Bose
Boston
Cabletalk
Carver
Castle
Celestion
Cerwin Vega
Chord

Citation
Crestron
Cyrus
Dali
Definitive
Denon
DPA
EPOS
Exposure
GLL
Goldring
Grundig
Harbeth

Harman Kardon
Heybrook
Infinity
Ixos
Jamo
JBL
JVC
KEF
Kenwood
LAT
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe

Lutron
MEtK
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Micromega
Millenium
Mission
Mitsubishi
Monitor Audio
MordauntShort
Musical Fidelity

Myryad
NAD
Naim
NHT
Onkyo
Ortofon
Orelle
Panasonic
Philips
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Polk
Proac

Project
Turntables
QED
Quad
Quadraspire
RCF Projectors
REL
Rogers
Roksan
Rotel
Royd
Ruark
Seleco

'Offer not valid with any other promotions or offers and while stocks last. EEt0E.

Projectors
Sennheiser
Sharp
Shearne Audio
Shure
SME
Sonic Frontier
Soniclink
Sony
Soundstyle
Spendor
Stands Unique
Stax

Straight Wire
Technology
Sumo
Van den Hul
Systemdek
Wharfedale
System Line
Wilson Benesch
Tannoy Prestige
XL0
Target
XTC
TDL
Yamaha
TEAC
Et Many More
Technics
Thorens
Toshiba
C‘.
Trichord
sAnza
CFD A
Tube

brief encounters
Linn Kolektor pre-amplifier
more will ' plus' and ' minus' the

AT £495 the new Kolektor marks

source selection. There's amute
switch, and aRecord output

Linn's welcome return to what
may be termed ' affordable' hi-fi

on/off, but note that

— ironically at the same time as
the company has launched one

recording is only possible
from the source being

of the most expensive CD

listened to — you cannot
move to another source
while recording is in

players in history, the £ 12,000
CD12.
Combined with one of the new Linn
power amplifiers, an LK85 or LK140, the
Kolektor can form the core control
component in acheaper Linn system,

progress.
Twelve user- options include ability to
all inputs, with the proviso that Phono is
only assignable to the first input. If all
those inputs look alittle daunting in a

terminated with new Kan or Keosa
speakers. But for the moment, the

three-source system, don't worry because
unused inputs can be switched off so that

Kolektor was tried solo with, as it
happens, aprevious generation of Linn
products that included an LP12, Akito
arm, K9 cartridge and Klout power amp.
Despite the comparatively low price,
and placement within the Linn upgrade
heirarchy, the Kolektor comes amazingly
well equipped. Its facilities ape those of
the lifestyle Classik CD/amp, effectively
putting the former entry-level Wakonda
pre-amp to shame. While the Wakonda is
available line-only or with phono m-m/
m-cat £750 and £ 900 respectively, the
Kolektor includes amost serviceable m-m
stage as standard. This is one of the ten
inputs available at any one time from this
pre-amp, and which can be individually
tailored to suit the user. For example,
input 1can be assigned as the phono
input, or as CD or tuner, etc. Likewise for

when scanning through sources, only the
required three will appear. A neat touch.
At the end of the endless row of input
sockets sit three pre-amp outputs, most
useful for multi-amping situations. The
least orthodox addition back here is an
RS232 interface panel. The upgrade to fill
this slot is not yet available, but Linn are
advertising aslot- in card which will allow
the Kolektor to be controlled from a
Windows PC, perhaps in lieu of
compatability with aregular Linn Knekt
multiroom installation. But even as it

set any input to unity gain, for passthrough of audio on its way to asurround
processor, for example; and setting of
default volume and input upon switching
on. Again, useful features here.
Also included is ahandy headphone
output and, heresy!
tone controls.
These are solid-state switched and
operate very subtly around the extremes
of 40Hz and 20kHz, and proved quite
capable of gently tweaking tonal balance.
All this would be for nought, of course,
if the Kolektor didn't work so well. While
it hasn't the air and transparency of the
Kairn, it does sound remarkably fine — I
would hazard that against the Wakonda it
would be aclose fight. The differences
amount to alittle more grain and

stands, acomprehensive remote handset
is included to control every function.

constriction, but the Kolektor is still

From the front, the press switch control
panel resembles that of the Classik: two

deserves every success.

buttons carry volume `+' and `-', and two

• Linn Products' helpline 0500 888909

undoubtedly agreat Linn product and
Andrew Harrison

Monitor Audio Silver 7
range of magneticallyshielded hi-fi and home cinema speakers use
bright magnesium alloy cones and silverfinished mesh covers over their gold
anodised alloy dome tweeters, which are a
reason enough for the range name. There is
abetter one, too: the Silver Series was
introduced in 1998, Monitor Audio's 25th
anniversary year. The Silver Series are
distributed in the UK through LKO, and are
sold mainly through Sevenoaks retail outlets.
The Silver 7, acompact floorstander, is a
thoroughly contemporary design. The tweeter
employs rare-earth magnets, allowing a
compact front plate design and magnetic
shielding, while the bass unit is built into a
glass reinforced nylon chassis. The press
formed and spun metal cone stays in circuit to
3.5kHz, and then hands over to the tweeter
with 12dB/octave slopes. The 19mm wall
enclosure is real wood veneered, and includes
an enclosed base section for mass loading,
which was tried for this test.
The character of the beast is one of polish
and restraint, with ahint of relaxation,
especially in the bass, which while not
especially deep has arolling, fruity quality
that many will find attractive with music, and
(especially) home cinema material. There is no
acid here, nor aparticularly analytical feel, in

THE SILVER Series
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atouaspeaxer mar seems purpose-aesignea To
counter criticisms that hi Fi speakers often
sound thin and raw.
On the whole then, the Silver 7is easy on
the ear, relaxed, and full sounding, which
ought to make it an enjoyable proposition, but

it is too often let down by the mid/treble
region. A particular problem is arather
distant, wispy treble, albeit one with clear
signs of an in-band resonance, and which
comes across as a 'whistly' at times. Inoticed
it in the main with female vocal (for example
Riverman from the new Claire Martin album
Take My Heart), and many recordings
emphasised atendency to unnatural sibilance.
On the whole however the treble balance is a
little shy, and this has repercussions
elsewhere, helping account for arather
dulled, hollow upper midband quality.
Sometimes the speaker seemed to sing
through cupped hands.
The Silver 7is undeniably well turned out.
The enclosure, though simple, has been well
constructed, and is evidently well controlled,
for which the mass loading in the base section
is only apartial explanation. The styling of the
active drive unit sub-baffle is individual and
effective, and the metal cone bass driver
confers ahigh tech patina to the design.
Despite appearances, however, the Silver 7
doesn't quite deliver. In particular, the wispy
treble needs urgent attention before the model
can be deemed much of asuccess musically,
as it already is commercially.
Alvin Gold
• Monitor Audio, 01223 242898
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Resolution Audio CD- 5o player: £ 2990

Kuzma Stabi Sturntable plus Stabi Sunipivot tone arm: fi000

Zingali Overture 3: £ 2995 apair

Top: conrad-johnson Premier 14 pre- amplifier: £4495
Above: conrad-johnson MF 2500 power amplifier: £ 3495
Amplification
Art Audio • Audio Analogue
conrad—johnson
Ear/Yoshino • Golden Tube
Graaf • Muse Electronics
Unison Research
Vinyl Replay
Nottingham Analogue
Benz- Micro cartridges
Lyra cartridges • Barnatt &
Oswald • Kuzma • Trigon
Vanguard phono amplifier

TEL:

0171

380 o866

Digital Replay
Audio Analogue Paganini
conrad—johnson • DPA •
Marantz • Resolution Audio
Wadia
Loudspeakers
Audio Spectrum
Audiostatic • Avalon
Acoustics • Beauhorn
Virtuoso • Cabasse • Chario
Diapason • Opera • Powell
Audio • Zingali Omniray

Accessories
Barnatt & Oswald bespoke
furniture • Cardas cables
& power cords • Esopower
mains stabilisers
finite elemente pagode
equipment stands
Harmonix • Nordost cables
shun mook • V- Damp
isolating system
Tuners
Magnum Dynalab

Home trial schemes available. All systems installed by us. Mail order carriage free.
Efficient tax-free export.Ex—demonstration and used equipment always available.
Demonstrations by appointment only. Mondays to Saturdays 10:cio to 18:30
Camden Town, London NWi FAX: 0171 383 5028 EMAIL: stephen@audiocireeserve.co.uk

brief encounters
Samsung, Sweet Chariot?
IN arecent group test [Oct '98], several DVD
players were tested for their skills at playing
Red Book compact discs, and found to be
somewhat lacking. Given the task of looking
into this new offering, Ican only report that,
on the strength of this Samsung DVD-907,
there has been no major breakthrough in
these video machines' audio credentials in
the last few months.
If anything, the CD and DVD replay of this
machine is below the standard of that of the
now-obsolete Pioneer DV-505, which, most
wonderfully, had the ability to give afullstrength signal at its digital output. This
Samsung, alas, not only refuses to supply a
96kHz digital output when playing the
smattering of currently available 24/96 discs,
it won't even bother down- sampling to 48kHz,
as does just about every other machine
around. In other words, it will not play the
Chesky and Classic Records 24/96 discs
through an outboard DAC.
This is apity since, meagre software
notwithstanding, using an outboard 24/96
DAC can be an inexpensive route to achieving
high-end sound using amass-produced DVD
player. Otherwise, the feature set of the 907 is

par for the course, with an
illuminating remote handset
(capable of basic control
over most TVs), S-Video and
Composite video outputs set
alongside 5.1 RCAs, and
on- screen menus to drive
you through the DVD set-up
procedure.
Picture quality (for
interested parties with aTV) is good, as you
would expect with 500-odd lines to look at,
seeming perhaps alittle brighter than the
Pioneer, although Iwas less convinced by
moving images.
So, on to sound quality again. There is a
definite constriction in its soundstage when
compared to aCD player. Icompared the
Samsung with the Pioneer, and found them
both to show aminiaturised stage of sound,
with those images within quite blurred enough
for me to prepare to wipe the spectacles
clean, before Irealised Iwasn't wearing any.
Of the two the Pioneer had alittle more lowdown presence but an equal sense of 'monofication'. Through an outboard DAC (Musical
Fidelity X-24K) compact disc replay was more

bearable though still not as good as taking the
S/PDIF from aregular CD player.
As afinal ray of sunshine for this DVD
player, and of interest to videophiles wishing
to see the latest Stateside delights, it seems
that this machine lends itself well to Codefree
modifications. Unconfirmed reports from the
Internet suggest that it takes nothing more than
some deft fingerwork on the remote to allow
the 907 to become amulticode region-free
pan-DVD player. If true, this would make this
£449 player far more attractive. But for music
replay purposes, whether CD or DVD from the
player alone, or CD through aDAC, there
really is nothing much to shout about here.
Andrew Harrison
• Samsung, 0181 391 0168

CD transport modifications
Philips semiconductors. Diodes were

WHEN TAG McLaren Audio revised
the Audiolab 8000 range and
developed its own new F3 Series, the

replaced with Schottkys and the small caps
across the original 1N002s were removed.

company did a lot more than just
redesign the front panels and add a tad

Subjective comparisons were made
between the TMA unit and the hot-rodded

on the, ahem, price TAG.
Improvements were made by the

Audiolab, using an MSB Link DAC

selective replacement of key audio
parts. One exception to this internal
makeover was the CD transport,
which, apart from the structural
remit, saw only one resistor change.
This is perfectly understandable when
applying linear electronics upgrade theory
— after all, what's the use in spending
more money on quality audio capacitors,
excellent at audio frequencies, when the
disc transport is carrying data purely in the
digital realm, where anought is anought
and aone is resolutely aone?
Since Ihad already witnessed improved

thing of note was that there was aclear
difference — not too surprising given the

playing, the Audiolab now showed some of

quality of new componentry, but
nevertheless not immediately explainable
given the bipolar state of the data being
handled. Perhaps there is now less ' noise'

revealed and revelled in the lightness of the

the life in adarker and richer hue. More
'organic' and warmer, and once again not
something I'd dare to explain electrically.
If you're happy with the look and the

circulating in the datastream, or perhaps

feel of the equipment you're using, but feel
that you'd like alittle '
more' in the sound

the jitter spectrum has merely been
translated alittle. In the absence of

department, then consider some upgrade
tactics. It's acontroversial issue here, but I

measurements Ican only report on
subjective findings, where the sound was,
put simply, altogether more smoother. The

can vouch that even in the black and white
world of binary data retrieval, there are
more colours to be had than just the grey.
Andrew Harrison

TMA transport does afine job at retreiving

converter, Iwas curious about possible
benefits when upgrading apurely digital

which shows astrong centre image with

product. So the investigation centred on

'jangle' in the rhythm guitar. The new

comparing the standard TAG CDT20
with a ' breathed upon' Audiolab

Audiolab had asense of more
going on within the song, with

8000CDM, with upgraded components.

more strands to focus upon,

dynamic drumming and asyncopated

(UK), specialists in the supply and fitting

without making the mix overcomplicated. Undeniable is the

of audio-grade components. Changes
include the replacement of the main

wider and deeper soundstage,
seemingly more rounded and flowing

reservoir PSU caps with Elna SILMIC
types, and fitting Sanyo OS- CONS
elsewhere, for example in the by-passing of

and less susceptible to displays of
sibilance. Morcheeba's ' Friction' had as its
fundamental difference an increase in the

voltage regulators and decoupling of

fundamental — that is, areal sense of

APRIL 1999

were as if lit at adifferent angle by
spotlamps on the music. It was the same
picture, but where the standard TMA

data so that inner detailing is laid bare,
such as Lisa Loeb's ' It's Over' from Tails,

MR NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

most familiar, the layout of instruments in
'Take Five', as elsewhere on Time Out,

through Ecosse Digital cable, into Linn
amps and Concert 11 speakers. The first

performance by using audio-grade parts in
the PSU and digital sections of aD/A

The work was carried out by AudioCom

power in the bassline that chunders
through the song. Turning to Brubeck's

• AudioCom, 01834 842803
Mods to this transport included
£174 worth of components.
AudioCom is offering a
10% discount to
HFN/RR
readers
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Nagra of Switzerland stirs up the
hi-fi world again: at least one
reviewer was ready to fight to get
hold of the VPA valve rnonoblocks
by KEN KESSLER

B

y now — 15 years before the
mast(head) — most regular
readers know what pushes my
buttons. So is it any wonder that
reviewing the Nagra VPA all- tube
power amplifier is one project for
which Iwas prepared to fight? It's
right up there with the Finial
turntable, the Sonus Faber Amati,
the Marantz valve reissues and the
Audio
Research
Reference
amplification components in sheer
`wantability' or curio value.
£8495 per pair, though, isn't quite
the price Iexpected. Eight- and- ahalf grand is serious money by any
standards, but Iwould not have
been surprised if this most enticing
of products had a five-figure price
tag. No, I'm not spending your
money for you; I'm just being
realistic. If you factor in Swissness, Nagra-ness and any
other ` ness' you care to
name, you'll see that the
VPA has the prestige,
pedigree and — as will
clearly
emerge —
performance which make it
ahigh-end product worthy
of high-end prices.
For the Nagra faithful, it
means no more waiting for a
mate to the PL-P pre-amp,
the jewel which started this
particular DNA strain.
There it was, an all-valve

b
e

pre- amp
from
a
company with ( 1) no
track
record
for
tubeware, (2) no patience
for audiophiles and ( 3) the
sort of reputation enjoyed
only by makes which deal
exclusively
with
the
professional sector.
Specifically, in Nagra's
case, it is supremacy in the
fields of on- location tape
recording (a film-industry
standard, in fact), spy tape
recorders, satellite broadcast
receivers and other niches
light-years away from the audiophile

tendency. Stuffy Swissness, though,
turned out to be more flexible than
anyone could have imagined.
When
the
US
high- end
community responded enthusiastically to the company's digital
open-reel, and, at the same time one
of the Nagra's designers felt that he
needed anew phono stage, the PL-P
was born. Success way beyond
Nagra's expectations — the Swiss
seem sceptical and mildly pessimistic
if nothing else — led to further
involvement with pure audio, hence
the VPA.
Now let's not get too carried away
here
with
Nagra's
seeming
conversion to the ranks of the Good
Guys. The company is still subject to
Swiss behavioural patterns, high-end
audio will forever remain a teensy
part of its output and Nagra exposed
a truly conservative streak by
producing — as an alternative for or
sop to conservatives — a solid-state
power amplifier as well... just in case
Nagra started to appear to 'radical'.
But R&D Manager Schlup remains a
rebel in Swiss terms, which explains
the VPA's topology.

!ME NO OTHER...
While the PL-P at least resembled a
Nagra tape deck sans spindles, the
VPA looks like no other amplifier on
earth — let alone a Nagra product.
And that's despite the prominence of
one of the company's trademark
gauges on each chassis, as specific a
giveaway of something's origins as,
say, a black horse on a yellow
background.
Amusingly (and in keeping with
the Swiss reputation for secretive
banking practices), the VPA is
deceptive in so many ways, starting
with the valve complement. Per
amplifier, the tube line-up consists
of two ECC83s and a Mullard
ECC82 in the input section and
two 845 output tubes. More to the
point, those 845s stand proudly
and shamelessly on the top plate.
And yet, despite featuring a brace
ANIL ltee
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of the cherished triodes which are
probably second only in popularity
to the 300B for pure SET
credibility, the VPA is not asingleended design but apush-pull unit.
The transformer complement?
Proprietary designs conceived to
avoid low-frequency saturation and
high frequency ringing, two mains
and one output toroidal per unit,
placed at the bottom of the cabinet
to aid the centre of gravity and
positioned vertically because the
case is so narrow. And the
110x300x370mm (wdh) machinedfrom- solid aluminium cabinet is
filled to the brim to account for its
13.5kg weight, its power supply
fitted with massive, top- grade,
Nagra-tagged caps, all hardware
being of the no- compromise
variety. However simple one might
wish to consider the design of
valve amps to be, the VPA
abounds with the sort of
touches which lift it above
the revival-of-old-designs
brief.
In reductio, it's a pure
Class-A design rated at
50W into 4, 8 or 16
ohm loads, suffering
zero negative feedback.
The 845s are, of
course,
directlyheated,
thoriated
tungsten triodes, the
input impedance is
100k ohms, and the
sensitivity 400mV for
its rated output into
all
three
impedances.
An
abundance
of
protection circuitry
and
overkill
construction do
not obscure the
realisation that
the VPA presents
a clean path for
the signal. But
then you notice
the
details
1114,111EWS IMEW»

which remind you why you
went Swiss. The front
panel, for example, bears
a pro- grade,
threeposition rotary switch
providing on, off and
mute, its style and feel
identical to the rotaries
on the P- LP. The
Nagra meter? This
time
it's
not
a
`modulometer',
but
is called instead the
Nagra
Load
Match Meter:
it monitors

PURITY of form
PURITY of function

ARIA S2
by Unison Research
Combining styling of classic elegance with asound both pure and natural, ARIA S2 has an
unbeatable pedigree. Electronic design to reference standard is by Giovanni Sacchetti, and
includes pure silver circuitry throughout. Appearance design is by Italy's top audio stylist
Claudio Chiarello. Made for the serious music-lover, the S2 gives you the enchanting sound
of a fine single-ended valve amplifier in a sensibly-powered and sensibly-priced package.
Check it out soon at your nearest UKD stockist. You'll be enthralled.

Thoroughbred Audio Products
from

UKD
23 Richings Way, Iver, SLO 9DA, Bucks, England
Tel: 07000-853443 ( UKD HIFI) Tel: 01753-652669: Fax: 01753-654531
or visit our website: www.ukd.co.uk
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the operation of the 845s by
indicating peak DC voltage and
current draw on the output tube
anode. Nagra says that this makes it
easy to ' spot speaker mismatch and
suggest corrective action'.
In keeping with pro sensibilities,
the VPA is fully balanced throughout,
hence an XLR-only input on the back
panel. Iwas able, however, to try the
VPA with all manner of pre-amps,
including the non-XLR'd PL- P,
because Nagra supplied aphono-toXLR adaptor. But this does seem to
provide proof that the Swiss are not
infallible. How else do you explain
this company making a pre- amp
fitted only with single-ended outputs,
while its matching power amp arrives
with balanced-only inputs?
Below the XLR socket is abank of
multi-way gold-plated binding posts,
enough to provide specific connection
for each of the three main impedance
choices, while beneath the socket
array are vents for the tubes' heat and
an IEC mains input and primary
on/off rocker switch. And if the VPA's
tall aspect and tiny footprint raise
questions of physical stability, the
weighting of the chassis toward the
bottom not being enough to convince
you of its steadiness, note that the
amp comes supplied with aluminium
struts to bolt to the underside to
prevent rocking from side- to- side,
even on acarpeted surface.
Mere minutes were all it took to
realise that the VPA lived up to its
promise. However high the PL- P
raised the bar to which a matching
power amp must leap, however
difficult an act it was to follow, Nagra
responded with an amplifier that will
never shame it.
While Iprobably missed stretching
its performance to extremes as
regards speaker loading — long gone
are my Apogee Scintillas, alas — Idid
manage to test it from high to low
sensitivities, with impedances of 4, 8
and 15 ohms. Additionally, Iam no
headbanger, so absolute SPL
extraction was mild, too. And yet I
have no reason to discount Nagra's
claims that this is one 845-equipped
amplifier that is not subjected to the
classic situation of ` low- power
vacuum tube amplifiers ( which)
seldom drive difficult speaker loads
with success'.
Sadly, in light of both its recent
demise and exhortations from speaker
manufacturers to cease and desist in
recommending it, Imust downplay
the merits of a most deliriously
perfect mate for the VPA. With a
witness in the form of the Nagra
importer, who will attest to the
blissful synergy, Ilearned that the
VPA took to the Rogers LS3/5As as
Lewinsky did to Clinton. Which is
not to say that it blew them. Because
NMI NEWS à RECORD REVIEW
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YOU NEED SOME PROTECTION...
TRUE to his word, Herr Schlup
succumbed to the pressures of
protecting the VPA's valves ( CE
regs and all that) by creating a
cover of sorts to prevent
accidents. And in thee best
Nagra form, he developed one
of the canniest, most clever
alternatives to the ' ugly cage
syndrome' that one can
imagine. The prototype seen
here was shown at the Las
Vegas CES, although there was
no confirmation that it would
be included in production. In
the prototype version, each
845 is now surrounded by two
concentric arrays of vertical
rods, mounted to the top plate
and extending above the tubes.
These obviously prevent any accidental knocks
from taking out an 845, but what's more
interesting is the way they deal with heat. As the
rods are sufficiently distanced form each other,
there's plenty of space through which air can

the LS3/5A is known for its refusal
to go loud without suffering major
damage, it did not tax the VPA's
output capability. Nor did it show
— as did the Wilson WATT/Puppy
5.1 set-up — that the Nagra has. the
sort of bass control of which
Ongaku owners can only dream. But
the LS3/5A so honoured the
Nagra's midband, that RT Servkes'
Robert Purnell left that day shaking
his head and muttering something
about ` combing the classifieds'.
Every trace of detail, presented on
abed of warmth like artichoke hearts
on rocket, attested to the VPA's
commanding and authoritative
presentation.
It's as if Nagra's designers made a
conscious effort to exploit the
brand's professional virtues without
ignoring the subjective values of
typical high-end audio listeners. In
this respect alone, juggling accuracy
and musicality, Ifeel that the VPA
has no peers al: or near its price. In
fact, the only valve amps Iknow of
which possess this prowess to the
same degree are either five times the
price or long out of production. To
sample this quality, try recordings
like Big Daddy's 'With A Little Help
From My Friends' and any of the
Classic Records 24/96 titles. It's
undeniable.
However much the VPA reflects
the ' smallness' of the PL-P pre-amp
and its portable, tape-recording
siblings, the amplifier continues to
deceive by always sounding like a
big brute. Not SPL big, but
dimensionally big, and speak
like the LS3/5As and tht
WATT& rise to the occasior

flow. But, because Nagra fitted two layers of
rock., the outer ring stays cool while only the
inner gets hot. The latter aids heat dissipation,
the ormer keeps you from burning your fingers.
SimDle, neat and oh, so effective.

t

because their point source delivery
allows them to disappear, thus
enhancing the illusion. If you've ever
met one of those who refuses to
RT Services,
118 Mendip
Heights,
Didcot,
Oxfordshire
OX11 7TG.
Tel: 01235
810455
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believe that sound can extend
beyond the outer edges of the
speakers, insist that he hears the
VPAs driving something teensy.
Although the VPA parts company
with Nagra practice by not being
battery- driven and portable, by
containing valves and being aimed
primarily at the hi-fi community, it
is very much a product of a
company overwhelmingly respected
in the professional sector. Thus,
you can think of it as either a
sensible/practical buy ki the way
that you'd choose, say, a SAAB
over aTVR, or you can regard it as
sheer audiophilic self-indulgence,
in the way that you'd choose the
TVR over the SAAB.
Unsurprisingly, the Nagra VPA
joins the two other valve amplifiers
in my permanent wants list, the
Audio Research Ref 600 and the
Marantz Project Ti. Beyond the
fact that all wear tubes, they have
little in common, representing as
they do three different approaches
to the same task: driving speakers
with tubes. But the VPA — while it
will never drive certain speakers the
way the ARC will, nor elicit oohs
and aahs in the manner of the Ti —
costs so little that you could actually
set up a five-channel home theatre
using all VPAs and spend less than
you would for apair of either of
the others.
Pinch me: I'm actually
calling a Nagra product a
bargain.

C

ary recently introduced anew
version of its well-known
300SE monoblocks using a
new and more powerful version of
the famous 300B triode. Whether
the tube should still be designated a
300B is debatable, since it's a new
design of more than double the
rated power, from about 8
or 10 watts to 20W or more
per channel. Moreover,
voltage and bias conditions
differ, and thus the two
types can't be interchanged
in specific amplifiers.
Cary has used a different
pin orientation to help
distinguish the tubes,
though Isuspect that this
rotation has more to do
with bringing the glowing
cathode into visual line with
the front of the unit!
In its day, the 300SE
monoblock was partnered
by lower- cost integrated
stereo chassis called the 300SEI,
which essentially included a line
preamp, selector and volume
facility. So, to accompany its new
and more powerful monoblocks,
Cary has provided a matching
integrated version, the 300SEI
LX20. ` LX20' indicates use of that
new Kron KR Enterprises triode.
In addition to twice the power,
the new model brings you remote
control of mute and volume, for an
additional £400. The base price is
£3395, so our review model with
the remote option worked out at
£3795, including the bonus of tape
output sockets. Built to an
exceptional standard, the Kron
output tubes have an unusually
long warranty of two years and
typically five years life or more can
be expected, which is just as well in
view of the high (£200-plus) cost of
replacement.
Three line inputs are provided
plus abalance control, while a low
power pre-output terminal ( under
volume control) is available for
multi-amping or for drive to a
subwoofer. Last but by no means
least, there is the headphone socket,
for which a push-button relay
mutes the speaker terminals. The
power amp drives the headphone
circuit and many users claim this is
one of the finest headphone
amplifiers made!
While the monoblocks have a
standby/operate mode, the stereo
unit has electronic soft start and no
standby. Supply is from a
detachable IEC cord. All inputs are
unbalanced gold plated with
speaker connection via binders for
spade or wire termination. There is
no cover so a prospective owner
must take due care in siting it out
26

Cary s
•

built over- size to get sufficient
inductance
for
good
bass.
Conversely, clean extended treble
requires costly multi- section
windings, in this case 16 sections,
bi-filar wound; unregulated threesection, choke-smoothed, power
supplies are used.

SOUND QUAUTY

A single-ended 300B amp with
more power: Gary's 300SEI LX20
uses the beefed-up Kron version
of the venerable triode

by MARTIN COLLOMS

of harm's way. Interestingly the
output valve glass runs hot, but not
so hot as to burn you — unless you
leave your hand on for more than a
second or so.

TECHNOLOGY
A single high-power mains transformer feeds supply current to both
channels of this amplifier. The first
valve is shared between the two
channels, each half used as a
voltage amplifier, and is DCcoupled to the succeeding stage.
The remaining triode pairs are
operated as an anode current
follower stage, AC-coupled to
the output triode grid by a
selected oil- filled metal- foil
coupling capacitor. None of
the stages have local
feedback. The output
transformer
is
of
exceptional quality, as
indeed it needs to be
for a zero- feedback
amplifier: there's no
correction available,
and it must stand
on its own merits.
Air- gapped to
circumvent DC
magnetising
saturation, it is

Built to an
exceptional
standard, the
Kron output
tubes have an
unusually long
warranty of
two years and
typically five
years life or
more can be
expected

Whether it's the high
standard finally attainable,
or the type of electronic
components interacting
with the design, the better
Cary amplifiers do benefit
substantially from extended
running in, say 50-100
hours. Clarity, speed and
sweetness
all
show
significant gains over this
period. In the case of the
new ' SEI, this resulted in a
good level of familiarity
with its operation and with
the overall sound. But even
from the outset it was impossible to
miss that familiar, easy and
harmonious, ' single- ended zero
feedback' quality, together with a
high proportion of the legendary
300B ' golden' tonal balance,
regarded by some as the ultimate
tube character.
What is also surprising is the
degree of muscular drive available
almost everywhere in the audible
range. This is something which the
standard tube fails to achieve.
Within a range of sensible volume
levels, this amplifier had seriously
good dynamics and significantly
good bass slam. In fact, the bass
was so sufficiently firm and
expressively focused that the usual
expectations for this genre — of
softness and lack of uniformity —
were quickly dispelled.
You were left in no doubt that
this was altogether amore powerful
animal than the original design, and
in fact it neatly bridges the gap to
the still higher power and greater
loudness achieved by Cary's
flagship 805c monoblocks. Good as
the admirable
Cary
572SE
monoblock is, and its value remains
undeniable, the 300SEI LX20
performance lifts the standard yet
again, and not by an insignificant
margin. If Ihadn't had access to
the monoblock version of this
design, it would have been hard to
see how a still better sound could
have been achieved using this
technology. As it was, we heard the
monoblocks go still further in focus,
neutrality clarity and dynamics,
with even better bass.
Taking a wholly subjective view,
this amplifier isn't and cannot be
perfectly accurate. With a relatively
high output impedance delivered at
APRIL UM
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the speaker terminals, there's alevel
of interaction with the partnering
speaker impedance which is
expressed as a frequency response
error and can't be ignored. That's
not to say that it can't be adjusted
for, even accommodated, by subtle
choice of speaker and its placement
in your listening room.
Speakers of 4-8 ohms sounded

frequency balance and a mild
softening in the bass ( compared
with references such as the
DNM/Reson PA3, whose bass is
amazingly crisp and punchy).
Against this must be weighed an
exemplary harmonic line, a very
easy and natural constrained ' SE'
character, as well as very fine
dynamics, depth, detail and stereo

thin and anaemic on the 300SEI.
Fair 8 ohm speakers of good
sensitivity worked well, for example
classic Spendor and Rogers designs,
Quad's ESL63 and ( in small,
intimate rooms) the BBC LS3/5A.
My Wilson WITT Ils (true 8 ohm
units) matched it surprisingly well.
Once matching and compatibility
issues were resolved, the seriously
high sound quality of this design
soon become apparent. The
integrated control section was
clearly as transparent as you could
wish for, and in this configuration,
stands in for a line pre- amp of
substantial cost and quality.
Considering how to rate the
sound for absolute merit will
depend on the match to the
speakers, recognition of a sensible
limit on loudness, acknowledgment
of a mild shift in speaker

staging.
While the onboard ' pre- amp'
does of course give it some
advantage, the resulting listeningtest score of 35 for the ' SEI must
be seen as exceptional for the class,
and a great achievement. Via the
headphone socket the sound quality
was almost superb, using the Grado
SR 225 ' phones — Isay ' almost'
because the was amild but audible
low level 100Hz supply hum, while
at very high levels some more hum
turned up. Try it for yourself to see
whether this represents a problem.
Otherwise, the sound was simply
glorious, very revealing of all the
quality in the chosen sources.
During the review, Cary's
president
Dennis
Had
requested that the unit
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None of the
stages have
local feedback.
The output
transformer is
of exceptional
quality, as
indeed it
needs to be for
a zero feedback
amplifier:
there's no
correction
available, and
it must stand
on its own
merits

SUPPLIER
Tire Audiophile
Club,
PO Box 6477,
London
N13 4AV
Tel: 0181-882
2822

be updated by the later version, just
in production. This model arrived
at the last minute and gave a new
lower input sensitivity, auto-bias
output valve circuitry (no manual
bias setting required when replacing
output valves) and aclaimed richer
midband tonality, which was
verified on test. (This version has
three 6SN7 tubes instead of the two
6SL7s and one 6SN7, and running
at a slightly higher rail voltage to
account for the cathode or autobias.) However, Ididn't think so
badly of the old and felt that on
direct comparison that it had
deeper tighter bass more depth, and
afaster more upbeat rhythm. Thus
on my scaling the ' plug-and- play'
version gets 5 points less. My vote
goes for the original, though in
truth both are more than good
enough for recommendation!

CONCLUSION
There's not only scope for more
comprehensive conclusions in this
extended review, they are essential
in the case of such a multi faceted
product. With regard to the hum
level on headphones, there's more
than enough headroom for the
headphone attenuator circuit to
be set to lower gain and hence
lower noise ( assuming no extra

The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the
CAD-805C, the latest version of this breathtaking
.50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the KR Enterprises
300B XLS. MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO
EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £ 1895 plus,
with the CAD 572 SE monoblocks, which provide
an impressive 20W, visually the baby-805, sonically
its equal in many respects:The 805 monoblocks are
now priced at akiller £6,500 + VAT.
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hum from the volume control
circuits). Nevertheless the sound
quality from this particular output
was truly remarkable, so powerfully
revealing of the wholly natural,
vibrant signature of this amplifier.
Cary has successfully applied its
accumulated knowledge to crack
the secret of transparent, liquid and
dynamic sound amplification,
through powerful triodes, fine build
and component quality, circuit
simplicity and effectiveness, Class A
working and not least, zero
feedback. Head-bangers are likely
to be disappointed but for almost
anyone else the results on every
kind of music are so singularly
involving and revealing that it's
hard not to be entranced by this
Cary design.
Some care needs to be taken with
speaker matching, 88dBW or better
sensitivity with a fair, 8 ohms
nominal load rating or higher.
Likewise some shift in speaker
placement may help balance the
possible shift in the bass and to
optimally set the speaker drive to
the room acoustic.
As already mentioned, a new
version was supplied by way of an
update during the review —
something every reviewer hates!
Excellent as it still was, the sound
quality did not in my view match
that of the original (manual bias)
version; fortunately, the UK
importer has confirmed that this
original version will be supplied to
UK buyers. (The ' plug- and-play'
version, expected to be standard in
the USA, can be supplied to order.)
Within its power compass the
300 SEI LX20 is up there with the
world's best, while generating some
extra goodwill of its very own in
terms of value and versatility. Cary
has excelled within this unusual
product category, and the design
becomes a work of reference, here
regardless of the ranking of the
related LX20 monoblocks; strongly
recommended for sheer musical
enjoyment.

THE SYSTEM
IN the listening system for this review,
the pre- amplifiers used included
Conrad- Johnson's PV12, Audio
Synthesis Passion, Krell KPS25s.
Sources included the Linn LP12
Lingo/Naim Aro/Koetsu Rosewood
Signature II record player; for CD, the
Krell KPS25s, Naim CD2 and Audio
Synthesis DAX Decade. Cables
included Siltech, van den Hul and
Transparent. Comparison amplifiers
included the Krell FPB300 and Naim
NAP250 power amps and the
Conrad-Johnson CAV50 integrated.
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CARY 3005E1 LX20
LAB REPORT
For azero feedback
amplifier, with asoft
clipping characteristic,
aural sensitivity to the
onset of dipping is
much reduced; so full
power' may be defined
by 3% distortion,
rather than the usual
1%. On this basis (in
contrast to other valve
designs), the Cary met
its power rating from
upper bass to beyond
audibility. Into typical
8ohm speaker loads it
will provide up to
25W on peaks. For
reasonable waveform
fidelity, it could give
11.IdBW at
20Hz,12.4dBW at
40Hz, good for the
genre. Often, valve
amp output falls away
rapidly at lower
frequencies; but this
Cary gave 20Wfrom
I5Hz to 27kHz, 3dB, into 8ohms ; if
applying avisible
waveform distortion
criterion for clipping, it
gave up to 30W in the
midband.
Conversely the
amplifier was frankly
unimpressive on 4ohm
loading, which should
clearly be avoided For
20Hz, Igot 3W; at
40Hz, 5W; 'kHz,
7.5W; and at 20kHz,
11W. Peak current
was limited to a
modest I.94A and
while the current
clipping sounded
relatively benign, 8-16
ohm speakers are
clearly preferred At
3dB down from fiel!
power, 10W, 10dBW,
the distortion had
improved to avery
reasonable 0.8%
midband, falling
monotonically with
reducing volume level
[Fig 21
By 1W, it was
dear that at normal
listening levels, with
10dB or so headroom
for peaks, that
fundamentally low
distortion was
apparent, around 0.11
% mid-band with
0.15% at high
frequencies and a
satisfactory 1% in the
bass power region, in
this case 40Hz.
Moreover the
distortion characteristic
low order, Fig 1, with
benign second
harmonic dominant
Ironically, such a
distortion spectrum is
considered by many to

be quality enhancing;
that is, adding richness
and weight to sounds
which might otherwise
be regarded as digitally
threadbare. However,
Idon't think this is the
reason why the amp
sounds good; rather, it
constitutes an artefact
in the overall sound
quality.
Tested for amodest
level, or an equivalent
headphone setting
0.1W, distortion
continued to fall. As
expected, there was no
trace of crossover
distortion. A very
mild, gently rising
coloration was heard
in the midband; and
the left and right
frequency responses
showed tiny 0.1 dB
'glitches' at 591 and
620Hz. Precision
analysis showed these
to be due to the output
tubes, which have
similar mechanical
resonances and which
if excited, can ring at
near sub-audible levels
for several seconds. On
afew occasions loud
staccato choral sections
dominant at 600Hz
could sound just alittle
more forward' and it
is believed this is the
likely source.
Looking at the
frequency responses
[Fig 3], the 8ohm
result extended to
200kHz revealing fine
output transformer
design, noting that this
was open loop with no
feedback correction.
Unconditional stability
was conferred by the
design; the dashed
trace shows the effect of
the simulated
electrostatic load,
barely adB down at
20kHz, no overshoot
and aperfect pulse
response [Fig 4].
Pie low-order
distortion spectrum has
already been noted At
lOW 3rd harmonic
predominates [Fig I]
at ajust audible 1%
but the even harmonies
are not far away while
high-order dipping or
'odd'-order
components are quite
absent even at a100dB resolved level.
For the low-level
1W spectrum a
180Hz fundamental
was chosen to separate
the components from
the ubiquitous, (( mild,
hum component. Here
2nd harmonie

predominated as
expected, in fact oddorder components were
very low. By any
normal standard the
distortion was
inaudible, below afew
watts and this
distortion spectrum
may not be held
responsible for a
particular sound
character, good or bad
[Fig 2].
Concerning the line
pre-amp section, some
points are of interest.
There was no gain
through to the tape
outputs, while the
variable output
matched the
attenuation rate of the
main control line to the
power amplifier. There
was no buffer to this
output save ahigh
fixed resistor and the
output impedance was
typically 30k ohm.
Consequently, only low
capacitance cable on
fixed inputs should be
used, in addition to a
kind 50 to 100k ohm
loading on the drive
line w the power
amplifier. Ask Cary or
your dealer for
guidance here.
For full output only
a 120mV output is
required so the unit
was quite sensitive,
37mV sufficing for 1
watt, 8ohms.
Some hum
induction was present,
sufficient to lay alowlevel 100Hz
background of supply
tipple on the
headphone output at
high volume, this
reducing to the
additional noise floor
of the power amplifier
itself at low volume.
The hum was just
audible in aquiet
location using
moderately sensitive
Grado SR225
headphones.
Personally Iwould
prefer the hum reduced
to truly inaudible
levels.
Channel balance
was well maintained
over all settings thanks
to the precision
potentiometer, though
channel separation
was only just
satisfactory at
36.5dB120Hz,
38dB. 1
kHz and
41dB120kHz.
Returning to the
power amplifier, mains
vibrational hum was
moderate from the

Fig I. Cary 300-SEI LX20: distortion speanon,
1
kHz at IW, 8ohm load

1.-g2. Cary 300-SE! LX20: distortion spectrum,
»Hz at 1W, 8ohm load

Fig 3. Cary 300-SE! LX20: frequency responses,
8ohm load, and 8ohms plus 2µF (dashed trace)

Fig 4. Cary 300-SE! LX20: 1
kHz squarewave,
8ohrns plus 2íF
transformer but
depended on mains
quality and time of
day. As expected,
output impedance was
quite high at rypically
2.6 ohms, invariant of
frequency. I've seen
worse, but as usual the
frequency response will
show some dependency
on the speaker
impedance
characteristic.
Conversely the 'preamp' input was an
Test results

easy to drive, typical
47k ohms impedance
with negligible
capacitance. Signalto-noise ratio at the
speaker terminals was
fine at 75dBA for one
watt, -93dB at full
output. Some mild
hum was present., for
example -57dB at I
watt which may
become audible with
very sensitive speakers,
for example, those
better than 92dB1W.
Cary 300-5E1 LX20

Power output
Rated power, 8cerns (maker's spec) 20W ( 15.5BW*1
Measured power
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm load (dBM 8.1 13.5 13.4
Both charnels 4ohms —
6.5 —
Burst 10ms, 8ohms
14.1
Burst 10ms. 4ohms
7
Burst 10ms, 2ohms
N/A
Output impedance (
ohms) 2.65 2.61 2.47
Peak current via 1ohm, 2.2uF + 1.9A/- 1.8A
Distortion (
dB)
THD.rated power 8 ohms -34.8 -41.9 -41.1
THD, at OdBW 8ohms -40 -59 -56
Intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19kHz/20kHz rated power, aux input) -46
(19kHz/20kHz rated power. at OdBW -65
Signal-to-noise ratio, full gain (dB)
22Hz-22kHz ( tel OdBW)
57
22Hz-22kHz ( tel full level rated)
75
'A wtd ( re) OdBW)
75
'A' wtd ( rel full level rated)
93
DC output offset L/R ( mV)
0/0
Input sensitivity (
IHF,OdB)
Input sensitivity (
for programme clip)
2030
7m
mV
V
Stereo separation, aux, lkHz (
dB)
38
Dimensions (
whd, mm)
365x170x320
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£3395
(remote £399 extra)
'where OriBW .2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
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eferring to ahi-fi product as
'unremarkable' may be
taken as an insult, an affront
to its claims to quality and
uniqueness. But when Isay Ifound
the Sugden Audition CD player
and amplifier unremarkable, it is
for the contrary reason that they
didn't particularly detract from the
music.
The
music
became
remarkable, not the hi-fi.
The Audition Series comprises
two integrated amplifiers, a prepower combination, and a CD
player. Those integrated amplifiers,
the Audition C and Audition T,
themselves come with a choice of
facilities to suit differing tastes and
budgets. Starting from the bottom,
the Audition T is available bereft of
any additional features for £ 549.
This is a line- level integrated
amplifier rated at 65watts/8ohms,
with a passive pre-amplifier stage
and mechanical source switching.
To this can be added remote
control of volume (£99), amovingmagnet or moving-coil phono card
(£89 each), and even ( at £ 649)
tone controls!
In the absence of any new Quad
products to take on the ' proequalisation' crowd, Sugden has
kept the faith by making available
this optional equalisation stage.

Perhaps what
startled me
first was the
way these
units sounded
so civilised
straight from
the box...

from the main signal. As another
precaution in the name of purity,
the facility can in fact be switched
out of circuit.
The amplifier submitted for
review was the more sophisticated
Audition C model. This boasts the
same power amplifier section as the
'T', but offers more control features
and an extra tape loop. It has an
active input stage and silent relay
source switching, again at the
command of a rotary switch. The
base model costs £ 799, to which
can be fitted remote control of
volume and equalisation controls,

Over 30 years in the business,
pioneering solid-state hi-fi,
Sugden is all ready to win new
friends with an Audition
by ANDREW HARRISON

for the same premium of £99 and
£100 respectively. It does come
fitted with avery good m-m phono
stage, as Iwas later to discover.
Unlike the classic Sugden A21, the
new Audition amps are biased to
operate in Class AB, using bi-polar
multi- emitter output devices. In
use, the Audition C never got
beyond the 'warm' stage.

SUGDEN'S SILVER DISCS
At £ 649 the Audition CD player
makes a perfect match to the
Audition amplifiers. Like the amps,
it comes finished in a gloss black
with gold script, as seen in our
samples; or alternatively in grey or
silver livery at, currently, no extra
cost. One thing to note with the
black finish is the difficulty in
finding knobs — the gold lettering
is comparatively faint, making
control location a trial when out of
clear daylight. Myopics may prefer
the lighter finishes. Inside, aPhilips
DAC7 chipset handles numbercrunching up to the converter itself,
which has been replaced by a

Centred at lkHz, there is gentle cut
and boost of bass and treble, up to
a maximum of 6dB at the
frequency extremes of 20Hz and
20kHz. To escape mutterings about
phase shift and distortion, Sugden
claims to avoid these problems
through its shrewd implementation.
The primary signal is carried
through the circuit, untouched.
Meanwhile, afacsimile of the signal
is subject to the tonal corrections,
and this is added to or subtracted
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Philips hybrid multi-bit/bitstream
converter. A toroidal transformer on
one side carries five
different
secondary
windings for separate
regulated power stages,
and with a main circuit
board mounted along the
rear panel, the interior has a
neat, respectable appearance
with all power and signal
wiring tidily squared away. As
one expects at this price, and in
common with the Audition C
amplifier, the overall build is
excellent: solid casework, smooth
operating controls and switches —
a sense of hand-built quality. It
only remained to find out if the
sound would live up to the build.

SOUND QUALITY
Perhaps what startled me first was
the way these units sounded so
civilised straight from the box.
Compared to most products which
are given the luxury of running-in
over several weeks (and which often
require this consideration) these
Sugdens were auditioned at much
shorter notice, with little time for
the gentle build-up. Iwas assured
they had just rolled off the
production line, but either way they
soon showed themselves up to
speed. For example, they flattered
the midband of the Chario
Academy Millennium 1, acompact
two-way stand- mounter in the
Italian tradition, which sometimes
needs alittle encouragement here.
The Audition C also proved
man enough to keep
ATC
monitors
under control, but it
was really with
LS3/5As that it
excelled. The latest
(and last) incarnation of
these BBC Limited Editions
from Harbeth blended a treat
with the Sugden amp, the wellcontrolled power of the latter
helping to dredge abelievable level
of bass from the Grade 2 monitors.
With EQ switched in, one could
even add to this, at the risk of
knocking the sound out of kilter —
it seemed as if the midrange was
over-thickening with even moderate
amounts of bass lift.
To test the on-board phono stage
Ifound myself reviving a Linn K9
in an LP12/Akito, and was
pleasantly surprised at the sum of
the whole — Sondek to Sugden to
Harbeths. It would make a
grooving ' Desert island' system if
ever Ihad to choose one! And this
combination proved very evenhanded in its musical tastes. Ingénue
from KD Lang was played through
with little aggravation from the
HI.FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Well built: the interne,of Suden 'sAudition

CD player (above) and Audition C amplifier

LS3/5's
treble units,
despite the `toppy'
potential in both the
recording and cartridge. It
successfully handled material
from Jacques Loussier's jazz trio
playing Bach, to Bob Marley's
Buffalo Soldier, showing a clear
acoustic space for the former and
tight tuneful rhythm from Marley's
'Confrontation' track.
Taking the two units as a pair,
the Audition CD player proved a
natural complement to the
amplifier, erring on the safe side of
revelation. It had a clean and
honest character, with a controlled
attitude to music, never letting itself
get too carried away with a

SUPPLIER
ESugden
fr•Co Ltd,
reel:,Works,
Station Lane,
Nickmondttike,
t'est Yorksitire
IFF/6 ONF
:el: 01924
404088

performance, while imparting
enough of the song to keep the
tunes flowing.
Compared to higher-resolution
players and converters, the Sugden
CD player's sound cannot be
described as the last word in the
state-of-the-art, but it is not
humbled sonically either. Hearing
the Sugden electronics together
makes you realise that some work
must have gone into fine
engineering, to voice the sound
so that, for example, the wide
bandwidth of the amplifier
was not troubled by stray
ultrasonics at the CD
player's output. And
that
same
wide
bandwidth from the
amplifier may explain
the natural and open
character
of
the
Audition C amplifier,
especially when heard playing vinyl.
To get more of a sense of the
Sugden CD player's absolute
abilities, it was compared to the
standard- setting Arcam Alpha 9
CD player, and also tried as a
transport with the MSB Link DAC
acting as converter. Compared to
the eerily revealing Alpha 9, the
Audition came off smooth and
rounded, and with a stronger
central image; the flip- side was a
less expansive sound, but the softer,
gentler top end was welcomed in
preference to any deviancy the
other
way.
Front- to- back
perspectives were very good, if
still not in the Arcam's
league. Using the
Audition with
the Link DAC
showed, à la
Arcam,
real
space
around
instruments.
Playing Pictures at an
Exhibition, the fruity
rasp of the opening brass
had
real
heraldic
overtones, backed with
more
corporeal
bass
percussion. The
Sugden
combination simply narrated the
music, while the better DAC
turned it into acredible storyteller.
As a final testament to the
Audition amplifier, it held its own
when taking ahigher-quality source
(Linn LP12/LVII/Linto, Ortofon
MC Jubilee), confidently showing
the fine details in the soundstage of
a Clannad live album, conveying
the mastertape fluidity in away that
made remarkable music in deference to aremarkable hi-fi sound.
Best of all about the Auditions
was their ability to work well
together, a strangely elusive quality
even among respected marques.
IL
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ardly a month goes by
without the announcement of
something new from this
fertile Cambridge-based company.
The Alpha 10 integrated is the latest
in a long line of amplifiers which
started with the classic A&R A60
over 20 years ago. Whereas that was
apure hi-fi product of limited power
but seminal sound quality, the
microprocessor controlled Alpha 10,
the brand's most powerful and
feature laden integrated amplifier to
date, is aimed at a much broader
market. Arcam has come along way
in the intervening years and now
aims to please not only their core hifi customers but also, with the Alpha
10, awhole new audience who enjoy
multi-channel sound with their TV
pictures. So it has been designed
with a remarkably wide range of
potential functions. While in basic
form it is a two- channel 100 watt
per channel MOSFET hi-fi
amplifier, with full remote control
and front- panel alpha- numeric

display, it has provision for
expansion to a full home theatre
sound source.
The idea is that it can start off as a
hi-fi amplifier and then later, by
plugging in a module, become the
control centre for multi-channel TV
sound with AC-3 Dolby Digital (and
possibly DTS decoding too).
Alternatively, the Alpha 10 could,
with the addition of a different
proposed module, become the
control centre for amulti-room sound
system, adding another four zones to

it can start off
as a hi-fi
amplifier and
then later, by
plugging in a
module,
become the
control centre
for mufti channel TV
sound

King of the Arcam court, the
Alpha 10 integrated amplifier boasts
the power and flexibility to
take on the AV crowd

by DAVID BERRIMAN

the main system and allowing the
selection of up to five sources with a
different volume setting in each zone.
There's even an Arcam Alpha
10P. This is astereo power amplifier
of identical power and specification
to the power section of the Arcam
Alpha 10 but with the provision for
adding an extra third channel to
make up a full five- channel home
cinema system. Alternatively, it may
simply be linked to the Alpha 10
integrated and used to bi-amplify a
pair of conventional
stereo
loudspeakers for enhanced sound
quality over the standard wiring
method. ( Arcam loaned me a an
Alpha 10P along with the Alpha 10
integrated to try out bi-wired and it
certainly does improve sound
quality very noticeably). Also, with
an eye on the large number of vinyl
users (which apparently make up a
third of customers) Arcam has an
inexpensive plug-in phono module
for the Arcam Alpha 10 integrated
(not tested here).

— MODULE —
MODE/
ZONE
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FUTURE PROOFING
As in the cut- and thrust of the
computer market, where future
proofing to avoiding obsolescence is
vital, so it is now in hi-fi/home
theatre. Canny companies such as
Naim and Linn have of course been
doing this for years, by providing a
vertical upgrade path and Arcam
also has awell-established policy of
providing upgrades paths with its
CD players and amplifiers. Any way
of avoiding having to junk existing
electronics to move forward to the
next development must surely be
welcomed. Arcam says there will be
a whole range of as-yet-unspecified
'smart modules' to widen the
number of upgrade possibilities.
Some of Arcam's customers may
indeed progress, and so avoid losing
money on upgrading, (and of course
remain loyal Arcam customers).
Others may be perfectly happy to
stay with the status quo and simply
use the Arcam Alpha 10 as a hi-fi
amplifier. (Alternatively, they could
choose to connect their own choice
of external home cinema processor
via one of the external processor
links provided.)
Arcam's notion, would seem to be
the satisfaction of both sets of
customers by offering a product
which is all things to all of them.
They strongly emphasise that the
Arcam Alpha 10 is atrue hi-fi item,
built and designed to their usual hifi standards, to be judged no

Arcam's
notion, would
seem to be the
satisfaction of
both sets of
customers by
offering a
product which
is all things to
all of them

MODULAR
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differently than any of their other
integrated amplifiers. To design any
product to be all things to all people
is adifficult task. (It's ahell of alot
easier to satisfy a narrow range of
potential customers.) However, if
anyone could do it, Arcam, with its
hi-fi experience and broadly-based
engineering skills, surely stands a
better chance than most.

total of five line inputs with two
tape/external processor loops. In
addition, a pair of rear-panel jacks
sockets allow acommunications link
to be set up with other components
in the hi-fi system (for example, to
switch on from standby both the
integrated and several 10P power
amps by remote control). The
remote can be operated either via
infra-red, or wire link to one of the
FEATURES AND
rear jacks, using the RC-5standard.
Arcam says it has used audiophileCONSTRUCTION
The Arcam Alpha 10 incorporates
quality materials to optimise the
the same visual design motifs and
sound. Inside, there's alarge 800VA
mains transformer weighing 101b on
physical construction methods as its
smaller Alpha siblings. The plastic
its own, and sufficient, they say, for a
front panel, with its sweeping wave300W amp. This is coupled with
like curved lower edge houses a fast- recovery rectifier diodes and
Aerovox slit-foil reservoir capacitors
large volume control, two-line 20
character dot-matrix display (which
(for lower power supply impedance
and enhanced sound quality) close
tells you what's playing, what's
being recorded and even the volume
to the four sets of heat sinks which
setting) and input selector buttons
house the output MOSFETe (which
(each with LED indicators to tell
are run fairly warm at quiescent to
you which source is connected).
enhance sound quality) .
Sorbothane is strategically placed
Yes, the front's plastic, and some
might think it feels abit flimsy, but
around the amplifier to damp
it's stylish and nicely done. It's fixed
critical components, where reducing
to a galvanised sheet steel chassis
vibration enhances sound quality.
with aperforated U-shaped painted
Typically for Arcam, the printed
metal top, with two crescent indents
circuit board is neatly laid out and
surface-mount components aie in
to increase rigidity.
Around the back is a lot of
evidence.
One on-board microprocessor —
socketry, namely two pairs of
independently switched Arcam
besides
controlling
the
inspired, IEC-compliant, touch - communications bus, inputs,
outputs ( including
speaker
proof speaker outputs — and the
RCA phono connectors. There are a switching) volume, balance, and
even sensitivity levels (to equalise
volume levels for different inputs) —
also protects the amplifier from
abuse and overload by monitoring
output current and heatsink
temperature,
reporting
fault
conditions to the display. A second
microprocessor (in the Arcam Alpha
10 integrated only) ' talks' to any
fitted internal modules and
supervises the amp's control system.

INTEGRATED

AMPLIFIER

SOUND ASSESSMENTS
The Alpha 10 immediately created a
good impression on audition. Its
sound was powerful, well-balanced
and
smooth.
Bass
sounded
remarkably deep and powerful,
though occasionally a trifle stodgy,
and not quite delivering the kind of
fine definition heard in the very best
amplifiers. Treble almost totally
lacked the artificial crystalinity
which plagues so many transistor
amplifiers, even in these enlightened
days. This must be one of the
smoothest- sounding transistor
amplifiers Ihave heard, though not
matching a really good valve amp
for transparency and lack of grain.
Still, we're not talking three grand
here, but £ 800. The overall
impression created by the Alpha 10
was of a highly accomplished and
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relaxed delivery with absolutely no
ARCAM ALPHA 10
sense of strain even during the
LAB REPORT
harmonics, as
loudest of passages. One really could
shown in Fig 3.
listen for protracted periods without
The Arcam Alpha
10 turned in afine
(Whether this has
listener fatigue setting in. Sting's
any bearing on the
measured
voice on Synchroniabe is hardly the
easiest thing to reproduce without
performance.
slightly thickened
Power output more
bass heard
constriction or hardness, but the
than matched
occasionally
Arcam did asterling job of it. 'Tea in
Arcam's rating, at
during audition
the Sahara', with his voice in a rich
would be pure
104 watts into 8
resonant sea of reverberation was
ohms, one channel
conjecture.). The
also spot on. Likewise, Nigel
driven at ¡ kHz.
CCIR highKennedy's fiddling in Vivaldi's Four
frequency IMD
Seasons [
EMI CDC 7495572] comes
Signal-to-noise
ratio, to 20kHz,
(19kHz+20kHz)
through with breadth and finesse,
also measured very
measured some
though perhaps not the final degree
72dB, ref OdBW,
well at 0.03%
of explosive fireworks, while The
(-70dB) at 100W
English Chamber Orchestra sounds
and - 92dB ref
for ¡ kHz into 8
100W, mainly
finely detailed yet also rich, and
inaudible hum
ohms. Distortion is
sonorous with agood sense of space.
and harmonics.
predominantly
If there is one criticism of the
second harmonic,
Over the
Arcam Alpha 10 it's that it can be
with higher orders
remaining range
almost too relaxed for its own good.
the noise
reducing [see Fig
It just lacks the final ounce of foi de
1] which usually
vivre - not terminally serious, just a spectrogram
helps with sonic
measured even
characteristic of this otherwise fine
better, at - 99dB,
sweetness.
amplifier. Though it seems totally in
Frequency
control of events it doesn't quite
ref OdBW, and
119dB, ref 100W.
response rolls off at
deliver the sheer ' balls' and ' brio'
The noise residual
high frequencies
that one might expect. For instance,
varied by only
rather more than
through the Arcam 10, the Rolling
one might expect
Stones'. ' Stripped' sounds like a 3dB from
for atransistor
minimum to
dodgy recording of a disjointed
performance. Now, Icould have
maximum volume
ampleer,
measuring 0.2dB
dismissed this as merely how this
setting. DC offset
CD sounds if Ihadn't heard it
was only 1.3mV.
down at 20kHz
(only -0.02dB at
sounding vital and energetic - and
Distortion at
more like real musicians playing live
20Hz and ¡ kHz
20Hz). This is
measured well at
hardly
and making mistakes - through
below 0.033%
insignificant, as
another amplifier. Power had
the rolloff starts,
nothing to do with it as that was a over arange of
mere 15 watter, albeit avalve amp
powers from 0.1W
albeit very
to 100W [see fig
gradually, at
costing three times as much! In all
fairness, though, only the very best
2] though the
around 7kHz: it
amplifiers manage to make sense of
20Hz spectrogram
surely has asonic
this recording, so the Arcam is not
also shows some
influence and
alone here.
intermodulation
probably also
Don't get me wrong, Iliked the
between the 1W
contributes to the
20Hz tone and
Arcam's sweet top
Arcam, for its easy-going and
50Hz mains and
end.
unflappable performance, but Iwould
not be doing my job if Ididn't show
Arcam Alpha 10
Test results
you both sides of the coin. With many
Rated power 8 ohms
100W; 20dBW
CDs the sound was eminently
Measured power
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
enjoyable, very easy on the ear and
Continuous 8ohms lch ( dBW)20.4 20.2
21
Continuous 8ohms lch (W)
112
104
128
preferable to many seemingly more
Output impedance(ohms) 0.04 0.03
0.1
'detailed' amplifiers which impress on
first hearing and then wear one down
Harmonic distortion (%)
Rated power 8 ohms
0.02 0.02
in the long term. That is something
At OdBW ( 1W) 8 ohms 0.016 0.014
the Arcam should never do. Indeed,
At - 10dGW ( 0.1W) 8 ohms 0.014 0.014
it's something of an Arcam trait Channel separation ( dB) -88 -76 -53
neutrality and listenability. If you like
IntermodulatIon distortion ( 19+20kHz, dB/%)
the Alpha 10 from the start, chances
0.5W 8i2 ( peak voltage=1W) -65/0.058
are you'll continue to enjoy it. In
50W 8£1 ( peak voltage=100W) -70/0.03
context of its target audience Ican see
Signal-to-noise (full gain) rel OdBW rel full level
the Arcam 10 has hit the bullseye. Its
20Hz-20kHz
74dB
94dB
end hum
100dB
120dB
prodigiously powerful bass delivery is
ideal for home theatre sound effects,
Channel balance
0.05dB
Input sensitivity
11.6mV IHF, OdBW
while its rich full open and detailed
Frequency response (dB) -0.02
-0.2
sound will rarely tire. So, it's a
thumbs up for the Arcam Alpha 10. It
usions (whd)
430x110x380mm
9.9kg
will make a fine sound in a wide
Iprice ( inc VAT) £799.90
range of systems, both hi-fi and home
Alpha 10P
£599.90)
theatre.
MIR NEWS aRECOIM REVIEW
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Fig 1. Arcam Alpha 10: spectrogram at OdBW (1W or +9dBV) into 8
ohms with (predominantly) second harmonic at only 0.013% (- 77dB).
Graph scale is in dBV
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with power: from 0.0333% at

Fg 2. Arcam Alpha 10: harmonic distortion versus
¡kHz shows distortion generally falling

O. 1W to

0.012% at 100W, with a minimum of 0.009% at 37W

Fig 3. Arcam Alpha 10: spectrum for 20Hz tone at IW (OdBV).
Harmonic distortion is mainly third at -71dB (0.03%) but there are
also complex intermodulatWn products between the 20Hz signal and
mains fundamental plus its harmonics, dearly visible here

T

he quintessence of minimalist
Scandinavian
cool,
the
Copland range of separates
has expanded slowly in the last few
years to form asolid corpus of what
might be described as the
affordable high end. In the process,
the Copland designers have been
somewhat more promiscuous with
their circuit topologies, zigzagging
between valve and solid-state
circuits, and what might be
described as hybrid circuits.
The CSA303 pre- amplifier,
which measures 430x125x375mm
(whd) and costs £ 1099, follows the
design outline of the earlier CSA14
and ' 28, and is a hybrid which
employs two pairs of Sovtek 6922
low-voltage double-triode valves in
the line and phono RIAA input
differential stage. The 6922 is a
military spec device, and in this
early circuit stage they are said to
operate
without
danger
of
stretching their performance
envelope. Everything downstream
of the input stage is solid-state.
The design employs Copland's
unusual split input switching
arrangement, used also in Mk II
version of their earlier pre- amps,
which can operate manually or, for

less critical applications, under
remote control. This is achieved
with a front panel input selector
rotary which can be used to select
moving magnet phono ( labelled
R1AA), tuner, CD, auxiliary 1and
2. A further switch position,
labelled RC, hands over control to
the remote control, with the
selected input now tracked by aring
of LEDs around the input control.
The requirement to bypass the
remote control circuit in this way
amounts in asense to an admission
of defeat, but Copland's point is
that however good the digital
processors are that drive such
circuits, they produce some radiated
RF noise which simply cannot be
entirely eradicated. Copland's
arrangement at least gives the user a
choice, and although it was hard to
detect the difference in practice,
there was an occasional suggestion
that the direct, mechanically
switched setting gave slightly
blacker blacks, and aslightly greater
sense of dynamic freedom. But
change the disc, or simply move an
inch or three, and it was gone. In

The CSA303
pre-amplifier
follows the
design outline
of the earlier
CSA14 and
'28, and is a
hybrid which
employs two
pairs of Sovtek
6922 lowvoltage doubletriode valves in
the line and
phono/RIAA
input...
everything
downstream of
the input stage
is solid-state

addition to the phono and four line
inputs, there is atape circuit which
is accessed via a separate tape
monitor switch. Remaining controls
are limited to balance and volume,
with the usual fine scaling that
helps invest the marque with more
of the feel of a piece of laboratory
equipment, albeit user-friendly
laboratory equipment, than most
domestic high fidelity. All signal
socketry
uses
gold
plated
connectors of high quality. Output
impedance of the pre-amp is alittle
higher than usual at up to
2.8kohms, which could cause
problems if used with third-party
power amps, especially when used
with long ( high capacitance)
interconnect leads.
The CSA515 stereo power
amplifier, which is built into a
slimline box with the same
dimensions as the pre-amp, is the
more affordable of two stereo
power amps wearing Copland
colours: it costs £ 1490. This is a
powerful 150 watt per channel
design which also uses valves, but
not in the direct signal path, which
means that strictly speaking it is not
a hybrid. The valves are used only

Erstwhile tube
specialist Copland
offers a classy new
hybrid combination:
CSA303 pre- amp
and CSA515
power amplifier

by ALVIN GOLD
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in the high- impedance current
regulator in the driver stage, while
the amplifier is a current feedback
design using insulated gate bipolar
(IGBT) output transistors, aspecies
that claims to combines the principal
benefits of FETs and bipolar
devices. The ' 515 also uses two
mains transformers but, as Copland
points out, this is not adual mono
design, as improved channel
separation is not the essence of the
circuit: here, one transformer is
dedicated to the voltage amplifier,
and the other drives the main
current output, which ensures that a
heavy output drain doesn't modulate
the supply to the critical early stages.
Within this architecture, each
channel does in fact have its own
independent power supplies.
The power amp is bereft of user
controls other from alarge centrally
mounted on/off switch with an
illuminated ring which glows red to
indicate standby and green when
under power. A soft-start circuit
keeps the load disconnected for
several seconds, during which the
indicator flashes on and off. Input
impedance, at 750k ohms, is high
enough to neutralise the higherthan- average output impedance of
the pre-amplifier.
Although the CSA303 and
CSA515 make a natural pair, the
power amp is equipped with
balanced inputs as a rear panel
switchable option, for which XLR
sockets are fitted. These have no
application when used with the
(unbalanced) ' 303. Speakers are
connected to asimple pair of brass
4rnm binding posts per channel.
Both products share the now
familiar simple, elegant styling that
has become Copland's trademark.
The front panels are bright brushed
alloy slabs, with clear, clean panel
graphics and silky rotary controls.
The remote control is not quite in
the same class, but it serves to
control a complete Copland CD
playing system, and includes all the

Copland CSA515
power amplifier
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Copland CSA303 pre-amplifier

secondary CD related functions,
which
necessarily makes
it
somewhat button-bound.
Equipment used to test the
Copland combination was extremh
varied, but majored on an Arcam
Alpha 9 CD player and speakers
from ArciTec Athena, JMLab,
Monitor Audio and others, in most
cases fioorstanders. It became
obvious early on that the Copland
was on the whole sublimely
indifferent to the different loadings
presented by the various speakers,
except that there was a hint of
blurring in the lowest frequency
reaches, for example with the
JMLab Cobalt 815, which may or
may not have reflected a degree of
load sensitivity. If this was the case,
however, it was a mild enough
effect, and if it wasn't, then it is
simply a characteristic of the
amplifier, part of its voicing, it's
particular character.
That the Copland combination
does have a particular character of
its own is presaged in Copland's
own product literature, which talks
in terms of marrying the openness
and ethereal quality of valves with
the slam, dynamics and bass punch
of transistors. Readers would be
wise to treat such generalisations
with more than a grain of salt.

Built into
a slimline
box with
the same
dimensions
as the pre amp, the ' 51.5
is the more
affordable
of two stereo
power amps
wearing
Copland
colours: it
also uses
valves, but
not in the
direct signal
path

SUPPLIER
Absolute
Sounds Ltd,
58 Durham Rd,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel 0181-971
3909

especially given than although the
Copland circuits are mainly solid
state, the sound appears to lean
more in the direction of valves than
might be expected. This has its
positive and its negative aspects.
The occasional slurring in the bass
has already been referred to, and
the midband has an almost creamy
quality, and is arguably alittle short
of light and air. On balance,
though, the midband has an
attractive quality, adding gravitas
and depth to what can sound sterile
elsewhere, and incidentally helping
produce some wonderfully natural
and attractive sounds from the
various
orchestral
section,
especially
the
strings
and
woodwinds. The treble is smooth
and easy sounding, again lacking in
the crystalline purity of, say, a
Krell, but also very coherent and
fluid, again avalve-like attribute.
The abiding feeling with this
amplifier is that it is good at
holding the musical strands of a
complex
musical
argument
together, even when it is relatively
weak at extracting the finest detail.
This, if you like, is an amplifier that
holds music together rather than
pulling it apart, and although
amplifiers of the latter kind can
provide avery special kind of thrill
in a well- matched system, over a
wide range of partnering equipment
the approach exemplified by the
Copland is very likely to give a
better-balanced, and finally a more
musical result.
In intermittent use over an
extended period, the Copland
combination proved an enduringly
satisfying one. It has enough power
for the least sensitive speakers, and
enough grace and finesse to deal
with the most sensitive at low
volume settings. And of course this
is an immaculately-built amplifier
which holds the promise of long
term serviceability with styling of
classic elegance — which looks not
a day older now than it did, about
six years ago, when the Copland
brand first appeared.
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ALR's Entry 2M simply begs to be
compared with the Tannoy Rl.Why is
it so hard to pick the winner?

U.-

/ G \- -%
by KEN KESSLER

rony, said to be something
which Americans fail completely
to comprehend, was written all
over this assignment because of one
teensy detail. Before Iwas allowed
to review ALR's Entry 2M budget
two-way loudspeaker, I was
commanded from on high to
audition the magnificent little
Tannoy RI. This two-way minimonitor
has
become,
with
exceptional rapidity, a 'poor man's
reference' in the UK budget sector,
a KEF Coda or an AR4ax for the
next millennium. How good is the
RI? Well, let's just say that they're
now my sub-£200 reference.
What my on- high commander
did not know at the time of
assigning this review was that the
Tannoy RI and the ALR Entry 2M
share OEM drive unit source,
topology details ( for example,
foam- filled rear-ports) and more
than abit of their aesthetics. Where
they differ is in such matters as the
Tannoys being bi-wirable
while the ALRs are not, and
e
the ALRs being slightly
L.
larger. But the main
mP source of my glee is

-»,‘/N,

e'e,uniiagnureiniguip
*I
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discovering that the consultant for
both Tannoy and ALR is KarlHeinz Fink. K-H is that most rare
of personalities: a German with
both a good ear and a sense of
humour.
Colleague of Ken
Ishiwata,
world- class
Leica
apologist
and
all-round
connoisseur, he's become a
loudspeaker trouble-shooter of no
mean repute. His earprints are all
over the Entry 2M.
And, tee-hee, the Rl.

LEAST EXPENSIVE
At £249 per pair, the ' 2M is ALR's
least expensive system. Costing
only £50 more than the Tannoys, it
will — unavoidably — battle headto- head in shops selling both
brands. It's not a reviewer's role to
focus specifically on either the
similarities or the differences when
judging aspeaker against aprimary
rival if it means obscuring the basic
by-product of areview: conveying a
sense of the speaker as a whole.
[Eh? — Ed.] However much Itried
to audition the ALR both on its
own terms and in a larger context,
the spirit of Karl- Heinz hovered
overhead as I listened to it
alongside the Tannoy. Ifelt like
some poor schmuck forced to
choose between cashews and
pecans. Or acouple of Corrs...
A two-way bass-reflex design, the
'2M uses a206x330x302mm (whd)
enclosure with a rigid- framed,
detachable grille. The baffle sports
aflared edge, making it acouple of
millimetres wider than the
enclosure — the opposite of the R1,
which has baffle edges that taper
toward the grille. Additionally, the
'2M's grille almost touches the
baffle, while the RI's floats off it by
two or three millimetres. Both sport
cabinets which would fail the tyrekicking contest in some
observers' minds, the RI
responding to knuckle
rapping with a higherfrequency thunk than does
the ' 2M.
ALR's mini uses a 170mm
mid/bass driver and a lin
soft- dome tweeter which
looks suspiciously like the
Tannoy's save for the
surround plate. But the real
determinant vis à vis the
pair's sonic differences are
the woofer sizes: the
Tannoy's measures just
130mm. Add to that
a cabinet which is a
little smaller at
170x300x200mm
(whd)
and
a
weight of just
3.5kg, versus
the
Teutoni
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challenger's 5.9g and you can see
that your £ 50 gets you a lot more
size and mass. But this battle (in
my Editor's mind, Ihasten to add)
will not be decided on dimensions,
nor the fact that the R1 is adorable
while the ' 2M is plain.
As the gun next to my head is
loaded if not cocked, let's deal with
other contrasts which will help you
place the pair in their respective
corners. The ALR needs 1W to
deliver 89dB of sound at lm, the
Tannoy provides 87dB for the same
power. The ALR has a 4 ohm
impedance, the Tannoy is an 8
ohm design. ' 2M's frequency
response is stated as 50-23kHz,
while RI's is down as 55-20kHz.
Our German's woofer uses a
'Jordan Alu Cone membrane' while
the Scot opts for paper. Essen
wraps its speaker in sub-MFI black,
while Coatbridge prefers to offer a
gorgeous cherry veneer. See what I
mean? There's more than just a
thirty quid difference, but the Fink
Link is too strong.
In practice, though, the sibling
rivalry turned into a Cain versus
Abel scenario. Listening sessions
involved Partington stands, ART
speaker cable, the Gryphon TABU
AT, NVA Personal and Roksan
Caspian integrated amps and the
Musical Fidelity X-Ray and Roksan
Caspian CD players. And all I
could think of were siblings where
their likenesses were too great to
ignore, but where individuality
ensured that even a total stranger
could tell Noel from Liam or Kylie
from Danii. ( Or, for that matter,
Siegfried from Roy...)
From the upper midband on to
heaven,
the
speakers sound
enough alike
to suggest
that
you
could
mix'n'match
them in a
surround-

What my
on-high
commander
did not know
at the time
of assigning
this review
was that the
Tannoy R1
and the ALR
Entry 2M
share OEM
drive unit
source,
topology
details and
more than a
bit of their
aesthetics

sound scenario, or fit both pairs
with the same badge and none
would be the wiser. Either speaker
will satisfy a craving for clean,
extended treble with a trace of
sweetness and an absence of
nasties. Both ooze a sense of
accuracy, of exactness, but the
smaller-baffled R1 has aslight edge
in the precision of its image
location. What the 2M provides
that eludes the R1 is amuch more
convincing sense of scale.
None of this would matter to any
R1 fan until they heard the ALR in
the same set-up, because the R1 is
so damned good. But then the 2M
kicks in with its extra measure of
bass, and the situation changes... if
you accept that bass (and, for that
matter, extra level) do more than
merely make a system sound
bigger. In the case of the 2M y R1,
the midband is also affected, the
richer, more extended bottom
somehow warming up vocals and
acoustic instruments.

LIVELIER

SUPPLIER
Audio/Iris Ltd,
52 Sherwood
Park Road,
Sutton,
Surrey SM1
2SG.
Tel: 0181 642
4436

Repeatedly, the R1 sounded
livelier, the 2M more considered
and natural. If you were to add ten
or fifteen grand to their prices, you
would have aface-off as per Wilson
(the Tannoys) versus Sonus Faber
(the ALRs). Neither betters nor
negates the other. These personality
traits merely define the purpose, the
sonic
requirements
of
the
partnering equipment and —
inevitably — whether or not they
suit you. The £ 50 difference? Too
little to matter unless you're
homeless or unemployed.
But, and this is abig ' but', never
discount the BWFH*. Although
there's only a few millimetres
between them, the Rls look tiny
and cute in a micro-system sort of
way, the 2Ms substantial in a ' my I
owner is an audiophile' sort of way.
And that scowling third party might
be just enough to make the choice
for you. Me? I'm keeping both. +

OTHER JORDANS TO CONSIDER?
THERE are, of course, other notable Jordans, including Charlie Parker's pianist
sidekick Duke Jordan; the FIteam for which former World Champ Damon Hill
has been driving; ragtime performer Charley Jordan; acertain Page 3lovely;
swingmeister Louis Jordan; Jordan's Hot Dogs; the River Jordan; Elvis' back-up
group, the Jordanaires; trumpeter Taft Jordan; Clifford Jordan; jazz singer Sheila
Jordan, and probably dozens more. But, of course, and relevant here, there is
above all, the metal- cone loudspeaker drive unit pioneer who originally made his
name with Goodmans and whose most recent appearance in HFN/RR was with a
technical article, 'The Parameter Game', in July '
96 —
none other than the great
REPrOi
British audio legend
.
se
EJ (Ted) Jordan
Which, Ithink, is
where ALR came in. 10
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M

any will be familiar with
the characteristically slim,
tall,. flat, Audiostatic
electrostatic panels, which have
been regulars at hi-fi shows over the
years, and which have established a
keen enthusiast following. The
DC1 is a comparatively affordable
and elegant example of the breed.
Its main panel is contained
within a strongly- constructed
baffle, finished in satin white or
satin black, and is fitted with a
simple, spikable base crosspiece to
provide a suitable footing. The
power supplies and transformers
needed to drive the panels are fully
enclosed wiihin the structure.
Single- wire input terminals are
provided. Overall dimensions are
1780x305x6Omm (whd).
The DC1 is almost certainly the
smallest, simplest, purest and, at
£2495/pair, most affordable
electrostatic loudspeaker available
in the UK. It is free of obvious
compromises other than those
relating to diaphragm and baffle
size, power supply capacity and the
like. In particular, it is a full-range
electrostatic, like a Quad ELS or a
Martin-Logan CLSIlz, rather than
ahybrid, unusual at this price level.

THE FULL- RANGE APPROACH
There is a fundamental difference
between the two approaches, and
the DC1 makes no sense unless this
is fully taken on board. Hybrid
electrostatics use moving-coil bass
units over the lowest octave or so,
which means aradical scaling-down
of the problems associated with
design of electrostatic panels, or
rather the power supplies needed to
sustain a full-range low frequency
capability from a panel, and from
the problems of attempting to
integrate alarge, line source of low
frequencies into practical listening
environments. Full- range electrostatics tend to be physically
massive, demanding in terms of
power amplification and fussy
about positioning and orientation.
Conversely, hybrid construction
helps the designer sidestep these
otherwise potentially intractable
problems.
But
hybrids
are
themselves acompromise. Dynamic
NSW PEWS 11, REMO REVIEW
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Not only slim, but also good-looking,
this Dutch- built panel speaker
is a true full- range electrostatic at a
relatively affordable price
by ALVIN GOLD

bass drivers inevitably have a polar
response that clashes with line
source drivers (and no, bass is not
omnidirectional
at
these
frequencies) and the diaphragm
mass is much greater, which means
quite different dynamic and
transient behaviour. Last but not
least, adding a moving- coil bass
driver means adding a crossover,
with all the tradeoffs this implies.
So the DC1 is a more ambitious
beast than others of its type, and
this is immediately apparent in the
unity and homogeneity of its
musical responses. You are
listening to a single, full- range
driver here, and this is exactly haw
it sounds, with no sense of
discontinuity or change in character
at different frequencies. Everything
happens
together
and ( to
paraphrase Ow The Hour, flagging
its approach to newsgathering),
music is harvested at tremendous
speed. In particular there is none of
that fatal flattening of perspectives
and dynamics that virtually all
moving-coil loudspeakers impose,
and which, by -contrast, can make
listening to electrostatics such an
jaw-drappingly
hear-throue
experience to the uninitiated.
But all is not rosy. The bass is
decidedly lean in my view and,
moreover, uneven, especially if the
importer's advice, to keep the
speaker within 30 to 60cm of the
rear wall, is followed. Iprefer
to leave at least ametre of e
clear air behind; but I Ér,_
would
endorse
the ••
supplier's suggestions 1 LU
that toe- in should be
minimised, and that the
distance to the side walls
is not generally critical. As

Audiofreaks,
15 Link Was',
Ham,
Richmond,
Surrey
TW10 7QT
Tel 0181-948
4153

usual with panels, the DC- 1has a
good ' throw', aconsequence of the
figure- of- eight radiation pattern,
which means that the sound
balance stays fairly consistent down
the centre line between the
speakers, whether listening in the
nearfield or from the far end of the
room. Taken together this implies
positioning the DC-ls to fire along
the length of the room rather than
across its width.
With the speakers close to the
back wall, the midband sounded
rather messy, and the bass became
alarmingly uneven, with wild
amplitude swings between closely
related frequency bands. Typically,
rock music sounded quite full and
potent ( the 50Hz-80Hz ' hump'
associated with the bass line of
many recordings appeared to
coincide with a peak in the DC l's
output), but orchestral recordings
generally sounded impossibly lean
and dry, with a response clearly
rising through the midband to a
rather exposed and sometimes
rather glassy- sounding mid- treble
peak. The loss of lower midband
also meant a loss of tonal variety
and
richness.
Moving
the
loudspeakers away from the back
wall didn't provide acomplete cure,
but the bass did become less uneven
(thanks, presumably, to areduction
of the comb-filter effect produced
by the wall reflections) and the
balance more consistent from one
recording to the next.
For all these reservations, there is
still something almost electrifying
(no pun) about the sound of any
open panel speaker, and the
Audiostatic DC1 is no exception. It
is lively, sharp and finely detailed,
but I found it fussy about
partnering amplification ( Iused
£3.5k's worth of Conrad-Johnson
MF2500, with results clearly
superior to other good, but more
affordable designs). It is also
relatively low in sensitivity ( the
maker's figure is 86dB/W/m, with a
nominal 8 ohm load) and, for me,
unacceptably fussy about the type
of music used. Although some may
find its particular blend of qualities
unmissable, a blanket endorsement
is not possible here.
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n an unguarded moment Antony
Michaelson of Musical Fidelity
touted these monoblock power
amplifers as ` unclippable'. Sounding
a little too much like ' unsinkable',
this was the red rag to give the XA200s athorough workout.
As large power amplifiers come,
the
X-A200s'
unorthodox
appearance takes some getting used
to. Their physical proportions don't
lend them to being discreetly tucked
away on a shelf. They are too big a
target to escape attention, so are
probably best allowed to make a
feature of themselves. Aesthetically,
they did provide amagnificent sideby- side platform for the Nu-Vista
pre- amp, with the latter's power
supply capping the triangular tower
structure admirably. With the NuVista on all-too brief loan to try with
the X-A200s, the combination also
proved equally compatible sonically.
Most hi-fi amplifers are not PA
amplifiers, hence the need to keep
volume at sensible levels — highfidelity is after all faithfulness to an
original sound, which at a sensible
budget entails finite power into notindestructible loudspeakers. The XA200s are rated at 200 watts/8
ohms: more than enough for most
domestic applications.

POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Of course there are power ratings
and power ratings: in the mass-market
these numbers are routinely
manipulated to blind the buyer with
images of quality beyond the reality.
Even in the audiophile niche a
simple quantitative measurement of
X watts does not instantly translate
into driving ability of real speakers,
nor of any finesse in how the end is

achieved. Hence the direction of this
review was to stretch the amps with
interesting source material and
loudspeakers, at volumes high and
low, to see if — statistics aside —
they benefited from their undoubted
power.
First reaction on seeing these
monsters was of meeting atypical XSeries cylinder transported to
Lilliput. They sit stoically side by
side, bulldog- like, hungry for
whatever protein diet pumped them
up to their 173x170x412mm (whd)
size, and earning them the ' beer
barrel' moniker in the process. It's
only because they are so close in
appearance to the regular X-Series,
albeit grossly scaled-up, that they
appear a parody of the range. The
main extrusion bears the same style
of grooves along its length, the front
plate has the same mounting screws
(sized to match).., and so on. The
posterior shows two pairs of speaker
binding posts per 'block, simplifying
bi-wiring, while below the RCA
phono input socket sits a second
RCA, providing a line output. This
should allow easy daisy-chaining to
auxiliary amps when scaling the
giddy heights of bi-amping.
Each monoblock is entirely selfsufficient: after power enters via the
IEC inlet, it is rectified and
smoothed through an unregulated
power supply, which includes ahefty
toroidal transformer. At the other
end of the unit three pairs of bi-polar
transistors comprise the output
stage, these driven by a pair of
MOSFETs also affixed to the inside
of the casework. The main output
devices are arranged with PNP
transistors 'pushing' on one side and
NPNs ' pulling' on the other.

Musical Fidelity X-A200
rnonoblocks - big brothers to the X-A50 and

roil out the

rj, •

Each
monoblock
is entirely
self-sufficient:
after power
enters the
'block through
an IEC inlet,
it is rectified
and smoothed
through an
unregulated
power supply,
which includes
ahefty toroidal
transformer

After an inaugural period of
unstressed playing lasting several
weeks, the X-A200s were finally
wound up for action. Matched to
Jamo Concert 1ls, they easily
demonstrated their headroom and
control
low- frequency
information especially had that
understated ease that underlined the
amps' barely-ticking-over' feel, as if
anything could be taken in their
stride. And as far as playing loud was
concerned,
the
monoblocks
demonstrated that they could
comfortably exceed the capabilities
of the sensitive Jamos, driving the
reflex- ported bass drivers to their
end-stops.
But before that point was reached,
the relative balance of the amplifiers
was easily heard. They had a warm
and inviting character, spacious and
— as one might expect from discrete
boxes — revealing a wide open
soundstage. But that warmth also
showed, conversely, an extended and
clear treble. This highlighted
reverberation cues, and lent the airy
quality to many recordings. To
stretch the amps further, they were
wired to ATC Studio Control
Monitor 20 SL loudspeakers. Of
unashamed low sensitivity (around
83dB/W/m), but high powerhandling, the SCM2Os made agood
tool to test the X-A200 at higher
volumes.
True to their pedigree, the
SCM20s, secure on monolithic
Target R2 stands, made the

AMPLIFIERS
amps work for their living.
Given up-tempo rock, bass guitar
lines and bass drums lost little in
`slam' and impact even at high
volumes. Those bass lines could be
followed even at stupid volumes, for
example: the ' live' set of The Wall
temporarily transported proceedings
to Potsdammer Platz, with Waters's
Precision bass underpinning hugesounding gated drumkits. At the
other end of the spectrum, though,
things got decidely messy. A glassy
sheen signalled the limit of the XA200s power band, embuing the
whole sound with alight fuzz. This
was, I must stress, at beyondreasonable levels.

JAZZING IT UP
With jazzier rock, like ' Roundabout'
from Yes's Fragile, the sound was
fleshed out with a rich, powerful
drive; still carrying the frantic pulse
of the piece in the wildly panned
soundstage.
Hammond
and
Rickenbacker bass were flying, but
even at volume the song held
together. Guitar in the upper
registers had a hardened edge that
wasn't altogether aproduct of Steve
Howe's backline. Compared to the

THE SYSTEM

Unfortunately, and especially with
LS3/5As, the brighter balance, while

SOURCES were Linn LP12/LVII/Ortofon MC Jubilee
Audiolab 8000CDM/MSB Link DAC, Arcam Alpha 9
Pre- amps included Linn Kairn and Audio Synthesis
Passion. Comparison power amplifiers included Chord
SPM1 200C, Linn Klout and ATC SIA2-150.
Speakers included Jamo Concert 11, Harbeth LS3/5A,
Chan() Academy Millenium 1

showing up the detail, also proved
tiring after sustained listening at
medium volumes. The looser rein on
dynamics with the X-A200s may

Linn Klout, and especially the
Chord, the pace lagged marginally,
but what the Musical Fidelitys
lacked in speed they made up for in
harmonic colour. Not strictly as
accurate per 3e but still supplying
barrels of fun.
Mezzanine, Massive Attack's new
dark opus, has enough lowfrequency presence to trouble distant
seismographs, and it was here that
signs of low- frequency distortion
were finally heard. Here, the weak
link may have been the speakers,
whose valiant attempt to follow
Massive's air- moving antics was
heard as an unmistakable crackle on
bass transients.
Now satisfied that the X-A200s
were not without limits, speakers
and volumes were downscaled with
Harbeth LS3/5As. Here the bright
lilt in tonal balance was again more
evident. The breathy voice (and here
in the midband the amps and ' 3/5As
worked splendidly) of Kate Bush on
'And Dream of Sheep' had far more
sustained reverberation than the
Linn Klout ever showed, more sense
of wall reflections in the background.

also lose them favour with rock and
pop audiences wanting the tightest
grip on rhythm.

THE END OF THE BARREL
These monoblocks were heard as
good repositories of power, even if
they can't live up to the maker's
hyperbole. They don't rock like a
Klout, but have a marvellous
richness and sense of space denied to
Linn's ' tune-engineered' machine.
There is a limit to their power,
which for most applications will not
be a problem. Like the big A-1001
integrated, they can pamper the

They had a
warm and
Inviting
character,
spacious and
revealing a
wide open
soundstage

sound with a plush velvet touch,
albeit tempered by a shiny top end
that is the first to break up when the
volume goes clockwise. But at £999
a pair they should offer plenty of
usable power for the most obstinate
of speakers.
For anyone with aNu-Vista they
make auseful stopgap until the twobox NV power amp appears. And as
ameans to bi-amp asystem in style,
why not roll out the X-A200s with a
pair of X-A50s?

Oxford Audio Consultants
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Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - A sensational world-beating product from our
favourite Italian company - afull-scale floor- standing GUARNERI that we've
prayed for for ages - we've actually got them now and wow!!!
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more and more
impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously good'
B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES - WE ARE VERY PROUD TO BE A PREMIER
RETAILER OF THIS MOULD-BREAKING RANGE FROM £ 1400 TO £8500
NAIM AUDIO CDS MK 2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money - audition an
absolute must!
KRELL 250 CD PLAYER & 150 POWER AMPLIFIER - JUST OUT & ' HOT'
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - PINAFARINNA LOOKS & PICTURE
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 5 - still our reference speaker; ours sound even better now!!
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £ 1249
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and
unrivalled sound; on dem at last after along wait
THETA DAVID DVD PLAYER - superb results
YAMAHA DSP Al - astunningly good home theatre package
MARANTZ CD17/PM17/ST17 TUNER KJ. SIGNATURE SERIES • hear how
good it is
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT SILTECH, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, HARMONIX, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - now even better looking and superb value
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE
COPLAND CD266/277/288 CD PLAYERS - all superb value for money from this very
impressive company; now joined by the CSA28 amplifier
MUSICAL FIDELITY 1001 AMPLIFIER - areally excellent new amplifier - try it!

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
ARCAM BLACK BOX 3
£ 100
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30
£850
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 BAL INPUT £ 1295
AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120 SE PRIVATE SALE £3750
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION PRIVATE SALE £850
CASTLE HOWARD SPEAKERS LIGHT OAK EX DEM £795
DPA LITTLE BIT DA CONVERTER
£ 100
EPOS ES14 SPEAKERS
HEYBROOK SEXTETS

SH
SH
SH

XD
SH

£295
£495

SH

KRELL KPS201 CD PLAYER
£5995
KRELL KRC HR PREAMPLIFIER £4500
KRELL MD1O/REFERENCE 64
RO.A.
LINN LP12/EKOS/LINGO/TROIKA £ 1495
LINN LP12/BASIK ARM
£495

SH

SH
SH
SH
SH

LOGAN AERIUS LOUDSPEAKERS £ 1395
MARTIN LOGAN GUESTS
RO.A.
MERIDIAN 541 SURROUND CONTROLLER £495
MICHELL ISO
£295
MICHELL ISO HR PHONO STAGE
£595
NAKAMICHI CR1 CASSETTE DECK
£195
NAIM 90.3 POWER AMP
£375

SH

£95
LIGHT OAK
£2500
REGA PLANAR 3 TURNTABLE/SUMIKO BLUE POINT £250
TEAC VRDS 10SE EX DEM
£595
YAMAHA DSPA590
£ 195

SH
XD
SH
XD
SH

MARTIN

NAIM 22 PREAMPLIFIER

PROAC RESPONSE 3.5

TA 3('- FREE EXPORT

ne A IL-ORE:1ER

SH

THE ANDRA

SH
SH
SH
SH

'Stereophile' loudspeaker
of the year 1997
An astonishing range of speakers,
models from 3-80K
crafted in Granite and wood.
4
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Agencies include: Air Tangent. Audio Analogue, Audio Gram, Audio Research, B&W. Cable Talk, Castle.
Copland, Denon, GM Audio Tables, Goldring, Harmonix, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Maranta, Martin Logan,
Michell, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim, Onkyo, Orelle, Ortoton, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Proceed,
QUAD, REL Subwooters, Rotel, Sennheiser, SME, Sones Faber, Spendor, Stax, Tannoy, Target, Teas, Theta,
Thorens, Transparent Cables. Unison Research, van den Hui Videokron, Wilson, Yamaha.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm
WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH BIGGER PREMISES WITH
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477 4167

LINTONE AUDIO

GATESHEAD, TYNE 8 WEAR
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BATH, AVON
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GLASGOW

0141 357 5700

SOUNDS OF MUSIC

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

01892 547 003

THE HI-FI COMPANY

PETERBOROUGH

01733 555514

01225 874728

SUPERB PURPOSE-BUILT DEM ROOMS
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Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OXI IJE
Telephone: Oxford ( 01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford ( 01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com

MILK MUSIC MI
Distributors ut tine music produc t,
PASSLABS • EGGLESTON WORKS • HALES • COPULARE
SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH • BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY • REFERENCE 3A
T. 01892 539595
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PICKUP CARTRIDGES

H

Other great hallmarks of the
When, for example, Ifirst heard
The Supreme
aving exhausted just about
Temper Supreme are superb
is remarkably
Kubelik's Mahler 4 on CD adecade
every superlative in previous
tracking ability and incredibly low
or so ago [DG], Iwas pleased with
sharp and
HFNIRR reviews of the
surface noise. It sails through the
the digital transfer because it added
focused. It
Transfiguration Spirit and Spirit II
most difficult LPs with scarcely a
bite and sharpness to a recording
excels at the
cartridges, it's difficult for me to find
murmur, allowing you to forget all
that used so easily to sound thin and
reproduction
fresh words to describe the enhanced
about the mechanics of playing
pale. Yet re-hearing it on vinyl via
of very fine
performance of the Temper
records. Incredible focus and
the Temper Supreme, it's clear that
levels of
Supreme.
articulation ensure that quiet
the CD transfer falsifies the delicacy
dynamic
Superficially, one might think:
of the original mastertape and by
passages have presence and detail,
inflection,
'more of the same'. Yet the Supreme
while loud sections really expand.
subtle shifts
implication Kubelik's interpretation.
(£2250) is in many ways very
This is claimed to be due to the very
Iwondered if even the DG engineers
of tone colour
different from its less costly relatives:
close coupling between coils and
and producers who recorded it ever
and attack
altogether subtler and more finely
magnet, which allows the subtlest
that form the
heard their recording sound as
shaded, it has the knack of surprising
movement to be read.
fabulously natural and real as here!
life- blood of
you with its broad pallette of colours
Interestingly, the designers found
The Temper Supreme is both
expressiveness
and wide dynamic range.
that an aluminum cantilever
hugely rewarding yet sometimes
in music
On a quick A/B comparison with
improves resolution and naturalness
frustrating: rewarding when it reveals
either Spirit, the Temper Supreme
compared to more exotic materials.
subtleties and nuances unnoticed
might even strike some listeners as
So the Supreme has an aluminum
before; frustrating when a different
sounding less impressive — the
cantilever rather than using boron,
recording (which on the face of it
Spirit II is noticeably richer and
like the Spirit. ( Apparently the
should be just as good) will sound
fuller-sounding, with brighter, more
improved electromagnetic efficiency
comparatively ordinary. You never
saturated tone-colours, plus greater
SUPPLIER
of the Temper Supreme revealed
quite know which it's going to be.
presence and drive.
Audio Reference,
The Temper Supreme simply reveals
that the extra ' crispness and detail'
The Supreme is more transparent
Unit 8-9
obtained with harder materials were
each record for what it is. Its
and exceptionally neutral; it has a Enterprise Park,
SlyfieId Ind. Est.,
actually overshoot and arising treble
incredible neutrality ensures it
slightly lower output ( 200µV for
Guildford,
response.)
neither adds nor subtracts, so there's
3.45cm/s) and subjectively produces
Surrey
Because of the ultra- fine
no false excitement to spice- up
less sense of power. Far more than
GUI IRE.
Tel: 0148.?
dull
recordings
and der
tolerances involved, the
the Spirit, it needs asensitive, quiet
575344
US
Temper Supreme is very
performances.
m-cinput to give of its best. Iused
costly and time-consumAudiolab's 800OPPA phono stage
4
) ing to manufacture,
with good results, and mounted the
m
requiring great skill. Only
cartridge in a Graham 2.0 tonearm
between one and two
on the Platine Verdier turntable.
cartridges can be made
What alineup!
per day, and the concenAlthough the Supreme is notable
tration required to make each
for a superbly natural tonal balance
one is so intense that an
and incredible refinement, at the
engineer cannot work for more
same time it's remarkably sharp and
than acouple of days at atime.
focused. It excels at the reproduction
Such apickup is perhaps heard at
of very fine levels of dynamic
its best on simply-miked, natural
inflection, subtle shifts of tone
acoustic music. Yet Ifound it could
colour and attack that form the lifebe equally persuasive on complex
blood of expressiveness in music.
pop and rock, revealing subtle
Yet on some LPs the Temper
layering and spatial detail in the mix
Supreme can almost disappoint,
that lesser cartridges simply glide
sounding beautifully clean and
over. Playing records with the
immaculate but also rather cool and
Temper Supreme is always ajourney
lacking in incident. Then something
of discovery. You never quite know
happens, and things suddenly
what it's going to find in the grooves.
change. You become aware of
It has the ability to 'change sound' in
subtleties of expression that weren't
a moment,
and
is
utterly
there before — the difference
Transfiguration's Temper Supreme:
unpredictable. Perhaps the only
between music and sound. But it's
constant is its unfailing neutrality
not ahi-fi thing as such. You can't
unfailingly neutral and unflappable
and sheer unflappability.
reduce it to bass/ treble balance or
The magnificence of the Supreme
tonal quality. The difference goes
in full cry will, Iassure you, stay
beyond sound right back to the
by JAMES M HUGHES
etched in the memory forever.
original performance.

Iv

ration

Temper Supreme
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LE GRAND SPECTACLE DU SON

ffin1H 0\11'1011

"For me, this is truly the ultimate desert island loudspeaker.. "
Jock English, Stereophile, volume 19 no. 5.
"Iam comfortable in saying that, to this point,
these are the best speakers Ihave ever heard. Ilove them... "
Johnathan Scull, Stereophile, volume21no.4.

Grande Utopia

Utopia

Mezzo Utopia

Sound Image UK Ltd • 52 Milton Road • East sheen • London • SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 • Fax 0181 255 6869 • http://www.focal.tm.fr

ACCESSORIES
TDS PASSIVE ENHANCER
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O'meuse' ns ?
Stereo with 'True Dimensional Sound':
does the TDS 'Audiophile Passive Harmonic
Enhancer' accessory live up to its name?
by MARTIN COLLOMS

E

very now and then ahi-fi 'black
box' emerges, intended to
address a specific or even
imagined shortcoming in reproduced
or recorded audio. Sometimes such
items are seen as system tuning
devices; ranging from (sometimes
poorly-researched) line or signal
cable filters or suppressors, to various
mechanical or mechanico-electric
anti-resonators. Other examples are
transformers used specifically for
signal coupling, often with the
intention of isolating ground currents
which might otherwise flow between
audio units. Passive electrical
networks have also featured, for
example heavy capacitative loading
applied to CD players to provide
brute force filtering of unwanted high
frequency components.
There are, however, some black
boxes that feature more complex
activity. For example, here is anew
concept devised by TDS ( True
Dimensional Sound Inc) of Coral
Gables, Florida. This company's
devices employ either active
electronics or transformer based
circuits. The review model, at £349,
is an upper quality transformerbased (and thus passive) device with
a changeover switch for easy A/13
comparison. Without adjustment,
HI-F1 NEWS .4 RECORD REVIEW
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the sound level with the TDS box
was clearly much louder.
Using a IkHz tone, the level
change was then equalised
so that the sound
difference could be
evaluated. In
what
was
admittedly a
top quality
system,
transparency
was fortunately not
unduly affected by the
TDS, but stereo image
width
and
focus
was
moderately impaired. Dynamics
sounded slightly compressed,
diluting the attack and pace in

LAB REPORT
TDS suggests that
there is little or no
gain (in the sense
of amplification)
resulting from the
insertion of aTDS
unit in the signal
path. hound that
when correctly
loaded, and
depending on the
source impedance,
the unit raised the
voltage by up to
6dB, or double
(+4.58 dB for a
20 kohm load,
600 ohm source).
For many CD
players with an
output of 2V and
in some cases up to
5V, the TDS
output will go up
to 9V or more and
may well overload
some modern preamplifiers, which
use input buffers
and/or solid state
volume controls
(these can limit at
4V and up.)
The 'gain'
results from the
step-up transformer
action. No isolation
is given between
input and output
grounds so no
benefit can

Fig I. TDS Enhancer: frequency response,
1.51,RAM, 20k ohm load

Fg 2. TDS Enhancer: ¡ kHz spectrum
analysis, 1.5V EMS, 20k ohm load
result from this
aspect of the
design.
A number of
tests were made
which showed that
the complex signal
modifying action
of this TDS unit
mainly varied with
input level, and
secondarily with
output load and
source impedance.
While negligible
loading is
indicated by TDS,
in fact the output
load of 20k ohms
must be reflected to
the input via the
turns ratio, so the
source loading is
quite severe at
approximately
3k ohm across
the frequency
range. This will

impair dynamics
with many signal
sources and
possibly bass
extension as well.
The frequency
response is
intentionally not
flat, and while
uniform from
10Hz to 1.5kHz,
it also gave a
plainly audible dip
of 2.6 to 4.3dB
deep at 3.2kHz.,
(the peak aural
sensitivity)
followed by a
gentle rise to a
mild treble peak of
I.2dB by 18kHz.
There follows
rapid filtering e.g.
-30dB by 50kHz
plus an associated
transformer
resonance at
70kHz [Fig 1].

familiar recordings, in exchange for
a degree of extra ` distance', some
sweetness and adeeper perspective.
There was asmall loss in absolute

example, 0.5V to 2V of signal input)
arich mix of harmonic distortion is
added at around 0.4% total and (as
expected in ferromagnetic technology) of odd order type [Fig 2].
Third harmonic reaches amaximum
at 1.5V, IkHz, is - 47dB ( 0.4%)
while fifth is - 65dB (0.06%) etc.
Thus the unit adds distortion
(harmonic enrichment), audio band
filtering and equalization, fairly

clarity; bass lines were perceptibly
softened, though with no significant
loss of low frequency extension.
With more aggressive-sounding
CD sources, on occasion the result
was more pleasant with the TDS
than without, though the overall
results didn't show high reliability.
In addition to the ' perspective
enhancing' response equalization, at
the suggested operating range (for

severe source loading and a
substantial volume gain (but not of
course output power). This amounts
to serious signal alteration/
degradation; but if an individual
prefers the sound it makes, that's
another matter altogether!
Personally Iwould be concerned
the complex ' signal processing'
action of the TDS proposal and
would prefer not to use it.

SUPPLIER
The. Audiophile
Club,
PO Box 6477,
London
N13 AY.
Tel: 0181-822
2822
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Another on in

Las Ve as

O

n the surface, it was a
`normal' CES: more
stuff than you could
possibly hope to see/hear in
four days, some wild new toys,
too many boring speakers, some
`quality' industry gossip, plenty
of new items with no appeal
whatsoever to foreigners. USonly high-definition television
was everywhere, but one soon
learned to forget about it and
think `
Istill prefer PAL, Istill
prefer PAL'. Yet an edgy
atmosphere was palpable, and
you couldn't escape an overall
malaise down to two things: the
depressing global economy
(USA excepted) and the way
that DVD had forced the entire
industry into aholding pattern.
Unknown to all, by Day Two
that would change.
`Holding pattern'? You bet.
There was such a noticeable
shortage of new CD players or
radical DVD players that you
could only attribute it to the

Clockwise f.--. left.

Despite all the new-format neuroses and the
dominance of HDTV, the 'specialty audio'
sector offered afeast of new goodies at this
year's giant Consumer Electronics Show

by KEN KESSLER
manufacturers' fears of creating
hardware with built-in sell-buy
dates. Like, uh, six months or
less. Despite confident, bullish
noises from the 24/96 brigade,
contrasting with a general
consensus
that
certain
companies would persist in
launching new formats nobody
really wants, you couldn't
escape a wait- and- see siege
mentality. Then dropped the
bombshell awaited with almost
as much anticipation as the one
which could rid us of Saddam:

Universal (owner of Polygram
and its myriad divisions), WEA
and others agreed to back
DVD-A. So the end of the
stupid, destructive, anxietyfeeding format wars might be
nigh. Details, at the time of
writing this ( on the day after
the show) are sketchy, so Ihope
Editor Harris will insert an
update somewhere [see March
`Commentl— Ed].
So, too, is it too early to
know who is buying the Epos
brand,
the
final
CES

attendance figures; what
Roksan will be calling its hot
new budget range; and a few
other facts which could have
enhanced this report; but
there's no shortage of material
with which to fill it. As in years
past, the stack of brochures
weighed as much as and stood
as tall as New York's complete
phone directory, so here,
classified by genre after passing
a necessarily brutal final cut,
are some of the sights of Las
Vegas ' 99.

ELECTRONICS
Air Tight showed the utterly
delicious/jewel-like/precious
(choose any two) ATC-3 linelevel pre-amp seen at the last
show as an artist's rendering.
This time, the temptation came
in the form of Air Tight's
unexpected dip into Single
Ended waters. The company
showed aprototype of a 300Bdriven SE power amplifier,

rsorràan à .ii.u'Amy-revel electronics ( as yet unnamed, but bite& to be called Cambyses); Theta's

massive Dreadnaught; the jj Elearonics1j322, with four 300Bs forming adual-mono, single-ended amplifier good for 20W/ch; Strumenti Acustici Precisione's 20W Pure
Class A, single-ended, :zero feedback, full triode line-level integrated OTL Anniversary amplifier; Sim Audio's two-chassis Moon Eclipse CD transport
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using Western Electrics and
rated at circa 7 or 8watts. Will
it be finished in time for the
Chicago show?
ARIA enjoyed its world
debut, this Italian tube
electronics brand being a —
how do Iput it? — by-product
of Unison Research. It's headed
by Unison Research's designer
and the style comes from the
same pen which shaped those
gorgeous wooden sculptures of
yore, so the family resemblance
is strong. The new brand kicks
off with the S2, a handsome
integrated amplifier delivering
12W/ch from two EL34s —
single-ended and true Class-A.
The S8 is also an integrated
unit, only this baby offers
24W/ch from a brace of 845s,
again SE and Class A. A brand
to watch? You better believe it,
especially as prices are lo-o-ow.
ATC, in keeping with its
studio/pro priorities, unleashed
a pair of serious pre- amps
designed to optimise speakers
in a studio situation; the
simpler of the two could easily
find ahome in an audiophile's
listening room. The MCU6-A,
afull-function control unit, and
alongside it the simplified
MCU6-B, are line drivers
suitable for active speakers in
up to 5.1 surround- sound
installations, courtesy of six
balanced inputs and outputs.
There's individual gain trim for
each channel, single- button
reference levels for 79dB/85dB,
individual mute and solo
circuitry, overall gain via a
single rotary control, phase
invert for the sub- woofer
channel, optional remote
control facility for certain
models and more. Naturally,
the MCU6 variants are suitable
for 19in rack mounting.
Audio Aero's single-ended
Prestige
monoblocks
are
wonderfully Flash Gordonian,
especially the plates which
protect the tubes. Each delivers
40W Class A from a triode
coupled to a pentode. The
Capitole Power Amp is based
on a50s triode/pentode design,
good for 50W/ch Class A. In
this instance, a triode-wired
EL34 conjoins with a 6550C
pentode when the power is
needed.
Audio Research, outboarding as usual but able to coerce
this anti-outboarder to visit its
far-flung display, showed the
answer to the financiallychallenged Reference 600
wannabee's prayers: the ' halfHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

pint' Reference 300 monoblock
amplifiers. No, they didn't look
like half- scale versions of the
600s — they're still pretty huge
— but they provide roughly half
the power at two-thirds of the
cost. The mighty ' 600 itself has
been refined to attain Mk II
status, while it and the
Reference One line- level preamplifier have been joined by
the Reference Phono preamplifier.
Balanced Audio Technology unveiled a complete
family of related yet distinct
pre-amps, the VK-20/30/40/50
and 50SE. Similarly styled and
based on ' a common user
interface and functionality',
they cover a wide price range.
The members of this line of
pre- amplifiers include ( along
with the earlier VK-3i entrylevel tube line stage) the VK-20
entry-level solid-state model,
the VK-30 mid-priced tube line
stage, the VK-40 top- of- theline solid-state line stage, the
VK-50 top-of-the-line tube preamplifier and the VK-50SE
Special Edition valve model. All
five share an easy-to-read blue
alphanumeric display, five
inputs and two main outputs, a
140- step electronic shunt
volume attenuator with 0.5dB
steps,
Balanced
Audio
Technology's
trademark
Unistage topology either in
solid-state or vacuum tube
design, high quality custom
toroidal power transformers
with magnetic shielding,
Caddock and Vishay resistors in
critical
circuit
areas,
microprocessor control, a
flexible, programmable user
interface, full- function remote
control and user- definable
configuration for each input for
balance, relative volume offset
(any input with respect to any
other input), phase inversion
setting, mono/stereo setting,
maximum volume setting for
any input, fixed volume setting
for any input, display of volume
mode ( choice of linear count
scale or two different dB scales)
and input name assignment in
multiple languages. Options
include remote control ($ 500)
while the VK-3i, the VK-20,
the VK-30 and the VK-40
accept an internal phono
module for both m-m and m-c
cartridges ( also $ 500). Prices
range from the VK-20's $ 1995
to the VK-50SE's $ 7000.
Birdland Audio (
great
name if you unabashedly want a
system to play mainly jazz...)
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From top:
VAC's Avatar
integrated, rated
at 60W/ch via
EL34 output
tubes with userselectable
triode/ultra-linear
operation; Pass
Labs XVR3
three-way
electronic
crossover, fully
adjustable from
30-20kHz;
Balanced Audio
Technology
VK5OSE valve
pre-amplifier;
Viva Linea
angle-ended preamp with only
me tube in the
signal path; Thor
Audio's TPA-30
monoblock power
amplifier, rated
at 30W

kicked off with two products,
the Pleyel 250 being a sleek
50W/ch solid-state power
amplifier
featuring
the
company's patent- pending
open loop output stage
technology.
To match it is the Birdland
Odeon MI converter, a 24-bit
DAC designed to exploit
today's 24/96 discs. Alas,
Birdland is of the school which
generates brochures containing
reams of text but little specific
information, this due in part, I
have no doubt, to the company

founder being a Parisian who
moved to California.
Still based in France, of
course, is Cabasse, which
caught my eye with the utterly
gorgeous little Polaris AM1000
`power block'. This brick-sized
power amp, which could be
mistaken for a piece of
Sutherland or Burmester,
incorporates active filtering to
enabling active bi-amping when
used with another AM1000.
Specifications are lkW peak
power per chassis, a frequency
response of 10Hz-85kHz,
49

dimensions of 80x232x395mm
and aweight of 8.7kg.
Cary entered the home
cinema arena, in particular the
sparsely-populated Audiophile
Tube Division, with its CAD500-T Five-Channel Amplifier.
Each channel is rated at 100W
into 8 ohms/200W into 4 ohms
with all channels driven.
Features include individual
power
transformers
and
supplies for each channel; each
channel is selectable so you can
use from one to five channels
individually; the unit boasts
thermal protection circuits and
DC offset protection, matched
Sanken,
multiple- emitter
output transistors ( six per
channel). Dimensions? Allow
space for 18x7x3Oin (whd). Oh,
and expect to heft 150 lbs.
Conrad-Johnson, as ever
showing a room filled with
delights, was particularly proud
of the MFseries... solid-staters.
While unmistakably postmodernist CJ, they feature
aesthetic
touches
which
distinguish them from the tube
jobs. The MF2250 is a
120W/ch unit in a case
measuring
19x4.25x16in
(whd), the MF2500 delivers
240W/ch from a chassis 2.5in
taller, while the MF5600
produces
120W/ch
with
another 1.25in of height — only
it does that into five of 'em. So
now we can have CJ for home
theatre.
EAR released the EAR835
power amp, producing 50W/ch
from eight EL34s; it's arelative
of the 834 Integrated and
should mate nicely with the
834P or 834L pre- amps.
Announced, too, for 1999 was
the EAR534 push-pull stereo
power amplifier rated at 40W
minimum
per
channel
depending on which tube is
used: take your pick from 6L6,
5881, EL34 or KT66. Seen in
prototype form was the 836
pre-amp, an all- tube monster
using 14 6DJ8s! In responding
to one of Tim de Paravicini's
true loves, it features afull onboard
microphone
preamp/mixer. Balanced and single
ended, seven inputs in total —
this must be the company's new
flagship. Price TBA...
Flatte Design showed one
of the sleekest, sexiest ' lifestyle'
products at the show, not
surprising when you consider
that the company collaborates
with Evett & Shaw. The latter
introduced an utterly delightful
mini- monitor last year, a tiny
50

quartet of massive transformers,
the J322 sports four 300Bs to
create a dual- mono, single ended amplifier good for
20W/ch. The rest of the tube
complement consists of two
ECC88s, two ECC83s and two
EM84s, all JJ-made.
Kora's Flash is a compact
integrated amplifier finished in
black and looking strangely
retro. It produces 25W/ch,
handles four line sources plus
tape, suffers no feedback and is
Class A to 10W. Inside are
designer goodies aplenty,
including an array of 1% metal
resistors, silver solder, gold
connectors, polypropylene
condensers and more.
Krell introduced its CAST
technology, CAST standing for

Clockwise from top: ATC's MCU-6A multi-channel monitor controller with
individual gain trim for each channel; Eveanna Manley with The Wave (the hat
may have something to do with Russian valves); Nightingale Armonia integrated, in
lilac; Michael Hobson of Classic Records, seen here with Annie (formerly of HMV?)

system for those who want
high-end sound on, say, either
side of a PC or in abedroom.
Flatte adds an amplifier to the
equation, the simply sublime
Flatte 50. At first glance, you
could mistake it for an
equipment platform, say,
something from Brightstar or
Townshend, because that's
exactly its shape and size.
Actual
dimensions
are
14x1.5x1lin (whd) and it rests
on precisely the sort of cones
you'd place under a platform.
But this slab of metal is a
50W/ch stereo power amplifier,
its chassis milled from a solid
aluminium billet, drilled with
three large holes to dissipate
heat and provide illumination
via blue LEDs. All inputs and
outputs are mounted to one
side. The unit sells for $ 1795 in
black or $ 1995 in nickel, and
the Flatte 50 ships in asuperb
Zero Centurion Elite case, reusable by canny travellers. This
baby is my Executive Toy of
the show, and a guaranteed
smash hit with the Evett &
Shaw micro speakers.
GRAAF revised its long-

serving GM13.5B pre- amp —
one of the company's oldest
models and still my reference
— by adding the facility to run
it as either a passive or active
unit. It also now sports an extra
balanced input.
Hegel arrived from Norway
with further additions to this
young line, but Ididn't see any
painted yellow for CES. The
H2 power amp, with both
single-ended and XLR inputs,
is ahandsome beast offering a
smaller alternative to the H4:
150W/ch instead of 250W/ch
and 120x430x370mm, 20kg
instead of 210x430x550mm,
40kg. The company also
showed aversion of the CDP4
CD player using a 24-bit Burr
Brown chip and HDCD
processing.
JJ Electronica, known for
supplying its own range of
Slovakian tubes, showed a
complete amplifier. The JJ322
is a handsome beast with a
530x380mm footprint, finished
with a gold-plated top- plate
fitted to a base made from
either oak, mahogany or ebony.
Weighing 42kg, due in part to a

Current
Audio
Signal
Transmission and said to
represent ' a new signal
transmission system'. It was
developed to send audio signals
from component to component
without
introducing
the
negative effects of interconnect
cables into the signal, such as
loss of gain, reduced slew rate,
and tonal coloration.
CAST transfers signals in the
current domain, so that
interconnect cable lengths and
characteristics do not degrade
the signal quality; the benefits
are
obvious
for custom
installers, who need to use
wiring which suits physical
rather
than
spiritual
requirements. The Krell MRA
and all amplifiers in the FPB
range
now
feature
this
technology (gaining a ` c' suffix,
as does the KPS25sc), and
using CAST components in
tandem eliminates all manner
of restrictions usually faced in
large installations, multi-room
set-ups and home theatre rigs.
Among other new Krell items
was that long-awaited essential
for Americans, the 150W/ch
KAV-300r AM/FM stereo
receiver, and a home theatre
addition in the form of the
KAV-250a/3 three- channel
power amplifier with 250W/ch.
LAMM's LL2 is a line-level
all-tube pre-amp to match this
company's
brilliant,
if
overlooked tube amplifiers.
Pure Class A throughout, its
power supply features a fullwave tube rectifier. It provides
three line inputs, one tape loop
and two sets of outputs, muting
on the front panel and extensive
protection circuitry including
auto- mute at switch on/off.
Parts quality is uncom-
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promised, with Dale metal film
resistors, ALPS potentiometers,
Roederstein and Electrocube
film caps and the like. Tubes?
Two 6DJ8s, two 12AU7s and
that 6X4 rectfier. Tasty...
Linn, currently the darling of
the US high- end community
because of the CD- 12, followed
up its flagship disc spinner with
the seriously yummy Klimax
power amp. It uses entirely new
circuit topology developed by
Linn engineers to optimise the
advantages of Linear Bipolar
technology. ` Designed for
ultimate accuracy', the Klimax
is a 500W monoblock housed
in a CD- 12- like clam- shell
'machined from solid' case,
ultra- compact thanks to its
switch-mode power supply. To
see it is to love it.
Manley showed aprototype
of The Wave, a combination
pre-amp/DAC — all- tube,
fitted with 20-bit UltraAnalog
DACs and designed to be
upgradable. It features four line
inputs ( two balanced), four
digital inputs, outboard power
supply, three sets of main
outputs, wonderful illuminated
buttons, full remote control and
asticker price of $8000.
Mark Levinson's big news
was a remarkable control unit,
Clockwise from left: Audio Carpets'

assault, with its two distinct player; MP100 pre- amp; and
series both designed by Chris the MA120 60W/ch power
Evans. Most of the T Series amplifier.
Nightingale of Italy, a
models, of course are already
familiar in the UK: all of them company which doesn't exactly
feature remote control, solid issue new product just for the
aluminium fascias in black or sake of it, showed another
silver, multiple power supplies, kitsch/retro masterpiece for
and control microprocessors those who adore 1950s chic.
kept isolated from the audio The new integrated Armonia is
circuits. The seven models avariant of the AFS20 Class A
include the T-30 FM tuner; T- integrated, using eight EL34
40 Integrated Amplifier rated at tubes in the output section,
50W/ch and including aphono driven by a pre-amp with four
stage; T-50 Pre-amp/Surround line inputs and phono ( m-m
Processor with six- channel and m-c). What caught my eye
inputs to accept Dolby Digital, was the finish. As expected, the
DTS or MPEG decoders; T-10 chassis was constructed of
circuits remain unmolested in and T-20 CD players; T-60 gorgeous cherry, the curve
the other. The No 32 Reference power amp rated at 50W/ch complement increased almost
and derived from the T-40; and to Unison Research levels. But
Controller contains, therefore,
AC power supply, DC power the T-70 multi- channel amp the hook was the colour applied
the
faceplate:
lilac!
regulation, microprocessor delivering 5x4OW, 2x100W- to
control circuitry for input select, plus-lx4OW or 3x40W-plus- Appropriately for Las Vegas
(where the new range of slot
lx100W. The dearer M Series
volume and other functions and
the communications circuitry offers sculpted quarter- inch machines is called ` Elvis') the
for interfacing with other thick faceplates, custom- Armonia oozed Calypso- cut
components. The No 32 machined control knobs, trousers, bazooka bubble gum
Reference Preamplifier itself has control ports for linking with and Barbie dolls, Lambretta
eight inputs ( three balanced, other M models, high- quality and Lollobrigida. Whether or
five single-ended), two pairs of relays with gold-plated contacts not the colour appears on
production samples is down to
balanced outputs, two pairs of for source switching and more.
single-ended outputs, plus one The line-up includes MT100 consumer demand. And sense
pair for balanced record and FM tuner; MI120 60W/ch of humour. Iadored it, which
integrated amp; the MCD500 some might say puts me in
two for single-ended record.
Myryad Systems proudly CD player with 24-bit Delta- touch with my feminine side...
Parasound's AVC-2500
launched a North American Sigma DAC; MC100 CD
Dual-Zone A/V tuner/preamp
employs 24- bit processing

the No 32 Reference preamplifier, which actually had its
world launch at The Hi -Fi
Show last September. This twobox system (refreshingly, the
two chassis look unrelated)
comprises one unit called the
No 32 Reference Controller,
containing supply and control
circuitry, and a separate unit
housing the pre-amplification
circuitry itself. This radical reallocation of real estate places
all of the items which can
produce noise ( AC power
supplies,
LCD
displays,
microprocessors and the like) in
one chassis, while the audio

movable sound treatment panels; Aria's
handsome S8 amplifier; and the
imposing Sony F9000ES and N9000ES
combination, astatic display which
welcomed visitors w Sony's DSDISuper
Audio Compact Disc demonstrations

throughout to serve Dolby
Digital, Dolby ProLogic and
DTS sources, as well as earning
aTHX Ultra rating. Developed
by Parasound, it was engineered and built in Scandinavia.
The HCA-3500 350- Watt
Stereo Power Amplifier is the
brand's most powerful stereo
amplifier to date. Designed by
that genuine living legend John
Curl, it's rated at 350W/ch into
8 ohms, 600W/ch 4 ohms, and
maintains Class A bias up to a
remarkable 15 Watts per
channel. Price is alow $2195.
PassLabs showed a threebox pre- amp so deliriously
handsome that it must deserve
a design award from someone.
The XO Dual Mono Preamplifier is a line stage unit
housed in three enclosures,
with two for the analogue gain
stages and one for the power
supply and digital control
circuitry. The control section
provides both manual and
remote control of the select and
gain settings, and it features a
display indicating status: levels,
chosen input, etc. The XO's
analogue and digital power
supplies
are
completely
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SLAMM, MAXX, KRELL OKAY TO GO!
Oh Lord, it's happening: what Isaid would never
happen is happening. Yes, Brian Rivas is getting into
home cinema.
Don't misunderstand me, Ilove two-channel audio always have, always will - and that is what Pinewood
will always be about primarily, especially now it has
achieved its ultimate reference system of KRELL
KPS-25s, KRELL FPB-650M monos and WILSON
X-1 Grand SLAMM.
The SLAMMs are just plain magnificent, and until you
have witnessed what ahuge difference in response
can be achieved by small changes in alignment
between the three mid and treble modules, you
simply would not believe it. The X-1 can be timealigned and set up to give the finest response for your
room. And the delicacy and the scale are in aleague
of their own.

It started in earnest when Iwatched that wonderful
film ' Contact' on aclient's system, based around the
MAXX, which Ihad just installed. It is a deeply
moving story, Jodie Foster is wonderful, the effects
are awesome, the sound five-star brilliant. Experience
this on a big screen with big-scale sound from an
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS system, and you'll be left, as I
was, crying and shaking emotionally.
Using KRELL preamplification, which has a 'Theatre'
mode capability, big surround sound systems can be
set up without compromising the two-channel audio,
so we shall be using SLAMMs at the front, the MAXX
at the rear and aWATT Puppy 5.1 as centre channel.
Later in the year will come the WILSON WHOW subwoofer, which plays proper bass notes as opposed to
mere low frequency energy.
Overkill? Maybe. Superb performance? Without a
doubt. Discreet? Er ... no.

The WILSON MAXX, which Pinewood also has,
doesn't have quite the range of adjustment of the
X-1, but it runs aclose second at around half the
cost, making it areal bargain and its performance will
satisfy the most demanding.

The THETA VOYAGER will handle DVD and laser disc
sources, while the amazing nine- channel KRELL
AUDIO- VIDEO STANDARD from the Connecticut
genius will control the whole installation.

One thing is for sure: there is only one dealer in the
UK where you can hear both the Grand-SLAMM and
the MAXX, and that is Pinewood Music.

The big picture will be provided by the VIDIKRON
HELIOS, a compact beauty that gives a glorious
bright, sharp and well defined picture.

So how does home cinema fit into things? Well, this
is a move that has come from the heart and not
merely for the sake of keeping up with the times.

So Pinewood is about to bring an extra dimension to its
demonstrations. In the words of Jodie Foster, as she
prepares for awormhole rollercoaster: " I'm OK to go!"

WILSON AUDIO • KRELL • SONUS FABER • TRANSPARENT CABLE • SILTECH • THETA • GM AUDIO
.ee

)-jir (
(rife (Illy

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please teliThone
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separate, the circuitry fully
shielded from RF. Each
channel is fully balanced, there
are five balanced and singleended inputs and both balanced
and single- ended tape inputs
and outputs, and main outputs.
XO sports a newly- developed
volume control conceived by
Wayne
Colburn,
which
provides balance and volume
control adjustable over a 70dB
range in ldB steps. Each of the
three
chassis
measures
17x3.5x12in (whd) and weighs
351b in its carton. Price is
$8000. Also launched in Las
Vegas were the X150 stereo
power amplifier rated at
150W/ch ($ 4000), the X5
Home Theatre amplifier good
for 5x125W ($ 4500), the
XVR3 three-way electronic
crossover ($ 3000) and the
XVR2 two-way electronic
crossover ($ 2500), both the
latter being fully adjustable
from 20-20kHz, single-ended
or balanced, fully active and
with variable slopes.
Pristine
arrived
from
Singapore with the A-S10 Dual
Monaural Power Amplifier,
which features what the
company calls Floating Error
Cancellation
Technique
(FECT). Which shows a
remarkable
lack
of
understanding of the power of
acronyms. Whatever, the
Japanese- designed
FECT
topology is said to reduce
output impedance, flatten the
frequency response and lower
THD through the use of three
amplifiers: a small signal or
buffer amplifier with unity or
near-unity gain; anon-inverting
main power amplifier; and a
'difference power' or error
amplifier. The charts are
mighty impressive, so the techy
brigade
might
wish
to
investigate; hype aside, it's a
stylish machine with asignature
curve engraved in the front
panel, a blue LED indicator
above a large on/off button, a
well- made chassis measuring
460x224x402mm (whd) and
weighing 36kg, and an output
rating of 100W/ch into 8ohms.
For details, e-mail Pristine at
majed@mbox3. singnet. cam. sg.

Roksan, recently revived by
a dose of independence,
showed a brand new range
which should undercut Caspian
prices by a third. Yet to be
named — possibilities include
Chelsea but not Scunthorpe,
Tehran or Baghdad — the
series is unmistakably Caspian's
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

little sister, the main give-away
being displays virtually identical
to the ` windows' on the
Caspian components. The
integrated amplifier is rated at
110W/ch; it provides inputs for
six sources plus tape, including
a phono stage handling m-m
and m-ccartridges. There's full
remote control ( for the whole
system, in fact), illuminated
indication of input status, mute
function, motorised volume
control, two pre- amp outputs
and more.
The matching CD player is a
front- loader which has a 20track
memory
function,
comprehensive timing display
and system remote operation,
while the matching AM/FM
tuner features auto and manual

clever design fillip is awindow
filled with gilded mesh through
which you can see the valves.
Details were sketchy, but it
looks like the tubes inside might
be... naah, I'm imagining
things. Exquisite stuff.
Sim Audio released the
Celeste 1-5080 integrated
amplifier, rated at 80W/ch and
offering optional
remote
control, no overall feedback
circuitry, six line level inputs
and processor and tape loops.
In keeping with the family look,
it wears an LED display, clean
styling and minimal fascia
jewellery. Available in black or
silver, this covetable device has
aUS retail of only $ 1299.
Strumenti Acustici Di
Precisione — the Italians who

oc unse
Enlightened Audio Design's Ultradzsc
2000 Reference Standard CD player;
Strumenti Acustici Precisione's hornloaded, 95dBIW Anniversary speaker;
Audio Research Reference 300
monoblock; Birdland Audio's Pleyel 250
50W/ch solid-state power amp and
Odeon MI 24-bit DAC; and arare
moment of Linn/Chord détente, perhaps
before IT learned who jF was...

tuning, 50 presets with touchstore function, and scan.
Siemel, known for arange of
classy amps ( despite being
French) which include both
solid-state and valve alternatives, came up with a treat
which wouldn't have looked out
of place in a room labelled
'Unison Research'. The HY20
is a hybrid integrated amplifier
with a Class A triode output.
The front panel is sculpted
from some luscious wood with
three rotaries for on/off, volume
and five-way input selection; its
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stuffed an OTL into a speaker
the size of an LS3/5A —
celebrated an unspecified
anniversary with the Anniversary Amp. This 20W OTL unit
operates in Pure Class A, it's
single- ended, zero feedback,
full triode — it uses 6AS7s —
and it's a line-level integrated.
Price is $ 5500 in the USA, and
it's designed to work with the
Anniversary System, a funky
horn-loaded speaker using the
company's own 5in full-range
cones. Sensitivity is quoted at
95dB/1W, and the speaker

stands 600x200x360mm (hwd).
Sutherland seems to have
completed its 800 series
project, the one where you just
run your finger along its lower
edges to activate the switching.
Now available are true mono
modules for every type of input,
fully variable m- m and m- c
phono, and — at last — 100W
power amplifier stages. The
basic
chassis remains
a
19x7.5x17in (whd) rolled steel
enclosure with a lin thick
machined aluminium front.
Thor Audio stayed with its
bagel- shaped tube products,
adding two more rings to what
could one day end up being the
first system that looks like the
Olympics logo. The TPA- 30 is
a monoblock power amplifier
rated at 30W, its tubery
consisting of one 12AX7, one
12BH7 and a pair of EL34s.
Output is spec'd at 6ohms, and
this baby weighs 401b for
shipping. The second debut
was for the TPA- 150, as above
but with a 12AU7 and six more
EL34s to create a 150W
monoblock. I'm still waiting for
these guys to do a promotion
with Dunkin' Donuts.
VAC, which has been
breathtakingly productive and
inventive for the past couple of
seasons, showed a decidedly
sexy (read: with a big softly-lit
bias meter in the centre of its
front panel) integrated amp. It's
an acknowledgement that
integrated amps are becoming
one of audio's fastest-growing
product types. Avatar is rated at
60W/ch, courtesy of EL34
output tubes in push-pull
configuration, with userselectable triode/ultra-linear
operation. The discrete preamp section features a phono
stage usable with m- m and
high- output m- c cartridges,
while input switching includes a
tape monitor loop and ahome
theater bypass mode. The
trademark retro styling makes it
unmistakably VAC, while pride
of ownership is imparted by a
sculpted, 318in thick aluminium
faceplate, a braced chassis and
custom- machined
knobs.
Remote control and moving
coil options will become
available during 1999, to add to
the base price of $ 3490.
Viva added another pre-amp
to the range known for the 'y'
which cuts through its chassis.
The Linea is a single- ended
pre-amp with only one tube in
the signal path, and no
capacitors in said path. Tube
53

complement consists of two
6922s and two 5Y3s, the
dimensions are 16.8x9.5x14.9in
(whd) and this sucker weighs a
mighty 531bs.

Neither price, power nor
dimensions were imparted, but
Iwould hazard a guess that
they are, respectively, scary,
substantial and massive.

VTL's latest include the
ST75 integrated and the TT25
Tiny Triode. The former is
rated at 75W/ch courtesy of
four EL34s: this tube seems to
be making a remarkable

Audio Aero's Capitole CD
Player is atop loader finished in

comeback after nearly adecade
in the wilderness because of the

SOURCE COMPONENTS
black with gold accents. The
transport is a Philips unit
upgraded by a Trichord Clock

3 ( a rare case of the French
seeking assistance from the
English and admitting it), while
a quartet of 12AT7s, and it's the 1-bit DAC is followed by a
remote-controllable. The TT25
6922 valve. Audio Aero
is VTL's latest, limited edition separates the transport from the
of the rather bijou delight, rated Philips circuit board and
at 45W/ch in tetrode mode or suspends both from a wooden
25W/ch in triode mode. Valves subchassis.
are four EL84s, and the price a
Audio Analogue, on a roll
tempting $ 1500 per pair — or with its hit amplifiers and last
under £ 1000.
year's CD player, moved
Wadia showed what must further up the ladder with some
have been one of the largest pre- productions samples and
amps at the show, the radical prototypes, including one
790 PowerDAC. As the name model I've ordered without
suggests, this huge cube even hearing it. First up is the
contains both D/A conversion company's new DAC, the
and power amplification, the
Stargate
Mercurio.
This
former
consisting
of
a prototype delivers 96/24 in a
DigiMaster 1.3 with 32-times compact chassis, but price is in
re-sampling at 96kHz, true 24- the TBA category. Inputs will
bit resolution and upgradability include
both
coax
and
to 192kHz. Also incorporated is balanced. The almost-readya digital volume control and for- shipping Maestro CD
advanced
jitter
control player is a super-duper version
circuitry, the most basic block of the Paganini, distinguished
diagram showing asection with by 96/24 bit processing, a
aWadia Digimaster and digital digital input and red lettering on
volume control as the front end the fascia. The one I'm
feeding a DAC into a Swift committed to buying? The
Current Circuit, into a high- exciting
prototype
DVD
current MOSFET output.
transport. And not just because
SET assault! They're assisted
here by abrace of 12AU7s and

it's named after my second
favourite make of car, Pegaso.
dCS is another company
which takes its time releasing
new models, so the launch of a
new device from this brand is
an event to mark. Again with
the classical names, the Purcell
Reference Digital Upsampler in
its standard mode works by
taking
a
16- bit
44.1k
datastream from aCD player or
transport to increase the
wordlength to 24-bits and the
sample rate to 96k. When this
upsampled datastream is
decoded by any high quality
24/96 capable D/A converter
(in particular, the dCS Elgar),
the result is said to be ' greater
detail, more dimensional
imaging, improved dynamics
and an overall sound quality
that is more like analogue.'
[dCS successfully demonstrated
the effect last year at the HiFi
Show in London, as well as to
the press: see ' Comment', Oct
'98 — Ed.] The dCS Purcell is
also able to convert the 16/44.1
datastream to a 24-bit/192kHz
datastream. When this is
decoded by the dCS Elgar, or
another 24/192- capable D/A
converter when one comes
along ( Theta? Wadia?), the
improvements above are said to
be enhanced even further. The
Purcell was developed from the
dCS 972 Professional Sample
Rate and Format Converter
and uses the same digital
processing engine, running the
same upsampling/ interpolation
DSP code and is said to

be sonically identical. As with
all dCS products, Purcell uses
programmable logic and is
software upgradable. Input
sample rates of 32, 44.1, 48,
88.2 and 96kHz are provided;
output is available at 32, 44.1,
48, 88.2, 96, 176.4, 192k, with
wordlengths of 16,18, 20, 22
and 24 bits. The Purcell
measures 461x62x406mm and
blessedly eschews sloped sides.
For my money, this was
possibly the most exciting
product at the show.
Grado's new Statement
cartridge employs gold wire in
the coils, aboron cantilever and
a diamond stylus cut specially
for Grado. It comes housed in
Australian jara wood body, so it
will look familiar to the brand's
supporters. Output is 0.75mV,
the lowest ever from a Grado.
Price is aserious $ 2500.
Koetsu is certainly back, the
model which has me fired up
being a new version of the
Urushi, finished in yet another
esoteric lacquer. At present the
line-up for US audiophiles
consists of the Onyx Platinum,
the
Rosewood
Signature
Platinum, the Urushi, the
Rosewood Signature and the
Standard ( Red); check with
importer Absolute Sounds to
see what's available in the UK.
Meridian's home theatre
demonstrations
naturally
centred on the 96/24-capable
Reference DVD Machine 800
with the 861 processor — a
combination which, among its
many other features, has the
Clockwise from left:
VTL's TT25 Tiny Triode
monoblocks, rated at
45W/ch in tetrode mode or
5W/ch in triode mode,
via four EL84s; Cabasse
Polaris AM1000
amplifier; Oracle CD
layer/transport, further
refined this year; Air
Tight's prototype of a
Western Electric 300Bdriven SE power amplifier
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ability to ` upsample' normal
CD audio signals, in this case
simply doubling the sampling
frequency to 88.2kHz.
Michell announced its first
new turntable design in three
years. The Gyro SE is based on
the classic GyroDec, which
celebrates its 18th birthday this
year. By eliminating the
Perspex base and dust cover,
the Gyro SE can sell for $400
less
than
the
standard
GyroDec; the UK saving is to
be announced, but Iwould
suspect it's in the region of
£200. Sound quality is said not
to be compromised, and new
features include an outboard
stand-alone motor housing for
optimum motor isolation, a
larger 40VA toroid power
supply and easier- to- adjust
isolated three-point suspension.
US retail price is $ 1595,
including arm mounting plate.
Moth Audio, known for its
steam- punk styled retrotubeware, launched a compact
yet still Jules Vernian D/A
converter, the HyperDAC. This
device, seen in pre-production
form, provides 24/96 processing
and HDCD for 44.1kHz CDs.
Also launched was the PS5, a
passive selector box with tape
out facility. (Moth Audio is not
be confused with the UK mail
order firm Moth Marketing.)
Oracle's
CD
player/
transport arrived in Vegas in an
even further refined state. The
device now uses an external
power supply, designed so that
each major element has its own
dedicated
primary
and
secondary electrical supply.
One dedicated transformer
supplies the drive engine and
command functions, with a
second for the DAC section,
each transformer encapsulated
in epoxy to reduce vibration.
The line signal is filtered prior
to arriving at an EI transformer
immune to electrical pollution.
Both primary and secondary
supplies are magnetically
shielded by agalvanised screen,
while the main power supply
housing provides efficient
shielding against radiated
pollutants. Styling has been
further enhanced, and the
specification appears to be in its
finalised state.
Parasound's CDP-2000
Ultra belt-drive CD Player is a
single-chassis alternative to the
belt- driven C/BD-2000 CD
transport and D/AC-2000
digital- to- analogue converter.
This pair, at $ 3500, is regarded
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Clockwise from top left:
DCS's stand2rd-setting Purcell
dzVital upsampler; MyryacPs new
T 70 five-channel amp and T-50
pre-amplprocessor,. with T-20 CD player
on top; Granite Audio's 770 preamplifier and 860 power amp; Hegel
Electronics H2 power amp and aversion
the CDP4 CD player, using 24,bit
Barr Brown converters and HDCD
processing; and Linn 's new ultra-dim
and beautifid Klimax 500W mono
amplifier, seen alongside the Linn CD 12
compact disc player

Stateside as the one of the best
value high-end CD players.
Parasound,
CEC
and
UltraAnalog collaborated again
to develop the CDP-2000
Ultra, with aretail price of just
$1495 — that's well under
£1000 for access to one of the
more esoteric CD drive
techonologies. (Which Iadmit I
could never understand...). A
top-loader, the CDP-2000 uses
a 'A-pound hold-down clamp to
keep the disc in place and to
increase the rotational inertia of
the system. For optimal
isolation, totally independent
power transformers and power
supply circuits feed the
transport and DAC.
Rotel's
tempting
new
flagship CD player is the RCD991. A single- chassis unit, it
boasts Pacific Microsonics'
PMD-100 ffigital filter to
provide HDCD encoding, dual
Burr-Brown 20-bit converters,
a five- segment power supply,
anti-vibration isolators, UKmade slit- foil capacitors,
balanced and single- ended
output (the former via XLRs),
polarity inversion, display
dimmer, custom programming
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and more. This is one very
serious deck, which Rotel UK
ought to use to re- assert its
position
in
the
British
firmament.
Oops...
just
thinking out loud.
Sim Audio pulled off the
coup of showing a player
almost handsome enough to
distract you from the Oracle,
which has yet to be bettered
looks-wise. But, damn! is the
Moon Eclipse ahoney of atoploader. It's one of those designs
brimming with lovely details so
you discover something new
every time you look at it. At
first, it seems conventional in
that it features a sliding door
on its top surface, charcoal grey
surrounded
by
black,
surrounded by more charcoal.
Then you notice the pointy
feet, the heat sinks running
down its flanks and — better
still — asecondary display and
acluster of controls grouped
on top instead of on the front.
The Moon Eclipse, ludicrous
name aside, is a highlycovetable device beyond its
novelty value, boasting HDCD,
96kHz124-bit compatibility if
fed an external DVD drive, two

chassis with the power supply
housed outboard, modularity
for future upgrading, eight
stages of voltage regulation,
dual Burr- Brown DACs,
balanced and single ended
analogue outputs and much
more. At $ 4995, this sucker's
actually abargain.
Wavelength Audio ensured
that tube crazies weren't left
out of the 96/24 experience.
Along with its usual selection of
cool tube amps, Wavelength
released the Cosine 24/96 Tube
Output DAC. Yup, tube
outputs, for those who want to
savour Classic and Chesky
DVDs without a tranny in the
way. It will decode any digital
datastream from 44.1 to
96kHz, via RCA or BNC
inputs. The digital section is
transformer- coupled to the
output
tube,
which
is
transformer- coupled to the
output. The Cosine's digital
chipset is Crystal input receiver
and Crystal DAC, the power
supplies are totally isolated; and
all this can be yours for $ 31300.
• NEXT MONTH: speakers,
software and cool toys...
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The world's finest sound systems don't come cheap
bui LJUI4 i JimKi

F-AiiNly tiNíti the

Nexi cENtuky±

but they do come easy at branches of iq West One
Visit any branch of KJ West One and you'll
discover a truly exciting range of the most
desirable hi-fi and audio-visual equipment.
Stay awhile, and listen to some fabulous
systems, like those featured above, alongside
many others from the world's most highly
regarded specialist manufacturers.

Relax in the knowledge that all of these
superior products are so easy to own. We are
always keen to accept older hi-fi equipment in
part-exchange, and we offer awide range of
convenient payment options.
So, before simply buying hi-fi, think about
investing in areal hi-fi system, at Ig West One.
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Audio Analogue Paganinni CD £750
Audio Analogue Puccini SE Amp £635
Sonus Faber Signum Skrs £ 1249
System Price
Minimum Deposit
Maximum Balance

£2634
£264
£2370

Defer Payments for 12 Months
then it's just £98.75 per month!

Musical Fidelity X-Ray CD
Musical Fidelity X
Pl 00 Pre
Musical Fidelity X-AS100 Pwr
Wilson Benesch Orator Spkrs
System Price
Minimum Deposit
Maximum Balance

£800
£800
£800
£2900
£5300
£530
£4770

Defer Payments for 12 Months
then it's just £ 199 per month!

Krell 250CD CD Player
Krell 300i Integrated Amp
Martin Logan Aerius i
Spkrs

£2490
£2495
£2199

System Price
Minimum Deposit
Maximum Balance

£7184
£724
£6460

Defer Payments 12 for Months
then it's just £269 per month!

Deferred Payment Interest Rate 2.2% per month, 29.8% APR_ Many other very competitive repayment plans available. Full details on request.

Kb
j WestOne
IN
THE

PETERBOROUGH
HI-FI

COMPANY

42 COWGAlE PETERBOROUGH

TEL: (01733) 341755

WestOne
IN

LONDON

THE WORLD'S FINEST HI-FI
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET

WI M 7LH

TEL: 0171 486 8262/3

k; TVestOne
IN
THE

NORTHAMPTON
HI-FI

SPECIALISTS

32 GOLD STREET

NORTHAMPTON

TEL: (01604) 637871

blackbox
DEFLECTION AND DIFFUSION
OF UNDERSTANDING

Refnshing
the case for
directionality
in audio
cables wilt
infonnation
translated
from higher
theo-etical
realms

Referuces
I. Bodged electrical
theory- (this includes
electronics and EM
theory) infects
textbooks, up to the
highest levels. The
significance of the
higher, true
description is not
only that it helps
solve cuela,
'anona/les but also
that the full version
of electrical theory
profaundk alters
and deepens whati
allowable in physics.
For friendly iveducation. see Bill
Beaty's sise:
wwffleskinro.coml-billbi
miscaremisum.huttl

2. M.O.j
Hawkwfard, The
Essex Echo,
[HFNIRR Aug '85;
Aug7Oct '86 and
Feb '87]. A revised.,
well-abridged
version was also
published in the US'
[Sterrophik, Oct
'951.

I

n arecent Black Box, the mention
of 'directionality' in para may have
set alarm bells ringing in some
quarters. The idea that any audio
cables should be 'directional' (
le that
sound quality is better when
connected facing' one of the two
ways) doesn't present aphilosophical
or belief-system problem, until you
know alittle about electronics.
Past this point, it appears to be at
odds with accepted (but simplified)
models of physical reality, employed
even up to high levels. As a result,
readers may have come across
negations that seem convincing, but
which are nonetheless the antithesis
of the truth elsewhere.
For example, aparticularly hardline
objectivist (HLO) has written, in an
unusual textbook on audio power

In these and similar writings, HLOs
have missed the point — maybe
because they haven't delved far into
particular areas of electrical theory, or
because minds have been closed down
(higher electrical knowledge is not
needed to design bean- counting
circuits); or because they are being
mischievous; or in denial; or are
simply thinking unclearly. Based on
knowledge that could have been
arrived at over acentury ago, (after
the work of atrio of British Physicists
and co-founders of E-M theory,
Maxwell, Heaviside and Poynting) the
more real model of the situation is
somewhat different 2.
Before outlining the basis of ' true
directionality', it is helpful to clear up

simple, logical, 'sideshow' causes that
take on the title. HLOs routinely use
these to deflect questing after the truth.
One is that when cables are reversed,
design `...audio signals are AC. Cables
and generally while cables are being
cannot be directional any more than
played with, imperfect connections may
2+2 can equal 5. Anyone prepared to
be wiped,
or better contacts
believe in this nonsense....'. This is
fortuitously made. Anyone into serious
close to pure bluster, with the logical
listening should be way past that point
connection between the two sentences
in quality and stability of the connector
being left wide open. Presumably the
faces. Also, use of swappable,
implication is that as apure, single
symmetric junction materials allow
frequency, continuous AC signal 'goes
listeners to ' test past' this. Another
equally both ways', so there can be no
logical cause of directionality, more
net movement of charge carriers. This
level of thought, along with its mis- likely with weakly designed cables, is
that the fundamental ' lumped'
comprehension of both physics and
parameters (R, L, Cap, DF, X, etc)
audio, sadly infects circuit designs
can change enough to alter sonics
from such quarters'. Here,. the concept
when the cable is reversed and re-laid
of windowing is neglected, while the
into place. But this instability does not
instantaneous asymmetry in most
account for everything.
music is such that the total current (of
each polarity) over any random period
FORGOTTEN FACTS AND
is rarely summing fully to zero; it just
MASTERS AT WORK
tends that way.
More than one set of models describe
Secondly, the writer is confusing
electrical behaviour self-consistently,
values of potential and current, with
for different purposes, with different
the end result — the musical energy
levels of accuracy. At DC and low AC
delivery. This is akin to realising that
frequencies, familiar lumped models
pizza cannot theoretically be delivered
(R, L, C etc) are always used. At
to your home, having calculated that
higher frequencies, particularly above
the average number of pizzas being
30MHz, higher level E-M field
driven past in each direction cancels
('transmission line' or ` waveland')
out.
models increasingly have to be used.
In this vein, other 'authorities' have
However successfully RF engineers
pointed out that average electron !gas'
use `waveland' models, it is vital to
drift in AC power wires, after kilowattrealise that RF work is unconcerned
hours of use, is measured in inches.
with main or delayed error signal
May be true, but so what?
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components over 30-70dB down,
while one RF signal often covers at
best afraction of an octave. The 19
octaves ( 1Hz to 200kHz) relevant to
audio would cover most of the radio
spectrum! The `waveland' knowledge
of RF engineers is (in various ways)
often skin deep. Almost all textbooks
are similarly reticent in unravelling
master equations set down by Maxwell
towards the end of the last century,
past basic ` comms' use.
In the `waveland' model, the music
(or any signal in wires) travels in a
dance of E-M fields. Both fields — E
and H (magnetic) that carry the
energy are most strongly concentrated
in the ' dielectric' space between the
send and return wires. Mostly, this
space is occupied by ' plastic'. The
electron gas' charge carriers moving
sluggishly in the conductor are largely
an encumbrance necessary to create
an energy waveguide. Meanwhile, the
main direction of energy — signified
so appropriately by the Poynting
Vector(!) (after Henry P) — points in
the direction of the load. Thus rather
unsurprisingly, music signal energy
moves overwhelmingly one way, from
amplifier to speaker. The energy is not
mainly emitted from the cable.
Speakers do not mainly drive amps.
On this basis, speaker cables having a
preferred direction of use is a less
incomprehensible concept.
A re-reading of Professor Malcolm
Hawksford's revisitations of Maxwell's
equations2 then reveals aphysical basis
for directionality. Both the crystalline
structure of most conductors, and the
non-amorphous qualities of the plastic
dielectrics that most cables depend
upon, are involved. In the former, these
small but material imperfections create
'loss waves' inside the conductors. As
the velocity of audio loss waves within
conductors can be very low, their
wavelength can be in the order of
inches — not miles. Hence reflections
can arise with ordinary cable lengths,
and in turn error-settling-down time
will be measured in milliseconds and
secs, not the nanosecs of the main
signal energy, travelling at afair fraction
of `c' (the maximum speed of all E-M
waves, including light).
In turn, since material discontinuities
will be mainly located at random
distances along acable, then reversal
of the cable will cause loss waves to
react quite differently. First the
discontinuity is unlikely to be approachsymmetrical, and second, it will have
been moved (recall the 19 octaves)
simultaneously hundreds or thousands
of random wavelengths from the causal
sending end, the amplifier. At this level,
cable reversal can be the audible
equivalent to a slight twist of a
kaleidoscope. Complex changes. Wow!
But with so much detail to take in, it
seems all too subtle.
Ben Duncan
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probably the two best specialist retailers of hi-fi and home
cinema equipment - give independent advice, excellent
deals and a level of after sales service that keeps
customers
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We select products
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quality performance
and value for
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nyone who visited the
Excelsior Hotel exhibits at
The Hi -Fi Show last
September will remember seeing a
large, rather alien-looking speaker,
presiding over the entrance
adjacent to the TAG McLaren
stand. This £ 18,000 construction is
the work of one Jim Carfrae,
designer and builder of horn
speakers, and more specifically
those based on the Tractrix flare
contour. On a recent visit to the
home of Carfrae, I had an
opportunity to see and hear these
remarkable horns in action.
Based in rural Devon, afew miles
outside Tomes and within trekking
distance of Dartmoor, Carfrae has
devoted much time and research
into developing these speakers into
a commercial product. Like the
audio artworks of Yamamura
Churchill, the finished product
straddles the divide between
sculpture and science, showing that
nature often dictates the form that
fulfills the function, in this case the
coupling of a delicate paper-coned
driver to the air around us.
A pair of these magnificent horns
were set up in an airy listening
room in the converted farmhouse
from where Carfrae works. And
that room hid a few audiophile
treats to complement the 2.2m high
loudspeaker. For digital replay
there was an Audio Synthesis
Decade DAC fed by aSony ES CD
player. For analogue playback, a
Michell Orbe carried a SME V
tonearm and a rather interesting
line- output cartridge*. Both
sources were fed directly ( by
switching interconnect leads) into a

Rothwell
passive
switched
attenuator, thence to the OTL
Vadis SI5 valve amplifier before the
Carfrae horn itself, via Kimber
Select cable.
If we look closely again at this
audio chain, we can see that there
are afew components missing from
the typical system equation. Firstly,
there is no phono head-amp, nor an
active pre- amp to potentially
malign the initial audio signal. The
passive attenuator likewise rejects
even conventional wiper-tracked
potentiometers, using instead a
simple fixed resistor network.
The Vadis amplifier [reviewed by
DB in March] avoids output
transformers
by
directly
connecting its PL509 valves'
output anodes through a
capacitor to partnering
loudspeakers, and the horn's
Lowther driver, being fullrange, has no need of a
crossover network. In
summary, four of the
usual stages in the music
chain (perhaps five if you
count the directsoldered
driver/
loudspeaker cable
interface)
have
been
bypassed,
making for about
the most minimal
system possible for
playing records. It
remained to see if
less equalled best
in practice.
The Carfrae
Horn
was
designed with
the help of

Jim's brother, an engineer who
wrote asoftware program to
calculate the course of the
horn.
What
differentiates
this
horn's profile from
most designs is the
adherence to the ideal
without any nasty
sharp
bends,
unavoidable
when
folding the horn into a
more compact box. This
horn deviates, it is
claimed, by no more
than a millimetre along
its tract. The current
incarnation is designed
for the Lowther DX4
driver, a twin- coned
driver with lightweight
paper diaphragm and
Neodymium magnet. This
is held rigidly in a 40mm
thick wooden cylinder,
hewn from maple, with the
rearward radiation directed
through the 3.34m Tractrix
chamber. But before the
start of the horn proper,
*This cartridge, based on the
strain-gauge pniwiple, is powered
by aseparate supply which also
cleverly enables RIAA equalisation

Devon speaker builder Jim Carfrae
reveals the secrets of his
imposing Tractrix horn design

by ANDREW HARRISON

According to
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HIGH- END OPEN VVEEK

VINYL AND CD: NO HOME CINEMA: JUST PURE Hl- FI

Mon 5"' April

Tue 6" April

Wed 7'" April

Thu 8" April

Fri 9" April

Sat 10" April

()NM
amplifiers

ATC
amplifiers

EAR YOSHINO
and
FINAL
amplifiers

TRILOGY
amplifiers

PASS LABS
amplifiers

CAT
preamplifier

AUDIO PHYSIC
loudspeakers

HALES
and
JM LAB

PASS LABS
power amplifier

loudspeakers

EGGLESTON

and/or
REHDEKO
loudspeakers

ATC
active
loudspeakers

AVANTGARDE
loudspeakers

loudspeakers

The following source components will be available for all clays: AUDIO SYNTHESIS ( DAX DECADE)
MORCH

PASS LABS

HELIOS ( STARGATE) (
cd),

VERDIER

TRANSFIGURATION

MORCH

CLEARAUDIO

BAT

GRAHAM

AMAZON (
vinyl).

You are welcome to turn up whenever you like ( between llam and 7pm), no booking necessary, with your favourite
cds and records, to just enjoy yourself. Whenever possible, there will be a manufacturer's or distributor's
representative on hand to give you detailed information, as well as the usual help from Les and Pete.
ARS Acoustica

ATC

Audio Physic

Eggleston Works

Audio Synthesis

Electrocompaniet

Pass Labs

Rega

Rehdeko

Final
Stax

Graaf

Avantgarde
Hales

Sugden

Balanced Audio Technology

Helios

Trilogy

JM Lab

Living Voice

Unison Research

Clearaudio

Morch

Van den Hul

[_-!1]

EAR Yoshino

Musical Fidelity

Nordost

Yamamura Churchill

Walrus Systems
11 New Quebec St, London W1

DNM

fax: 0171 724 4347
e-mail: mail@walrus.co.uk
web: www.walrus.co.uk

0171 724 7224

Radlett Audio z

9 Holywell 11111, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

12.T.

197S

SAME PLANET

tr01727 855577
FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:AVI * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AUDIOLAB * AE * BRYSTON * BOW
B+W * CABLE TALK * CASTLE
CHARI()* COPLAND * DENON
DIAPASION * EAR * GENESIS
GROOVE TUBE* HARBETH * HEYBR(()K
HARMAN-KARDON*IXOS*JBL*KLIPSCH
KONTAK * LED * LYRA * MADRIGAL
MARANTZ * MARK LEVINSON* MICHELL
MIT * MICROMEGA * MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
MYRYAD * NOTTS ANALOGUE
OPERA * ORTOFON * P.M.C.
PRIMARE * PROAC * PROCEED
PROJECT* QUAD * REL * REVEL
ROTEL * RUARK * SD ACOUSTICS
SHEARNE * SME * SONUS FABER
SPENDOR * STAX * SUMIKO * TAG
TARGET * TEAC * THETA * TRICHORD
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * WADIA * WBT * X1,0
\105T ITEMS AVAIlABlE
NI % II, ORDER CARRI ‘ GE FREE
TAX FREE Expoffr FAST & EFFICIENT

DIFFERENT WORLD
MARK LEVINSON No.335
250 WPC

FEATURE
the driver chamber acts as a lowpass filter, screening frequencies
above the upper cut-off of 200Hz —
chosen as its wavelength is an odd
multiple of the horn length,
avoiding cancellation effects.
The main carcase of the
loudspeaker is made by cabinetmaker John Makepeace from
continuous sections of 18mm birch
laminate ply, veneered to customer
specifications. By hand-building
this cabinet using a vacuum
forming process, the unique curve
comes into shape which avoids both
straight lines and parallel surfaces,
and ensures no one section is
straight. This helps prevent the
formation of standing waves.
Listening soon showed that the
sounds the system could make were
an exercise in naturalness, a step
closer to the original sound, as one
well-quoted pundit would say. In
the sweet spot, some ten feet or so
from the horns (themselves backed
into corners to augment bass
delivery), there was a tangible
presence in the room, excellent if
not totally 3D imagery, and a
stunning sense of detail. The vinyl
front-end comprehensively bettered
the CD rival — not through any
particular fault in the digital
equipment, which Ihave heard
giving believable results before —
but maybe because of the purist
ethos in the analogue front end.
With CDs, the horns proved they
could play at high volumes with
little sense of constriction or
`cuppy' coloration, handling
dynamics as only a good horn can.
Low-level detail was astonishing,
giving a great sense of atmosphere,
especially with live acoustic music.
A jazz quartet piece featuring two

Cross-season of Catfrae's Tractrix horn
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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HORN PRINCIPLES
HORN speakers work on the principle of coupling adrive unit to the air via aflared cabinet, this
acting as an acoustic transfo- mer, and have seen aresurgence in popularity since valve amplif.ers
became once again appreciated. Efficiencies in the order of ten- times that of an infinte baffle box
are to be expected. Single Ended triode amps particularly, with their limited power output,
demand asensitive transducer.
A well- designed horn's efficiency is typically very high, at least in the high 90s of dB for 1watt,
and more lixely 100+ dB), niaking it perfect foi cinema sound systems, high-powered PA rigs (Ind the lowly- powered valve amplifier sof yesteryear. Since the transistor revolution though. with the
irssociated rise in available ( rind reliable) power, horns fell from favour. Their large size does not
lend themselves to most domestic situations, as the laws of physics demand acertain length and
diameter of horn to give satisfatory results.
There have Leen many adaptations to
nide the neceary 'ducting', usually by
folding the ham anumber of times to
create alabyrinth- like construct, or more
shrewdly by building the house around the
horn!
Within the categories of horn, the
Tractrix contour is one deemed to induce
the least colorations, by producing a
hemispheical wavefront. Mathematically, it
is defined by the relationship between the
radius of the mouth and the radius of the
wavefront hon the driver soJrce. It was
patented by FG A Voigt in 1927 and has
seen use in horn speakers over the years,
notably in Kliosr h. As Voigt wrote in his
patent applic,ition ' the taper at any point
is as nearly as possible such that the
sound is expanding as if the source was at
afixed distance which is at ' east aquarter
wavelength, of the lowest frequency at
which full effiency is required, away'.
tiouble-bases •, howed not only the
subtly different timbres of the
instruments but the techniques of
the respective players — all with
palpable imaging. And talking of
bass, this was not that shy, despite
the design's. inherent sudden rolloff below a specific frequency. The
quoted literature notes a response
of 32Hz-22kHz ( no dB roll- offs
given), and the speaker was heard
to go deep despite the DX4 not
being optimised for the horn at the
time of my visit. This has, Iam
informed, now been corrected for
the better.
Digital sound heard through the
system was an example of CD
stereotyping. There was the flat and
glaring sound that turned off many
music lovers from the early days of
compact disc. The horns showed
off some of the dynamic advantages
of digital, but for the most part the
sound was quite wearing. One
(personal) explanation could be
that the ruthless microscoping
ability of the Carfrae horns, freed of
crossovers themselves, and enjoying
the purity of a minimalist system
before them, simply showed up the
Red Book format in all its toneless
glory. Whatever, musical samples
invariably returned to the records,
giving a more musical and
technically satisfying experience.
From the initial concept, it has
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laxen two years to arrive at we nom
made today. Now, the virtually nocompromise design of the original
horn is about to be joined by a
smaller and cheaper version, known
affectionately as the ' Little Big
Horn' and scheduled to debut at
the Frankfurt High-End Show. Jim
hopes to sell this half-scale version
(which may yet feature an auxiliary
horn- loaded bass
driver to
supplement the lower frequencies)
for under £ 000. Until then there
is this amazing transducer to dream
over, or to save the pennies for —
all 1.8 million of them.

Jim Cadra' with his purist system on its Elemental Audio stand
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owards the end of 1998, Sony
and Philips combined forces, at
Tonmeistertagung, Karlsruhe,
to lay on a demonstration of DSD
(Direct Stream Digital) in its most
advanced form to date. One aim was
to persuade the assembled audio
press that the Super Audio Compact
Disc will not only raise the hi-fi
stakes, extending performance
beyond CD's limits, but also meets
all the criteria stipulated for any new
audio format by the International
Steering Committee ( ISC) of the
record industry.
For more than ayear, Sony and
Philips had been telling us that DSD
audio resembles ` analogue' more
closely (and thus sounds more like it)
than any previous form of digital
audio. It's anice idea, of course. But
making sense of DSD hadn't been
easy: never mind the jury being still
out, this has been a trial suspended!
Now, finally, we had an opportunity
to form some serious judgements.
Two recordings showed what all
the fuss has been about. First, there
was a stunning master recording of
Mitsuko Uchida playing Schubert's
Piano Sonata 16 in A-minor on her
1963
Steinway
at
Vienna's
Musikverein Grossesalle. Within the
first few bars, it was clear to critical
listeners that we were witnessing
something very special. The most

With a convincing demonstration of

master), the die- away of notes was
far more real. Piano and pianist were
vividly captured in their own ' pool of
the underlying technology, Sony and
light', surrounded only by avelvety
blackness, in effect, mimicking the
Philips aimed to show just how
rapt atmosphere of an Uchida
concert (minus extraneous audience
serious their new format really is
noise!). It came as no surprise to
learn that Scholtze had taken care to
by JONATHAN KETTLE
eliminate any unwanted resonances
that could have been excited in the
empty Musikverein structure.
Another recording revealed the
surround sound potential of SACD.
Engineered by DMP's Tom Jung,
the magnificent recording of Ubi
Caritas, a choral work by Maurice
Duruflé, captured the same sense of
reverberent sound dying away
gradually and smoothly into
sublimely
quiet
background
ambience. In addition there was a
wonderfully refined spaciousness,
depth, focus, clarity and precision to
\ the vocal ensemble.
So the good news is that
( ) critical
listeners
quickly
discovered that DSD can
'Direct Stream
startling revelation
deliver the goods — the most
Digital' recording
was the way that
.
1
meticulous recordings of
provides the basis
each note decayed
superbly performed music sound
for the high-density
naturally and smoothly,
breathtakingly vivid and real. This
Super Audio
without any sign of either
demonstration effectively underlined
Compact Disc
the granular texture that undermines
the reservations audiophiles have
the very best PCM recordings, or the
long harboured about the ultimate
tape hiss that invariably mars
limitations of CD ' Red Book' audio.
analogue masters. Here, then, was a
Listening to the Schubert and
truly transparent window precisely
Duruflé recordings revealed the truly
focused on Uchida's intimate
'analogue' quality of DSD. Yet
playing. The effect was quite
several other recordings auditioned
mesmerising.
at Karlsruhe demonstrated that the
The sound which Onno Scholtze,
sheer transparency of this audio
Uchida's recording engineer, had
technology will surely challenge the
captured opened up a remarkable
recording and mastering community
sound world. Those who know
even more profoundly than did the
Uchida's recent Schubert recordings
arrival of PCM digital audio and
from listening to CD will have
CD, ageneration ago.
admired the combination of
On the evidence of 'All Right for
extraordinary
intimacy
and
Now', from Mobile Fidelity's DSD
breathtaking dynamics, yet perhaps
remastering of Tom
Petty's
been a trifle frustrated by the way
analogue-recorded Full Moon Fever, a
low-level sounds occasionally seem
flawed balance was quite apparent.
to disappear, as if into ' digital
Neither a remixed recording of
silence'. Listening to the sound of
Bruch's Violin Concerto, nor a 1997
Uchida's slightly old-fashioned
PCM/DSD
stereo/multi-track
sounding instrument more directly
recording of Schumann's Fourth
via DSD ( using a hard disk copy
Symphony (made using asplit-stereo
APRIL Irie
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microphone feed) sounded entirely
successful. For the Schumann, the
left and right front stereo mics were
shared as part of the five mic set-up
used for the five- channel DSD
recording. In my view, both the
stereo and multi-channel ` surround'
of the Schumann were lacking in
clarity and focus, and sounded
somewhat contrived.
If, as has been promised, SACD
and CD are to be integrated, using
the two-layer hybrid disc to achieve
single- inventory disc retailing,
recording engineers will surely have
to use multi- channel surround
microphone set-ups alongside their
favoured two-channel stereo array.
On practical grounds, the simpler
solution of deriving a two- channel
mix from a multi- channel array
(instead of using separate mic setups) may appeal, but it can hardly be
considered ideal. The great risk,
surely, is that both the multi-channel
and stereo two-channel mixes could
end up compromised. The likely
result? A worse sound from CD, and
an inadequate showcase for SACD!
Let's take heart from the great
DSD sound of Uchida's Schubert
and Tom Jung's Duruflé. But, by the
same token, let those warning bells
ring loud and clear. If the benefits of
DSD and SACD are to be fully
appreciated, stereo/multi-channel
compromises must be avoided.

MEETING EXPECTATIONS
The commercial viability of SACD
will depend on factors over and
above audio quality. First and
foremost, the audio hardware and
record industries have to be
wholeheartedly onboard. While some
audio companies have kept their
options open ['News', February ' 99]
record industry commitment remains
uncertain even though Sony and
Philips proclaim SACD as the only
format to comply with the ISC wishlist. In essence, what this means is
that SACD is both backwards- and
forwards-compatible with CD; has
two forms of physical watermarking
to guard against piracy and protect
copyright; and features video, text
and graphics enhancements.
In a concerted effort to assert
SACD's credentials, Sony and
Philips are developing an entire DSD
record/replay chain, to take SACD
performance near to its theoretical
limits: 120dB dynamic range ( 020kHz); high resolution and low
distortion across a 100kHz frequency
range; and ' full quality' multichannel capability. Although only a
handful of hand-built DSD recorders
are currently operational, and even
fewer pieces of post-production DSD
hardware are in use, firms such as
dCS, Sonic Solutions and Genex are
NM NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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forging ahead with the development
of a new generation of DSD
professional
recording,
postproduction and mastering tools.
DSD archiving — the idea is that
record companies should archive to
DSD ( as the audio mastering
standard), downloading as required
for SACD, CD or other PCM-based
audio formats — remains along-term
goal. But the audio demonstration at
Karlsruhe certainly overcame an
important short-term hurdle.
DSD/SACD can now be critically
acclaimed, having been shown to
provide, at least potentially the
highest available audio standard.
Supporting the demonstrations,
Sony and Philips clarified some of
the technical details about SACD,
the engineering justification for
Direct Stream Digital, and the
enabling technologies. What Carel
Dijkmans, from the Philips design
team, sought to show was why a1-bit
64fs datastream, combined with a
form of lossless packing, provides the
best trade-off for the available
4.7GByte of ahigh density disc. His
view is that a 1- bit delta sigma
record/replay chain is inherently
more linear than any equivalent
PCM chain, even one where high
sampling and/or high bit quantisation
is used. Here's his assessment: ' If
you have the extra storage capacity,
you want to try to reduce all the
stages where losses occur'. He sees
little sense in increasing sampling
frequency and dynamic range in the
PCM world only to have to rely on
steep filters to remove upper
sidebands.
In terms of efficient use of disc
space, Dijkmans reckons that 1-bit
64fs (le, at 64- times the basic
sampling frequency) is better than
20-bit 4fs, and roughly equivalent to
16- bit 4fs. He also claimed that
SACD's use of Direct Stream
Transfer, a > 2:1 lossless data
reduction encode/decode process,
based on ' morse code- like' data
framing and linear prediction,
ensures bit-for-bit accuracy to the
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For more than
ayear, Sony
and Philips
had been
telling us that
DSD audio
resembks
'analogue'
more closely
than any
previous fonn
of digital
audio. It's a
nice idea, of
course. But
making sense
of DSD hasn't
been easy

original 1-bit recorded audio, while
enabling full quality multi- channel
audio on the high-density disc layer.

SUMMARY
The tantalising glimpse into the
future afforded by the DSD/SACD
demonstrations at Karlsruhe raises
almost as many questions as it has
answered. Most crucial is whether
SACD and DVD-A can co- exist.
While it is now clear that
DSD/SACD has all the makings of a
very sophisticated audio format, as
Carel Dijkmans of Philips admitted
at Karlsruhe, atruly universal player
would be required if both DVDAudio and SACD discs reach the
market. Given the currently
entrenched positions of Sony/Philips
and the DVD-A group, this scenario
now looks more than likely.
Sony and Philips are adamant that
any high density audio format must
recognise the existence of the 500
million CD players. At Karlsruhe,
they demonstrated SACD's forwardcompatibility by playing ahybrid disc
on both a conventional CD
ghettoblaster and aprototype SACD
player. They also demonstrated,
beyond reasonable doubt, that in
terms of audio purity DSD has the
potential, at least, to raise standards
far beyond current expectations of
CD. Both two-channel stereo and
multi-channel. DSD recordings
revealed a new level of ' analoguelike' digital audio transparency. It's
the stuff audiophile dreams are made
of. All we can now hope is that
SACD doesn't turn out to be just
another pipe dream!
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01' BLUE EYES IS BACK!
In what must hc one
A-B
Itised.
audiophile

N musical coups of the decade,
lists DCC have just announced an historic

agreement with Artanis (( he company started by the Sinatra family to
handle the late crooner's musical catalogue) to issue previously unreleased archive material.The world-wide deal has given DCC access
to over 60 hours of tapes which will result in aseries of 180g vinyl
and 24 carat go
maestre> Steve

CD releases, all to be remastered by engineering
man using DCC's renowned vintage vacuum
playback system, resulting in what we all
hope will be the best-sounding Sinatra
releases ever. The first title is The
Summit, a 1962 "Rat Pack" recording featuring 01' Blue
Eyes and accomplices Sammy Davis Jnr and Dean Martin. this
will be followed by asolo Sinatra live recording, '57 Concert,
and many more releases will follow.

Available on Deluxe:

Double-Play 24ct Gold CD

£23.95

Double 180gm Virgin Vinyl LP £31.95
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At last...
the first
batch of
DTSencoded
DVDs has
arrived.
Do they lise
up to the
promises?

H

owever mach some people
may loathe the idea of home
theatre, there is no escaping
the truth/fact that it has saved our
otherwise moribund hobby. Computer
games, utterly cretinous chart music,
the price of CDs, the ageing of Baby
Boomers, pop music overkill, the
dtunbing down of classical, Riverdance
— you can name the causes and it
still won't disguise the realisation that
music- on-its-own is no longer and
never again will be aprime form of
entertainment for the majority of
'disposable income disbursers'. Which
is why there's been a creeping
presence of audio-plus-visual in this
and every other hi-fi magazine which
wishes to survive into the next
millennium.
Still, there's no reason to scream
'Sell out!' because it's possible for a
magazine like this to
stay true to its original
raison
d'être
by
focusing an sound
quality, even when the
sound is accompanied
by picnmes. And we
are unlikely ever to
review VCRs, video
projectors, monitors
and the like; we'll
stick to DVD players,
surround- sound
decoders,
multichannel amps and
other
AN- related
sonic wares.
True > there will
always
be bitter,
raving malcontents,
like the one member
of the British hi-fi
press who recently
had the audacity to
berate me (with an
audience) for actually
admitting that Ilike
movies.
Shock- bloodyhorror!
I mean,
what's wrong with
enfoying the most
dynamic, influential
and
important
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medium of the century? Admittedly,
there are those, like our very Editor,
who simply do not care much about
cinema or television, just as there are
those who read books but do not care
for music, or who enjoy gardening but
yawn at the thought of foreign travel.
So, those who despise the moving
image, read no further. If, though,
you feel that visuals add to sound (or
vice vena) what balsamic vinegar adds
to porcini and parmesan, know then
that your pleasures have been
enhanced ten- fold by a recent
addition to the home entertainment
canon.
Yes, dear friends, DTS-encoded
DVDs have finally arrived in a
standardised, workable form. However
taken some of us are with that
awesome PCM-derived DTS Demo
Disc (the one with the segment from
Titanic), it was not in the form which
would reach the stores. The DVDs
before me now adhere to the standard
which addresses current DTS-ready
players. But, surprise, surprise, all but
one of the titles are Region 1.
It
took
but
a moment's
consideration for me to buy aRegion
1player, because Ineed access to
Region 1titles for my foreign work
and Ifigure that the only way we're
gonna get rid of regional coding is if
everyone refuses to buy non- Region
1 players. So Ireached for in my
pocket and purchased that super-slick,
all-time bargain of aplayer, Pioneer's
DV-414 with Dolby Digital, true
96/24 digital output and proper
DTS... for aprincely US$379. If yet
more unbalanced US-vs-UK pricing
stings you too deeply, the Pioneer's
$379 being amere £235, it gets even
worse: the store where Ibought it also
gives purchasers five free DVDs worth
another $ 100, which means you could
argue that, in real terms, Americans
pay only $ 279 for the DV-414, or
£173.29. No nasty calls to Pioneer in
the UK, please; the DV-414 isn't
even sold here. But if you follow my
brand of civil disobedience, do
yourself afavour and opt for Region
1, now said to enjoy over 4000 titles.
(What's Region 2 got? 150? 200?)
And now, among those 4000 Region
1titles, are the DTS entries, plus This
Is Spinal Tap, Fear & Loathing In Las
Vegas and much, much more.
Try, for a moment, to forget the
current controversy in which DTS is
involved,
wherein
one
of its
spokespersons managed to alienate the
press on at least two continents. Forget
the Dolby Digital vs DTS battles, too,
because Dolby is and always will be
the de facto standard in anything which
has to do with recorded sound. As
Pioneer's John Bamford reminded me,
there's really no way you'll ever get to
do valid Dolby Digital vs DTS demos,
because you can't know if the two

discs have been mastered to the exact
same standards. And, heh, heh, the
DTS-encoded DVDs in front of me
sport Dolby, but not 5.1 channel. So
Ican't really say that the DTS version
of Liar Liar betters its AC-3rival.
However, among the five titles sent
to me from DTS, one is ' all regions',
so you can test the DTS capability of
your Region 2 Denon DVD-5000.
King
Crimson's
Deja
Vroom
[Discipline Global Mobile, PO Box
1533, Salisbury SP5 5ER] is precisely
the sort of multi-media feast which
CD-ROM promised but rarely
delivered.
Music
and
videos,
interactivity, games — it even uses
the multiple video angles, hitherto
restricted to porno DVDs. While I
noticed adearth of music-only DVD
titles in the USA beyond the obvious
— Eric Clapton, a couple of Elvis
movies, the Beatles' features — the
King Crimson title bodes well for
those who want to access music discs
without having to sit in front of aPC
monitor. King Crimson isn't exactly
my cup of tea, but this disc will
delight those who still prefer tobacco
of Mexican origin.
But it's the feature films which
provide the most exciting use of DTS,
and which reinforce my belief that it's
the best way so far (four-track openreel tape aside) of providing surround
sound. Believe me: this isn't aimed at
dissing, antagonising or challenging
Dolby. Dolby Digital is here forever,
its staff will always argue that it's
superior to DTS, it has the same
power over audio that Microsoft has
over computer operating systems and
at the very worst it's created a
universal standard.
Conversely, though, there are afew
people like me with blind faith in the
adage that 'less compression is better',
and something tells me that it sounds
better — like, uh, my ears. With my
own prejudices in mind, note that Iam
now able to enjoy the first quartet of
DTS-encoded feature films on DVD.
Dante's Peak is apretty good disaster
flick [Universal 20450] of the volcanic
variety, Liar Liar [Universal 20458]
another Jim 'Love Him Or Hate Him'
Caney curio, while I'm the only person
I know who unreservedly loves
Watenvorid [
Universal 20457].
But DTS reserved the most effort
for another Costner epic, the Oscargathering Dances With Wolves [
Orion
ID5159ORDVD]. Released in lavish
two-disc form, with enhanced visuals,
it's lush enough to do as much for
promoting DTS — no make that
DVD, full stop — as the recent
brouhaha did to damage DTS.
No-one should be surprised, then,
if the DTS Dances With Wolves
becomes the main rival to The Fifth
Element as the demo disc of the year.
Ken Kessler
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orting through some old
photographs recently, Icame
across one taken at a supper
reception given by CBS Records for
the
New
York
Philharmonic
Orchestra and its conductor Pierre
Boulez following their Mahler/Carter
concert in August 1975, with
members of the press and others
invited along for good measure. The
shot shows me busily eating while
listening to the person on my right,
and this triggered a memory of the
subjects
discussed
and
my
subsequent feelings of regret. It then
struck me that over the years
there'd been a number of
public occasions stemming
from magazine work which
had
likewise
involved
embarrassing or startling
aftermaths, and that these
could perhaps the strung
together for the record.
The first was in 1968.
During that year the BBC
broadcast
a series
of
programmes called Better
Sound, in which Iwas involved
with Donald Aldous and John
Borwick
in
discussing
and
demonstrating a variety of sonic
effects related m home audio. The
sessions were all pre-recorded, and
most of the spoken material drew
upon scripts. But at one point it fell
to me to describe a method of
overcoming the acoustic limitations
(for recording purposes) of small
domestic rooms, by contriving added
reverberation which didn't cloud the
primary signal yet needed no extra
technology.
It was quite clear in my head, and
despite atotally ad lib presentation I
felt
that the procedure was
adequately explained. But as we left
Broadcasting House Donald and
John both declared that they hadn't
really understood how my scheme
worked, and when the item was
eventually
broadcast,
several
colleagues
confided
that
my
description was so convoluted as to
be virtually incomprehensible at a
single hearing. Duly chastened, I've
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been wary ever since of extempore
public speaking.
Mention of the late Donald Aldous
brings me to my next item. In the
early 1980s Donald was invited to
deliver the address at a memorial
service held in a side-chapel at
Westminster Abbey. This was to
honour Donald Chave, Principal of
the Lowther company and custodian
of the Voigt heritage, also renowned
for his generous help to churches
wishing to provide concerts of
reproduced music. It thus seemed
particularly apt after his death that
there should be commemoration in
a major church. No music was
planned, but Donald had prepared
a lengthy discourse which he
delivered from the pulpit. However,
his words were completely lost on
most of those present because the
PA system wasn't working. He was
unaware of this, while no-one in his
audience batted an eyelid in case it
was simply the Abbey's policy not to
provide this facility for such
occasions. After the event, when told
of what had happened Donald was
utterly devastated, especially in view
of Donald Chave's efforts to ensure
that church audiences always heard

certain key passages verbatim, and it
took many hours of extreme
concentration and the help of other
pairs of ears to decode even a
handful of complete sentences with
any certainty. Eventually a copy of
the proposed article with the putative
direct quotes underlined went off to
Covent Garden for comment,
accompanied by an embarrassed
apology. In the event no fault was
found and my piece duly appeared
[HFNIRR Oct ' 75, page 121], but I
shall never forget either the trauma
of
discovering
that
dreadful
recording, or the agonising task of
resurrecting its contents.
It was only a matter of weeks
between that Davis interview and the
CBS supper story, which I left
unfinished. It was abuffet affair, with
orchestral players, critics, journalists,
recording people, etc, filling their
plates and picking ahandy table. The
man Ihappened to sit next to turned
out to be a representative from the
US Embassy, as befitted the occasion
of a visiting American orchestra.
Also, that summer of 1975 had
launched the 200th anniversary of
the American Revolution, and rather
than continue discussing music or
the respective merits of Freud
and Jung, which had so far
dominated
conversation
around the table, this seemed
afitting alternative topic.
I complained that the
bicentenary had got off to a
very low-key start due to illconceived deference to the
country against which the
colonists had fought, arguing
that present-day Brits were
hardly likely to take offence if
George III and his government
were depicted as tyrants. This
led on to other alleged misreadings
Donald Aldous, John Barwick and John
Crabbe at the BBC's Radio 3 studio in 1968
of our attitudes, concerning which I
was
inclined
to
be
rather
any intended material without
patronisingly didactic. Then some
impediment. Irony indeed.
point arose involving the US
Going back afew years, in 1975 I Information Services, prompting my
interviewed Colin Davis at the Royal
wife to mention that a newsletter
Opera House in order m produce an
which she'd been receiving for years
article celebrating his receipt of that
from the Embassy had recently
year's Audio Award. Itook along a stopped coming. He apologised and
small recorder and we chatted
passed over his card, promising that
amicably for nearly an hour. The
if she telephoned his secretary the
conversation ranged widely, and was
matter would
receive
instant
so revealing of his feelings about
attention.
various profound matters that Iwas
By now the evening's event was
very much looking forward to
drawing to aclose, and on our way
transcribing the tape. But on getting
out we glanced at that card to
home and switching on, there was
discover who it was that I'd been
just an extremely faint and incredibly
lecturing so confidently on Anglodistorted sound, drowned in noise.
American
relations.
It
was
The recorder's HF bias had failed.
immediately evident that Ishould
Listening via headphones and
have
stuck
to
Mahler
and
fiddling the response made it possible
psychoanalysis — or even tried hi-fi
to decipher the odd phrase, and of — as my polite victim had been His
course Iremembered what had been
Excellency the US Ambassador!
said in general terms. But Ineeded
John Crabbe
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THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7d13 L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D IY. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers by appointment only.
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NMM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL VOTHIN 48 HOURS, Oft SUPPLY EX STOCK.

Sales, technical advice and
custom designs

+44(0) 1777 708673
Precision gemstone granite and solid
hardwood products.
• Amplifier plinths
• Nonparier 16.02
loudspeakers

*Cab leway
loudspeaker stands

• Modular
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• Isolation Plinth:3i)
• Custom designs
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BEAUTY and the BEST

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, -e lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
. .. the RIGHT cables
. . . in YOUR system
. . for YOUR ears
. . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

"The transparency of this integrated
amplifier during rapid dynamic
variations will startle the listener.
This is the sign of atruly great amplifier."

For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Pork Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

Email: premier©poth.co.uk

COMPETITION

WIN!

A £ 1200 Townshend Seismic Sink Stand
'Splendid isolation to transform your system'
BACK in the early 1980s, hi-fi enthusiasts were laughed at for
saying that turntables sounded different according to what
they were standing on, or what the plinth was made of.
Meanwhile, Max Townshend was developing his Townshend
Rock record-deck, following original research at Cranfield: the
heavyweight Rock, with its no- compromise anti-resonant base
and unique ' front-end damping' tonearm was very different
from anything else on the market and gained avery loyal
following — Rock owners won't consider any other deck!
But today, even very conservative audio companies accept that
mechanical vibration can affect the performance of electronic
components too, and that all audio equipment — amplification, CD
players, whatever— needs proper support and isolation if it is to give of
its best. Stands, tables and isolation products for audio have proliferated.
But the most radical solution is, in essence, also the most simplest —
Townshend Audio's handsome yet sonically-effective Seismic Sink
Stand floats all your equipment on cushions of air.
It's Max Townshend's logical, and extremely ingenious, development
of the original Seismic Sink, which first appeared about six years ago.
Intended to support asingle CD player, amplifier or turntable, the
Seismic Sink consists of two rigid plates separated by an inflated air
bladder, acting as acushion. But this had limitations if putting your
equipment in arack — hence the Seismic Sink Stand.
One set of stainlesssteel tubular uprights carry an inner frame, which
is decoupled from the outside world by its two air cushions. The
neoprene bladders are simply inflated with the bicycle pump supplied.
The first, near the top, supports asecondary subfrarne; this in turn is
connected to the frame which actually holds the equipment by asecond
aircushion, below alower shelf. A counterweight, under the bottom
shelf lowers the centre of gravity, and is also movable for levelling.
And the results? Reviews in many countries have praised the Seismic
Sink Stand. In HFNIRR, January '99, Andrew Harrison wrote
enthusiastically: `There are plenty of spikes, pods, platforms and other
gizmos on the market, all designed to support hi-fi equipment and
claiming to lift performance
stratospherically. Most of the ones I
THE QUESTIONS
have come across do indeed improve the
1. What is the isolation medium used in the Seismic Stand?
sound of asystem, but none have such
a) Sorbothane
b) lead
c) natural gas
d) air
an obvious, repeatable improvement as I
have heard with the Seismic Sink Stand.'
2. What material is used for the inflatable cushions?
The Seismic Sink Stand is available in
a) natural rubber
b) butyl rubber
c) neqprene
d) polythene
various widths and the number of
shelves can be chosen to suit your
3. Which of these materials is used for the Seismic Sink Stand's tubular uprights?
system. Our prize is anominally a17in
a) aluminium
b) stainless steel
c) mild steel
d) Mazak
or 19in top-oftherange fourshelf
model valued at £ 1200; but within this
4. Which of the following was unique to The Rock turntable?
price constraint, Townshend Audio will
a) front-end
b) ball- race main
c) lightweight
d) non- resonant lid
tailor the prize to the winner's needs.
arm damping
bearing
base
It's achance not to be missed!
HOW TO ENTER: Complete the entry form below and send to: Townshend Competition, Hi Fi News & Record Review Editorial, PO Box 531,
Croydon CR9 2ZA, to arrive not later than Friday, 16 April, 1999.
RULES: I) This competition
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open to UK readers only.

Photocopies of the entry form are acceptable, but only one entry

Name

Townshend Competition

per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be disqualified). No
other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form.

Address

2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes
offered. The winner will be the lint correct entry opened.

THE ANSWERS

3) Employees of Link House Magazines, Townshend Audio or
their agents, will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be
received by first post on Friday, lb April 1999. The Editor's
decision will be final and binding. No correspondence will be
entered into regarding the competition. 5) The prizewinner will
be notified by post; the results will be published in FN/RR, July
1999. 6) briny forms received become the property of Link

1

II

2

liceo would prefer NOT to receive further
direct mail, please tick this box CI

II

Postcode
Daytime tel no:

House Magazines Ltd.
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REVIEW RATINGS
Sound quality and

performance are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In 'rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies las stated). An additional `star'
denotes

outstanding quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; U mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Sevice'. Reissues are
shown o, with first UK publication date.
Sound quality :

Performance

Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Very Good

Historical source,
eg, 78 rpm

H: H Historical

B:2 Good
C: 3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

he says he'd rather spend more
time relaxing on his 50 acres of
annland in Devon — rather than, say,
'being with the Czech Philharmonic in Prague
during a flu epidemic, with only
seven players, thinking what am Idoing here:
it's cold and wet, food is not very goad and
the people are all miserable' — Sir Neville
Marriner remains as busy as ever. It's
impossible to believe he will be 75 this month!
The edges of the profession now are abit
thin,' he says, 'with anything that can possibly
be pruned beyond administration gone. And
there are no luxuries any more. It's such a
bizarre life nowadays, and one of the strange
things you find is that there is ashortage of
conductors. Get into conducting and there is
no reason for you to be unemployed or ever
stop.
`It's barmy but very tempting, because
[after] everything you'd give an arm and a leg
for in your thirties — Dresden, Leipzig — you
think: my God, do Ireally want to go there
and plough through the standard repertoire?
You get so dismissive of what are standardflags in your career. And if you find that you
are labelled and pigeon-holed you da tend to
resist it.
1114111EWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'Working with the Academy, you miss the
personalities when you go to other orchestras.
You can't discuss important things in music,
only generalities; and with just three
rehearsals with other English orchestras it is
just about getting it to an acceptable state,
and you hope there is some chemistry that
works when you get to the concert.
'You never work any stylistic details out at
all, or even simple things like quality of
sound, intonation and ensemble, but have to
accept it for what it is, and in your
imagination give as close aperformance as
you can.'
With the homogeneity that has crept in, is
there still any nationalistic feeling that makes
orchestras give heart and soul when you
arrive?
'There is, but what is so disappointing now
is that many of the colourful characteristics,
particularly Russian, German and Czech,
have been ironed out because of gramophone
recordings. There seems to be adesirable,
saleable sound on CD that some orchestras
deliver and some can't. The ones that cannot,
don't record very much. Or they change their
sound by changing the players — ahorn
player with awide vibrato playing in away
71
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Music Interview
'Being
principal of
your
Recording with soloists
orchestral
Imention the spotlighting of soloists
section was
at the expense of the orchestra and
never going
conductor.
to be enough
'I have never felt comfortable with
to see me
the kind of producer who allies
himself with the soloist, where so far
through the
as the orchestra is concerned they are rest of my
just there as wallpaper. But one of
life. And
the philosophies of accepting and
once Ihad
accompanying in recordings is that
put the violin
you have to admire the soloists; and
away
Iknew
you certainly don't vary their
Iwould not
interpretations very much, because
they have been working on the pieces be the kind
for along time and you perform
of player I
them just once or twice ayear. So, in would
many ways, you give the soloist
myself
precedence but hope that the
employ'

the record company doesn't want is
replaced.'

orchestral collaboration is important.
'Although Iapprove the master
tape, Ican't then complain that the
orchestra is too distant — it is too
big amajor issue to face up to. What
you can do is say that next time you
don't want to work with that
producer, which is probably what
most of us will do eventually!
`You had that silly state, years ago,
when we recorded the Mozart Horn
Concertos twice in one week for
different companies, one with Barry
Tuckwell, the other with Alan Civil.
Neither company knew this at the
time, and they became very peevish
when they discovered it. We said
"who buys Mozart Horn Concertos
because of the orchestra and
conductor? They primarily buy it
because it is by Mozart, and for the
soloist". They argued that the
Academy was an integral part, so we
asked for aroyalty!'
Marriner was a record critic
himself at one time. ' Iremember Sir
Adrian Boult giving me ahard time
because Iwas then still playing in the
LSO. Ihad said something about his
accompaniment to an American girl
playing the Sibelius. The detachment
of reviewing other people's recordings
is so wonderful that you don't have
any guilt about the way you destroy
what is obviously ahard-working,
well-considered performance.
'As much as you try to duck
unattractive notices of your own
performances, they still sting.'
You had aterrific grounding,
working under conductors like
Monteux, Stokowski and Dorati, and
assimilating everything that went on.
They must have been atremendous
influence?
'Of course, but you saw alot of
artists not at their best. The
Toscanini Brahms cycle: there was a
man using the sheer force of his
personality. This old man... no
question of technique or anything
like that — just being Toscanini did
that. Iremember two very boring
afternoons in EMI's studios with
Klemperer doing Bach Suites, for
God's sake, and there was Stokowski
HI-fl NEWS .4 RECORD REVIEW
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RECOMMENDATION

In 1996 Sir Neville
and the ASM
recorded the
Mozart concertos
again, with David
Pyatt — Eran 0630
17074 2

in his dotage — Ijust got him at his
best years, Ithink. He came here,
then became frail rather quickly.
Again, it was personality more than
technique — what they had to tell
you and what they transmitted
through their skills.
`Monteux was incredible because
of his remarkable hearing, able to
catch everyone's attention just when
they needed it!'
Marriner eventually decided he
wanted achange. ' Ididn't want to
grow old as aplayer. Having a
modest amount of responsibility
towards the end-product, like being
principal of your orchestral section,
was never going to be enough to see
me through the rest of my life. And
once Ihad put the violin away I
knew Iwould not be the kind of
player Iwould myself employ.
'When asmall group of LSO
members started meeting in this
room [
at Sir Neville's home], what
each felt responsible for was their
particular part in the performance.
Our shared responsibility was more
important than the partial one in the
symphony orchestra. Once the
Academy took off, the decision was:
either to go on earning aliving for
our wives and family, or to be an
ensemble. We never intended it to be
afull-time occupation, which would
put us back in the treadmill of having
to go to work.
The repertoire had to change —
we couldn't go on playing the
Rossini-type repertoire like IMusici.
We found ourselves eventually in the
middle of the 19th-century.'
After aseries of recordings for the
Argo label, Marriner was invited to
make records for Philips, produced
by Erik Smith — the bulk of the
ASM catalogue. Now they are
recording for Hânssler, who are
issuing a 10CD birthday edition.
Philips this month has issued a
collection of German operetta
overtures.
`We struck the stereo LP market
early on, as well as the new thinking
towards early music — like Mozart
symphonies with asmall orchestra. It
suddenly became realistic. Full
orchestras don't play this repertoire
any more, so some while ago Ihad a
cablegram from the Leipzig
Gewandhaus saying: " Please, play
Haydn symphonies; generally we
don't have anybody that does them
well". Josef Krips was the first
conductor who gave me the feeling
that Mozart was possible with large
forces: somehow he could paper over
the imperfections and turn it into a
Viennese-style performance.'

The American experience
In 1979, Sir Neville went on to
succeed Skrowaczewski in
Minneapolis for aperiod of seven
years (the Minnesota Orchestra).
'I didn't enjoy American orchestras
very much as Ididn't want in any
way to be exposed to criticism. They

want to be aunit, en bloc and weren't
interested in just string rehearsals.
That would be 50 or 60 players, but
at least you would be getting pretty
close to the orchestra and where the
style comes from. It went on in the
1930s, when Stokowski, Sze11 and
Reiner really sorted them out, but
they put the lid on that in the ' 50s.
'American orchestras are hopeless
economically, too — you have two
hours out of three recording time,
with breaks every hour. Absolutely
potty!
'We commissioned awork by a
Minneapolis composer, performed it
four times then recorded it, and got
down to the wire with aminute to
spare, then one of the percussionists
made an error, apologising. So we
went back eight bars from the end,
and after literally two bars the
orchestral manager put his hand up:
"That's it, I'm afraid".
'It was aterrifying time. Orchestras
went on strike easily and didn't
rehearse on tour, which is antimusical. Disenchantment with
symphonic life throughout the world
is now, somehow regular. British
orchestras have become second-class
citizens through lack of sponsorship,
but musicians here have carried
things off extraordinarily well.'

Repertoire, and period instruments
'I have been very selfish by doing
what Iwanted to do, not neccesarily
what Iwas best at. But it's very hard
to judge yourself, and discovering
weaknesses in certain areas you
endeavour to make yourself better,
which leads to more exposure.
`If it has anything, the Academy
has style, and that is refreshing. But
Chris Hogwood, who worked with
me, left to form his own group with
original instruments [
the AAM),
which invited comparisons. Even if
you don't agree [with the results],
that has been aprofitable concern,
with musical revelations important
for all of us.
`If you are not careful, it loses
blood, but musicians generally don't
change their temperaments, so put a
great deal of themselves into
performing — we are not that
different from those 100 years ago, in
feeling and passion. It's challenging,
with the good musicians doing well
and others accident-prone with split
notes and intonation problems. But
the further you go in taking the later
Romantics to pieces, it becomes
more difficult to reassemble them.'
Certain concert performances stick
in Sir Neville's memory. 'An Eroica
in Vienna, and a Verkliirte Nacht at
the Montpellier Festival, where Iwas
quite overwrought, which was pretty
sensational. Also Mozart with Alfred
Brendel. After performing Marriage of
Figaro in Aix-en-Provence we
recorded The Barber of Seville, and
suddenly we got the flavour of
adding theatre to music with awhole
new addition to the repertoire.'
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pedantry. What is notable is the
imagination with which the composer
handled the two parts, such that there
is always something to fascinate the
ear in the patterns and interplay he
created.

of the Month

Robert Dearling

CPE BACH:
Harpsichord Concerti W3 _IW32
W44 _1W45
Ludger Rémy ( hpd)/Les Amis de
Philippe

SHOSTAKOVICH:
The Film Album — excerpts from
The Counterplan J Alone ",_1The
Tale of the Silly Little Mouse ( arr.
Cornall) J Hamlet J The Great
Citizen — funeral march J Sofia
Perovskaya — waltz J Pirogov ( arr.
Atovmian) — scherzo & finale J
The Gadfly — Romance
Royal Concertgebouw/Chailly
Decca 460 792-2

CPO 999 566-2

(78m 07s)

A recent Guardian interview with Bruno Monsaingeon reported how Sviatoslav Richter
always felt ill at ease in Shostakovich's company; there was an avoidance of eye
contact between them. Riccardo Chailly has certainly brought the composer's work into
contact with awide audience with his Jazz Album and Dance Album: over 300,000
copies have been sold so far.
And this latest disc is sure to succeed
What is striking about this
equally. It demonstrates something of
collection is the equal care,
the expressive range in Shostakovich's
craftsmanship and imagination
music for this medium (as astudent
lavished by the composer, whether
in 1923 he played in cinemas
upon Hamlet or the 1939 animated
accompanying silent films; his first
film Tale of the Silly Little Mouse
score, for New Babylon, appeared in (where cartoon pictures were
1929) — carefree lightness
synchronised to the music, and not
contrasting with pathos in the two
vice-versa). And, of course, the
opening tracks from The Countetplan;
superb performances of the
a Funeral March reminiscent of the
Concertgebouw Orchestra. Such is
sombre Eighth Symphony and with
the quality of the wind playing that
the shadow of Beethoven's Eroica 'Altai' (Alone) prompted an
behind it; the exquisite miniature
immediate encore, and athird
'The barrel-organ' (
Alone, 1930); the
hearing the following morning. Just
slow, dark, sophisticated waltz for
listen to the deep, voluptuous bed of
Sofia Perovskaya, brass prominently
sound under the elegant line of
scored. Strangest of all is the ' Snow
Alexander Kerr's violin solo in the
Storm' from Alone, which includes
Gadfly ` Romance!
the wailing theremin [see Michael
There is no more rewarding
Kennedy's Oxford Dictionary for afull
conductor/orchestra partnership to be
description of this electronic
heard today than Chailly's with the
instrument first heard in 1920, and
Royal Concertbgebouw. Excellent
featured in the Beach Boys' Good
sound, too.
Vibrations'!].

Christopher Breunig

WF BACH:
Sonatas for two flutes, F54-59
Konrad Hünteler, Michael SchmidtCasdorff (fits)

and amodern copy of a 1740
Rottenburgh. Their sound is
seductively rich-toned and forwardly
balanced in awarm but not echoey
hall, and, one at a time, the sonatas
make refreshing listening. Ifeel that
slightly fewer liberties might have
been taken with tempi, but the
interpretations are musical, and
probably sympathetic to WF Bach's
free-spirited character.
For once we have no identification
problems as such. Falck 54-59 are
the works on this disc: but not in that
order! Apparently Bach composed
four duets and added two later.
Interestingly (though not made clear
in the booklet), the two added works
are placed last, but there is no real
difference in style. This is awellhidden piece of musicological

MDG 311 0844-2

(
67m 22s)

Over an hour of music for two flutes
without any bass-line to relieve the
ear of tedium would seem excessive,
but WF Bach knew nothing of CD's
possibilities. For whatever reasons he
wrote these works (my own opinion is
that he merely wanted to show that it
could be done), consecutive
performance could not have been one
of them. Doubtless he would have
approved of the 78rpm disc, if only
for its brevity.
Hünteler and Schmidt-Casdorff
play appropriate instruments:
respectively aDenner from c.1720
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'A rival
version also
on period
instruments
may be
considered
an unnecessary
splitting of
a specialized
market'

(
65m 17s)

With the BIS series of harpsichord
concertos approaching half-way mark,
and maintaining ahigh standard of
playing, arival version also on period
instruments may be considered an
unnecessary splitting of aspecialized
market. Spányi on BIS and Rémy on
CPO have much to offer, though,
each with his own distinct method of
reading this strange and compelling
music. Let us look first at couplings.
Rémy offers four works; two are
duplicated by Spányi — W3 with WI
and W2 [BIS CD-707], and W32
with W15 and W23 [CD-786].
Rémy's other two works, W44 and 45
have, as far as Iknow, never been
recorded before. In W32 Spányi uses
atangent piano; in all other
performances both players opt for
harpsichord. However, a tangent
piano's tone approximates to that of a
harpsichord, so comparison is not
compromised. In the two
performances of W3 Spányi proves to
be the more deliberate player. He
allows the music to unfold its
message without undue haste, and his
slow moot in G-minor is adeeplytroubled emotional outburst. Rémy is
more urgent. He yields to nervous
excitement in rapid solo passagework
and his slow movt is thoughtful rather
than emotional. Both he and his
orchestra find more fantasy in the
music. In W32 similar differences are
evident, though the principal theme
of (i) slightly disappoints in Spányi's
shortening of grace-notes where
Rémy, at aquicker tempo, manages
to give them full value.
W44 and 45 both date from 1778
and add horns to the string orchestra.
Again, Ifind Rémy somewhat
lightweight, an impression possibly
exaggerated by the recorded balance.
Whereas Spányi is treated in his
series as soloist under aconductor
(Peter Stütz), Rémy runs the show
from aposition more integrated
within the orchestra and therefore
more distant. On BIS, aroomy
acoustic and broad image (which
emphasizes Bach's use of the lowest
orchestral violin strings) is most
pleasant on the ear; CPO's sound is
more shallow, though still satisfactory.
Summing up, Ifind Spányi dramatic
and incisive, Rémy exciting but with
atendency to rush fences which, for
me, slightly reduces the stature of the
music.
Robert Dearling
APRIL 1959
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CPI BACH:
Sonatas in C, W48:5 J in A, W48:6
-I in e, W65:5 ...Iin C, W65:8 -1in
B-flat, W65:9
Miklós Spányi (clatichd)
BIS CD-879

(72m 41s)

In the 1950s, purchasers of Archiv
LPs were warned not to advance their
volume controls when playing some
of their most intimate recordings.
Refreshingly, BIS repeats this advice,
'otherwise all the nuances disappear
and the resulting timbre is most
incorrect'. Ican add only that this
legend should have been emblazoned
across the front cover, for it is easily
overlooked in very small print at the
bottom of page 26.
It is indeed difficult to reduce the
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review
IS BACH:
Goldberg Variations _I
Clavierbüchlein für Anna Magdalena
Bach - excerpts
Andrei Vieru (pno)

Harmonia Mundi HMC 901666

(75m 53s)

This recital begins with ten excerpts
from the Anna Magdalena Bach
Notebook, aclosing March in D by
CPE Bach and nine pieces by his
father. Vieru then interpolates an
unbroken sequence of 14 canons on
the fundamental notes of the Goldberg
theme, increasing in range, after a
first statement of the Aria; the 30
variations are then prefaced by a
reprise of the Aria (but expressively
varied). Thus amore conventional
presentation may be achieved by
skipping tracks 12/13 on the CD, to
facilitate agrasp of the concept
argued in the booklet note: that
Bach's bipart composition embodies
distinct Suites of toccatas, fughenas
and gigues. To this analysis, Vieru
adds his own somewhat abstruse
footnote.
Listening to other pianists'
Goldbergs — Rosen's, Yudina's,
Arrau's (from 1942), Gould's — one
is struck by acommon feature,
nowhere more abundant than in
Gould's earlier recording, made when
he was 23: energy. This is held in
reserve in Vieru's gentler account;
indeed, it's not until the sudden rush
of Vam.14 that it truly surfaces. And
after that he sinks back, Varn.15,
almost into the world of Mahler's
`Abschied' (
Das Lied von der Erde).
How different from Charles Rosen
[Sony ' Essential Classics'] who plays
this canon ' olio quinta' in adry nonlegato, at asteady mf
en NEWS a RECORD REVIEW
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volume enough if atrue clavichord
sound is to result, yet still hear those
nuances. For this is intimate,
secretive music, as if written only to
satisfy the composer's creative urge.
NA, reviewing Spányi's earlier
clavichord disc [
HFN/RR Nov '98]
was less than convinced. The thrust
of his argument was that Spányi took
too many liberties with the music. Of
one work, NA wrote: ` Spányi tinkers
with (i), refusing to preserve rhythmic
flow by pulling the phrases and
exaggerating the recitative implied in
some of the passages'. Crimes indeed,
if the soloist were being accompanied
by an orchestra in aconcerto. The
unfortunate band would be all over
the shop. But in solo work,
particularly when created by an

intuitive, passionate, probably manicdepressive, composer, is not the
interpreter entitled to convey to us
what he or she sees behind those
impersonal marks on the page?
Of course, some of Spányi's
'excesses' jar with me on first hearing
and Ifully understand NA's
reservations. But perhaps Spányi may
ultimately illuminate and broaden my
perception of the music by throwing
what is for me unexpected light on
certain passages. It is an intensely
personal thing, as is the music, and
my advice is to hear this disc, and the
earlier one, to discover whether you
are, or could be, in tune with
Spányi's conception. But do watch
that gain control!

After the Ouverture and fughetta
which starts Part 2, Vieru becomes
more assertive. But where Rosen and
Gould are resolute in manner right
through the Quodlibet, Vam.30, so
maximising contrast with the Aria da
capo, Vieru takes the last section of
30 very slowly and makes asoft
dissolve into the tempo/dynamics of
his reprise.
Recorded in the Abbey of
Fontevraud, Vieru's instrument is set
back in the ambience, which in itself
gives amore romantic outline to the
performance — Vieru uses pedal
more than Arrau or Rosen (who is
very forward in balance). Clearly, he
has ahighly individual concept, not
without fantasy, and much more
consistent than Gould with his crazy
riot of ideas. (He too seems in awe of
Varn.15, and lets out some glottal
noises.) At the time ( 1955), the New
Yorker perceptively dubbed Gould
'the Marlon Brando of the piano'. It
is Charles Rosen who gives the most
focused translation of Bach's writing
for the piano, with elaborately varied
decoration in repeats (alittle selfconsciously applied); he can seem too
pedagogical, but he offers the most
authoritative guide to new listeners.
Over Vieru's reading hangs just
something of an air of worldweariness.

commissioned.
Back to Vieru;
and before you
dismiss him, note
how tellingly he
points the ingenious
chromaticism of the
melody without
destroying its pulse.
It is symptomatic of
his serious approach
to the whole work.
He doesn't use the
absence of tempo
markings (in all but
two of the
variations) as an excuse to indulge in
his own whims and fancies. On the
contrary, most of his speeds are not
only well-chosen but well-related, that
is except for the transition from Aria
to Varn.l. Vieru treats the theme
rather gravely so that what follows
doesn't seem like alogical extension.
But many of his rivals are guilty of
this solecism too. Otherwise this is a
performance that distributes the
weight fairly equably, the weighty
Varn.25 notwithstanding. And don't
listen for snap in the French overture
(Vam.16); it is even-tempered with
no double-dotting. What is surprising
are the signs of technical insecurity,
as in Varns.5, 11 and 26 where the
fingerwork isn't as precise as it is
elsewhere. There are no repeats and
sometimes there is atouch too much
pedal. Despite these strictures, Vieru
offers much that is thoughtful and
considerate, even if the aura of
sobriety he ultimately creates isn't
your idea of what the Goldberg
Variations are all about.
Listen to this piece complete from
track 13. But the solo pieces from the
Notebook that begin the disc offer a
glimpse of things to come. Here too,
Vieru tends to toe acircumspect line,
the five Chorales in particular being
suitably reverential. The recording is
mostly very good though some
aspects to the tuning of the piano
may, like the performances, not be to
everyone's taste.

Christopher Breunig
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Better to test the water first. Try
Varn.25. Landowska called it the
`Black Pearl', Tovey 'A wonderful
song of sorrow'. Bach simply marked
it Adagio in his own copy of the
score. For Vieru, it is atragic and
tear-laden piece, the tempo Largo.
You may find this unacceptable
because it goes against the traditional
belief about these variations: that they
are largely entertainment music with
adash of wit. But many questions
surround the story (as told to Forkel
by CPE Bach) from which the belief
arose, so perhaps there is more to the
composition than something 'of a
smooth and lively character' that
Count Keyser'ling is said to have

Robert Dearling

Nalen Anthoni

'My advice
is to hear
this disc,
and the
earlier one,
to discover
whether
you are,
or could be,
in tune with
Spányi's
conception'
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BEETHOVEN:
Violin Concerto -1 K̀reutzer' Sonata
IOW/SMETANA: From my
Homeland/.IS BACH ( arr. Huberman):
Nunn komm, der Heiden Heiland
Bronislaw Huberman (vIn)/1Ignaz
Friedman, Boris Roubakine (pno)/
National Orchestral Association/Barzin
Arbiter 115 (
69m 06s)
mono rec.'1930, live 1944/1942(?)
For some, Huberman's recording of
the Beethoven Violin Concerto [now
on APR 5506] with the VPO under
Sze11 — ` draconian and inhibiting',
suggests the booklet note — remains
peerless. Here we have alive
alternative, preserved from a 1944
War Bond concert (complete with
spoken introduction), together with
NY recital performances and the

BEETHOVEN:
Leonore ( 1806 version)
Coburn/Neithardt-Barbaux/Kobel/
Baker/Lafont/Martin-Bonnet/Halem/
Cologne Radio Ch/Orch of Beethovenhalle, Bonn/Soustrot
MDG Gold MDG 337 0826-2
(2CDs, 145m 32s)
This is claimed as the first recording
of the second version of what was to
become Fidelio. It is fascinating to
compare details in the three versions,
though aCD review isn't the best
place to undertake the task. Enough
to say that aficionados who already
have recordings of the 1805 and 1814
versions will derive endless pleasure
and puzzlement from wondering what
led Beethoven to make the changes
he did (where the information is
indisputable).
The performance is decent, by no
means outstanding — were this yet
another CD of Fidelio it would hardly
merit serious consideration. The
orchestra is run-of-the-mill, the
conductor, Marc Soustrot, inclined to
lose the music's tension at important
moments. Pamela Coburn has a
brave stab at Leonore, with fluent
high notes but alack of weight lower
down, and afew uncomfortable
moments. Mark Baker sings
Florestan's music finely, though
without suggesting apolitical prisoner
being starved to death. Christine
76

alternate takes for the outer movts of
the Kreutzer published only in
America until now. The end of the
Bach transcription is lost — too long
for the recording acetate — whilst a
composite of the Beethoven sonata,
je, with the variations movt from the
approved masters, is precluded by
CD playing times.
So, taking into account the
programme truncations, that the
orchestra under Leon Barzin is
certainly no Vienna Philharmonic (the
opening intonation is especially
fraught; the horn is spectacularly out
before Huberman's Larghetto entry)
and that the live sources are very
lofi, this CD might seem of scant
appeal. Yet such is Huberman's
phrasing, use of colour and
penetrating command of his material
that it is acompelling collection —
nowhere more so than in the Bach,
where the line is simply magical, the
wrench as the sound ends mid-phrase
atragic loss. The 1930 London 78s
of the Beethoven sonata with
Friedman sound uniquely exciting
and masterly; in the concerto we hear
the cadenzas by Joachim, with whom
the violinist studied for eight months,
when aged 10. Huberman's artistry
was beautifully described by the late
Hans Keller, in rebuttal of Carl
Flesch's critical evaluation: both are
reprinted in the well-illustrated
booklet.
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS:
Symphony 4 _1Warum ist das Licht
gegeben J Fest- und
Gedenksprücht _I3 Motets Op.110
MDR Ch Leipzig/Leipzig Gewandhaus/
Blomstedt
Decca 455 510-2

Herbert Blomstedt's first recording as
new music director of the
Gewandhaus Orchestra suggests that,
if funds allowed, Decca would have
the start of what could be an
interesting cycle. (Masur's own 1979
Leipzig set was unbelievably dull, and
the various Decca cycles from
Kertesz, Maazel, Solti and Ashkenazy
have had little to inspire in them.
Kubelik's Bavarian RSO/Orfeo
recordings quite supersede the VP0
early stereos.) Blomstedt's conducting
at San Francisco was recently
decribed as 'short back and sides',
but his Brahms Fourth proves more
flexible than one might anticipate. I
find the second movt rather slow, yet
he sustains interest with instrumental
balances and sure architecture. But at
the start of (iv) it's not unreasonable,
Ithink, to become alittle impatient
with Blomstedt's dogged steadiness in
the four pages before the trombones
reappear [
Tempo I] — especially if
you know Toscanini's old NBC
version. For him, everything was
secondary to the principal marking
`energico epassionato', and this
meant a more credible flow into all
those successive if marcato stresses. It
sounds hardly subtle today, but what
agrip it exerts!
Had the sound been really
distinguished, this CD would have
seemed more competitive. As it is,
the same outlay brings all four
symphonies in Jochum's mono DG
series with the BPO; at midprice,
Kleiber's refurbished VP0 Fourth
[457 706-2 — no coupling] comes
with afull ' Originals' catalogue and
the sound is dramatically improved.
However, no-one should be put off
by Blomstedt's 28 1
/m of
2
unaccompanied choral music: these
are lovely works, beautifully sung.
(Sounding rather finer, they were
done at aLeipzig church.)

H:H

Neithardt-Barbaux is afresh, credible
Marzelline, Benedikt Kobel good as
Jaquino. Victor von Halem's Rocco is
reliable in atraditional way, JeanPhilippe Lafont an
unfrightening Pizarro,
while Eric Martin-Bonnet
does what can be done
with the small role of Don
Fernando. The chorus
sings well, though the
crescendo in the
prisoners' chorus is
unbelievably rapid.
A plus for this set is the
remarkably full
presentation of the dialogue; aminus
is that it is spoken by actors whose
voices fail consistently to sound like
those of the singers or, at times, like
the characters they are playing. The
recording, made in the
Beethovenhalle, Bonn, is quite good,
though with an unnaturally wide
dynamic range, and conveying only
the most rudimentary sense of the
drama. A three-language libretto is
included (with rather odd English at
times), and a second booklet contains
along essay by Helge Lühning,
whose edition of the score is used, as
well as useful comparative tables of
the three versions (the Germanlanguage one is much preferable to
the English). Overall: interesting
rather than compelling.
Peter Branscornbe
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BRIAN:
The Complete Piano Music
Raymond Clarke (pno)
Athene-Minerva ATII CD12
A 1985
hardback re-print
of Brian's
complete piano
music, costing
£11 post free, is
available from
the Havergal
Brian Society,
5 Eastbuty
Road, Watford
WD1 4PT.

(76m 34s)

Although an accomplished pianist,
Havergal Brian left only ahandful of
compositions for the instrument. The
Double Fugue in E-flat, Prelude &
Fugue in C-minor and Prelude &
Fugue in D-minor/major all date from
around 1924. Brian looked upon
them as exercises ' to give me
technique in writing the finale of The
Gothic' (
his gargantuan First
Symphony which he finally completed
three years later). None of them
outstays its welcome, by any means,
and listening to the present masterly
APRIL 1999
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rendering of the Double Fugue in
particular (finally given aBBC
premiere by John Lill in 1967), one
can readily understand Harold
Truscott's enthusiasm for it: ' a
resplendent achievement, its large
scale, taken with its short, lively first
subject, one of Brian's most notable
justifications of his ability to extract
the unexpected from asimple
subject'.
In 1919 Brian set two William
Blake poems, The Land of Dreams and
The Birds. His publisher thought the
eventful piano parts could stand up
on their own as independent pieces.
Brian concurred, adding two further
pieces to make the Four Miniatures.
This enterprising Athene-Minerva
CD offers us the opportunity to hear
both vocal and instrumental versions.
For his Three Illuminations (1916)
Brian supplied aprinted programme
for each, as well as a running
commentary printed above the music
itself. We don't know whether Brian
intended these texts to be heard or
not, so the triptych is presented here
in both guises. Elsewhere, the Prelude
entitled 'John Dowland's Fancy' is all
that remains of aprojected suite from
1934; and we also get a third Blake
setting, The Defiled Sanctuary
(composed at the same time as the
other two).
As we might have expected from
his exemplary Robert Simpson recital
for Hyperion, Raymond Clarke is an
irreproachably lucid guide, and his
elegant advocacy has been finely

CHAUSSON:
Symphony in B-flat U Viviane J
Soir de fête U La tempête
BBC Philharmonic/Tortelier
Chandos CHAN 9650

(
67m 24s)

Ernest Chausson's glorious
Symphony receives aperformance of
genuine stature and glowing nobility
from Yan Pascal Tortelier and his
admirable BBC band. Those weaned
on the likes of Paray [Mercury] and
Munch [RCA] may find Tortelier's at
times daringly flexible moulding of
Chausson's arching phrases atouch
too artful, and in that achingly
poignant episode at the soft, still

Andante. I'm not sure which side of
Andante Cannabich was standing
when he qualified that marking with
'moderato': should it moderate the
Andrew Achenbach
A:1 0
slowness or the rapidity? (Viktor
Lukas favours the former, with light
CANNABICH:
and bright tempi.) And what does
Symphonies 59, 63, 64, 67 & 68
'Andante moderato assai' do that
Lukas Consort/Lukas
'Allegretto' can't?
Naxos 8553960
(
69m 35s)
Gone are the days when the Lukas
Consort turned in routine
Johann Christian Innocenz
performances. These are as lively and
Bonaventura Cannabich ( 1731-98)
'These
was born in Mannheim at Christmas
performances feverish as the music demands, with
an exhilarating forward momentum
time — hence his second forename,
are as lively
that would have thrilled the
the one by which he is remembered
and feverish
sensation-seeking Paris audiences in
— and spent much of his life in that
as the music
their insatiable quest for
city. He was therefore part of both
demands,
Mannheimiana. Woodwind, trumpets
first and second generations of
and timpani in No.63, and horns are
Mannheim composers, but all five of with on
heard with satisfying clarity, the only
exhilarating
these symphonies (every one afirst
exception being in No.68 in B-flat,
recording) date from the latter, after
forward
where the boring decision to play
the court and its orchestra moved to
momentum
horns in the lower octave, down there
Munich in 1778. Earlier, Cannabich
that would
with the bassoons, puts this work at
had spent some time in Paris, where
have
odds with the sound-world of the
he met Mozart, and Ifancy the
thrilled the
other four. Viktor Lukas, according to
Parisian influence strongly affected
sensationan accompanying note, conducts from
his later works. These are truly
seeking Paris the harpsichord: here, it must have
'entertainment' symphonies: not a
been that instrument's week off. The
trace of depth in any of them. It's all audiences'
rest of the band, playing modern
for show and effect, but wellinstruments, is balanced with, if
organised show and fascinating effect.
anything, too much woodwind
There are extremely prominent nonprominence — agood fault — and
concertante wind solos, displaying a
string tone is as satisfying as the
freedom presaging Schubert's use
stereo spread. This is, Ifear, not
three decades or more later. Strings
great music despite its occasional
are hyperactive, almost frantic, and
debt to Haydn, but if you are ' down'
bass-lines very lively. Much of the
at its start you will approach
string playing here fairly sizzles. Slow
feverishness before its end.
movements are for the most part
sentimental in style: all are marked
Robert Dearling
A:1* .

engineered. There are also excellent
contributions from mezzo Esther
King and speaker Tessa Spong.

heart of (i) the Frenchman allows
himself so much leeway that he
comes perilously close to losing the
thread. (Eduardo Mata is similarly
enraptured by these measures in his
fine Dallas SO version on Dorian.)
Otherwise, Ihave nothing but praise
for an interpretation so purposeful,
imaginative and responsive to
Chausson's vision — why we don't
hear this symphony as often as the
Franck D-minor has always mystified
me.
As for the couplings, the early
overture Viviane has never gripped
me more than it does here, while the
1898 tone-poem Soir de fête
(Chausson's final orchestral work)
emerges with real individuality and
disarming lightness of touch — its
slower central portion is scored with
striking luminosity. The two
interludes taken from Chausson's
1888 incidental music for a
marionette theatre production of The
Tempest are simply delightful, and
enjoy spirited and affectionate, but
notably refined, advocacy here.
This disc comprehensively
outclasses Chandos's earlier
Chausson collection with José
Serebrier and the RTBF orchestra.
Stunning sonics, too: handsomely
opulent, well-defined and revelling in
atowering range of dynamics.

CHOPIN:
Piano Conce'rto 1J Fantasie in f
Op.49 J Fantasie-Impromptu in
c-sharp 4.66 J Berceuse in D-flat
Op.57
Mana Joao Pires (pno)/COE/Krivine
DG 457 585-2

(
68m 05s)

Chopin didn't call (ii) of this
concerto a ' Romance' for nothing. It
contained the most tender and
sensitive thoughts of a20 year old;
his love for Konstancja Gladkowska,
astudent his own age. Pires rides the
pensive undercurrent of the music
with appropriately graded tone, her
supple, discerning rubato homing in
on its haunting poetry. And not only
here. The message from Pires is that
apermanent vein of brooding
introversion clings to the centre of
Chopin's creativity. The finale will be
asurprise, not exactly vivace but
approaching moderato, even alittle
studied. Yet she maintains the pulse
which she doesn't always do in (i),
where she lets the rhythm sag from
time to time. Toscanini's dictum
`You must play espressivo but you
must play in tempo' would have been
beneficial here. Krivine may have
have thought so too. Occasionally, in
the outer movements, he gives the
impression that he'd like to move on,
while the production team
occasionally feel the need to twiddle
with the balance. But the piano is
77

'The piano is
very well
captured
and the
pianism
itself
absorbingly
consummate.
The solo
pieces too
are
fastidiously
weighed'

orchestration is masterly. Bamert
understands perfectly how to pace the
sections and cover up the cracks. His
'filler', the American Rhapsody is a
slight but adventurous piece, ushered
in by `The Star Spangled Banner'
and continuing with apotpourri of
folk tunes ending with ' On top of Old
Smokey'. Botstein with no coupling
and at rather slower tempi doesn't
really structure the symphony with
the same conviction, and Telarc's
venue misses the bloom of other
Walthamstow Town Hall
productions.
Bill Newman

very well captured and the pianism
itself is absorbingly consummate. The
solo pieces too are fastidiously
weighed; glibness and bluster are off
the scale. Listeners continually reap
the rewards of arationale that
eschews conventional Chopinesque
clatter. And that in itself is most
welcome.
Nalen Anthoni

A-B:1-2 0

DON NANTI:
Symphony 1 Li American Rhapsody
BBC Philharmonic Orchestra/Bamert
Chandos CHAN 9647

(
67m 03s)

Symphony 1
LPO/Botstein
Telarc CD-80511

(
53m 59s)

The symphony ( 1900) is statement of
epic proportions that followed
Dohnanyi's graduation from the
Budapest Academy three years earlier;
it comprises three massive movements
(i), (ii) and (v), together with a
scherzo and intermezzo. The opening
allegro is influenced by Brahms and
Bruckner — abold, surging theme
coming to atemporary halt, another
contrasting melody taking over, with
arebuilding of forces in dramatic
fashion for further ideas and
explorations, then asolemn close.
The Molto adagio, in melancholy vein
(cor anglais and bass clarinet),
features mysterious wind decorations
and harp harmonies set against
luscious strings and dramatic brass
chords. The third movt contains two
surprises: an agitated three-note
opening theme that Martinu was to
crib for the second movt of his
Fourth Symphony; and amiddle
section very like an Elgar salon piece.
Gorgeous woodwind combinations
are reminiscent of Tchaikovsky, and
in the brief (iii) is alovely central
melody for violins over plucked lower
strings with solo viola. The finale is
an apotheosis (Brahms, Bruckner and
Tchaikovsky again present) with an
exciting fugal climax.
Despite its derivative nature,
Dohnanyi's personal voice is already
in evidence throughout, and the
78
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HAYDN:
Missa in Angustiis ( Nelson Mass) rJ
Maria Joào
Te Deum Hob.XXIIIc:2
Pires
Luba Oigonasova (sop)/Elisabeth von
Magnus (con)/Deon van der Walt (ten)/
Alastair Miles(bass)/Arnold Schoenberg
Ch/Concentus musicus Wien/
RECOMMENDATION Hamoncourt
Chopin 'sE-minor Teldec 0630-17129-2
(
51m 19s)
Concerto plus solo
works: Pollini with
The dramatic Mass was scored for
Kktzki and the
four soloists (six in one section of the
Philharmonia, on
EMI at midprice
Kyrie), chorus, strings, three trumpets
in D, timpani and organ. The organ
part is mostly written out in full, and
takes the place of woodwind.
Harnoncourt uses the score based on
the Breitkopf & Hârtel edition
published four or five years after the
work's composition ( 1798). There are
two ways of looking at this edition:
either to take the opinion of the
notewriter for this recording,
Dorothea Schriider, 'When the Mass
was published by Breitkopf & Hârtel
in 1802 Haydn gave permission for
the Leipzig firm to reintroduce the
missing woodwind parts by
instrumenting the organ pare; or that
Nikolaus
of HC Robbins Landon in Vol.3 of
Harnoncourt with
Haydn: Chronicle and Works, '
The
his Teldec Nelson Mass (1798) existed only in a
producer Helmut bowdlerised version first issued by
Mühle Breitkopf & Hârtel in 1803 and

'Review

mindlessly reprinted ever since until
1963... the high trumpets were
cruelly mutilated and the whole score
reorchestrated in amanner calculated
to remove the acid bite and lean
sound of the original'.
The notes give no information as
to the actual edition used here, but I
suspect the intervention of other (and
more sensitive) editors than those of
the publisher nearly two centuries
ago. Ido not detect any mutilation of
the trumpet parts and although the
woodwinds do make Haydn's original
harmonies uncharacteristically
'comfortable' it remains a
recognisably Haydn-like sound, and
the modest balancing of all winds
except the trumpets allows
Harnoncourt to achieve most of the
natural force of the music.
All the soloists are splendid and
Alastair Miles is outstanding (the
booklet calls him abaritone but he
sounds very much like amagnificently
powerful bass). Orgonasova is superb
in her first exposed dramatic solo,
where Haydn throws the soprano into
the deep end soon after the start of
the Kyrie.
Harnoncourt gives an emphatic
reading with just afew surprisingly
weighty stresses, as in Eleison, but
largely this is areading of vigour and
drive. Trumpets and timpani are
thrilling near the close of the
Benedktus.
The marvellous contemporary
Te Deum for chorus and orchestra is
taken very broadly and is strongly
dramatised, here and there with
additional swells and fades which
might have surprised Haydn.
Antony Hodgson

A:1 / 1-2 0

HUMMEL:
Piano Concerto 4, Op.110 J
Concerto for piano and violin,
Op.17
Nagai Shaham (vIn)/LMP/Howard
Shelley (pno/dir)
Chandos CHAN 9687

(
63m 08s)

This is Shelley's second Chandos disc
of Hummel concertos, and perhaps a
brief resumé is appropriate to place
this release in perspective. Hummel
studied the pianoforte with Mozart,
and despite afluctuating relationship
with Beethoven was apallbearer at
the latter's funeral. Outside of these
associations, his other teachers
included Haydn and Clementi; pupils
included Mendelssohn, Hiller,
Henselt and Thalberg.
Stephen Hough's award-winning
coupling of the Concertos Opp.85
and 89 [CHAN 8507] is the perfect
example of Hummel the great
improvisor and challenger to
Beethoven, the virtuoso content of
the music worked out to the 'nth'
degree; but by the time of Op.113
[Shelley on CHAN 9558], Hummel
displays afiner mastery of
piano/orchestral balance, with greater
variety of textures and subject matter,
the music changing from the major to
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the minor mode with frequency. Both
Mendelssohn and Chopin were
influenced by the florid piano part.
The present concerto release, the
E-major, invites fascinating
comparisons with Beethoven and
Mendelssohn, the one for the
unfolding drama from the exposition
onwards, the other for several lyricalcum-tragic changes in subject matter
and key transitions during (i) and (ii).
The Rondo finale is pure John Field,
but superior to the Irish composer in
passionate fervour.
The fine Double Concerto is a
much earlier work. Here, as in the
case of Mendelssohn's work for the
same forces, the two instrumentalists
are on equal terms with orchestra,
but there the relationship ends. This
is pure Mozart, not in the style of a
Sinfonia Concertante, but areal
concerto of poetry and stature. Fine
performances and recording.
Bill Newman

A:1 0

L1EBERMANN:
Piccolo Concerto J Flute and Harp
Concerto
Flute Concerto
James Galway (flt/picc)/Hyun-Sun Na
(hp)/London Mozart Players/Liebermann
RCA 09026 63235 2

(
69m 38s)

Lowell Liebermann has been
particularly drawn to the capabilities
of the flute, and his writing for that
instrument brings out the essential
lyricism and acute sensitivity to
timbre that is characteristic of his
music. The three concertos recorded
here can trace their genesis to the
success of the Flute Sonata ( 1988) —
now recorded seven times — and the
commissions from James Galway and
piccolist Jan Gippo that followed in
its wake.
All of this music is naturally
accessible and immediately attractive
to the listener, whilst maintaining an
intellectual integrity that satisfies the
discerning ear. The melodic identity
of Liebermann's ideas is quickly
established; thereafter attention
focuses on his careful management of
structural development and on his
instincts for variety in orchestration.
In the Piccolo Concerto ( 1996)
Liebermann's treatment of the solo

KOZELUM:
Works for Wind Ensemble
Consortium Classicum
Orfeo C442 981

(
63m 50s)

For nearly four decades the
Consortium Classicum, founded by
clarinettist Dieter Kleicker, has been
delighting us with their wind tones
and have brought to light much lost
or neglected 18th-century repertoire.
Once again, this disc of works
ostensibly by Leopold Kozeluh gives
us polished, stylish playing, recorded
with bright and atmospheric realism.
In most of these works the bass-line
is properly taken by stringed bass to
produce adeeply satisfying
foundation. But is all as it seems?
Kliicker has dug up works from the
Prague National Library and the
Óttingen-Wallerstein library and
found two pieces that Milan Postolka
missed when he trawled both libraries

'Kozeluh
may not
quite live up
to his own
estimation
of his
abilities,
which he
put above
that of

(and many more) for his Kozeluh

instrument both subverts and
celebrates its customary role as
orchestral flourish-provider. The first
two movements are thoughtful and
deeply-felt; the soloist's high tessitura
initially stands in sharp relief to the
orchestral accompaniment, later
becoming embroiled with it in the
course of an increasingly animated
and passionate argument. The comic
(iii) introduces three Shostakovichlike quotations: Beethoven's Eroica
and Mozart's Symphony 40, because
the piccolo is excluded from them;
and Sousa's 'The Stars and Stripes
Forever', because it is (according to
Liebermann) ' the stereotypical
piccolo piece, the bane of every
piccolo player's existence'. [
And
Tchaik 4(iii)? Mus Ed]
Nowhere is Liebermann's
sensitivity to orchestration more
evident than at the opening of the
Flute and Harp Concerto (1996),
whose ethereal backdrop for the flute
melody shows an instinct for aural
beauty that is unashamedly Romantic
in inspiration. As the work develops,
the delicacy of the instrumental
writing is notable, with the restrained
dynamic range acting as astimulus to
Liebermann's instincts for contrast
and clarity of texture.
The Flute Concerto is the most
serious in intent of the three works,
and often put me in mind of
Liebermann's Piano Concerto 2 —
especially at 4m Ois in (i), which
almost quotes that work's Presto.
Here, as elsewhere, the impression
given is that of acomposer of assured
means with much of value to say.
The performances are very fine, and
Galway certainly convinces one that
there is more to the piccolo than
usually meets the ear. RCA's
recording does the enterprise full
justice.
John Kersey
A:I-1' 0

James
Galway
is now
principal
guest
conductor
of the
bidon
Mozart
Players

thematic catalogue of 1964. Of the
three works Postolka does list, one, a
so-called Octet Concertant: Partita in
B-flat, is given as by `Jo Goscheluch',
indicating Leopold's cousin Johann
Kozeluh. This attractive Partita with
concertante oboe fades away into the
distance, an effect surely assisted
electronically here. Mystery surrounds
another work, the Sextet in E-flat. It
may be by Leopold but it sounds
rather like Fiala to me. Postolka
doesn't list it. Nor does he list asocalled Wind-Symphony' in D,
included by Klócker without a
murmur of dissent as by Leopold.
This is in fact aParthia by one
Johann Nepomuk Hiebesch ( 17661820), acellist and cornist at the
Óttingen-Wallerstein court.
Does all this matter when the disc
is so successful artistically and
technically? Ithink it does. Apart
from supplying misinformation to the
public, cataloguers and archivists, we
deny Hiebesch authorship of a
substantial, well-composed and
delightful work, and risk losing sight
again of avaluable composer who
wrote four other wind partitas, three
horn concertos and four symphonies.
Furthermore, what credence remains
for all those Mozart works Kleicker
keeps ` discovering'? Leopold Kozeluh
may not quite live up to his own
estimation of his abilities, which he
put above that of Haydn's, but he,
his cousin and his colleague turn in
delightfully bubbly, vivacious music,
expertly played.
Robert Dearling

A*:I*

LISZT:
Après une lecture de Dante
Gnomenreigen C.:1 Funérailles
Piano Sonata in b
Mikhail Pletnev (pno)
DG 457 629-2

(
67m 10s)

An earlier Melodiya version of the
B-minor Sonata was licensed to
Olympia — Pletnev sounds as if he
was threatened with community
service if he didn't make the
recording. He's certainly his own man
now: 'wilful' hardly begins to convey
what you hear on this Hanover DG
production, yet in matters of detail
the two are quite similar. Pletnev has
become afar more capable pianist,
and if you want ademonstration of
the art of piano playing (flawless
runs, fantastic articulation, complete
control of sonority, pedalling, etc)
look no further. But as Ates Orga
writes elsewhere [
BBC Music,
February] everything lovers of Liszt
look for is totally supplanted here in
Pletnev's fragmented, utterly remote
presentation of the notes.
In the second concert study,
Gnomenreigen, he's considerably more
engaging, even suggesting some
enjoyment, if later tempered with
impatience. The ' Dante sonata' from
Années de pélerMages II suffers from
the crystalline, brittle sound, and to
turn to Arrau [Philips] — wholly
79

LIGETI:
Piano works Vo1.2 - Musica
ricercata J Etudes 15 & 16 J
works for four hands and for two
pianos
Fredrik Men (pno)
BIS CD-983

(
65m 52s)

In the context of his very clear notes,
Ullén describes his decision to record
on the same piano both parts of the
works for four hands/two pianos —
the Allegro, Tréfás induló, Polyphonic
Etude (1942-43), Three Wedding
Dances and Sonatina (1950), and
Three Pieces (1976) — as
'experimental', suggesting this postsynchronisation secures optimum
uniformity and transparency. The
philosophical question is: was Ligeti
concerned only with the textures
arising from ' four hands', or is the
interrelationship between two pianists
on possibly different-sounding
instruments an integral part of duo
performance?
That interaction is patently clear in
the alternative versions by Irina

magnificent in these four works — is
to enter adifferent world of
involvement.
DG's engineering is rather curious:
in places impressively sonorous, but
generally akin to aphoto taken with a
very wide lens — aconvex image
curves across the whole soundstage.
Christopher Breunig

A*(B):1-? 0

LISZT:
Complete Piano Music Vol.11 MOZART & ALLEGRI: Requiem
(Confutatis maledictus and
Lacrymosa) .
...IMiserere J Ave
Verum Corpus/LASSEN: Lose,
Himmel, meine Seele _IIch weil in
tiefer Einsamkeit/FRANZ: Er ist
gekommen in Sturm und Regen
12 Lieder/LESSMANN: 3 Lieder aus
Julius Wolff's Tannhäuser/
DESSAUER: 3 Lieder
Valerie Tryon (ono)
Naxos 8.553508

(75m 10s)

The notes tell us that the above all
belong in the ' Partitions de piano', as
opposed to paraphrases or opera
transcriptions where Liszt headed into
venturesome territories. Fair enough;
80

Kataeva and Pierre-Laurent Aimard
(who triumphed at the Barbican in
Messiaen's Vingt Regards broadcast
on Radio 3 during January) in Vol.3
of Sony's Ligeti Edition [SK 62307].
The disc also includes the Ricercare,
the eleventh movt of Musica ricercata
in its original form for solo organ.
This work ( 1951-53) is composed on
'Cartesian principles', as Ullén says,
progressing from aSostenuto using a
single pitch, to aslow-movt homage
to Frescobaldi employing all twelve.
In (iii) Ligeti uses the material from
(i) of the Sonatina; (ix) is an Adagio
in memory of Bartok — whose
musical language he extends, as
Bartok did Liszt's.
The three sections of the middle
movt of Three Pieces, Selfportrait with
Reich and Riley (and Chopin is also
there)' are more distinct on Sony;
from the last of these the finale of
Chopin's Sonata 2 miraculously
emerges. It is characteristic of Ullén's
more objective and cerebral approach
that (i) 'Monument' is 50s longer on
BIS. The sound is closer and harder
than on Sony, and Iwould start with
that disc, which has biographical
annotations by the composer. The
BIS is an essential complement for a
broader picture, however. And the
`two pianos' are very nicely separated

interest the career of Valerie Tryon,
now in Canada teaching, and
performing as amember of the
Rembrandt Trio — Ifondly possess
her BBC Records LPs of music by
Rachmaninov and ' Piano Favourites',
and remember one mammoth recital
of unflagging brilliance, broadcast on
Radio 3. Here she makes afine
showing in Naxos's growing Liszt
series, and Ihope she will be invited
to do more.
Bill Newman

MACFARREN:
Symphonies 4 in fJ 7 in c- sharp
Queensland PO/Albert
CPO 999433-2

— just think of the duo as identical
twins! The most immediately
appealing piece is perhaps the first of
the two Etudes (1995/97), which are
similar in outline; `White on White'
has agentle, simply stated canon
which suddenly turns into atornado
that ultimately burns out.
Incidentally, Fredrik Ullén pursues
aparallel career in neuro-science.
Christopher Breunig
A:1 0

yet by joining two different works
together, as in Allegri's Miserere and
Mozart's Ave Verum Corpus, the
composer had to resort to musical
linkage and certain powers of
arranging which tend to disguise the
original scores. This is the fascination
of Liszt, which has caused countless
pianists to widen their horizons and
bring relatively unknown repertoire
into the performing mainstream.
Robert Franz, a fairly prolific songcomposer after Schubert,
is known to me through
recordings by Elisabeth
Schumann and Hilde
Rossl-Majdan; but
Eduard Lassen from
Copenhagen, Otto
Lessmann, head of music
in Charlottenburg, and
Josef Dessauer, Pragueborn composer are
indeed rare figures. Liszt
transforms their slender
music, turning it (albeit
discreetly) into minor
masterworks for the
pianoforte.
Ihave followed with

A:1(*)

Mikhail Pletnev:
a new
recording of the
Liszt sonata

(
58m 410

Sir George Macfarren ( 1813-87),
now largely forgotten, was a
prominent opera writer and composer
of many orchestral and chamber
works. What success he achieved
(including aknighthood in 1883)
came despite aseries of misfortunes,
including his advancing blindness and
his reactionary attitude.
He had no truck, for instance, with
the craze for the scherzo, preferring
the ancient minuet in both of these
symphonies. He despised new
thinkers and showed ingratitude when
Wagner conducted an overture of his
in London in 1855. In amultiple
verbal inaccuracy, Wagner
characterised him as ' Mr MacFarrinc,
apompous, melancholy Scotsman' —
Macfarren was born, was active, and
died, in London; and there is nothing
melancholy about these two
symphonies.
Macfarren revered Mozart yet
found Beethoven 'sometimes weak',
but it has been suggested that he was
England's answer to Beethoven. This
does him no good, for it elevates
expectations which are inevitably to
be dashed. So let us take his music
for what it is, not what it can't be.
One's immediate impression is of a
bright, energetic nature with an
engaging line in melodic second
subjects and afirm control over form,
material and the orchestra. His
reactionary nature extended to
instruments, it seems, for he included
the unreliable and anachronistic
serpent in Symphony 7 ( 1840), an
instrument long surpassed by the
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RECOMMENDATION
Mendelssohn 's
String Symphonies:
the Nieuw
Sinfonietta
Amsterdam on BIS

ophicleide and, more recently, by
tuba. The serpent is heard to
advantage (if ever) in the trio section,
but in the finale trombones relieve it
of responsibility as the Symphony
makes its abrupt departure.
There are some attractive ideas in
both these works: the pizzicato effects
in the slow movements, the sly
timpani roll at the end of 7(ii), deft
woodwind writing in, for instance,
4(iv), unexpected changes of tempo,
dynamic and mood, and the
reluctance to let neither ideas nor
movements outstay their welcome. All
this is realised admirably in Werner
Andreas Albert's conducting of the
excellent Queensland players, and the
recording may be best described by
photographic analogy: very sharp
focus, colours could be brighter, and
there are no distracting features.
Robert Dearling

B:1* 0

MAHLER:

James M Hughes

Symphony 3
Michelle DeYoung (con)/Cincinnati
Symphony Orch & Ch/Lopez-Cobos
Tatars 2CD-80481

(
2CDs, 95m 57s)

For the audiophile, this is among the
best-recorded Mahler Thirds in the
catalogue. The sound is detailed, with
impressively deep bass and has
excellent clarity. There's no sense of
microphone spotlighting, yet you can
hear all sons of normally obscured
detail. Alas, if only the hall acoustic
were richer and more spacious. The
eight horns at the start make alusty
noise, but the sound is slightly dry —
Rattle's recent EMI recording has
greater depth, as does Salonen's on
Sony, and areverberant acoustic
definitely helps create the impression
of space and distance Mahler surely
envisaged. The Cincinatti trombones,
immediately after the introduction,
sound deliciously fruity and rasp
impressively in Telarc's 20-bit
surround-sound recording, while
Mahler's soft bass-drum taps tell
decisively, with adistinct timbre and
attack, rather than appearing just as a
collection of dull thuds.
Lopez-Cobos directs acogent, well
drilled, cleanly-executed performance.
III-F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

Everything is in
its place, but one
wishes the
conductor would
let the orchestra
off the leash once
in awhile, and
allow himself
(and us) to
experience alittle
of Mahler's
imaginative frenzy. The Third is
perhaps the most romantic and
picturesque of Mahler's symphonies,
so should conjure up all sorts of
images. With Lopez-Cobos, though,
it's the music as music, rather than
the music as moods and atmosphere.
At first this approach can seem dull,
but listen longer and the essential
integrity of the reading shines
through. The better your hi-fi system,
the more you can hear the immense
care and dedication behind every
note. Yes, there is perhaps alack of
excitement and imagination, but
Lopez-Cobos's unsentimental
approach invests the music with
strength and dignity, while clarifying
Mahler's incomparable scoring. The
finale is very much the climax of the
whole, and builds slowly to amassive,
beautifully judged conclusion.
Telarc's two-for-one pricing is
attractive too.

AP. 1559
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MENDELSSOHN:
Violin Concertos in d U in e
String Octet - scherzo
Isabelle van Keulen (vIn)/Nieuw
Sinfonietta Amsterdam/Markiz
BIS CD-935

(
51m 11s)

What alabel is BIS for giving us
'original versions'! Sibelius's early
thoughts on his Violin Concerto, En
Saga and Fifth Symphony have
thrown fascinating light upon his
working processes, but to get the best
from this Mendelssohn disc you will
need the score, the ability to read it
with one eye while studying the
exhaustive list of differences given in
the CD booklet with the other, and
infinite patience. For the changes
Mendelssohn made are often so
minute that acasual hearing of this
original 1844 version will reveal only
a few of them. One's eyebrows might
ascend at some indefinable difference,
gone in aflash and attributable
perhaps to an oddity of balance, as
one enjoys Isabelle van Keulen's
lovely playing. She seems tentative at
first but soon settles into afine
performance. Her floating of (ii) is
magical. With her grace and lightness

of touch in (iii), supported by an alert
orchestra, this ' different' version
surprises more by its beautifully
conceived performance than by its
numerous textural deviations from the
expected.
Long thought to be Mendelssohn's
only Violin Concerto, the familiar Eminor work has needed to be thought
of as `No.2' since Yehudi Menuhin
unearthed an earlier one in D-minor.
It dates from 1823 when
Mendelssohn was just 13. We now
know from his early string
symphonies what the boy was capable
of, and this delightful concerto is
equally well-written. Van Keulen's
performance matches it, her delicate
touch and dextrous fingerwork a
'With
constant delight. The short fill-up,
Lopez-Cobos the composer's own orchestration of
it's the music the famous Scherzo, lies neatly
between the two concerti which are
as music,
placed in chronological order, making
rather than
awell-rounded production, faultlessly
the music as
recorded.

moods and
atmosphere.
At first this
approach
can seem
dull, but
listen longer
and the
essential
integrity of
the reading
shines
through'

Robert Dearling

A:1

MOZART:
Concerto for two pianos, 1(365
Sinfonia Concertante 1(364
Hàvard Gimse, Vebjom Anvik (pnos)/
Lars Anders Tomter (vIa)/Norwegian
CO/Iona Brown (vIn/dir)
Chandos CHAN 9695

(
54m)

The Sinfonia Concertante receives the
more satisfying of these two
performances — warmly traditional
and with excellent matching of
phrasing and timing from the two
soloists. (Rather like relaxing into a
favourite armchair.) In both
concertos, lona Brown contrasts quite
leisurely andantes with fleet finales.
The recordings were undertaken
(1995/96) by different producers and
in different church venues in Norway;
each brings reservations. In K365 the
pianos are widely separated: to be
more specific, Gimse (Iassume) lies
some 10° to the right of the axis of
my left speaker, Anvik 20° to the
right of the soundstage centre-line.
Violin and viola are similarly
RECOMMENDATION positioned in K365, and in both
works these solo instruments are
Mendelssohn 's
slightly too forward, also sounding
Violin Concertos
in 1)-minor &
screened off from the orchestra. The
E-minor: Viktoria placing of the horns gives nice depth
Meow with
ASMIMamher on to the Sinfonia Concertante, but above
forte there's some discoloration. The
Philips
bass is rather woolly.
At first, one welcomes the
separation of the two pianos since it
clarifies the parts, yet conceptually
this production is (for me)
unsatisfactory. Anvik seems to favour
amore legato manner than Gimse,
who gives an impression of preferring
short note-values; but this may be to
do with adifference in the character
of the instruments. In the 1988
Perahia/Lupu/ECO recording of
K365, done at Snape, the two pianos
are also separated, whereas at the
Barbican I've seen them playing
interlocking grands, Perahia directing

'Review
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formal examples from Ysaye, Joachim
and Grumiaux. Praise for the
beautiful woodwind playing and the
excellent balance.

facing us. But this recommended
Sony alternative [SK 44915] strikes
me as altogether cleaner and more
musical.
Christopher Breunig

Antony Hodgson
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MOZART:
Violin Concertos 3, 4 & 5
Camerata Academica Salzburg/Augustin
Dumay (vIn/dir)

MOZART:
Piano Concertos in F, K413 `-1in G,
K453 Ul in F, K459
Budapest Festival Orch/Zoltán Kocsis
(pno/dir)

DG 457 645-2

Philips 456 577-2

(75m 06s)

Some of the most memorable
recordings of these works have been
on modern instruments and, as it
happens, on DG. In particular Irecall
Wolfgang Schneiderhan's cloquent
readings of 3 & 5, and Istill love
Johanna Martzy's gentle 4.
Dumay also takes acalm view of 4:
his tempi are firmly held and the
required shifts of pace in (iii) are
achieved with subtlety. The Joachim
cadenzas might disturb some, but
they are not as anachronistic as Ihad
feared.
In the remaining works there is a
tendency to stress stronger chords. In
3(i), the tempo is steady, but all forte
entries are heavy, and when the solo
violin appears they become even
heavier. The slowness of (ii) Ifind
hard to take — there seems little
sense of progress and the heavy
accents reappear in (iii).
There was one disturbingly short
grace-note in 3 and in 5 there are
more, beginning at the start of (i)
where the playing is also emphatic yet
not strongly rhythmical. The excellent
recorded sound reveals some strange
'clonks' from just before the cadenza
at 7m 42s to the end of the movt.
(Fingerboard sounds, Iassume.) The
firm, clear-cut (ii) is rather good but
(iii) has some questionable moments.
The first short grace-note from the
soloist comes as aconsiderable shock
and it is interesting that the orchestra
cannot bring itself to do likewise
when repeating the phrase. The
sudden slowness of the last solo
passage just before the end is also
surprising.
In these somewhat individual
performances, there is aconcern for
cadenzas. Dumay adds sporadic
miniature examples, which are
tasteful enough, but draws the long,
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RECOMMENDATION
Mozart's Violin
Concertos: Arthur
Gnintiaux with
LSO/Davis on
Philips at midprice

'There is
always a
decent sense
of style:
Kocsis even
uses his
piano as a
continuo
instrument
in K413(i)'

Pierre Boulez
with Krystian
Zimerman

(
65m 24s)

Three lightweight concertos. No-one
has found the lost trumpet and drum

annotation for the concerto.
The not-so-new Cleveland
recordings were produced in 1994,
with the LSO coupling done at
Watford in 1996. This DG disc needs
to be played at afairly unsociable
level, otherwise Zimerman's softer
piano playing will be too recessed in
the G-major Concerto, whilst the Left
Hand will seem vulgarised in a
Cinemascopic soundstage with an
oversized piano, unpleasant in timbre
(and with surely an amplified
glissando as the orchestra re-enters at
4m 49s?). Balances are very close
here.
Boulez's CBS/Sony Valses nobles
were marred by four-square playing
and amessily reverberant setting. The
Cleveland Orchestra responds with
much greater flexibility, and Boulez is

parts for K459, and Ifind it difficult
to accept the booklet's assertion that
this is ` one of the large symphonic
concertos'. The sound is reasonable
with an in-focus piano which is
slightly forward, central and more-orless mono. The woodwinds
sound elegant but do not have
much projection. There is a
consistency of approach to
tempo, tending to make outer
movts fast and central movts
slow. The Larghetto of K413
has always worried me because
of the simplistic nature of its
melody, and Idon't feel that it
holds together at this gentle
speed. In K459(iii) the lively
interpretation of Allegretto
makes sense but K453 (ii) has
the identical tempo marking yet
is taken very deliberately.
On the credit side, Kocsis
obtains excellent ensemble.
This remains stable even when
Zoltan Kocsis
he plays chords with the left
hand fractionally before the right.
This is astyle which has gone out of
certainly warmer than you might
fashion nowadays but Kocsis makes it
expect — this is more consistently
effective by never exaggerating the
engaging than, say, the recent
device. The interplay between soloist
Boston/Haitink set [Philips]; and in
and orchestra is accurate and
the piano concerto the
expressive — the weighty modern
accompaniments are quite
piano does obscure afew things but
outstanding. Try the first-movt
there is always adecent sense of style:
sequence with harp, which epitomises
Kocsis even uses his piano as a
Ravel's imaginative skills in
continuo instrument in K413(i).
orchestration. Indeed, Icouldn't wait
Pleasant music-making and a
for Zimerman to complete his
generous programme, but no
opening solo in (ii) — Idon't find
revelations here.
him truly engaging here, for all his
Antony Hodgson
A- B:2
clean articulation, limpid modulation
and ideas on phrasing, nor in much
RAVEL:
of the Left Hand Concerto. In this
Piano Concerto in G L.1 Concerto for
work, for example, between the
the Left Hand' .3 Valses nobles et
extremes of subtlety demonstrated by
sentimentales
Entremont and Zimerman lies a
Ktystian Zimerman (pno)/Cleveland
golden mean: Michel Béroff with the
Orchestra/'LSO/Boulez
LSO under Abbado, in amore
agreeably engineered 1987 DG
DG 449 213-2
(
55m 45s)
production from Abbey Road [423
Boulez's earlier Valses nobles were
665-2]. This disc has Marcha
made when he was principal
Argerich's later version of the Gconductor of the NYPO. He also
major, altogether more warmly
recorded the Left Hand concerto for
compelling in the Adagio assai than
CBS/Sony, with Philippe Entremont;
here (which would seem merely
this was with the Cleveland
languid were it not for the keenness
Orchestra, first appearing as part of
of the Cleveland players). Given the
an LP compilation ' Reach out for
sympathetic partnership with Boulez,
Boulez'. (Sony issued asuperior CD
Zimerman's refinement works in the
version with Fleisher/Ozawa.) These
outer movts, but this issue earns a
are now reissued in a 3CD Ravel set,
complicated rating.
SM3K 45842, which has no
Christopher Breunig
production dates/credits or any
A- B:1-2 A:1 B- C:2(3)
APRIL 1999
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with his back to the audience, Lupu
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SAINT-SAENS:
Violin Concerto 1 J Introduction et
rondo capriccioso _IRomance
Havanaise J Sarabande J Morçeau
de concert
Tapiola Sinf/Kantorow (vIn/dir)
BIS CD-860

(
50m 27s)

Jean-Jacques Kantorow and the
Tapiola Sinfonietta's previous SaintSaëns concert on BIS (containing the
apprentice symphony Urbs Roma,
Symphony 2and Africa) made highly
stimulating listening and this latest
anthology displays similar
interpretative characteristics. These
are sparky, intelligent performances,
scrupulously prepared and always
notable for their thrusting athleticism,
recreative flair and striking sense of
team-work. For some, Ifancy, it will
all be alittle too lacking in sheer
charm and personable warmth, but I
must say both the Havanaise and

Andrew Achenbach

Berliners are
delightfully
subtle: a
slight
comma
here, a
gentle
tapering
there, add
touches of
expression
without
interrupting

A—A*:1 0

SCHUBERT:
Octet in F D803
Berlin Philharmonic Octet
Nimbus NI 5577

the flow'
(
62m 40s)

This much-loved work is given an
interestingly fresh approach by these
fine musicians. They express the
music freely and flexibly — at times

Sir Charles

SCHUBERT:
Symphonies 8 & 9
Scottish CO/Mackerras
Telarc CD-80502

'The

Introduction et rondo capriccioso really
do emerge as freshly-minted here.
Kantorow and company also impart a
sinewy purposefulness and cleanlimbed dash to the miniature First
Violin Concerto and fine Moreau de
concert from 1880 (the same year as
the Third Violin Concerto). Ialso
liked the unsentimental, flowing way
with the lovely Romance (1874). All
told, agenuinely refreshing collection,
given sound of razor-sharp realism —
just apity there isn't more of it.

Mackerras,
and
(below)
with

(79m 28s)

This is abeautiful recording and it
provides an ideal texture for
Schubert. With natural horns, natural
trumpets, ideally light-toned
trombones and strings numbering
10/8/6/6/4, clear detail is achieved
within agraciously soft texture: the
phrase ` Concertgebouw-like' comes to
mind.
In his notes on Symphony 9the
conductor emphasises the importance
of keeping an identical pulse through
the link from the Alla Breve
introduction into the Allegro ma non
troppo, thereby avoiding the
traditional accelerando between the
two. A similar instance occurs in (iii).
Here the scherzo marks the pulse at
every bar, whereas the trio leans on
the beat every other bar creating a
half-pace feeling at an identical
tempo; and this means that the return
to the scherzo — the equivalent of
the effect in (i) mentioned above —
has no need for an accelerando.
Unfortunately, the sense of
continuous pulse is disrupted because
Mackerras permits the trio to slacken
pace (the effective pulse now becomes
less than half that of the scherzo) and
the repeated horn notes which
introduce the return of the scherzo
are forced to accelerate to reach tempo
primo.
This uncomfortable area apart,
most of this thoroughly prepared
reading is magnificent. Unhurried
tempi stride purposefully forward,
innumerable inner subtleties are
brought out and dramatic moments
take fire without overstatement. At
the close of (i) Schubert asks for a
twicestated full-orchestra repeat of
the introductory horncall at amuch
faster speed. Conductors such as
Karajan, Norrington and Toscanini

producer
James
Mallinson

take the composer at his word, but
Boult, Krips and Walter fail to
convince by slamming on the brakes
at the first reappearance of the theme.
Mackerras joins Barbirolli, Klemperer
and Kubelik in choosing the
musically logical second-best option
of slowing only at the last statement
of the theme.
Mackerras makes the repeat in (i)
(a rare event) and (iv) (avery rare
event), but in (iii) the proportions go
awry. Unaccountably he repeats only
the brief first part of the scherzo first
time round, and the short first part of
the trio. This detracts from both the
symmetry of the movement and the
overall proportions of the Symphony.
Compare Norrington's fully repeated
scherzo which takes 27% of his entire
performance, Mackerras's as
presented takes amere 15%.
Mackerras completes the disc with
avery beautiful Unfinished Symphony.
With such sensitivity of phrasing and
eloquent long-breathed melodic lines,
aminor indulgence such as a
lingering hornlink to the second
subject in (i) can easily be accepted. I
have not heard such warmth in this
work since the days of van Beinum:
which brings us back to the
Concertgebouw again.
Antony Hodgson

As:1(4) 0

the players grasp hold of themes and
surge forward with them joyfully, as if
having suddenly found adelightful
treasure; the second subject in the
Allegro of (i) is acase in point. This
may sound eccentric but in fact the
effect is of subtle, excellently
controlled rubato. This even works in
the dance movements: (iii) is a
scherzo in all but name and some
groups have aproblem with allthrough rhythm, but the Berliners are
delightfully subtle: aslight comma
here, agentle tapering there, add
touches of expression without
interrupting the flow. Much the same
happens with (y) which is an oldfashioned, charmingly formai minuet.
In (iv), agentle set of variations, the
players still achieve clear-cut overall
shape because they have the secret of
flexibility without undermining the
basic pace.
For me, along-time favourite
recording of this work has been by
the Gaudier Ensemble on ASV.
Theirs is avery different view of the
music featuring an earthy honesty,
with no liberties taken with tempo.
As each movement proceeds with
steady impulse, one gets caught up
with the firmness of expression and
the remarkable clarity. Their finale is
daringly slow but totally convincing
because of the rock-steady tempo. As
aperformance the new Nimbus now
joins it among my favourites. The
recording may worry some, however.
It is no fault of the engineers that the
strings are to the left and the winds
to the right, but Ifind this layout a
little uncomfortable, and the far-right
placed clarinet over-imposes at times
whilst the bassoon is modest by
comparison. Warm, colourful sound
otherwise: an ear-catching disc.
Antony Hodgson
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STRAVINSKY:
Petrushka ( 1947)/BARTOK: The
Miraculous Mandarin
LSO/Ch/Nagano
Erato 3984 23142 2

(
64m 52s)

Nagano's Petrushka is opulent and
large-scale, making the most of the
pared-down orchestration of 1947.
He has an undoubted feeling for the
colour and detail of this ballet,
striving for maximum clarity in the
more complex textures and anchoring
the work's development with an
unshakeable rhythmic drive. There
are many moments when this
approach is successful; where it is less
so one's attention is drawn, for
example, to the rather self-conscious
emphasis given to the cross-rhythms
and to the occasionally cautious
nature of Nagano's tempi, which tend
to hold the natural impetus and
exuberance of the score in check.
The overall impression is of a
performance whose concentration on
fine detail sometimes obscures the
broader picture of the work, and
which consequently sounds slightly
aloof from the earthiness of the
83
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work's peasant inspiration. It must
also be said that there are places
when the ensemble and intonation
are less than perfect; the trumpets
representing Petrushka's ghost have a
particularly uncomfortable moment at
29s into track 15. The wide-ranging
recording from the Watford
Colosseum is both apt and
impressive, giving the orchestral
sound acommendable distance and
space.
The Bartók is overall more
successful, and here Nagano creates
an appropriately eerie atmosphere by
giving full rein to the virtuosity of the
orchestra. The mandarin's glissando
motif slithers marvellously here, aided
by snarling brass and crisply
articulated strings. Tempi are broad,
sometimes exceptionally so, although
such aspacious unfolding of the
musical design is not without the risk
of occasional moments of
sluggishness.
There are certainly versions of this
work that deliver more in the way of
visceral excitement and pent-up
tension (Solti's classic reading on
Decca remains apersonal favourite)
but Nagano's eschewing of overt
barbarism makes for an impressive

Simpson
Canzona
for brass
Media morté
in vita SUMS

Tempi
Eppur si muove
for organ
CORYDON SINGE.
CORYDON BRASS
ENSEMBLE
MRS-rev*/ BEST
IA"

c;°41

SIMPSON:
Canzona U Media morte in vita
sumus j Tempi J Eppur si muove
Corydon Singers & Brass Ensemble/
Best/lain Quinn (organ)
Hyperion CDA 67016

(
68m 20s)

First and foremost an instrumental
composer, the late Robert Simpson
had great diffidence about the process
of word-setting, despite his deep
appreciation of the vocal music of
others, and he found it an almost
insuperable problem to discover
suitable texts. This splendid addition
to Hyperion's Robert Simpson series
includes the two choral works which
constitute his entire vocal output: yet
they demonstrate in their magnificent
handling of the medium that he could
have become equally important as a
composer for voices.
Media morte in vita sumus [
In the
midst of death we are in life] is a
resplendent and craggy motet for
chorus, brass and timpani. Simpson
NHS PEWS & PIECES* MEW

APPEL 1511

concentration on the more
introspective passages of the score.
The scene where the (uncredited)
wordless chorus depicts the
mandarin's lifeless body beginning to
glow with blue-green light is
particularly well-controlled [track 36],
and he handles the girl's seductive
dance at track 26 with alouche
elegance that suggests balletic poise
rather than dancehall sleaze.
In the face of alarge number of
alternative recorded versions of the
1947 Petrushka, including Stravinsky
himself and the showmanlike
Bernstein [both Sony], both of whom
are more in touch with the essential
humanity of the score, Nagano can
only merit aqualified
recommendation. His Bartók,
however, is well worth hearing.
John Kersey

A(1:2/1-2

TALL IS:
Complete Works, Vo1.3
Chapelle du Roi/Dixon
Signum SIGCD 003

(64m 37s)

This is afine issue, afollow-up to the
appearance early last year of the first
two volumes of what is planned as a
complete recording on nine CDs of

wrote his own text and had afriend
translate it into Latin to universalize
its significance — and also, one
suspects, to create that stony,
monumental quality which Stravinsky
sought by Latinizing Cocteau's text
for Oedipus Rex. The text is both a
statement of ' simple, practical
morality', as Matthew Taylor notes,
and as near ameditation on the
ultimate meaning of life as Simpson
could ever allow himself: not any
kind of religious consolation but a
belief in apurely human form of
immortality and purpose: ' every man
must strive to deserve remembrance.
Thus will he vivify the
unremembering generations after
him'.
The words of Tempi, for a cappella
chorus, are in one sense purely
abstract, for they consist entirely of
Italian tempo-indications and
expression marks: Adagio mesto,
Espressivo, Crescendo, Calmato and so
on, accelerating to Prestissimo...
Susurrando minaccioso... Furioso and
slowing to an Adagio molto intensivo
final span, dying away Morendo al
niente. Such an idea might have
served alesser composer for asimple
jeu d'esprit, but Simpson clearly felt
no text could be more concrete, for
the words simply describe the
motions and affects of the music
itself, without intervening metaphor
or literary evocation. The result,
improbably but very strikingly, is a
deeply impressive large-scale motet,
infused with humour indeed, but also
full of contrast, organic growth,
polyphonic subtlety and beauty.
Eventually, most of all in the

Tallis's collected works. On this
evidence we can look forward
confidently to amajor achievement.
The Christmas Mass Puer natus est
nobis, performed at St Paul's in 1554
by the combined Spanish and English
chapels royal in celebration of the
nuptial visit of the future Phillip II of
Spain to Mary Tudor, is sung here
within acontext of shorter sacred
pieces, the whole making a
convincing, moving CD. However,
the prospective purchaser should
know that there are two other very
recent versions, by The Tallis
Scholars and by The Sixteen. The
splendid seven-part Mass is
incomplete, lacking aCredo; other
missing passages have been skilfully
supplied. Alistair Dixon's Chapelle du
Roi is afine, well-balanced choir of
17 voices; the music is kept moving,
yet there is no loss of dignity, or of
expressivity. The other major pieces
included are the motets Beati
immaculati, Suscipe quaeso and Gaude
gloriosa. The recording (St Jude's,
Hampstead) is spacious, clear and
atmospheric. A useful booklet
contains not only the sung texts in
four languages, there is also adetailed
essay on Tallis's music for Queen

glowingly serene closing pages, it
comes to seem as profound an
emotional experience as any Bach or
Bruckner motet to some hallowed
verse of Scripture.
These superb pieces are however
outshone by Eppur si muove (1985),
Simpson's one and only composition
for the organ and, Iwould hazard to
say, one of the most important organ
works of the latter half of the century.
30m 55s long in this performance, it
is amajestic sequence of ricercar and
passacaglia, inspired by Galileo's
muttered disclaimer nut it moves,
nevertheless!') after he was forced by
the Inquisition to recant his belief
that the earth circled the sun. As so
often, the contemplation of the vast
processes of the universe called forth
some of Simpson's most profound
music, and though there are obvious
parallels with Nielsen's Commotio, for
which he had alifelong admiration,
the overwhelming impression is of
another Simpson symphony — indeed
an orchestral version might be avery
exciting enterprise.
Ian Quinn makes the most of his
chances for polyphonic virtuosity and
architectural shaping in this granitic
and challenging piece, and indeed all
the performers do the music proud,
including the Corydon Brass
Ensemble in the little Canzona,
probably Simpson's most often
recorded work. Simpson aficionados
will need no persuasion to buy this
marvellous disc, but enthusiasts for
the organ and choral music of our
century have every reason to make its
acquaintance too.
Calum MacDonald

'Naga no
creates an
eerie
atmosphere
by giving
full rein
to the
virtuosity
of the
orchestra.
The
mandarin's
glissando
motif slithers
marvellously
here, aided
by snarling
brass and
crisply
articulated
strings'

Robert Simpson
These works
were recorded
at Winchester
Cathedral and
St Jude's,
Hampstead
Garden Suburb
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Mary, and anote on the editions
used (nowhere, though, are Tallis's
dates given).
Peter Branscombe

A:1 0

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
Symphony 5 J Valiant-for-truth J
The Pilgrim Pavement' J Hymn.
tune Prelude on Song 13 by
Orlando Gibbons ( arr. Glatz) J The
Twenty-third Psalm ( arr. Churchill) ,
Prelude & Fugue in c2
1Carys Lane (sop)/Ian Watson, 2Malcolm
Hicks (ore/Richard Hickox Singers/
LSO/Hickox
Chandos CHAN 9666

(70m 48s)

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress is the
connection here: John Churchill's
1953 arrangement (soprano/mixed
chorus) of the Psalm allotted to the
Voice of a Bird in the opera; texts for

cycle (his Barbican concert series,
though, was with the Bournemouth
SO), setting aside the earlier Sea
Symphony on Virgin, then Hickox has
started with VW's greatest symphony.
In a 1998 interview, Richard
Hickox spoke of an ' indefinable sense
of magic' which he and the orchestra
had felt about the sessions, and this I
believe is evident. He has an
individual voice, distinct from those
of Barbirolli or Boult — though Sir
Adrian's slow movt on EMI develops
more organically. Hickox's overall
timing is over aminute longer, and I
worried alittle that the middle
section was possibly over-dramatised.
(I would have liked the cor anglais'
announcement of the theme to be
softer in both recordings — with
Previn and the LSO it emerges even
more bluntly from asoft haze; their

Richard
Hickox's new
Chandos disc
is of works by
Vaughan
Williams each

own character, afact finely realised
by these performers. Roel Dieltiens is
superbly responsive to the mood of
each, playing imaginatively and
accurately, and handling the often
demanding parts with complete
assurance. Some of his musical
RECOMMENDATION gestures may surprise the listener but
Sir Adrian Rouit 's all are implied in the scores; it takes a
recordings of
consummate artist to see them. The
Vaughan
anger in RV417(iii), the jog-trotting
Williams's
jollity of RV423(i), the wistful
Symphonies 3and
yearning of RV419(ii), all are
5are on EMI at
midprice
portrayed with rare insight. Dieltiens
plays avioloncello piccolo (literally
'viol-large little lintel) in RV405 and
415. This has afifth string and may
equate with the viola pomposa Bach
required for his sixth cello Suite. If
so, it would be played under the chin,
like aviola but larger, and was
probably invented by an osteopath
specializing in left-arm trauma. We
are not told whether Dieltiens suffers
thus, but he is awholly accomplished
proponent of its dark-toned, viol-like
sound. Most of these seven works are
rarely recorded; even if this were not
so this disc would be required
listening, for Dieltiens and his
Ensemble Explorations leave most
other period groups at the grid.

'Review

with links to the

Robert Dearling

A:1* 0

inspiration of
VIVALDI:
Violin Concertos RV229, 248, 260,
267, 349 & 363
Mariana Sirbu ( vinyl Music

Bunyan's
Pilgrim's
Progress

Philips 454 459-2
an elegaic motet in plainsong style,
Valiant-for-truth, prompted by the
death of afriend ( 1940); a 1934 New
York City Cathedral commission for
the dedication of a Pilgrim's
Pavement (soprano/chorus/organ);
and of course the thematically linked
Fifth Symphony. This in turn relates
to Prelude & Fugue, VW's
orchestration of two organ pieces,
premiered at the 1930 Three Choirs
Festival (though there are stronger
ties to job and Symphony 4). The
Gibbons piece was conceived as a
piano solo for Harriet Cohen in that
same year; Helen Glatz sought the
composer's consent to make this
strings transcription. Richard
Hickox's performance follows the
direction 'not too quick; and calm
with subconscious emotion'.
More or less suitable, the generous
acoustic of All Saints, Tooting, lends
a further unity to these 1997/98
productions, although the sound is
inconsistently diffuse in the Prelude &
Fugue. As to the two arrangements,
idiomatic and very moving, the
Hymn-tune Prelude must have
delighted VW, whereas the Psalm,
with its cooing accompanying voices
is adog's dinner of apiece, not
helped here by shades of Aled Jones's
`Walking in the Air'. (Ididn't like the
casting of the soprano in either
piece.)
If this is to become acomplete
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1970 RCA recording now sounds
dated.) This reading is most
profoundly touching, not at the
viola's gentle ` alleluia' in the coda of
(iii), but in the closing stretches of
the last movement. Surrender to this
and you may be moved to tears...
Christopher Breunig

A(C):1*/1

VIVALDI:
Cello Concerti — RV400 j 401 j
405 j 415 Ll 417 j 419 J 423
Roe! Dieltiens (vIc)/Ens Explorations
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901655

(
68m 02s)

How often does one listen in awe to
the opening of arecording, absorbing
every wondrous note, only to be
disappointed by reduced quality of
music and/or performance later? Not
this time! As the first Concerto,
RV401 in C-minor, unfolds, the sense
of period style and panache strike one
as absolutely, triumphantly right. The
tiny orchestra (two violins, viola,
cello, bass) are supported variously by
harpsichord (which refrains from
clattering away all the time, much to
the credit of player Attilio Cremonesi,
who also plays adiscreet organ
continuo in some works), lute and
guitar. This delicate accompaniment
sets the solo cello in perfect balance
in awarm and clear atmosphere, and
the alternation of continuo within
some movements is perfectly judged.
Each one of these works has its

'As the first
Concerto
unfolds, the
sense of
period
style and
panache
strike one as
absolutely,
triumphantly
right'

(
64m 04s)

Compared with Vivaldi played on
period instruments and with period
awareness, IMusici's performances
are in another world — which is not
to say that there is no room for
modern instrument Vivaldi. Some,
I'm told, prefer it, and Ican
sympathize with them, for the beefy
full string body in the tuttis, and the
modern-style virtuosity of the soloist,
give perverse satisfaction, and there is
no denying that IMusici play with
good attack and rhythmic
incisiveness.
This is another of those ` themed'
collections, the theme in this instance
being Anna Maria, one of the
foundlings in Vivaldi's Pietà, the
Venetian institute for orphaned and
abandoned girls. Anna Maria grew up
to be one of the main stars of the
Pietà orchestra. Vivaldi wrote 25
concerti for her, and it is from this
corpus that the present selection of
six is drawn. Iadmit to not having
heard all 238 of Vivaldi's violin
concerti, but these examples must be
amongst the grandest of them, and
one, RV363, bears apicturesque title:
Cornetto da Posta' [The
Posthom], in which the harmonically
limited signal of that instrument is
allowed to ascend excitedly as the
mailcoach approaches: a
representation, perhaps, of the
Doppler effect.
Mariana Sirbu, our latter-day Anna
Maria, may not find an easy way
APRIL Me
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round some of Vivaldi's most
convoluted passagework — perhaps
certain effects laid more conveniently
on aviolin of that period — but she
is a strong and nimble player, at her
best, perhaps, in RV260 in E-flat,
where some of the intricate fiddling is
excitingly executed. The close
recording allows her perhaps too
much prominence but it does not
neglect the orchestra. Philips's claim
for 'world premiere recordings' is
optimistic: Schlomo Mintz and the
Israel PO play five of these six works
on Music Masters 671202, and the
other work, `The Posthorn', has been
recorded at least once before, by, if I
recall, Toso on Erato. Nonetheless,
Sirbu's contribution is an attractive
example of ' traditional' Vivaldi
playing, and the music is vibrantly
original.
Robert Dearling
A:1 0
WELLESZ:
Violin Concerto Op.84 J Prosperos
Beschworungen Op.53
Andrea Duka Lowenstein (On), Vienna
Radio SO/ Albrecht
Orb° Ces 981

(
61m I5s)

The recording industry has taken its
time getting round to Egon Wellesz
(1885-1974). Although he was one of
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TCHEREPN1N:
Narcisse et Echo
Hague Residentie Orch & Cham Ch/
Rozhdestvensky
Chandos CHAN 9670

(
53m 12s)

With music by Nikolai Tcherepnin (a
pupil of Rimsky-Korsakov), Narcisse et
Echo was one of the first productions
given by Diaghilev's new company at
Monte Carlo ( 1911); choreography
was by Fokine, with set-design by
Bakst. Nijinsky and Karsavina were
principal dancers. The score required
alarge orchestra (used with
discrimination) and wordless chorus
— at times directed to sing ` it bouche
fermée'. The ballet began with a
daybreak over awoodland setting
peopled by various creatures; as they
awake, one plays aflute. All of this
suggests Ravel's Daphnis et Chloé, of
course, which was to be premiered
the following year. But this often
1041 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Schoenberg's earliest pupils (enrolling
just after Berg and Webern), his
reputation has tended to rest on his
achievements as the author of the first
accessible study of his teacher, as
Reader in Music at Oxford from
1947 and as aworld-renowned
authority on Byzantine music, rather
than on his large and superblyconstructed output of original work.
Yet Wellesz's copious production of
operas before the War, and even
more copious stream of symphonic
works after it, mark him out as a
composer well-suited to detailed
exploration on disc. Iremember
being impressed by BBC broadcasts
of his late symphonies at the end of
the 1960s, and I'd love to be better
acquainted with them.
Prosperos Beschwiirungen of 1934-5
(translated here as ' Prospero's Spell',
though ' Prospero's Conjurings' would
be better) is an excellent place to
start, since it marks the division
between the earlier and later stages of
Wellesz's output, and indeed of his
musical life. He had planned an
opera on Shakespeare's Tempest, but
found himself dispensing with voices
and instead writing aseries of
'symphonic scenes' for orchestra
depicting characters and events in the
play. It was premiered in 1938 by

extremely sensuous score also echoes
the works of another Rimsky pupil:
Firebird, and in the crescendo with
syncopated bass-drum in the
bacchanal of (iv), Le Sacre du
printemps.
Echo has been punished by the
wife of Zeus, who bade her distract
Hems whilst he turned his attentions
to the nymphs... She can only repeat
(echo) phrases spoken to her by
others. When she and Narcissus fall
in love with each other, he tires of
this; she prays for the gods to avenge
her rejection — cue thunder and
lightning. On his return to the stage,
he sees his reflection in apool and
becomes self-obsessed; Echo cannot
deflect his attention. When she
leaves, he is transformed into awhite
flower; the woodland creatures
reappear (as does the opening music)
to marvel at this sight.
The ballet was none too well
received, since Nijinsky was required
to mime only during the last quarter
of the action — not like the
Maryinsky Giselle which lost him his
job when, wearing too scanty a
loincloth, ` ces rotondities' came into
full view! But it seems extraordinary
that music of such absorbing quality
should only now be receiving a first
recording. Happily, Rozhdestvensky
conducts an excellent performance by
the Hague Orchestra (under
Svetlanov since 1992, in succession to
Vonk, who is now at St Louis), and
the Chandos production can hardly
be faulted.
Christopher Breunig

A:1 0

'Wellesz's
copious
production
of operas
before the
War, and
even more
copious
stream of
symphonic
works
after it,
mark him
out as a
composer
well- suited
to detailed
exploration
on disc'

Bruno Walter, who went on to repeat
the piece in Amsterdam: Wellesz
travelled to Holland for the
performance, and meanwhile the
Nazis invaded Austria, so he never
returned home but came to live in
this country instead. He wrote no
further music for another six years.
In effect, Prosperos Beschwiirungen is
aSecond-Viennese-School set of five
'orchestral pieces', but with a
pronounced lyrical and colouristic
aspect: though profoundly affected by
Schoenberg's teaching, the musical
language is not overtly serial and has
awealth of tonal reference,
resembling Berg and, even more,
Mahler in the final portrait of the
lovers Ferdinand and Miranda, which
shades into asymphonic adagio for
Prospero's great soliloquy. Some of
the faster music, on the other hand,
has points of contact with Wellesz's
German contemporaries such as
Goldschmidt and Kurt Weill. The
four-movt Violin Concerto of 1961 is
less overtly lyrical but highly
impressive, with ascintillating scherzo
and a substantial, resourceful cadenza
coming in the finale.
Altogether this is music of
distinction which grows on one with
repeated hearings, the work of a
composer of real stature who deserves
to be much better known. Andrea
Lowenstein is acapable and
committed soloist in the Concerto;
Gerd Albrecht's direction is efficient
enough, though Ican well imagine
more searching and incisive
performances. The recording too is
much more than adequate, though
occasionally murky in the most
complex of Wellesz's orchestral
textures.
Calum MacDonald

A- B:2

WOOLRICH:
Ulysees Awakes _1It is Midnight, Dr
Schweitzer J The Theatre
Represents a Garden: Night J A
Leap in the Dark _IFour Concert
Arias
Jane Atkins (vIa)/Eileen Huse and Adele
Eikenes (sops)/Christine Cairns (mezsop)/Orch of St John's, Smith Square/
Lubbock
ASV CD DCA 1049

(
68m 24s)

With nearly 100 works already to his
credit, John Woolrich (b.1954) is
Associate Composer to the Orchestra
of St John's. His output is mostly for
small ensembles, and includes music
for voice, chamber and choral groups,
the vocal settings ranging from simple
folk poetry to the visions of ETA
Hoffmann. Iwould style him as a
multi-faceted creator-visionary.
Perhaps the word ' re-creator' would
be more apt, since he sometimes
delves into amusical past to select
and spotlight music he loves and
admires, to give it 20th-century
meaning, like Ulysees Awakes (1989)
based on Monteverdi's // Ritorno
d'Ulisse in Patria. On the disc, Jane
Atkins and ten solo strings intertwine
87

the G-minor Gigue and D-minor
March) progress in amirrored
sequence of melodies and changing
harmonies before the music suddenly
freezes and peters out in arumble of
double-basses. The three originally
conceived works have timeless
qualities. It is Midnight, Dr Schweitzer
(1992) is the centrepiece of 11 short
abstract impressions of scrap-metal
constructions by Swiss sculpter Jean
Tinguely. Widely-spaced string
intervals between aminor-second and
major-seventh interlink, while A Leap
in the Dark (1994) divides, spreads
and compresses chorale and string
unisons to dramatic effect. [
These two
pieces reflect Woolrich's preoccupation
with things mechanical. Mus Ed]
Other-worldly, nocturnal happenings
are also the subject of Four Concert
Arias composed the same year, three
for solo singers and one, 'A Hymn to
the Night', for combined voices and
instrumental ensemble.
Performances and recording are
quite outstanding.
Bill Newman

A':1*

FANDANGO
'Scarlatti in Iberia' - works by
Scarlatti, Seixas, Larratiaga, Albero
arid Soler
Sophie Yates ( fled)
Chandos CHAN 0635

(69m 11s)

The Spanish Fandango may be a
courtship dance, thus accounting for
Sophie Yates's hesitant approach to
the famous Soler work, and perhaps
even to her later patches of rubato,
but Ifind the frequent disruption of
rhythm disturbing and affected.
Rafael Puyana may seem heavyhanded in his Mercury recording on
an all-singing, all-dancing modern
harpsichord, but his rock-steady pulse
brought terrific cumulative excitement
to this long ( 14m) work. Nor did
Puyana repeat the opening paragraph
at the end, as does Yates: he was
content to leave it hanging in the
'wrong' key, as did Soler.
A similar hesitancy, presumably
deliberate, appears elsewhere in this
recital but rarely so damagingly.
Scarlatti is represented by four of his
best sonatas ( K119, 461, 263, 492)
— indeed, there is scarcely adud in
the whole 555 of them! His pupil
Seixas supplies another four, and the
virtually unknown Larrafiaga and
Sebastian Albero yAfiaños two each.
It all makes for asplendid
programme of court music derived
from Iberian-Moorish ethnic dance
and song. Minor keys dominate to
bring out the more untamed aspect of
this folk art.

'It all
makes for
a splendid
programme
of court
music
derived from
IberianMoorish
ethnic dance
and song.
Minor keys
dominate to
bring out
the more
untamed
aspect of
this folk art'

Christopher Breunig A':1*- 1 / 3 0
FRENCH SPECTACULAR
BIZET: Suites from Carmen and
L'Arlesienne/DUKAS: The Sorcerer's
Apprentice/OFFENBACH: Gaîté
Parisienne (excerpts)
Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio
France/Yutaka Sado

Yates plays amodern reproduction
of a 1679 instrument in what sounds
like asmallish corner of Forde
Abbey, Somerset. It is anatural
sound without undue mechanical
noise.
Robert Dearling
Sophie Yates

&ato 3984 23298-2
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RICHES AND DREAMS
Scottish International Piano
Competition 1998
Katya Apekisheva, Luiza Borac, Graham
Caskie, Alon Goldstein, Sam Haywood,
Terhi .1ááskeláinen, Alexander Kobrin,
Viv McLean, Marina Nadiradze, Roger
Owens & Alexander Taylor (pno)
Classical Recording Company CRC 813-2
(78m 35s) recorded live

Next month: Haydn's Sturm
und Drang Symphonies from
Brüggen; more Great Pianists
of the Century reissues
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Iam grateful to Bryce Morrison, who
chaired the judging panel for the
1998 competition (and formerly
reviewed for HFNIRR), for drawing
this limited edition CD to my
attention. He did so primarily for the
Australian composer Graham Hair's

commissioned test-piece Wild Cherries
and Honeycomb (
aclue to its
difficulties may be gleaned from the
booklet inside cover photo), played
here by Alexander Taylor — joint
second-prize winner, who received an
additional prize for his performance.
All but one of those who reached
round two are represented; we hear
both aSteinway and afine-sounding
Yamaha, notably in Graham Caskie's
'Oiseaux tristes' (Ravel) and the 18
year old Alexander Kobrin's
astonishingly authoritative account of
Scriabin's Sonata 5. One of the
youngest competitors, he won first
prize.
You would expect freshness from
these artists — listen to Roger
Owens's account of the ravishing
Rachmaninov G-major Prelude,
Op.32:5, or Marina Nadiradze's
Scarlatti group (musically interesting
if flawed) — but not perhaps such
consistently bold individuality.
Goldstein is almost convulsively
charged in Debussy's ` Feux
d'artifice'; Haywood's Haydn Sonata,
Hob.XVI/23, is witty and elegant;
McLean impudently chose
Shchedrin's Basso ostinato, and the
Finnish pianist, resolved and
impressive, three Danzas argentinas by
Ginastera. Only the Romanian, Luiza
Borac, disappoints in clangorous,
erratic Chopin Etudes, Op.25:8 & 10,
awash with pedal.
Fortunately, the live recordings are
very fine and with aminimum of
noise from the auditorium. Hair's
transcendental study bursts aloft from
its bass grumblings, setting off a
toccata requiring the player to pounce
down on chord patterns interspersed
with melodic snatches, whilst keeping
smooth the underlying moto perpetuo.
It would be good to hear more of his
music.

This disc is
available from
RSAMD, 100
Renfrew Street,
Glasgow G2
3DB, at f9.99
incl. postage

(
69m)

On the strength of this recital, Yutaka
Sado is certainly amusician of
passion. These are feisty
performances, given with
concentration and panache. The
playing is not lacking in subtlety
despite Sado's driving tempi. My only
grumble concerns the bitty nature of
the programme: surely it would have
been more sensible to have given
Gairé Parisienne complete and drop
(say) the Carmen suites or Sorcerer's
Apprentice? The excerpts are
imaginatively phrased, witty and very
well played. Erato's 20-bit recording
lacks air; it sounds as if Radio
France's Olivier Messiaen Hall has a
rather dry, unflattering acoustic, and
this robs the music of space and
APRIL SISS
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their variations on the Greek hero's
aria.
The Theatre Represents A Garden:
Night (1991) was inspired by the
Mozart Centenary and takes its title
from the the final act of The Marriage
of Figaro. Busoni's version of the
Fandango from the opera, and a
series of short excerpts and fragments
(including Tchaikovsky's Mozartiana,

Classical Reissues
depth. Nice booklet and inlay art,
though the cover picture makes Sado
look like the only man on the planet
who could conduct Stocldiausen's
Gnepen unaided!
James M Hughes
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ESSENTIALY SCOTTISH
Piano music by Cramer, Kiallmark,
Mackenzie, Bantock, Chisholm &
Stevenson
Ronald Brautigam (pno)
Koch Swann 31590 2

(
66m 52s)

Ronald Brautigam's unusual
programme, spanning 200 years,
carries the subtitle ' Piano Music from
Scotland', which stretches definitions
rather far. JB Cramer (of piano
method fame) was an Anglicized
German, the virtually unknown
George Kiallmark aLondon-born
pupil of Moscheles and Kalkbrenner.
Each offers variations on aScots air,
in mid-Classical maner; in addition,
Cramer's Fy let us a' to bridal was
originally the Rondo finale of apiano
sonata, and agood one too. Come to
that, Granville Bantock was equally
innocent of Scots blood, and his
Scottish Scenes, though mildly
diverting, are mere exercises in local
colour, like his many pieces of
Oriental extraction.
The authentic Scots are
represented by more impressive
pieces. Indeed Sir Alexander
Mackenzie's Scenes in the Scottish
Highlands, asubstantial and
eloquently Brahmsian triptych
composed in 1880, is further
testimony (following on Hyperion's
disc of orchestral works) that the
Scottish director of the RAM was a
composer of considerable gifts. Erik
Chisholm's Harris Dance, adissonant
little piece of Gaelic Bartokquerie, is
afascinating hint of what may await
discovery in his large and virtually
unknown output.
Brautigam brings his programme
up to date with Ronald Stevenson,
not adomestic Scot but domiciled in
the Lowlands for over 40 years and
deeply involved with Scotland's
musical culture. Insofar as he has a
model for his personal dealings with
folk-music it is Grainger rather than
Bartok, especially in the deft and
deeply-probing miniature movements
of the South Uist Folksong Suite. The
Three Scottish Ballads are larger
pieces, well contrasted and infused
with contrapuntal subtlety. (Two of
them were previously recorded by
Murray McLachlan for Olympia —
it's good to have all three, opening
with the Graingeresque 'Lord
Randal'.)
Brautigam lavishes care and
commitment on everything he plays,
even Stevenson's tiny children's
pieces, A Wheen Tunes for Bairns tae
Spiel. Koch's piano sound is
pleasingly natural, but some of the
Scots dialect in the various titles has
clearly overtaxed their typesetters.
Calum MacDonald
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Ppick up a.•.
The launch of Penguin Music Classics
The CDs
have
introductory
essays by
leading
writers.
Better than
Henry Kelly
then?

ALFREI› BRENDEL
4culmtv of St Nelmn.In.dx-Feld•

fyou want to know how music has
II touched someone's life you can hardly
do better than tune in to Michael
Berkeley's Saturday programme Private
Passions on Radio 3. Now, in ajoint.
venture between Penguin Books and
PolyGram, atotal of 50 classical
recordings drawn from the Decca, DG and
Philips catalogue is to appear, presented
in Penguin Classics house- style, each with
an introductory essay by aleading
contemporary author. Those 'intimidated
by the multiplicity of choice', will find 'a
writer they know, talking about the CD in
acompanionable way', it is claimed.
The repertoire includes concertos by

OVER THE CHRISTMAS PERIOD
Ifound myself transfixed by an item
from Natalie Wheen's Radio 3broadcast
'The Year 1905'. It was the last section
of Strauss's Salome, in the Culshawproduced Nilsson/Solti Decca recording
with the VPO, now remastered (along
with five other Strauss operas) using the
latest Cedar technology — with Stolzef
Hoffman/Wüchter/Kmennt [
414 414-2,
2CDs, 99m 26s, ® 1962]. Not only is a
full German-English libretto included,
but asupplementary illustrated booldei
with essays by James Lock (supervisor of
the reprocessing) and Michael Kennedy
(Solti vis-à-vis Strauss). Culshaw's team,
the singers and orchestral players must
have been thrilled to hear what went on
to tape — one of the great, great Decca
recordings, it is still arevelation,
deserving of more than just d*:1* 0.
Sir Thomas Beecham was always agreat
champion of Richard Strauss, inviting the
composer to London at B5 for
celebratory concerts. Ein Heldenleben was
programmed and two months later
Beecham made his first RPO recording
(a later one was issued ' In memoriam',
as with Barbirolles) which is now on
both Biddulph and Testament, with
Salome's Dance, the Interlude from

Bruch [Chung], Mendelssohn/Tchaikovsky
[Milstein], Mozart [Brendel] and
Rachmaninov [Ashkenazy], the 'New
World' [Kertesz] and Pathétique [
Karajan]
symphonies, etc: all three-star choices in
the Penguin Guide, but some worthier than
others. Whether names like Kazio Ishiguro,
Michael Ignatieff or Edmund White will
inspire the necessary confidence, or
whether their essays will necessarily 'make
the classics more accessible' is
questionable. To read that 'the very form
of the [Bach Goldberg] Variations is an
exercise in the recapitulation and recovery
of the past... To listen to the language of
music is to purify the language of our
feelings' is to find speculation rather than
elucidation - but better that than (to take a
second example) the 450 or so words
penned by Tom Sharpe, which are pure
self-indulgence. Penguin Music Classics are
to retail at asuggested £7.99:
substantially above the Naxos price point
-although mail order companies are
undercutting prices on the 20 already
available by 15% or more.

Richard
Strauss
remasterecl
Intermezzo and the Love Scene from
Feuersnot. The next generation of Strauss
interpreters would, as Paperno writes in
his book [
see next page], '
drawl' or ` timestretch' his music — though Karajan's
timing is only 21
/m longer than here.
2
Beecham is nevertheless quite spacious in
the introduction, and this recording has
some memorable wind playing from the
orchestra he had founded only the
previous year. Ihadn't remembered the
sound as being so dim, distant or dry
from the WRC LP transfer, however. A
terrific Salome's Dance (and very
different from Solti's) but aguarded
recommendation overall [
Biddulph
WHL 056, 65m 23s, mono rec.1947].
The Biddulph notes credit Anthony
Griffith with the original recording; WRC
stated that he made the LP transfer from
78s produced/engineered by Lawrence
Collingwood/Arthur Clarke.

H(D):1 -1* D

Christopher Breunig
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Classical Keissues
The art of ZYX

T

he reproduction of works of art has
been an accepted marketing device ever
since the LP sleeve moved away from the
drab card covers of the 78rpm era. But I
can only think of two or three instances
where record companies hive drawn
attention to their choices: for the Fontana
'Masters of Art' series which included a
print inside the 12in sleeve; the CFPcommissioned covers for ageneration of
new young pianists ( Ian Hobson et al);

NOTES OF A MOSCOW PIANIST
by Dmitry Paperno. 236 pages incl. notes,
index, ex. Hardback, £ 19.99. Published
by Amadeus Press.
ISBN 157467 034 4.
Lovers of Russian composers and
performers will relish Dmitry
Paperno's book about the Golden Age
of Russian music and musicians. In
his preface the author stresses that
'This is not an autobiography. The
reader is presented with events as they
develop chronologically through the
eyes of aparticipant and witness... I
have tried to do this without vanity,
however, following the advice of
experienced writers of memoirs, so as
not to distort the book's message'.
The true facts come acro ,,s with
dynamic reality, the brutal repression
of the Stalin years, through to
Paperno's eventual emigration to take
up his teaching post in America. We
read about his great teacher,
Goddenweiser, and his rival Igumnov,
moving on to Neuhaus (who taught
Richter), their methods in class, the
talks and behaviour behind the scenes,
how they prepared their students for
competitions, and above all, the way
they were able to carry on, as
privileged dignatoftes in their
profession, while others Isuch as the
composer Miaskovsky] suffered
ignominy. If you miss obt on the
thread of events, the Notes and
Epilogue at the end of the book will
fill in the gaps.
This book contains insights and
records happenings that compel you
to concentrate on every word; you
might almost believe you are
engrossed in aTo/stoy novel. The
roll-call of artists is formidable —
Arrau, Ashkenazy, Auer, Barbirolli,
Ile NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and the Eliette von Karajan paintings for
DG's ' 100 Masterworks' edition.
Now ZYX Music is packaging Melodiya
reissues with 67x77mm reproductions of
'modern' Russian paintings with artist
biographies. And there's the rub. The
translations from the most stilted texts
imaginable reach anew low — the painter
Georgij Moroz, whose ` beloved
environments are the surroundings of
Peterborough' is ' called.., to bring the
richness of past culture in the chaotic, wild
contemporanity'. Maya Kopitzeva, whose
'father was an employee', her teachers
'famous educationalists and methodists',
respectively moves to Zagorsk, is supported
by AD Zagorsk and later meets him again
as Professor AD Zaajcev. She apparently
'knows how to work with an easel'; the
'frontal view is important in her
landscapes'; and her ' ability to put the
spontaneous feeling at first place' shows
incredible professionalism.
As to the music notes (such as they are),
Rachmaninov received piano tuition ' from
amusic student of the Moscow
conservatory'; Rimsky-Korsakov was
intruced [
sic] to write asymphony;
Shostakovich's Tenth is conjectured upon,

Barère, Barshai, Bashkirov, Berman,
Busoni, Casals, Clibum, Cortot,
Curzon, Davidovich, Dichter, Enescu,
Flier, Fou T'song, Gilds, Golovanov,
Gould, Grinberg, Harasiewicz,
Horowitz, Kogan, Nikolayeva, Oborin,
Oistrakh, Rachmaninov, Richter,
Rozhdestvensky, Rostropovich,
Rubinstein, Shafran, Sofronitsky,
Sokolov, Svetlanov, Temirkanov,
Vishnevskaya, Zak.
Paperno, afine pianist who suffered
from stage fright and encountered a
weakness in one of his hands, is their
disciple, describing everything with
truthfulness and affection (where
due). There is ashort discography at
the back of the book: it would be
good to have the recordings here,
together with those in Moscow
archives.
Bill Newman
Paperno's narrative is especially
interesting when he deals at length with
the ordeals of the 1955 Warsaw
Competition, playing alongside
Ashkenazy, Fou T'song, et al: there are
telling stories about Michelangeli, who
was ajuror - seeking opinions on
Rachmaninov's Fourth Concerto (which
he was to record for EMI two years
later), melting to his recital audience and
giving the whole of Brahms 'sHandel
Variations as an encore, and responding
to praise by telling his young admirers
they `should listen to Lipatti'.
Mus Ed
BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE TOP
1000 CDs GUIDE
Second Edition, edited by Erik Levi and
Calum MacDonald; 368 pages.
Paperback, £ 10.99. Published by BBC
Worldwide Lid.
André Previn once wrote anumber,
'Who Reads Reviews?'. Remove the

but doesn't feature in the 2CD package,
likewise we are told alittle of Glazunov's
First Symphony but the Second is the one
included. The performances are nearly all
USSR orchestras under Svetlanov:
Glazunov's Raymonda, Symphony 2,
Stenka Razin and other short works
(various cond.) [CIA 10006-2, 135m 39s,
»1982/90] A-D:1-3 0;
Rachmaninov's Symphony 2 [ Bolshoi
Theatre Orch], Symphonic Dances, Vocalise
and The Bells [
CIA 10008-2, 138m 57s,
*1969-88 S-C:1-2; Shostakovich's
Symphonies 5, 9 and 7 ' Leningrad' [CIA
10011-2, 147m, ®1968/78] A-D:1*/3.
Despite the disgraceful presentation, and
aprice point well above the comparable
BMG/Melodiya ` twofers', which duplicate
some of this material, the transfers are not
dissimilar (although at higher levels). Each
set has ahigh point: the Glazunov
symphony°, Shostakovich's Ninth — we've
only had Kondrashin's and
Rozhdestvensky's cycles on BMG — and
Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances° (°live).
Svetlanov's performances are always
thoroughly prepared, if not wholly likeable:
cg, his hurried ' Leningrad' (i) which ends
in raucous distortion. Christopher Breunig

music (afine piece of jazz) but
the question will remain intact,
PIANIST by Dmitry Papers.
and will, Iexpect, defy a
complete answer because even
comprehensive surveys don't
uncover certain elements of
anonymity that always
surround the readers of any
journal. Who really are they?
And what, in truth, do they
expect from their adjudicators?
Erik Levi speaks of ' afresh
approach in the writing of
reviews' but there is nothing
here that is radically different. The
language of criticism is, on the whole,
somewhat entrenched; and perhaps
What was it
really like to
readers of many publications like it
study music
that way. Nevertheless, this one sports
under the
some excellent writing, some that is
superficial and some that gives the
Soviet system?
Dmitry
impression that the reviewers involved
haven't listened carefully at all. It's
Pa perno's
the usual mixture. Some technical
memoirs offer
chilling insights
assessments are way off the mark too.
- leavened with
But you won't have even an inkling of
the black
the cause because this Guide, like
humour
every other guide or journal of its
essential for
kind, doesn't name the playback
survival in
equipment used. It is, after all, the
th.)se
medium of communication: shame
treacherous,
that editors have apparently no
repressive days.
interest in its quality. Still, this book
Lazar Berman,
very usefully complements its
for example,
competitors. Whether it is, as claimed,
dared to keep a
'the most user-friendly guide to
notebook of
classical music on CD' is debatable.
sclec ism sby
Nalen Anthoni
the despised
Marxist-Leninist
An essential to the pleasure of reading
tutors
is the look and feel of the page. In this
case, the Guide has been engineered
down to aprice, and in consequence I
wouldn't want to give it shelf-room even though this may mean throwing out
baby and bathwater!
Mus Ed
N( SI LS of a Mt
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ensemble interaction few are capable
of today. In contrast, 1978's
Simplicity Of Expression — awash
with anonymous musicianship and
dodgy soul vocals — is disposable.
Cobham: a prodigious drummer
distracted from greatness by the lure
of the hit. A:1-3
SAMMY DAVIS JR
IT'S ALL OVER BAR THE SWINGIN'/
IGOTTA RIGHT TO SWING!

cover
artwork

Universal/MCA MCLD 19384

SIMON VINCENT
REALM
Vision of Sound VSCD5

(17m 39s)

The versatile Vincent plays piano in
the improvising trio Stirfry, stages
funk and hip-hop nights, and his
electroacoustic compositions have
been performed at the Huddersfield
Contemporary Music Festival. He
also appeared on This Music Is Silent
Until You Listen, a CD curated by
Martin Archer. This swishes sound
about — waves of static and
interference — with a sense of
drama that indicates Vincent know ,,
what he's up to. I've no idea, but
it's intriguingly original, if brief —
stylishly presented too. A:1 0

'This swishes
sound about
with a sense
of drama
that indicates
Vincent
knows what
he's up to.
I've no idea,
intriguingly
original'

BILLY COBHAM
MAGIC/SIMPLICITY OF EXPRESSION,
DEPTH OF THOUGHT

92

(
76m 43s)

Airshots and live transcriptions from
Billy Berg's Club in Hollywood in
1946. Slim Gaillard takes off from
Cab Calloway and ' Fly Right'-era
King Cole, and then gets crazy: the
missing link between King Curtis
and Kurt Schwitters. Gaillard scats
and plays piano and guitar, Barn
Brown plays bass; on ' Caliente'
they're joined by violinist Papa John
Creach (who starred in Hot Tuna
and Jefferson Starship in the early
1970s). Writing in Jazz Journal,
Steve Voce compared Slim Gaillard
to Spike Milligan. On the nail:
thanks to Ronnie Scott and his crew
of Soho bohemians, Gaillard's
species of jive surrealism did indeed
reach England as ' Goons humour'.
Brill-aroonie! H:1 D

(44m 28s)

GEORGE HASLAM
DUOS EAST WEST

(77m 47s)

A two-album
reissue in
Columbia's ' two
on one' CD
series. Magic
was recorded in
1977, abrave
attempt to keep
the fusion fad
fizzling. Joachim
Kuhn and Pete
Maunu zip up and down their
electrified axes (keyboards and
guitar), every lick pinned down by
Billy Cobham's astonishingly
subdivided beats. Such garish
virtuosity sounds better when allied
to more pungent harmonic writing
(Ulmer, Shannon Jackson, Geri
Allen), but it's still a mode of

SLIM GAILLARD
THE ABSOLUTEST VOUTEST! '46
Hep CD28

A famous NYC studio-recording
made for Bill Laswell's Celluloid
label in 1983. John Zorn (alto),
George Lewis (trombone) and
Derek Bailey (guitar) begin with
chirrups and squeaks, almost a
parody of modernist sound dispersal,
then inch towards jazzy exchanges.
A sense of humour pervades the
session, aided by Zorn's sax-quacks
and game-calls. George Lewis's
trombone adds puff and grandeur.
Sparkling good fun. A:1 D

Columbia 492526

The great entertainer emulates
Sinatra, Ray Charles and even Lloyd
Price (check the glitzy R&B of ' Mess
Around') backed by fine Hollywood
arrangements (Morty Stevens in
1957 and Sy Oliver in 1960). Not as
classy as the bratpacker's Marty
Paich sides, but still wowie-zowie.
Eric Dolphy is in the sax section for
four numbers — he doesn't take a
solo, but you can pick out his
keening alto a couple of times (so
this is what Dolphy was up to
between Chico Hamilton and his
debut Outward Bound). A:1

but it's

BAILEY/LEWIS/ZORN
YANKEES
Chady CDGR221

(
79m 08s)

Slam CD309

George Haslam

(
60m 45s)

George Haslam's satisfying baritone
sax in duets with two pianists:
Vladimir Solyanik in Kiev and
Ruben Ferrero in Buenos Aires.
Solyanik evinces the madcap strain
of Russian jazz, flamboyance and
humour injecting spontaneity into
his classical chops. He locks Haslam
into infectious tangles, all excellently
recorded (apart from atiny glitch at
4m 19s on 'The Road To Odessa')
at the Ukrainian Broadcasting
Company by Mikhail Didkovsky.
Ferrero is a gentler talent, able on
an Astor Piazzola tango, occasionally
sentimental, but suitable as a foil.
Haslam is always exciting and
swinging, dislocating the blues into a
fascinating jigsaw on 'Which

Brother?'. His ability to listen, let
the environment in, recalls Loi
Coxhill (the highest praise). Sergei
Verbidski's artful cover painting —
'Black Roses' — hallucinates
chinoiserie in the wallpaper. Global.
A: 1 0
JOE MORRIS QUARTET
A CLOUD OF BLACK BIRDS
AUM Fidelity AtIM009

(
57m 36s)

Guitarist Joe Morris favours a kind
of pure-tone super bebop. Jerome
Deupree, who drummed on Morris's
magnificent double-album Human
Rites a decade ago, is back. After a
series of duets with contemporary
names (William Parker, Matthew
Shipp, Ivo Perelman), it's good to
hear Morris lead his own ensemble.
Bassist Chris Lightcap's style is
doggedly swinging, yet open to
layered musical events. Mat Maneri
contributes violin choking with
expressive angst, then pushes
through into explosive climaxes.
Morris's nagging tunes remind one
that effective jazz composers tip
players into new ways of relating,
and there is scalding playing here.
To pull off music that's both
original and foot-tappingly attractive
has to evince a modicum of genius.
A:1 0
PANDELIS KARAYORGIS
HEART AND SACK
Leo Lab CD048

(
50m 51s)

Pianist Karayorgis is a graduate of
Boston's New England
Conservatory, where he met violinist
Mat Maneri. The latter doesn't play
here, but supervises the 8-track
analogue recording — his
sympathetic ear results in superb
sound. The accompanists also hail
from the ' Boston axis': drummer
Randy Peterson is from Joe Maneri's
band, and bassist Nat McBride from
Joe Morris's.
The title's pun on Thelonious
Monk's ' Hackensack' is apt: though
capable of cool, postWebern
stylings, Karayorgis' touch is closer
to Monk than to Bill Evans. In fact,
it's his will to swing which lands
him in ' atonal' clusters; dissonance
here is funky rather than austere.
Each note is pondered and meant —
plunked with Monkish deliberation.
The trio achieve an unfacile groove,
apersonal way of rethinking the
boogie. Top-notch. A:1 0
ANDY SHEPPARD
LEARNING TO WAVE
Provocateur PVC1016

(
64m 52s)

Sax-star Andy Sheppard's MOR
instrumentals: padded and folksy,
devoid of muscle and push. One
suspects his high standing amongst
arts funders — two tunes here were
commissioned to celebrate the
redevelopment of Norwich Arts
Centre — is due to omission of all
APRIL 11191
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Jazz
tis not often that you can
announce the reissue of one of the
greatest jazz albums, but that is the
case with Archie Shepp's The Way
Ahead [
IMP12722, 60m 23s].
Recorded in 1968 with a sextet, this
is an album of atmospheric and
scarily heavy blues, Shepp's
surrealistically exaggerated tenor sax
isolated in deep echo courtesy Bob
Thiele's atmospheric production.
Ron Carter's bass never sounded so
tough either. It ends with a
devastatingly romantic reading of
Ellington's ' Sophisticated Lady'.
On the cusp of jazz tradition and
modernist excess, Shepp has the
poise and righteous political anger to
make his magic theatre work:
though rarely mentioned, this album
is the equal of Kind Of Blue. As with
all these Impulse! reissues, original
purchasers will regret producer
Michael Cuscuna's meddling (here
he's added in the only two surviving
tracks from Kwanza, an inferior
holler-and-chant effort). As:1* •
Altoist Marion Brown's Three For
Shepp [
IMP12692, 34m 47s] is a
dynastic follow-on to Archie Shepp's
Four For Trane (
where John
Coltrane posed on the cover). Here
Shepp poses under awoolly hat and
Brown glowers at the camera, his
buy-my-album militancy aided by a
take-no-prisoners interview with
Frank Kofsky. The music is lesser
than The Way Ahead (an MC Lyte
to Shepp's Ice-T), but still trenchant
and sparky. Unfortunately the
pianist is Dave Burrell, whose main
claim to fame is making unlistenable
records for BYG and drowning
early-' 90s David Murray ballad
albums in sugar. Grachan Moncur
III as usual plays great trombone.
A:1
Saxophonist Dewey Redman must

be credited with revealing to this
writer that Black Jazz still survives in
the States (Leeds Trades Club 1985,
wow!), but truth to tell, The Ear Of
The Behearer from 1973 [
IMP12712,
64m 47s] is a scrappy quilt of subFree Jazz whorls; here a Cuscuna
addition (`Joie De Vivre' from
Coincide) is welcome, as it presents
Dewey's heartstopping tenor in close
focus. A:1 Saxophonist Pharoah
Sanders hoped his cosmo-arabian
religio-modal mantra-jazz would
reach the people; it couldn't because
it was devoid of both jazz-art and
funk-smarts, but here it is anyway:
Deaf Dumb Blind: Summun Bukmun
Umyun [
IMP12652, 39m 084. A:1
Alice Coltrane's Monastic Trio
[IMP12672, 57m 14s] is preceded by
two tracks that originally appeared
— without John — on the
Alice/John Coltrane release Cosmic
Music. Alice is an intelligent pianist,
as one can tell by her deft responses
to tenorist Pharoah Sanders, but it's
only when drummer Rashied Ali
cuts in and we return to the original
Monastic Trio tracks that the music
gets serious. Unfortunately, Alice
lost all rhythm and grip when she
took up her harp. Soundbytes of
John's pronouncements on religion
don't help, but some of the trio
interaction here — Garrison's bass
in extraordinary sympathy with Al's
bass drum — is bewitching. A:1
Finally, three releases created by
Cuscuna's desire to reassemble
previously separated sessions. Albert
Ayler's raw tenor split the audience:
fierce condemnation met equally
passionate lionizing. His freewheeling testifying can be stomachchumingly vivid, but in Live In
Greenwich Village: The Complete
Impulse! Recordings [
IMP22732,
2CDs, 134m 09s] from 1965/7, there

the aspects that define jazz:
character, swing, assertion, fire.
Learning To Wave is the musical
equivalent of shopping at
Sainsburys: stacked with stuff, but
bland-unto-death. The modulations
on Peshwale are so crass the
composer should be hung, drawn
and quartered. Grover Washington
Jr's smarm without the redeeming
sexual innuendo. Recording is
diffuse, edgeless and plummy. Off
with you, testcard celebrity square!
A-13:3

contends in his liner notes, Ware's
quartet (Matthew Shipp — piano,
William Parker — bass, Susie Ibarra
— drums) translate jazz tradition
into the present tense, an operation
requiring state-of-the-art
musicianship and a momentous will
to risk. Ware's sax unearths
unheard-of harmonies, Shipp
responds with chords that twinkle:
stained glass windows glimpsed at
the end of a long, dark nave. Shipp
resuscitates Alice Coltrane's gospel
highs, but threatens her slcyblue
sublimity with thunder, as
unpredictable and mighty as the
weather. Ibarra has the polyrhythmic
depth to pick up and expand any
inflection. The splice of expressionist
ugliness and analytical sparkle recalls
Frank Zappa's habit of placing epic
guitar distortions within finicky
metrics. With Ware, Late Trane is
riven with the experimental
arbitrariness of Free Improvisation;

DAVID S WARE
GO SEE THE WORLD
Columbia CK 69138

(
68m 06s)

Cause for celebration: tenor
saxophonist David Ware on amajor
label. Hopefully his sonorous,
serious music will stimulate ears
tiring of fusion fluff and retro
sterility. As guitarist Joe Morris
NM MEWS A RECORD REVIEW
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are patches where his simplistic
gospel nines and structureless
hollering become irksome: reissue
largesse has swamped an album that
was nearly (but not quite) the equal
of the essential Spiritual Unity. A:1
Sam Rivers is a force in NYC
jazz: it was concerts held in ` loft'
spaces like his (issued under the
name Wildflowers) that provided a
term for creative jazz in the 1970s.
Trio Live [
IMP12682, 63m 28s1
collates Rivers's work from 1973,
material previously scattered over
three vinyl albums (
Impulse! Artists
On Tour, Hues and No Energy
Crisis). For speed and precision, you
cannot fault Rivers's multiinstrumental talent (tenor, soprano,
flute, piano), but Barry Altschul's
drumming is so lacking in funk, the
take-up of late Trane becomes dry
and academic: impressive rather
than moving. A:1
Mixed [
IMP12702, 70m 19s] by
The Cecil Taylor Unit and Roswell
Rudd Sextet joins three tracks
Taylor recorded for Into The Hot:
Gil Evans Presents in October 1961
to the album Everywhere Rudd
recorded for Impulse! in 1966. The
rationale is that Rudd played on one
of Taylor's tunes, but after the
latter's hair-raising velocity (as
Cuscuna has it, if anyone says Cecil
Taylor is not rooted in R&B after
hearing this, they must be `(s)tone
deaf!), Rudd's sextet sounds
theatrical and untogether, the
contemporary Shepp troupe without
the galvanising lead voice. A:1
Cuscuna justifies his rejigs by
pointing out that the artists had little
input on how their music reached
their public, but it's still a fact that
— though surely motivated by fierce
love of the music — his concoctions
diminish the impact of the originals.

David SWare Quartet: Matthew Shipp, Susie Ibarra,
David Ware and William Pat ker
order is then drawn from chaos in a
process both inexorable and taxing.
Heavy. A:1 0
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ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK
THE DANCE ALBUM
(
57m)

The Hit Label AHLCD 61

Engelbert surely can't know how right he is
in opening frock ' Quando Quando
Quando' when he sings ' Every moment's a
day, every day seems a lifetime'. Having

put this in the player several lifetimes ago,
time is standing still and I'm trapped in my
own personal hell of plodding 'dance'
rhythms and kitsch latin stylings that would
be laughable from Mike Flowers Pops.
Worse, the massed critical fraternity of the
UK has taken the album to its heart. Five
stars in The Express and 'apumping
collection of dance mixes' in the Daily Mail.
A Few critics, clearly, enjoy it mostly as
comic relief, but this kind of irony ill-Fits
reviewers who should know better. Most
weeks bring several albums which are
great, or at least, worth hearing.
Unfortunately critics are now too jaded to
seek those out, preferring the easy option
of waffling about whatever falls into their
laps. This album is dire and desperate and
there's nothing funny about pretending
otherwise.
Johnny Black

A:5 •

Our Arnold's at it. again, re- inventing
himself. First he was Gerry Dorsey,
mainstream mogul of little consequence.
Then he became Engelbert, multi-million
selling heart-throb to the panty-wetting
brigade, aVegas venue-filler of distinction.
Next, remembering where Release Me
originally stemmed from, the man From
Madras opted to become acountry star for

the wake of the TOTP
exploits of such os Shirley Bassey and Tony
Christie, he's gone funky, re- shaping 'The
Last Waltz' as the 'Last Boogaloo'. All very
funny, though maybe Arnold might still
have the last laugh. For 'Mano aMano'
sounds like acert hit if someone cared to
release it in single form.
while. Now, in

Fred De/lar

are found in the company of The
Corrs, Joni Mitchell, Bonnie Raitt,
Sinead O'Connor, Natalie
Merchant, Sissel, The Rankins,
Mary Chapin Carpenter and more.
Observant readers might notice a
feature shared by all these artists —
yes, indeed, they're all rather
wonderful. The concept, of course,
is women, and the album seeks to
explore female experiences of love
through re-interpretations of folk
songs. If Joni Mitchell's astonishing
rendering of Magdalene Laundries
doesn't reduce every male listener
to tears of shame, nothing ever will.
Fortunately, the intensity of this
album ranges from depths of
despair to heights of elation,
exemplified by The Corrs' zesty
treatment of ' IKnow My Love' and
the ten minute rave on ' Lady
Fiddlers'. Even that hoary old
chestnut, ' Danny Boy', rises from
its own ashes, in Diana Krall's
straightforward but delicate reading,
to reveal why it became a beloved
standard in the first place.

Johnny Black

A:1* 0

A:3

Some discs beg questions; in this case, it's
'wiry ?' However far into the red the Rat
Po /loungecore/swing/Bacharach revival
twists the RetroMeter, reanimating Englebert
Hurnperdinck is one rebirth too for. Worse,
to add his sub-Julio night-club crooning to
aSaturday Night Fever dance beat is to
combine abest-Forgotten artist with abestforgotten genre. One could, Isoppose,
mistake The Dance Album as aspoof as
per Dread Zeppelin, which blended Elvis's
vocals, Led Zep's music and a reggae beat
to create acomic hybrid. But this isn't a
gag, and as such doesn't even merit the
sneering adjective of 'sad'. 'Tragic' is more
like it, unless the Editor is going to let me
write 'sh.r.
hen Kessler

A:4
THE LANCE GAMBIT TRIO

COCKTAIL 2000
ANGELA BROWN AND
THE MIGHTY 45s
THINKING OUT LOUD
Blueside WESF 108

(56m 02s)

She's as feisty as her namesake Ruth
Brown. No bad thing for a potential
R&B Queen. Which means that
uptempo items, like Peppermint
Harris's romping ' Let The Back
Door Hit You' and Denise LaSalle's
'A Man Size Job', are simply ripped
apart. But the lady from Chicago
also has her tender side and
handling such soft-centre gospel as
`God Has Smiled On Me' presents
no problems, while the brooding,
reflective ` Somebody's Been
Cooking' rrmy well be the album's
highspot. In short, Angela Brown is
capable of handling anything tossed
her way. Backed•by The Mighty
45s, a British band whose wares
come fleshed out with contributions
HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

from such as Willie Dixon,
Carey Bell and Johnny B
Moore, skie kicks mightily
on this, her debut album
for Mike Vernon's new
label. There are scores of
contemporary R&B albums
around, many of them fine
instrumentally but lacking
impetus when it comes to
vocals. There's no such
problem here. Only a large
number of appreciative
listeners are required. The
queue starts here.

APRIL 1111

Angela Brown:
could handle
anything
tossed her way

Fred De/lar

A:1 0

THE CHIEFTAINS
TEARS OF STONE
RCA 09026 68968 2

(
68m 43s)

Pursuing the path of star-studded
concept albums they've carved in
recent years, Paddy Moloney's boys

Music For Leisure MFLCD203

(73m 35s)

Gambit's amore than adequate
lounge musician, able to switch
keyboards with alacrity. His combo
features one of the oldest drummers
extant, a female bassist, and the
wonderful Magical Marjorie who
performs conjuring tricks amid the
trio's instrumentals. But what sets
Gambit apart from the usual flow of
cocktail caperers is his choice of
material. Not for him the usual array
of tunes from the Baker Boys
songbook. Instead, Lance offers
versions of 'The Drugs Don't Work',
`Barbie Girl', Parklife' and 'The
Return Of The Mac' that'll bemuse
anyone under 30 and entertain those
who have spent many years enjoying
candlelight dining. A fun thing,
recorded in stereo (it claims), that
demands to be cleaned by one of
those new-fangled Emitex cloths.

Fred Dellar

A:2 0
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My BIG
ten inch
TALES OF THE VINYL revival are

ADRIAN LEGG
WAITING FOR A DANCER
Red HouseAtoch RHR CD 99

(44m 25s)

It's rare, in these pages, to find
recommendations for albums of
instrumental acoustic guitar solos,
because it's such an acquired taste
and, nice as they are, one John
Fahey or Stefan Grossman album
sounds much like another. All that
goes by the board though, when the
guitarist is Adrian Legg. This man,
virtually unsung outside an elite core
of musos, is the one at whose feet
all the others worship. Getting to
the front of the crowd at an Adrian
Legg gig is impossible, because the
professional guitarists are six deep
trying to figure out how he does
what he does. His sensitive use of
harmonics at the start of ` Bayou
Belles', his unbelievable dexterity in
the title track, his lyrical and lovely
bass-lines, plus his facility for finding
and never losing sight of gorgeous
melodies make him an abiding
delight.
Johnny Black

A:1

(-)

THE MUTTON BIRDS
RAIN, STEAM & SPEED
Shhhh! Records SHCD 001

(
60m 11s)
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A:1* 0

from the seminal ski% outfit, circa 1957.
But the real surprise isn't quite so rocking:
Rollercoaster's other pair comes from folkdeity Davey Graham. All That Moody
[ROLL 2023] is an abridged version of a
rare 1976 album, while After Hours is a
cut-down vinyl edition of the 1997 CD.
Both are direct metal mastered, on thick
vinyl, and about as collectable as it gets.
Ken Kessler

JONATHAN RICHMAN
I'M SO CONFUSED

Vapor 9362 470 862

In places,
Rain, Steam

At first, Ithought maybe someone
had mispressed anew set from the
Connells or maybe REM (with Stipe
in a rare good mood), but no, this
New Zealand band has mastered the
art of short songs, jangly guitar work
and all the other tics which make
one haul out third-hand references
to Byrds and Beatles. Alas, for those
who insist that devotion to a 1960s
sound is self-defeating (the very
same morons who think Oasis is
great), the Mutton Birds haven't
changed. In places Rain, Steam &
Speed sounds even more reverentially
retro than its predecessors, but so
what? The new-old balance is
perfect, with enough details to
position this as avery ' 90s affair
despite being so laid-back and gentle
that it lacks any real tension. In
which case, this is an antidote to
whatever ails you circa 1999.
Ken Kessler

exaggerated according to the prejudices of
the teller, but none can argue that there's
something strange going on when afistful
of vinyl releases arrive in the smaller
format. Oasis' The Mosterplan was released
as aluck-of-the-draw, strictly limited, mailorder-only item, in alavish box containing
seven 10in singles; discussing it is sadistic,
but not so Rollercoaster's latest wheeze.
This label has always specialised in vintage
rock'n'roll; now they're backing up their
purism with an historically accurate format.
Just out are four ten-inchers which will be
snapped up both by fans of the artists and
vinyl junkies. Legendary golden era rocker
Gene Vincent's Hey Mama! [
ROLL 2021 M]
contains 11 rare tracks, four recorded live,
with liner notes written as if it were a
current release. Skiffling Along With The
Vipers [
ROLL 2019] features adozen cuts

& Speed
sound even
more
reverentially
retro than its

predecessors,
but so what?

(
37m 16s)

The ever-lovely Jonathan is with us
again and, as those of us who know
and love him would wish, nothing
much has changed. Richman's
uniqely quirky view of the world,
reflected in lyrics which never quite
go where you expect them to,
retains the child-like honesty that
has always set him apart from 99%
of all known rock stars. Singing in
praise of his own terpsichorean
skills, he reveals ' I'm not a pro, I'm
not a pro, in fact Ibarely move at
all compared to certain guys you
know, but if you look and see, you'll
see they won't watch them, the same
way they watch me'.
Instrumentation remains sparse as
always, although the playing is
tightened up, presumably by
producer Ric Ocasek, who
nevertheless always leaves room for
Jonathan to work his magic. The
inclusion of one of his tracks from

There's Something About Mary won't
harm sales, but the chances are that
Richman will remain acherished
cult item for some while yet.
Jonathan Black

A:1 0

DAVID SYLVIAN
DEAD BEES ON A CAKE
Virgin CDV2876

(
70m 13s)

However sporadic his appearances,
wherever his musical journeys take
him, Sylvian remains devoted to a
specific, constant, intense, bleak and
esoteric groove. Only now, with endof-the-millennium malaise, the
pending Eurification of the UK and
an New Labour making everyone
miserable and insecure, he almost
sounds cheery. Sylvian — who has
always tempered British posturing
with high-cred collaboration —
creates an atmosphere which owes
as much to relatively accessible
singers like Scott Walker and
Jacques Brel as it does to
abstract/avant-garde jazz and Asian
fantasy. Think of him as Kevin
Ayers with abig studio budget and a
sense-of-humour by-pass. And, given
the state of today's dance scene, I
wouldn't be surprised to find this
one sampled to death.
Ken Kessler

A-A:1

VARIOUS
CHEF AID: THE SOUTH PARK ALBUM
American/Columbia 491700 2

Jonathan
Richman: a
uniquely
quirky view of
the world

(
77m 22s)

South Park is an animated Yankee
aberration which substitutes toilet
jokes and ranting for wit; it makes
Beavis & Butt-Head seem like a
work by Aristophanes. Hence, it has
ahuge following and commercial
clout, thus attracting contributions
ANIL illS
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Rock/pop Reviews
for this CD from Isaac Hayes (the
'Chef' in the title), Rancid, Devo,
Ozzy Osbourne, Meatloaf, Elton
John and others suffering lapses of
judgement. A canny cross-section of
current tastes, from funk to rap to
metal, this is aparody of Live Aid,
Farm Aid, et al, its musical content
vastly exceeding the worth of the TV
show. It only works, though, if
you're under twelve or a Loaded
reader.
Ken Kessler

master tapes were confiscated due to
problems with studio fees — and
half the companies in the world
fought shy of talking to aband thai
was never going to tour again. But
this is XTC, not your ordinary
everyday pop band. So Andy
Partridge and Colin Moulding have
simply gone ahead and shaped a

XTC: not
your everyday
pop band

A:1 0

XTC
APPLE VENUS VOL 1
Cooking Vinyl COOK CD 172

(
49m 47s)

It's their first new album in seven
years, they're down to amere
twosome and are no longer with a
high-flying label. This particular
album has been beset with
production problems — a number of

record that many will rank with the
best when 1999 totters into Domeday. Acoustic but with orchestral
trimmings Apple Venus links
everything you liked best about
Swindon's hard-up heroes. Those
oddball songs, heading god-knowswhere, desperately melodic with
touches that stir those somehow very
English memories of primetime
Beach Boys, Beatles, Nilsson and
the like. ` ICan't Own Her' is the
loser-lover anthem of the year, 'The
Last Balloon', the most fragile
closing cut likely to come your way
in the immediate future, while
Moulding's two creations, ' Frivolous
Tonight' and ` Fruit Nut' are
virtually guaranteed to make CD
players smile. ' Some might think
we're abit of a shower but this
could be our finest hour' they sing
at one point. Could be.
Fred Deliar

A:1

Midprice reissues
A RECENT change of ownership has
created the welcome yet weird reappearance
of the early Joe Cocker and Marc Bolan/T
Rex catalogues, yet in the UK, bearing the
A&M logo. As neither catalogue qualifies as
`rare', and there are no claims for
audiophilic remastering, no extra liner notes
or ahint of bonus tracks, what's the
justification? Easy: uniform packaging, total
legitimacy and, above all, mid-pricing.
Revamped Joe Cocker titles include With
A Little Help From My Friends [
393 106-2],
Mad Dogs & Englishman [
540 698-2] , Joe
Cocker! [
394 224-2], Something To Say [
394
368-2], ICan Stand A Little Rain [
393 1752], Jamaica Say You Will [
394 529-2],
Stingray [
394 574-2] and Joe Cocker's
Greatest Hits [
393 257-2], while the Bolan/
Tyrannosaurus Rex titles predate the
material on Edsel: My People Were Fair...
[541 009-2], Prophets, Seers & Sages... [
541
010-2], Unicorn [
541 012-2], A Beard Of
Stars [
541 003-2], T Rex [
541 011-2],
Electric Warrior [
541 007-2], Bolan Boogie
[541 006-2], The Words and Music of Marc
Bolan [
541 008-2], Across The Airwaves [
541
004-2] and The Best of T Rex [
541 005-2 1.
Each and every one is worthy for
completists, but — if you're under 40 —
start with the hits packages.
Sony, meanwhile, has added acharming
and luxurious feature to its key Nice Price
releases at £ 10 or less: limited editions in
Digipaks with new, intelligent liner notes.
This month's run includes Boston's
eponymous, multi- platinum-selling powerrock debut [Epic 489412 9], Sly & the
Family Stone's funky, guest-laden
There's A Riot Goin' On [
Epic 467063
9], Janis Joplin 'sGreatest Hits
[Columbia CDX32190] with all the
essentials (but not ' Mercedes-Benz',
thank goodness), Electric Light
Orchestra's Out Of The Blue [
Epic
450885 9] with 'Mr Blue Sky' and
'Sweet Talkin' Woman', and the late
Stevie Ray Vaughan's fiery 1983
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debut, Texas Flood [
Epic 460951 9].
Also on Nice Price (but not in aDigipak)
is anewly-compiled 2CD set at around
£12.99: The Big 0: The Original Singles
Collection [
Monument 492743 2]. A single
Orbison b̀est of' appeared last year as a
CBS Digipak, but this is the one to buy as
it features all of his 24 singles' A- and Bsides. Bonuses include arare stereo take, a
mono take and two tracks in German. And
as any audiophile will tell you, Orbison's
Monument material is some of the finestsounding music ever.
Spectrum has done agrand job of
releasing unexpected mid-price packages,
this time delivering the pleasant surprise of a
Nils Lofgren '
best el'. Covering the early
career of the former Neil Young and Bruce
Springstren protégé, Nils Lofi,,ren & Grin:
The A&M Yeats [
554 638-2] contains 18
tracks recorded between 1973-79. Also
from Spectrum are two odd Jerry Lee
Lewis sets, Live At The Star Club, Hamburg
[554 195-2] from 1463, and The Killer
Nils Lofgren...

and Joe Cocker

••••,.

Collection [
554 193-2], with re-recordings of
his hits from God-knows-when. But even rehashed Jerry Lee betters nearly everything
else, so this set rocks mightily.
Also avoiding too many charges of samey-ness is Camden, with another batch of
cost-effective non-sequiturs. Directly related
to Quentin Tarantino's one-man crusade for
legitimising blaxploitation is Ghetto Life
[74321 628022], with 16 tracks like Curtis
Mayfield's Pusherman', Isaac Hayes'
'Theme From Shaft' (light-years away from
his role in South Park), Herbie Hancock's
'Death Wish' and material by the Delfonics,
Billy Paul and others suitable for
rediscovery. Much tougher is Gil-Scott
Heron's Ghetto Style [
74321 628062], for
those who need to be told that it wasn't all
flares, Afros and Huggie Bear.
Other Camden gems this month include
Waylon jenning's Greatest Hits [
74321
628052] with 18 outlaw/country tracks by
the man who almost flew with Buddy Holly,
Psychedelia and the Underground [
74321
628012] providing 19 superbly chosen hits
from the pre-Altamont hippie experience, a
sort-of memorial to John Denver with the
1969-1986 material of Love Songs & Poetry
[74321 628042], amarvellous 14-track
sampler called Etched In Blue [
74321
627972] from the Rory Gallagher reissue
program and 18 tracks' worth of Hall &
Oates' brand of soul/rock in Rich Girl
[74321 628032].
Bargain of the month? Probably the one
least likely to appeal to anyone under 50:
The Essential & Collectable Bobby Vee [
EMI
497 7882]. This 2CD set is amandatory
purchase for fans of the man who stepped in
to fill Buddy Holly's shoes after that terrible
flight. Fifty tracks from first-generation
Capitol masters, including adozen
previously unreleased takes, rare B-sides, LP
tracks and all the hits; superb liner notes by
Vee himself. The sound? Right up there
with the Orbison material on Monument.
•Ken Kessler
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Meridian Audio, the company who
created the first high end CD player
now brings you the 508 24bit

Meridian Audio Ltd
StonaiII, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934

Rock/pop
DANNY ADLER
BETTER MAKE A MOVE
Proper PRPCD8

(
72m 28s)

ROOESALATOR
CINCINNATI FATBACK
Proper PRPCD7

(
79m 54s)

Yanks weren't supposed to be
a part of the pub rock genre,
but Adler and Roogalator fit
right in — unsurprising given
that most of pub bands nodded
to US roots music. The Adler
collection contains 18 solo
tracks, while Roogalator's is a
tribute to a funky, Little Featlike band which deserved more
than obscurity. A-B:1-2
A- B:1 •
DAVE DAVIES
ANTHOLOGY - UNFINISHED
BUSINESS 1964-1998
Essential ESSCD 584
(2CDs, 145m 40s)
Forty-four tracks on two CDs
to cover the other Kinks
brother, with both band and
solo material included. A great,
underrated rocker, but, please,
forget any Liam-overshadowedby-Noel analogies, ' cause Liam
sucks. Collector's note: this
edition is believed to differ
substantially from the
forthcoming US anthology.
A- B- C: 1-2 •
BOBBY GOLDSBORO
HONEY/SUMMER ( THE
FIRST TIME)
BG0 BGOCD 414

(69m 42s)

Cloying C&W-based mush,
that John-Boy Walton would

have sung had he reached his
majority in 1965. Two-on-one
loaded with schmaltz like
'Honey', 'With Pen In Hand'
and other timeless tear-jerking
million-sellers which pre-date
Celine Dion. A-As:1 •
BARCLAY JAMES
HARVEST
EARLY MORNING ONWARDS
Brimstone BRIM 001

(
42m 39s)

(
40m 32s)

Pioneer prog-art rockers BJH
now have their own archive
imprint, this pair initiating the
orderly restoration of the
catalogue. Early Morning
Onwards is a 1972 sampler
culled from their first three
albums and singles, while Once
Again sees the light in its rare
SQ four-channel mix. (Its
surround effects would be
perfect for current generation
processors.) A- B:1-2
A:1-2
DAN HICKS
EARLY MUSES
Big Beat CDWIKD 183

(
64m 09s)

Circa 1967-8, before he
rediscovered country swing
(ahead of everyone else) and
formed the Hot Licks, the
original (US) Charlatan made
good-time music peripheral to
the folk and jug-band
movement. Call these twenty
previously unreleased rarities
'po-faced Holy Modal
Rounders', if you need a niche.
A- D:1-2 •

BMG RADCD110

half- of- a- career
'best of' but what
must be the first to
offer both Atlantic
and Arista gems
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IWO BGOCD 417

Like Danny Adler, Lewis and
friends crossed the pond in
time for pub-rock, before
developing into ahit machine.
Punchy, soulful rock, c.198082, on the eve of the chart
smashes which would follow.
American as a 7-11. A:1-2 •

(
2CDs, 148m 33s)

Not just another half-of-acareer 'best of' but what must
be the first to offer both
Atlantic and Arista gems.
Hence you get ' Chain Of
Fools', ' Respect', ' Sisters Are
Doing It For Themselves',
'Think', ` Do Right Woman'
and 'Who's Zoomin' Who?'
in the same 2CD package.
Even if this collection wasn't
planned before Aretha was
rightly voted 'The Greatest
Singer of All Time' in Mojo
magazine, cynics shouldn't
think of it as amarketing
ploy: the honour justifies its
existence. All that's missing is
a taste of her CBS output,
but most would argue she
flourished after she left for
Atlantic. A-B:1* •

APRIL 1911

MOIL S
MOCKING BIRD HILL
Sequel NEMCD 979

(
80m Ois)

All the Pye recordings from a
barely-remembered early 1960s
British group lost between the
Beeb/Butlins mentality and the
Beatles. Versatile in the
manner of agroup which could
play awedding, an Irish wake
then a Bar Mitzvah. A:2 •
MUD
MUD ROCK/MUD ROCK II
BG0 BGOCD 415

SHEP & THE LIMELITES
DADDY'S HOME TO STAY
WestSide WESD 204

(65m 58s)

ONCE AGAIN
Brimstone BRIM 002

ARETHA FRANKLIN
GREATEST HITS

Not just another

HUEY LEWIS
HUEY LEWIS & THE NEWS/
PICTURE THIS

(2CDs, 122m 23s)
A 44-track set featuring every
A- and B-side and apile of
unreleased material, most in
vintage stereo. Though dating
for the first half of the 1960s,
after the Golden Age, this is
possibly the finest vintage doowop of all. Smooth, to-die-for
harmonies, Boyz II Men 30
years early. A•- B: 1-1 •
CARLY SIMON
NOBODY DOES IT BEIM
BMG RAND 103

(
77m 24s)

As with Aretha's set, this 19
track ` bet of' joins two
catalogues. Here you get Ms
Simon's hits for both WEA/
Arista, stunners like 'You're So
Vain', 'Anticipation' and the
James Bondian title track.
Delicious — Celine should be
half as talented. A:1* •

(
73m 44s)

In time for the 1970s glam
revival, a two-on-one by a
band which was always second
division compared to Gary
Glitter, the Sweet, et al. An
odd mix of ' 50s retro and
spangly glitter, Mud was —
despite the knees-up/holiday
camp mindset — aband which
could really rock. Don't know
about those Elvis impressions,
though. A- B:1-2 •
PRETTY THINGS
SILK TORPEDO
SAVAGE EYE

GEORGE TOMSCO
THE TEX-MEX FIREBALL
Ace CDCHD 695

(
66m I9s)

Thirty tracks ( 1958-69) from
the likes of Buddy Holly,
Jimmy Gilmer, Arthur
Alexander and others who were
recorded by Holly's
producer-manager Norman
Petty, linked by the sessionguitar-playing Fireball-member
Tomsco. Classic ' 50s twang, to
please those who adore Les
Paul, Duane Eddy and the
like. A-B:1-2 •

Snapper SMMCD 559 & 560
(56m 54s/4 9m 23s)

VARIOUS
TAKOMA ECLECTIC SAMPLER
VOL 2

The next two more in the
group's reissue program, now
up to the mid- 1970s and with
the band veering toward
sensitivity and intelligence over
swagger and mayhem. Both
albums have been unjustly, yet
they contain some of their
most beautiful work, eg, '
Is It
Only Love'. A-B:1
A- B:1-2 •

Ace—Takoma CDTAK 8906

ROTARY CONNECTION
SONGS/HEY LOVE
BGP/Ace CDBGPD 115

(75m 37s)

Before the epic, helium-voiced
'Loving You', the late Minnie
Riperton was part of this
oddball late- 1960s soul/rock
fusion. The first part of this
two-on-one is filled with some
of weird cover versions of
songs by Cream, the Rolling
Stones and the like, while the
remainder is merely freakish.
Essential for soul historians.
A:1-3 •

(
66m I5s)

In case you thought John
Fahey's label only dealt with
unplugged folk/blues, this earopener contains tracks from the
Fabulous Thunder-birds,
Spencer Davis (with Dusty
Springfield), Doug Sahm, Mike
Bloomfield et al. A-8:1 •
ANDY WILLIAMS
IN THE LOUNGE WITH...
Columbia 491618 2

(
advance tape)

It was inevitable that the
uncrowned prince of
loungecore vocals would be
treated to a new compilation.
This 23 tracker concentrates
on the Polyester Years, hence
'Can't Get Used To Losing
You', ' Can't Take My Eyes
Off You', 'Almost There', ad
nauseum. Remember him for
this, rather than for discovering
the Osmonds. A-As:1
Ken Kessler
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Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes
Please enquire for any tube not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 digèrent types in stock.
Golden Dragon High Quality
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83
12BH7A
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88
6SN7GT/ECC33

Pre-amp ifier Tubes
£6.95
£6.95
NEW: NEW: NEW
£6.95
GOLDEN DRAGON
£9.95
£10.95
PX25 £365.00 pr
£8.95

Golden Dragon Triodes

Singles

2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805

Per Matched
Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
£28.50 £60.00 £ 120.00
£11.50 £25.00 £50.00
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00

Golden Dragon T300B Range
300B Super
£79.00
4.300B
£84.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

Golden Dragon
E81CC-01 Gold
E82CC-01 Gold
E83CC-01 Gold
E88CC-01 Gold

Special
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

Golden Dragon Power Tubes
EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL 156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT66 Super
KT88
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
KT90
KT9OLX
350B
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

Matched
Pair
£25.00
£25.00
£12.50
£75.00
£25.00
£25.95
£65.00
£57.95
£67.95
£65.00
£75.00
£29.95
£19.95
£42.95
£64.95
£84.95
£25.00

Matched
Quad
£50.00
£50.00
£25.00
£ 150.00
£50.00
£52.00
£ 130.00
£ 116.00
£ 136.00
£ 130.00
£ 150.00
£60.00
£40.00
£86.00
£ 130.00
£ 170.00
£50.00

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50
Matched
Octet
£ 100.00
£ 100.00
£50.00
£300.00
£ 100.00
£ 104.00
£260.00
£232.00
£272.00
£260.00
£300.00
£ 120.00
£80.00
£ 172.00
£260.00
£340.00
£ 100.00

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly
and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K. £4.00/$7.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £2.50 for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

It costs the same to get it right
as it does to get it wrong.
At the Listening Rooms, we pride ourselves on

35 years combined experience.

matching your needs with exactly the right equipment,

Two fully equipped listening rooms.

whatever your budget, and because we only stock the

Home installation service.

best, that's what you'll get.

Multi- room design and installation.

What you'll also get is sound professional advice
and achance to relax and listen to some of the world's
finest Hi Fi equipment.

years Parts and Labour guarantee.
Home cinema surround-sound.
Export and Credit facilities.
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Audiophile
NAT ' KING' COLE
THE GREATEST HITS
DCC GIS1127

Smooth,

(
65m 57s) Gold CD

intimate,
silky,

This set pretty much contains what
its title boasts, right up to the
posthumous duet with daughter
Natalie. Smooth, intimate, silky,
sexy — both the delivery and the
sound make these recordings the
ultimate in bachelor-pad seduction.
Along with the best of Dino and
Frank, this is undiluted Capitol
magic at its most spellbinding,
remastered to rival even the vinyl
originals: ' Unforgettable', ' Mona
Lisa', ' Smile' and 19 other tracks.
Even so, because what constitutes
the greatest hits is arguable, a
second volume wouldn't go
unappreciated. As:1

sexy; the
ultimate in
bachelor
pad
seduction

charms and entices. But now we can
hear it as it was meant to be heard,
which means that the original rating
needs upgrading. A.:1' •
LOG GINS & MESSINA
FtiLL SAIL

JEFF BECK
BLOW BY BLOW

Mobile Fidelity UDCD733
(42m 58s) Gold CD

Mobile Fidelity UDCD727
(44m 42s) Gold CD

Smash but status for one of the
Buffalo Springfield refugees, with
easy-listenin' soft-rock from 1973 —
when this stuff wasn't derided as it
is today. Uncommonly lightweight,
but too pleasant to hate; file
alongside Jimmy Buffett... if you
catch my drift. A:1

Beck's fifth solo ( 1975, produced by
George Martin) was one of his
biggest hits and unusual in that it
was all-instrumental. It confirmed
then and reaffirms now that Beck
can lay claim to the title of the
World's All-Time Best Rock
Guitarist. A funky, powerhouse
fusion of rock with jazz touches.
A:1

DCC GIS1130

This 'best of' from 1972 (plus one
bonus take) hardly needs updating,
because Collins hasn't produced
much since; as is, it shows how
good she was at making memorable
folk/pop music. Crystal-clear voice,
an ear for instantly-familiar melodies
('Both Sides Now', ' Someday Soon')
— Baez without the political forcefeeding? A-A*: 1 - 1*
ERIC HENDERSON
FACES
NC 9033-2
(52m 32s) 20-bit,K2 Super Coding
Influenced by Hendrix, Jeff Beck
and Larry Carlton, two years
studying under Segovia, Henderson
plays Spanish-flavoured guitar music
for the 21st-century. Enough
Flamenco to position it in the 'world
music' racks, but Henderson is
immune to boundaries. Guests
include Thelma Houston, ensuring
audiophile cred. A':1 •
SARA K
HOBO
Chesky CHDVD177
(50m 43s) 961(Hz/24-bit DVD
In October 1997, Iwrote that Sara
K was ` not your garden variety
audiophile chanteuse', and Hobo still
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

APIA 1901

These CDs
are all available
from our CD
Service (see
page 107) at
£22.00+ pp,
except those
marked •

Shockingly short playing time aside,
this is the sort of disc which
transcends criticism. With tracks
including ' Mrs Robinson',
'America', 'At The Zoo', 'A Hazy
Shade Of Winter', the underrated
`Fakin' It' and other S&G
masterpieces, you get more in its
half-hour than in the lifetime output
of lesser performers. Sonically? Too
good to be true, despite the rumours
that the master-tapes went walkies.
As:1
JAMES TAYLOR
DAD LOVES HIS WORK
Mobile Fidelity UDCD726
(38m 50s) Gold CD
A smash hit which went gold in
1981, still sounding great — no
doubt due to MoFi's access to the
30ips master-tape. Smooth, gentle,
aw-shucksy material which
sometimes makes you wonder if
Taylor's last name should have been
Stewart. As:1-1 •
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
INK

More delicious funk from the First
4- Channel Era, post-Sly but predating the disco we love to hate. On
apar with Earth, Wind and Fire,
but the positioning of main
instruments at the rear definitely
marks this as a product of the early
19708. A:1

Livingston sounds so much like his
brother (see above) that it's both
scary and comforting; Ink is merely
another slice of Taylor intimacy.
This re-release is one of the first
batch of Chesky 961(Hz/24-bit audio
DVDs, and — even in aplayer
which ' down-samples' to 48kHz —
it sounds so good that you want to
throttle the schmucks who are
fighting the format. A":1 * •

LINDA RONSTADT
GREATEST HITS VOL 2

1OCC
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK

DCC GZS-1128

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 729 (
42m) Gold CD

HDS 71021-54427-2-3
(36m 39s) DTS-encoded

(
51m 56s) Gold CD

Mobile Fidelity UDCD732
(29m 41s) Gold CD

Chesky CHDVD179
(46m I3s) 961(Hz/24-bit DVD

OHIO PLAYERS
FIRE

JUDY COLLINS
COLORS OF THE DAY

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
BOOKENDS

(
36m) Gold CD

Another 11 stunners from Ronstadt
at her peak, all glorious covers
reworked in her inimitable style. The
Stones' Tumbling Dice', abrace of
tunes made famous by the Hollies,
nods to Roy Orbison, Buddy Holly,
Smokey Robinson — delicious stuff
hindered only by the preferred
technology of the era. A:1
SHOELESS JOE
SHOELESS JOE
HDS 71C215 54426 2
(26m 50s) DTS-encoded
Despite intrinsic appeal to fans of
the Mavericks, this has more in
common with, say, Barenaked
Ladies or other non-aggressive rock
acts. Blessedly, the surround effects
demonstrate restraint, and it's a
good, non-cinematic, modern
argument in favour of 5.1 channels'
worth. A:1

A classic from one of rock's wittiest
outfits, this is the killer album from
1975 which gave the world mush
(I'm Not In Love'), pretence Mile
Nuit A Paris') and mania (` Life Is A
Minestrone') without any seeming
out of place. Quite clearly, adelight
on every level. A:1-1'
SARAH VAUGHAN
CRAZY AND MIXED UP
JVC JVCX0-0204-2
(33m 49s) XRCD2 mastering
There are those who just don't want
to acknowledge Vaughan's work
from so late in her career, but these
1982 sessions for Pablo leave you in
no doubt that you're listening to a
legend. The XRCD2 mastering
warms up the sound enough to keep
vinyl longing at bay, so consider this
a respectful reissue. A-A":1 •
Ken Kessler
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COMMENDED SYSTEMS
E

imam
Answers to that oft-posed question what do the HFNIRR reviewers use in their own
systems and what do they recommend as their best hi-fi buys?
This regular
HFN/RR series
assembles and
updates current
listening systems
and key recommendations
from HFN/RR
reviewing team.
The reviewers'
choice of
components for
personal
listening systems
(on this page)
will be of great
interest to all
who follow
equipment
reviews. Note,
though, that the
writer's inclusion
of a given
product here
does not
necessarily
constitute a
general
recommendation.
Turn the page
Ken Kessler
for the reviewers ,
recommendations proper. For
this feature we have asked each
reviewer to list components that
they could personally
recommend to consumers on the
basis of all-round performance
and value. ( In the case of
speakers, where separately
purchased stands may be
needed, the price of these is not
taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the
models listed under each
recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does
carry a personal stamp of
approval from an experienced
audio critic.
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DAVE BERRIMAN
CD PLAYER:
TEAC VRDS I
OSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE:
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM:
Rego R8300

CARTRIDGE:
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Bryston BP5 (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS:
various, including his own designs

'MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER:
Krell KPS201/L
TURNTABLE:
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM:
Nairn Aro
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA

PRE- AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS 2 or
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS:
ATC SCM2OT

CD PLAYER:
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE:
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM:
Linn Ittok
CARTRIDGE:
Goldring Excel

ALVIN GOLD
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Martin Logan SL3

CD PLAYER:
Theta Data Basic Il Transport/Theta DS
Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE:
Roksan Xerxes
ARM:
Roksan Artemiz
CARTRIDGE:
Roksan Shiraz

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER:
Marantz CD12/DA12, Krell KAV300cd,
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE:
Thorens TD124, Garrard 401, Linn LPI 2
ARM:
Decca international, Ortofon 12in, Decca
International, Linn Ekos
CARTRIDGE:
Ortofon SPU-A, Decca Gold, Linn Arkiv

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Grad WFB Two, Meridian 562V/565,
Krell KRC-3, Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Quad II Reissues, Sutherland 2000,
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad ESL (original), Quad ESL63, Rogers
LS3/5A, Wilson WATT 5.1
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Recommend
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum of three products in each price
bracket of each category. Note that the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!
DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, PosseIt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- I00
£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT- 1
LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity A ?, Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS I
0i, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES??, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Nairn SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 205E,
Wilson Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-C350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Orelle CD1OOSE
£500-£1000 Orelle DA188
£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA / 80
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity EIO,
£350-£500 ()retie SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Nairn NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PVIO-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS 2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150,
Naim NAC82/NAP 180

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS?
Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS20/11, Sequence 400
B&W DM603, Epos ES??, Tannoy 636,
ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity EIO
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Sheame Phase 2, AV? 52000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AV? S2000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mordaunt Short MS10i Pearl, Celestion 15i Tannoy M2
£200-£350 Mission 750LE, Rogers 1.533
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
£500-£1000 Castle Avon, Celestion A1, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/1
OVER £ 2000 Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruark Equinox Excalibur,
Martin Logan CLSIlz
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP-4090, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD-S505 Precision,
Sony CDP-X3000ES
£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, Orelle CD100e, Roksan Caspian
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i, Denon PMA-250SE
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R Precision,
Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 8000S, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

KEN KESSLER
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

UP TO £- 200
£200-£350
£350- £ 500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
Tandy Genexxa IX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
Ruark Epilogue
Opera Duetto
Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L, Rogers L53/5A, ATC 7
Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
AB1 subwoofer, Kelly KT3
Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63, Wilson Audio SIAMM X1
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
Musical Fidelity X-ACT D/A converter
Musical Fidelity X-DAC D/A converter
Kenwood DP7090, Entech 205.2
Musical Fidelity X-RAY, Roksan Caspian, Theta Chroma HDCD DAC
Copland CDA 277, Marantz CD/7
Krell KAV 300cd, Theta Pro Gen Va DAC, Theta DaViD (
transport)
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
NVA Personal (integrated), Musical Fidelity X- Pre
Marantz PM54SE, Ratel RA960
Audio Analogue Puccini, Audio Analogue Bellini (pre-amp)
Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti (power amp),
Unison Research Simply Two
Audio Research VT60 (power amp), Copland CTA401,
GRAAF Venticinque
Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600GRAAF GM200/WB13.5,
Krell K,AV300i

no recommendations

£200-£350

Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,

£350-£500

Marantz CD63-SE, Orelle CD480

LIVC Bernman,

AVI S2000MC, Nairn CD3, Tear T-1/DT-1

lartin Colloms, Paer

Technics SL-PS770A
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

',ewers droll, Jar 01:

Meridian 508

Comeau and

Kell

Nairn CDS
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EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: ` Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £23.00 0
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer £70.00 0
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber 11 /steel D mounting £ 10.50 El
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£ 5.00 D
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 D
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£89.00
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, h/d) £99.00 D
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut H: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 D
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs £ 12.00 D
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £ 12.00 D
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing £ 13.00
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £ 10.000
per 100 £ 19.000 per 500 £90.00 ID
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£ 13.00
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£ 15.00

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION
Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £ 199.00 E Ready built £370.00
Ringmat: 3mm XLR 'Universal' £47.50 0
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.000 per 100 £38.00
per 500 £ 180.00 O
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00
per 100 £9.00 E per 500 £40.00
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£ 3.00
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£99.00 0
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift
(black) £47.00 El
(chrome) £ 5.00
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£ 5.00 El
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 0
Musical Fidelity X- LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£ 130.00 El
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads £40.00 D
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme £20.00

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard 5in, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 O
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 ID
slim double
pack of 5 £6.50 D 5in, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £. 50 El
RATA ' Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £ 10.000
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £ 5.00
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00 El
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£ 13.00 D
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.00
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound £20.00 ID
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
106

player/DAC/amp buffer stage £ 120.00 D
X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter £ 129.00
X-DAC DAC
with HDCD facility £300.00 D X-CAN
valve stage, headphone amp £ 130.00

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svedana valves: 300B Mode
£90.000 EL34WXT £8.00
5881/KT66 £7.0011 6550/KT88 £ 15.50
D ECC81/82/83/88 £6.000 EL84 £3.50
EL84M £7.000 EF86 £8.00
GZ34 (China) £ 12.500 PCC88 £6.00
EL509/519 £ 18.50
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £8.00 I:
pre-amp tubes OM
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

VARIOUS

Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £ 7.00 D
large(three) £ 10.00 0
Iso-Bearings elastomer spheres, set of
three £55.00 I:
Iso-Bearings 3.3 (
larger version), set of
three £85.00
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
OM
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
DOM
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small ( 6mm dia) pair £ 12.00
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00 0
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser £69.00 ED
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£ 180.00
Kontak: contact cleaner £ 15.000
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can £ 14.00 D
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£ 14.00
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable £40.00 D
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 D Ready built unit £95.00

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic titleb-bk)
(
£ 100 El
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00 D
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 ID
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.000
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00 0
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00
(h-bk), signed £45.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk) £ 18.00 D
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set O each £ 17.000
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs, Audio Amateur (s-bk)£20.00 D
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 171
Audio Power Amplifier Design

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152

Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00 D
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sanders £25.00 D
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 E (h-bk) £50.00
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 0
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00 D
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.000
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+) £99.00
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk) £ 10.00
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 ID
Mini Disc Jan Maes, Sony (s-bk) £ 15.00 El
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs ( s-bk) £7.00
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 El
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 III

CATALOGUES
HiFi News Accessories Club full review
catalogue D Book, technical CD and
software catalogue El Audiophile LP and
CD collection D

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
OF SELF-BUILD ITEMS
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00 CI
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre D
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 E
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls
£ 8.00
Batteries and charger unit £70.00 El
Case and chassis £60.00 ID
Assembled unit, complete £295.00 El
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 il per two-pair £ 110.00 El
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics £250.00 D
Casework and chassis £80.00 0
Assembled unit, complete £399.00 D
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Suitable for in-line (dedicated spur) or
switched output use.
Standard 230V Euro/UK £400.00. El
110V:110V; 230V:110V; 110V:230V
50/60Hz £450.00. I=1
230V 5%-20%
output, volts adjustable £480.00.

***

THIS MONTH'S 4.4.4.
FEATURED ITEMS ^

Super Spur Box:
A special mains Consumer Unit £ 98.00 E
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur Box £250.00 II
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)
• please note safety warning, opposite page!
APRIL 2151
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BUILDING THE SUPER SPUR
Ben Duncan's ' Super Spur' project
[see Nov and Dec ' 98, available as
back issues] is an advanced yet
simplified AC mains power
purification plan — and bedrock —
for most audio systems. Key parts for
the ' self-build' Super Spur ( now
available through the Accessories
Club: but see 'Warning' below) are
first, the 'Super Spur Box', based on
aquality 'consumer' unit, to provide
the majority of the Super Spur's
electrical components in asingle
metal enclosure, without restricting
performance. The Super Spur Box
accepts incomer tails up to 35mm'
(more with DIY punching), and is
supplied with four universal subspurs, hard fused at 2x20A ( for
power amps) and 2x5A ( for two
categories of signal sources, for
example, analogue and digital).
Added outlets can be supplied at
small extra cost. The kit includes cable
glands and blanking plugs.
The other key component is the
heavy duty ( 320 Joule- rated)
Lightning Protector — which can be
employed independently.
With asuitable crimp tool to
terminate the conductor ends with
ring terminals and two mini spanners,
this unit can be installed with ease.
To help bring it all altogether,
there's arange of single conductors
in red & black, from 6to 35mm 2,
matching heatshrink tube in L,N,E
colours; armoured cable in 2.5 to
6mm2 (all sold by the metre);
matching crimpable ring terminals,
low cost crimpers to 25mm 2and
copper wire cutters to 50mm 2;
BS1361 cartridge fuses from 5A to
45A, and Deoxit and ' ElectricALL'
contact surface cleaners. Plus
unswitched, MK quality 13A sockets.
The project also makes use of the

following existing Ben Duncan ' Pure
Series' self- build items: three sizes of
Ben Duncan's ' Radex' audiograde
earth/cpc wire; ( optionally) one or
more Pure Power conditioners; and
one or more audiograde earth stakes.
For Full details of all of these items,
call the Accessories Club Hotline.
WARNING: the safe installation of any
'Super Spur' components and full
compliance with all relevant electrical
regulations is the responsibility of the
purchaser. Neither the the author, this
magazine, the publishers nor the
Accessories Club accept any liability for
entscons•estroc f,,,,
frt111

COService
The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+4410)1234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
• MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each

Lower
prices for
1999!

• SPECIAL PRICE :
(See below for this month's listings)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical - Mahler 3 £ 11.99
Jazz - Joe Morris Qt £ 14.95;
Pandelis Karayorgis £9.99;
Simon Vincent £5.99;
Impulse! roundup - all £9.99
except Live In Greenwich Village,
riere tne super spur !
SOX", WW1 tne incomer la+ à
(upper right) and two of the four audio outlets
(upper left), each with the 2Smm.' 'Super Radex'
earth wires. Below left, there's space for asingle
Pure Power, if used. The lightning protector box
(grey) can be seen and, below it, Super Radex
low inductance earthing wire for connection to a
dedicated earth stake. Safety notice: because the
exposed wires are unsheathed, so they must be
additionally protected by asuitable tnmking an
overall cupboard enclosure.

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE

£14.25

Rock/pop - Engelbert
Humperdinck £ 12.75;
David Sylvian £ 12.15; Various
(Chef Aid) £ 12.95
Soundtracks - Still Crazy £12.75
Rock reissues - Aretha Franklin £ 14.25
Audiophile CDs - Sara K, Livingston Taylor £24.95;
Eric Henderson, Sara Vaughan £20.00

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply

Name

the following items:

Address

Postcode

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch •
Card Number '
delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order From the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or

fax completed order form (tear-out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1VH,
United Kingdom; fax: +44 (0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or email: +44 ( 0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Saks: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional

shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area (tax Free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: (tax free): UK prices
include for snipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

adynamic element to the sound in
which space and time are all
important to how the auditory
processes interpret what is heard.
Music is impulsive and intermittent,
so phase becomes an issue for notes
starting and stopping, harmonics
combining, or creating adriving
rhythm. In particular, the beginning
and ending of anote contain
important information about an
instrument's location, the recorded
acoustics, and the type of instrument

'The
absolute
phase of a
recording,
which
recording
engineers
strive so
hard to
maintain,
can be, and
frequently
is, inverted
at various
stages'

STA1 IC EFFECTS ON CD
Dear Sir, Following Andrew
Harrison's December report on the
MkII version of Statmat and
AudioPrism Blacklight, perhaps
something could be said for the
varying methods that are being
employed by several companies in
the attempt to minimise the
degrading effects that ' static' has on
CD sound reproduction.
Reading Mr Harrison's report
reminded me of those occasions,
early in the Statmat development
programme, when Iwas similarly
bemused, and then realised how
long-lasting the effects of treatment
can be. As aresult, Ihad to
backtrack over work done months
before. Our tests were further
complicated by not always knowing
which of the two standards had been
employed in making the listening
test recordings — was the absolute
phase of the recording 0° or 180 0?
And did it invert when the track
changed or an edit was made?
Readers may ask: what is absolute
phase; what are these ' two recording
standards'; why does it matter?
Briefly, there are two standards for
wiring amicrophone when making a
recording, and these have the effect
of determining the absolute phase of
the recording. (To complicate
matters further, the absolute phase
of arecording, which recording
engineers strive so hard to maintain,
can be, and frequently is, inverted at
various stages, for reasons known
only to the recording companies.)
Absolute phase determines
whether loudspeaker cones move in
or out in response to any given
signal. Consequently, this
determines whether the sound is
accurately reproduced, je, affecting
whatever character and intonation a
performer is imparting. Other
aspects noticeably affected include
bass and high frequency responses,
timing of the music, imaging, space
around the sound, ambience, etc.
With steady measurement tones,
absolute phase hardly matters at all;
but when listening to music there is
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or number of voices it represents.
These auditory processes are far
more intricate and sensitive than any
measuring instrument. Accordingly,
unless the absolute phase of the hi-fi
or other playback system is set the
same as that for the recording, 0° or
180°, the music is either exciting and
involving or relatively flat and
uninteresting. This latter effect is
frequently blamed, wrongly, on
performance, the `pressing', or on
some component in the replay
system, etc.
The connection between absolute
phase and 'static' is that the latter
causes the phase of the signal to
shift, so much so that it can even
appear to invert. Thus when
conducting tests of ` static'-reducing
devices or, indeed, of any
equipment, including cables and
many other accessories (or
evaluating arecorded performance
of music) it is important to align the
absolute phase of the replay system
with that of the recording itself.
But how is one to know? In the
end, it boils down to listening. But
unless the effect of static is being
neutralised, how is 'listening' going
to help in determining the absolute
phase of the signal?
The design purpose of Statmat is
to make the reproduction of sound
more phase-linear, by reducing the
effects of electrical and mechanical
vibrations (
ie, freeing the signal of
the effects of 'static' and other
electrical field problems, and of
resonance patterns in materials). It is
avery powerful, though passive,
electrical device, and has many uses.
This is why Statmat is so important
to the industry. The MkII version
produces an even more phase-linear
signal than did the original.
Accordingly, when evaluating what it
is doing, it is even more important to
ensure, so far as it is possible, that
the absolute phase of the playback
system is the same as the recording,
especially when comparing it to
other similar products.
Statmat, moreover, 'conditions'
the transport enclosure as well as the
CD itself (
je, removes as many
`static' effects as possible).
Therefore, when conducting any
tests, it is essential to allow at least

half an hour of normal play without
using aStatmat or any similar device
between any tests, so that ' normal'
conditions are recovered. Combining
this with finding out which way
round the absolute phase may be for
the test excerpt, making proper A/B
comparisons can take avery, very
long time.
Also, because with these devices
the listener is gauging, by ear, the
phase linearity of the signal, it is
important that the replay system
does not contain significant phase
distortions (for 'phase', always read
'time delay') which would otherwise
mask or distort the improvement
wrought by the Statmat. These can
arise with loudspeaker designs,
cables and equipment supports.
With our own test facilities, we have
tried to eliminate phase distortion as
far as possible.
This does not mean the Statmat
can only be evaluated in nearoptimum conditions — indeed, the
improvement should immediately be
both significant and obvious, even in
the case of the most modest
packaged systems. It should also
improve the sound even with
inverted absolute phase, but this is
more subtle, because of the masking
effects of the inversion. Here, the ear
may need to be more closely attuned
to what is actually happening to the
sound in order to differentiate
between improvement and change.
Mr Harrison also raised the
question whether anti-static devices
are CD player sensitive. The answer
is that they are sensitive to adegree,
inasmuch as magnetic clamps used
in some CD players can play havoc
with electrostatic fields. However,
even in these cases, users report the
Statmat brings aworthwhile
improvement to sound reproduction.
They are not room-sensitive, per se,
yet can enable the listener to
position, within fine limits, the
loudspeakers from arear wall.
This letter focuses on wider issues,
of which readers should be aware
and which will no doubt be of
interest to them. They are relevant
irrespective as to whether one is
listening to CDs, records, tapes or to
radio and television broadcasts, and
can be an absolute pain when
correctly installing audio/visual
surround sound systems. Ithink they
should be aired more fully in your
magazine in future issues.
Iam confident that Andrew
Harrison has accurately recounted
his experiences, and no doubt
similar results have been, and will be
obtained by others in similar
circumstances. Iam also confident
that, had the tests been conducted
differently, by taking account of the
matters raised in this letter, the
MIL MI
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views too
results would have been more in line
with those positive reviews to which
Mr Harrison quite fairly referred.
Incidentally, we do offer amoneyback guarantee to anyone wanting to
try out aStatmat.
Finally, Mr Brian Hammond's
letter [' Views' Oct ' 98] asked for
more guidance on ' the significant yet
varying effect these record support
systems can have on sound quality'.
We have recently launched the
Ringmat Support System, which
encompasses as many as four
separate products with which to
support arecord on aplatter —
plenty of scope there for the in-depth
study Mr Hammond requested.
John Rogers, Ringmat
Developments
John Rogers 'sstatement that the `Statmat
effect' is due to its ability to neutralise
static is still contentious in my opinion.
Moreover, his founding theory that static
on the disc causes changes in the phase of
the music signal, is just that — atheory.
That's not to dismiss it out of hand,
merely to prevent abold hypothesis from
being passed off as fact.
If we first look at the subject of absolute
phase, then already we are in uncertain
territory: Idon't think that an entirelyinverted music signal is aterribly big
problem to the fidelity of music
reproduction. It is true that some people
are more sensitive to polarity inversion
than others, and several CD players and
digital converters include the facility to
invert total phase, as this is relatively easy
to accomplish in the digital domain. At
various times, lhave tried comparing
phase inversion in different systems, both
digitally and manually, that is, by
reversing both speaker connections. My
perceptions were of asubtle, almost
ethereal change in the mood of the sound:
one Iwould not swear to identifying every .
time under blind conditions.
What is an obstacle to fidelity is
inconsistent phase response, where portions
of the music are subject to varying timedelay replay compared to others. When
gross phase distortions occur in ahi-fi
system, aspects like 'pitch definition' and
'timing' become noticeably slewed,
rendering the sound with poor fidelity.
It is true that my trials of the Statmat
and Blacklight were carried out by
sampling different compact discs in
succession, with and without these devices.
If the static-induced-distortion theory is
correct, and these products do indeed
eliminate or reduce static on the disc and
transport, then there is acase to argue for
abeneficial effect remaining for some
duration after the device has been
removed. John thinks at least half an hour
should elapse between takes, to allow static
levels to return to normal. David
Edwards, in his letter, notes a 'memory
effect' lasting for several plays after the
Statmat was last used. If 30 minutes is the
HI- 11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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minimum time allowable between listening
tests, then this is too long for useful
subjective trials, where several passes of the
same musical passage may be needed with
and without the product. Unless there's an
effective way to bring the disc and player
back to 'un-Statmated' status quickly,
then the theory becomes difficult to
challenge, though not necessarily any more
valid —Technical Ed.
POSITIVE RESPONSE
Dear Sir, As you know Ihave great
faith in Peter JComeau as areviewer
because he always describes the
sound exactly as it appears in his
room. That, after all, is the best any
reviewer can do.
However, Iam slightly miffed with
the ' Positron revisited' piece in
January's ' Brief Encounters' [page
23] because it does not say whether
or not there is an overall
improvement and whether he would
still recommend them, or better still,
more strongly recommend them. To
me, the reader might perceive what
has been said as abit of acurate's
egg. Good in parts only. Could you
please set the record straight?
Ashley james,
AV International Ltd
Peter JComeau responds:
Mr James is absolutely right that the short
review, which is, after all, afollow-up to
the original, didn't point out the quality of
the drive units and design, or indicate how
much Istill like these speakers. For those
who have not read the original review,
here is aresumé: ' You immediately ignore
the small size of the cabinets as the
Positrons produce aprodigious soundstage
that has excellent height as well as depth.
Above all it is the midrange performance
that stands out, acting like awindow into
the performance. The clarity here is
stunning, and the whole rendering of
vocalists extremely lifelike with superb
coherence across the whole of achoir. In
fact it is the rendering of all instruments
without favour or tonal exaggeration that
allows one to both differentiate between
instruments at will and blend the
performance together.'
Now add in the improved bass
performance and midrange efficiency of
the revised crossover and you have a
speaker that must be listened to if you are
considering anything under ,Cl 000. As the
song goes, 'I'm still mad about the boy'.
ARCAM AND DIGITAL RADIO
Dear Sir, Whilst Iam completely
happy that the introduction of DAB
should be the subject of healthy
debate, Ifeel compelled to register a
protest at Eric Braithwaite's ' handson' review of the Arcam Alpha 10
Digital Radio tuner [' Brief
Encounters', January].
This session with aprototype
tuner was arranged for Eric in order

to give him just what the title said: a
brief hands-on encounter with the
unit to check out its operational
aspects, rather than to conduct a
detailed critique of sound quality. As
it turned out there were problems
with the aerial installation (since
corrected) at the dealer where the
demonstration was conducted,
which clearly nullified even tentative
conclusions about sound quality.
This was all known at the time, yet
Eric went ahead and wrote what
was, in my opinion, avitriolic article
which said more about his own
prejudices than anything else.
Readers will know that the Editor
has since auditioned the same
untweaked prototype tuner in the
same environment but with a
properly functioning aerial. A Linn
FM tuner was also available for
comparison. It is fair to say that the
Editor's conclusions [' Comment',
Feb] were very different from Eric's;
he also acknowledged that when
comparing DAB with FM, one is
listening to two wholly different
broadcast chains, including different
levels of compression, making it
impossible to judge how much
audible degradation (if any) has been
caused by the encoding systems used
for DAB as opposed to artefacts
elsewhere in the system.
Iwould also take issue with the
last paragraph of Ken Gundry's
letter ['Views', Feb] in which he
quotes from an AES paper saying
'the systems offering the highest
quality audio are almost two grades
ahead of the system actually adopted
for digital radio'. Ifear Mr Gundry
has been somewhat disengenuous
here. Iam very familiar with this
paper, and at the data rate chosen by
the BBC for its four main channels,
ie, 192kbit/ sec, this is just not true.
At this data rate the MPEG Layer II
codec used for DAB falls about half
agrade short of the best other codec
evaluated, and lies just under the
division between ' not annoying' and
'slightly annoying', the two highest
rankings in the codec rating scheme.
This is hardly acause for rejoicing,
but neither should it induce too
much cynicism or despair in the
audiophile community.
Of course all this academic debate
tells readers nothing about how good
or bad Digital Radio really is. We
now have anumber of Alpha 10
DRT demonstrators in the field,
which can be auditioned at selected
Arcam dealers. By the time you read
this, we will have shown atuner at
the Bristol HiFi Show, and full
production units should be
appearing in the shops, so interested
parties can judge for themselves.
John Dawson, Managing
Director, Arcam *°

'I would also
take issue with
the last
paragraph of
Ken Gundry's
lettEr
["Views", Feb]
in which he
quoles from an
AES paper
saying " the
systems
offering the
highest quality
audio are
almost two
grades ahead
of he system
actially
adopted for
digital radio"

READERS'
LEITERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
bating specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

*Readers may
reach Arcam via
its website: http:II
WWW.arcam.co.uk

Inewslevents.html;
or phone Arcam
customer services
staff on 01223
203203)
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55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 0I ) 2889449/2888477

Sony
N

Open: Tues - Sac 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

NORTHERN IRELAND
TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell, Nottingham Analogue. Roksan. Rockport,
'PI. Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Non Analogue, VPI, Lyra. Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland. Krell, BOW Technology, YBA,
Meracus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LFD, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell. BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion. Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio. JBL, Nark, Wilson Benesch, Sonos Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan. Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
ROME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon. Proceed, Krell,
Bonfire (
Bob Carver), JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio. Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds,
F'urest Audio Designs, Yamamura. Frameworks,
F'artington, Base. Understands.
KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON 8T70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http://vnew.Kronoslii-Fi.demon.comk
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UNMET

Sound & Vision

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

*Three demonstration rooms
*All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
*Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703

Fax: 01622 676723

Superb range of quality
High End Hi Fi and
Home Cinema on show
38 St. Augustin's Gate
Hedon, Hull, HU12 8EX
Telephone:
01482 896 166

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
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•Living Voice • Lowther Yoigt • Magnum • berms • Musical Fahey • 00A • Orode
•Orille • Woke • Popworth • Pass Lobs • Purist • Premi • Peotochord
• !Ink Triangle • OM • Sequence • Stax • Tear • kelpie • Trichod Research • Tomm
•him Renard, • Yrnamuro Churchill • YBA and den
hr. drinenrinitalinnon • Part rxreangrfarieries
Cell for lie, or pert exdunge bergains
Dorowtow «newt nStrdill5nodanûldhleW3I on)o.f kgre.do)okfew
5'
sins frorn .127 of Ihe M6

or just looking for unbiased advice

KENT

eftt-ies

eclat'

Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Aude Alchemy* Audio Anologue

Ve\l/te

•TV & VIDEO

II°

O pen Tues.— Sat. 10-5 .30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

gestzoke Atiefirp V SLSAl Gov\smita.les

•HOME CINEMA

hi.Ji

CHEADLE

0161 428 7887

EVENING CALLS WELCOME

.A‘,1Cfi

131\ I ) 1\

CLOSED MONDAYS

OLDHAM
0161 633 2602

01257 473175

•HI-FI

e-

I

AUDIO COUNSEL
14 Stockport Road,

12-14 Shaw Road,

on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.
• NOS
Fl

Credit ( Including Interest Free) Available

finest rAli

t

Epos

your oat s

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL

Memo:Han

CliONIFY

_

TOL • Mission • Copland •

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi-fi Dealer"
A

Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi -Fi
3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

Krell, Theo, Copeland, Pink à, Audio Research, Meridian, Audice, Hi (2,
B8W Speokers including Nautilus 800, CR Dexlcpments, Wilson Audio,
Mown Logan, Sonus Faber, lamo, Epos, Ruork, d. pa, Myryod, AkherniP, Creek,
Michell, S.M.E, OT Products, N.V.A, REL, Reel, Denon, Celeslion, Rose, Micromego,
Ortoiono much more.
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
Now
Audio Research LS9 Pre Inc Remote
(Ex Dan/ £ 1,949
Denon IA2300A laser player
(Ex Dom) £580
onMk1 kentable solid mahogany
00250 orrn
(E. Deng £.705
Rolond model 1per Amp Solid Stole (S/H) £3,000
Meridian 501 pre Arnp
(Ex Dee) £695
Castle Avon Speakers only nand» old
hexed/mint
TS/H) £750
Meridian 606/602 DAC and Iransport mint .IS/HI £2,703
Pink àNumeral CD
(Ex Dem) £1,050

Now
£1,509
£399
£495
£1600
£499
£495
£950
£750

Ni. MUD... Wu creme*, onmorked end boxed end include du. led enerefeduree
gurrateet Callan omina" of 2years mil up ea S >don, deeming upon doe product.
,..*********,, MoilOrderAvailoble**************
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First-Time Buyer Pa High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (01 777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437
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LONDON

ee O'Brien Hi-Fidel

KRI.H

• ARCAM • ANTHEM • AUDIOGRAM • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
•CHORD • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD • NAIM
•OPERA • PRECIOUS METALS • QED • REGA • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME
•SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

411.1.11111M.111»,...

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

lie

0% Instant Finance Available

e ela
nIMM
AUDIO ANALoc I

Written details on request
New Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mins walk Rayons Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park 13282 exit) • 25 mins M25 June 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Est. 1966

Tel. ( 0181) 946 1528

SOUTH EAST LONDON

GREATER LONDON

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

27 BOND STREET, EALING WS
tr 0181-567 8703

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-

AUDIOIAB, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, KEF,

Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,

MARAN ,Z, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, BEL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,

Hadcock • E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS

SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS.

GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery di
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday

plus cartridge re- tipping service

studio

8

DD

te

I
I

FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,

freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Our fifth flamboyant year

Tel: 01582 764246

0171-924 2040

HI-FI & TV

àRPFNDIN

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATACAMA, AVI,

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

BANG & OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, PANASONIC,

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG 8 OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

DED, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA, TDL, TFAC.

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

BADA BONDED DEALER

Anafog Audio

RI FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4131'
LEI. 017.1 624 81455
FAX 0171 624 3315

849 High Road, London N La
Tel: 0181 445 3267

(HiFi Specialists)
SALE NOW ON

!FADING STOCKISTS OF
ROM, lAMAHA VSD MARANTZ
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

M

g

School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

N

rl

O

;

think audio think...

Auditorium 5
APRIL 1999

SURREY

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINS • LOESS E
•MICROMEGA• NAIM AUDIO. NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n iet
dli Y
indecently good hi-fi

9Hie Street, Home** Wick. Kinplion upon
Thninee Surrey KTI {DA Tel: 081-943 3530
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

NORFOLK
The Old School

00
M
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0%

FPN

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

0181-688 6565

studio

COPLAND

Fax. ( 0181) 946 0331

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others

Ilet\
UNMET

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision
* Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8 O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820
III
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YORKSHIRE

SUFFOLK

4,4 44,e,ek '
Re4itecIi,attgte
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PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

le * le Ter".".3e 1A

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

§E

TEL: 01482 587397

1.0561.0eGiNIMIS

3

ItagaNM
«el* .

signals

For friendly advice ou ru ar range sour demonstration of some of
the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls welcome). Generous
part exchange allowance always a, ailable. Agencies include ATC
•AVI • Bryslon, • Castle • Chord • Harbeth • HNE • Kimber
Kahle • Nlarantz • Primare Systems • Spendor • Sumo • Tear
•The Prulc.sional Monitor CO • Wadia and many more

THE EAST COAST!

.
tt

hl-fi for grown-ups

•ci-loR 1*4)

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0802
176319

Wea ott
ph().,...,L.,1.1.:EDs ow

WEST SUSSEX

3) 2528850 gi

THE HI- El
STUDIOS

•Oepowweieffi

Audiolab. Electrocompamet Pro-Ac, Ruark. Castle. TEAC. Unison Research. T&A. Impulse
Horns, Monitor Audio, Harbeth. Alchemist. Michell Turntables. Nottingham Analogue
Studios. Blueprint Audio Analogue . Exposure. Living Voice. Denser. Celestion IA series
only), Opera. EtaIon. Audio Physic, Tnchord Research. Yamaha and Klipsch Home Cinema.
Pro-Logic demonstrations. Nordost. Stands Unique. Stax Electrostatics. Ortolan. Ringmat
Developments. Audio Technica. Galdring. Listening room. Demonstrations. Home Trial.
Free delivery and Installation 2 Years Guarantee. Access/Visa

W ould

BRU
tiou like to hear more)

ower..c.ceika

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER, DN5 8SA
Tel/Fax: ( 01302) 781387
10-8pm TueFri, 10-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

as

Marantz and other fine equipment.

P1RCDJ EC.TS

. 15.011.0 LEV

0 113

AH E.

LEEDS

2 3 0

a..se.

S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura. Epos. Thiel, Ruark. Rotel, ATC,

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

IDO

4 5 6 5

WEST MIDLANDS

Naim...Meridian...Arearn...Tag
Teae....Mhetion...Stands Unique..

152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxwich,

and much, much more.

SIMON
COLOFIELD

01922 493499

QUALITY fit fi for the midlands

0121 321 2445

3Hi - Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre
Service Deportment Mil order available

and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham

IJO S
H

I-Fi

Ó

eL"1" 7" le

S

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS 1'-1
Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from

13"13/\

Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open Tues Sat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Wooer, &tads on request
LIcensed CreOlt Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

Too se•••

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD.

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

SOLIHULL.

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

TEL 0121 429 2811 FAX 0121 434 3298

WEST MIDLANDS, B735TD

TEL 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX' 01384 444968

TEL 0121 354 2311. FAX: 0121 354 1933

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH TEL: 0181 686 2599 EXT 318
112
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Acoustic Energy AEI speakers in black with
original stands, first class condition £450 the
set tel: 0181 5411 1226 (Kingston) (H1841)
All Speakers 2 price: B&W 630 F/standers
£325; Sony G4 £220 (both new); Sony G5
£195, suit disco/organ enthusiast; Quad 306
£195, further details tel: 01273 416151 (Sussex)
(H1753)
Apogee Caliper Signature speakers, bi-wireable,
anthracite, mint, boxed £ 1,250; Wadia X-32 20bit DAC £495; Wadia 21 CD player, digital
volme control, remote, 21-bit resolution, mint
boxed, £2,495 tel: 01473 281957 (H1773)
Arcam Delta 250 CD Transport player +
Arcam black box 50 DAC price new, £ 1,300
selling price £700 tel: 0141 883 8217(H1826)
ARS Acoustica Loudspeakers, Satellite and
subwoofer with altogether 12 plates, £8,500
sterling or 25,000DM tel: 0049 5192 4426
(Germany)
(H1851)
ATC SCA2 preamp with phono stage, remote
control £ 1,850 (£3,100 new) tel: 01132 886605
(H1866)
Audio Alchemy V3 HDCD DAC with Silder
cable BNC to Phono (£975) mint £575; Audio
Alchemy CDIII player Transport (£900) mint
£475; Separately VG together great £950 tel:
0141 643 1459
(H1815)
Audio Innovation 1000 MKIII 50 watts, class
A monoblocks, fitted with (world class valves)
`Groovetubes' £ 599; Audio Synthesis Passion
preamp (the ultimate `remote' preamp, maintains
perfect signal integrity) tel: Robert, 01604
415412 (Northampton) (H1745)
Audio Research latest all valve
LS8, new January and virtually
as new, not needed, big saving at
325 2585

line stage, the
unused, truly
£950 tel: 0181
(H1830)

Audio Research LS2 preamp £950; Teac ABX10 amplifier 9 months old, £700; Both mint
and boxed with manuals, offers tel: 01639
886297
(H18440
Audio Research SP14 legendary preamp,
brilliant phono section, £995; Teac VRDS 10
CD player £299; Sennheiser HD580 Jubilee
Special Edition headphones £ 135; All
immaculate, all must go, so details/offers 01264
790675 eves/weekends
H1809)
Audio Research SP15 black, Rev A
£2,350ono; Mark Levinson ML3 300W dual
monoblock, £ 2,450ono; Graham Tone arm
spare wand, mint, SME V beater boxed £ 1,250;
PS Audio IV pre mm/mc £ 295; Audio
Innovations Passive Pre £ 150 tel: 01723
366851-582424 (H1823)
Audio Research SP8/II pre-amp, CD1 player,
black Quad ESL63s tel: 0113 257 7793 (Leeds)
H1840)
Audiolab 8000CDM Transport £750; Conrad
Johnson DAC/1 £ 750; STAX Signature
headphones and energiser £700; Russ Andrews
monoblock pre-amplifier £500 tel: Alan, 01204
413211 (Bolton)
(H1759)
Audiolab 8000S amplifier, immaculate
condition, boxed as new, little used, purchased
new 1997, receipt etc. £400 tel: 01226 380770
(Wakefield/Barnsley) (H1845)
Avalon Eclipse loudspeaker high gloss light
myrtle finish £6000; Tara Labs decade balance
XLR interconnection cable 4m length £ 1,000
tel: 0117 956 5361 (Bristol) (H1860)
Cello Etude preamp passive four inputs, boxed,
superb condition, simply the best £400 tel:
01509 215230 (Leicestershire) (H1740)
Clearaudio Gamma Cartridge, latest gold wire
version, wrong output for my preamp, £425
(£750); Gold plated version of SME V arm, as
new, very rare, £ 1,200 (£2,400) tel: 0181 325
2585
NI-F1 NEWS IL RECORD REVIEW
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Conrad Johnson MV55 power amp, £ 1,995 new
£1,200ono; Copland CTA401 integrated £ 1,695
new £ 1,300 ono; one must go, both excellent
condition; Pioneer A400 £80ono tel: 0171 257
1134 daytime 01932 841361 eves (H1869)

Lexicon DC1 AC3 DTS THX fitted £2,990;
Krell KAV500 five channel amplifier, £2995;
both mint condition, tel: 0113 240 2043 or
0113 234 6111 or email tompledge@msn.com
(H1846)

Conrad Johnson PV- 12 pre-amp £ 1,650;
Chord SPM1000B amp £ 1,650; Magneplanar
1.6QR speakers £ 1,350, all items, boxed, as
new tel: 01638 665477
(H1867)
CR Developments Remus valve power
amplifier, 50 wpc, recently serviced £900; Arcam
170 transport £200; Arcam black box 5 ( 50)
£200 all excellent condition, tel: 0121 427 8810
(Birmingham)
(H1864)

Linn LP12, Valhalla, Cirkus, Ittok LVII, Denon
DL304 (new) £ 595; Naim 90/92 pre/power,
MC Board mint £580; Castle Eden, yew, mint
£330; Target R2 stands £ 150; AR Tuner £60
tel: 0181 952 2044
(H1847)

Cyrus Power amp £ 300; ANO PSX-R £ 220
each,
753
speakers (black) £ 350;
Discmaster/DAcMaster £700, Linn LP12, Grace
arm, Corus black cartridge £400, Soundstyle
Tripod tables £75 each (2 No.) tel: 0121 242
3925 eves
(H1765)
Electrocompaniet ECI-1 Audiophile integrated
amplifier £ 1,450 (£ 2,450)
plus
Electrocompaniet special edition cube speakers
(£675 (£ 1,250); Unrivalled sound, all new,
boxed, mint £ 1,995 both tel: 0121 445 5057
eves
(H1752)
Garrard 301 (no. 69836) history, SME3009
series 2 plus Ortofon VMS3 MK2 - in cabinet,
offers please tel: 01708 440639 (Hornchurch,
Essex)
(H1836)
News 1967-85 140 issues + 20 assorted,
offers?
Transcriptors Hydraulic reference
turntable, complete £ 250; Regal Horn
gramophone £ 100; Olympus 0M2SP, lenses,
24mm F2, accessories, Landrover Ser III SWB
Diesel £ 1,500 tel: 0181 991 0762 (H1862)
Jadis JA500s with custom stands, £ 6,500
(£21,000); Lyra Parnassus £ 750 (£ 1,995);
Transparent balanced ultra 1.5m £ 900
(£1,550); 4ft XLO Signature speaker cable
£500 (£ 1,200); Tesserac Tala MM/MC phono
stage £450 (£ 1,495) tel: Marc, 01708 471727
mobile, 0973 687536
(
H1754)
KEF 107/2 black ash, excellent condition
£1,050ono; Albarry M408 50w monoblocks
£325ono tel: 0121 472 8746 (Birmingham)
(H1816)
Krell FBP600 power amplifier, £ 10,300; Krell
KAV300 CD player, mint £3,000; both new/boxed,
never used 5 years warranty; Quad II valve
monoblocks, 22 preamp; Quad FM tuner and
instructions £675; Garrard 301 with SME12" arm
Ortofon Ref. Cart. mint £750; Ortofon SPU-GT
MIG boxed £500; Decca Decola 1940s amplifiers
triode PX25 plus PSU units, offers; Goodsel
Williamson amps, offers tel/fax: 0171 349 9675
or 0958 607613
(H1871)
Krell KAV300 CD player, 1month old, £3,000
(£3,599); Pro-Ac Response 1SC plus Target RI
stands £ 850 tel: 01245 242321 day 01245
358387 eves
(H1855)
Krell KAV300 CD £2,700; Krell 300i amp
£1,500; Martin Logan Aerius £ 1,500; SKTech
SQB8063 £ 300 tel: 0181 983 0041 eves
(London E3)
(H1820)
Krell KAV500 5 channel power amplifier
£2,750; Lexicon DCI with DTS, AC3 THX
upgrades fitted £2,500; both mint condition,
both 8 months old, tel: 0113 234 6111 or 0113
240 2043
(H1868)
Krell KSL line level preamp £ 895 (£2,300);
Linn KP12 Basik plus arm K9 black £450; Trio
KT9XL Tuner £30 boxes, manuals tel: Maz,
0161 873 5020 or 0161 330 7912 evenings
(H1778)
Legendary Goldmund Studio Turntable T3 arm
-arm requires repair hence £ 1,000ono; Pierre
Lurne SL5 Linear arm (fits Studio, £2,500) £500;
Counterpoint SA7 preamp 3300; Gamma Space
300B amplifier, upgraded PSU (£ 3,500) £700;
Marantz DA12 DAC (KK reference) £ 500ono
tel: 0181 672 4319
(H1814)

Lowther Acousta late 1950s, 15 ohms nice
cabinets original grilles £400 pair; boxed pair
of Lowther speaker units, as new, 8 ohms £250;
Linn Sondek LP12 Ittok LVII arm, mint £400
tel: 0181 590 0959
(H1872)
Lowther Fidelio Horn speakers PM7A units, teak,
immaculate £375; Decca Blue cartridge re-tipped
by Cartridge Man £75; Audax Tweeters Two 25MI
2 off £20 tel: 01827 261082 (H1828)
Lowther PM6s in need of re-foaming in sapele
custom-built Accousta-pattern cabinets £300;
SME 3012 pick up arm £ 150; Garrard 301 in
plinth £ 175 tel: 0115 950 6790 (H1865)
Mana Phase 4 support £500; Mana amp stand
6 level with REF Top and sound stage £ 700
will split, all as new, but dusty-boxes if required
tel: Jonathan, 01453 885032 (H1825)
Mana Reference Shelf £ 150; Reference Table
£175; 3-Tier equipment stand, £ 200; all in
excellent condition, tel: 01932 341421 eves (NW
Surrey)
(H1853)
Mark Levinson 380S pre-amp 333 power-amp,
new cost £ 15,000, now £7,500; AE-2 Signature
loudspeaker, piano rosewood finish with original
stands £2,000 mint condition tel: 0117 956
5361 (Bristol)
(H1859)
Mark Levinson No. 39 CD player £ 3,500;
Krell KAV300i integrated amp, £ 1,600; Both
items 9 months old, boxed; DNM Reson XLR
Interconnects £ 50 or free to buyer of both
items; Yamaha RX-V59ORDS prologic receiver
£250; tel: 01224 572791 (Aberdeen) (H1763)
Meridian 200/203 transport and DAC £475;
Stands Unique sound tower with Isolation
platform £200; Morel MW142 bass Mid drive
units, pair £ 50 tel: Brian, 01202 888832
(Dorset)
(H1870)
Michell ISO HR phono stage + Hera PS suited
to low output cartridge + Ortofon MC2000
cartridge + Zeta's tonearm with vdH wiring
total buying price £2,100 selling price £ 1,000
tel: 0141 883 8217
(H0829)
Michell Orbe with SME V ( gold letters)
Ortofon MC30 supreme unused £ 2,750
(£3,950); Transparent Music Link Inters one
metre pairs £95 (£ 149) tel: 01797 253073 (East
Sussex)
(H1813)
Mission Cyrus DAD7 Audiolab 8000C,
Audiolab 8000P, KEF (1) reference speakers
rosetta burr casings van den Hul first and
second AQ crystal cables, reasonable offers
considered, owner immigrating tel: 01642
791704 or 01642 875715 (Teeside) (H1783)
Monitor Audio 703PMC loudspeakers (light
oak) £400ono; Rotel 965 BX CD £ 60ono;
Audiolab 8000A amplifier £250ono tel: Richard,
01582 414915
(H1858)
Mullard Valve Amps: 10w with C- Core
transformer, 10W with Williams transformer, 20W
with C-Core transformer, mono Wilson preamp,
Stereo Wilson preamp EF86 ECC83 etc. £250 tel:
01206 852209 (Colchester) (H1831)
Musical Fidelity A-1000 50W pure class A,
excellent condition £900 (£ 1,500) boxed; tel:
01703 791061 eves (Southampton) (H1722)
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista Class A tube
preamplifier, remote controlled, highly acclaimed,
6 months, mint, boxed/manuals, spare nuvistors,
18 months warranty + purchase option for
upcoming limited edition nu-vistor poweramp
transferable, £ 900 or highest bid! tel: 01865
842055, office hours: 01865 852803 (H1842)
113
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Musical Fidelity X-A200 monoblocks 200 watt
MF's large "aluminium tube" design, 6 months,
mint, boxed/manuals, very good match to the
NuVista! £700 for the pair, offers welcome tel:
01865 842055, office hours: 01865 852803
(H1843)

Revox G36 4 track, little used and owned from
new, original literature, packing, manuals, spare
heads, Revox slide-o-matic, AKG mikes in
boxes, 45 tapes, Garard 301 with new spare idle
pulley assembly, will split, offers please to: 01202
694478 (Poole)
(H1863)

Naim 180 power amplifier, latest spec, boxed
with manuals and cables, perfect condition, little
used, £ 500 tel: 01489 603129 (eves) 01705
443132 days (Southampton) (H1822)

Revox PR99 MK111, as new, £ 1,000; Also,
PR99 MK1 £ 500 please tel: Dublin, 353
4977643 eves
(H1838)

Naim ARO inc armboard £600; Naim Prefix
£150; Naim Hi-Cap £400; Naim Armageddon
£400; Lyra Clavis DC new £500; Linn LP12
black 1986 Cirkus £ 300 tel: 01625 877628
(H1762)
Nairn Audio Naim Nait 3R 12 months old, as
new, boxed £450ono; tel: Azy, 0191 272 3514
eves 14 metres, Naim speaker cable included
(H1856)
Nairn NACDS £2,561; NAC 52 £2,242; NAP
250x2 £ 1,100 each; Supercap PS x2 £ 1,380
each; Snaxo 2-4 £ 500; Nakamichi Dragon
£1,495; absolute mint, boxed tel: 01792 523440
(H1857)
Naim system, mint, boxed: NAC102 preamp,
PSC control unit, NAP 140 power amp, HiCap power supply, NACA5 speaker cable ( 5m
pair), Leads, (£2,800) private sale £ 1,800ono
tel: 0171 706 8838
(H1832)
OreIle Transport (CD1O'T) plus DAT (DA180)
£625; Conrad Johnson PV1OAL preamp £575;
Crimson 510 battery preamp £50; Audioquest
Quartz cables 1m £40; Chord Cobra lm £25
tel: 01332 551402 evenings (H1795)
Pass LAB Aleph 1.2 200W single ended p/amp
£8,250 (£ 12,000); Aleph P preamp £ 2,500
(£3,900); Arion Tycho 50w valve list/amp £925
(£2,000) all in mint condition tel: 01908
618016
(H1771)

Rotel RHAIO active pre-amp with hand control
and manual, mint condition, no box £600ono;
LFD TriLink cable 1.2m pair £50ono tel: Pete,
0181 368 4228
(H1837)
Scott LK72B valve amp, fully working, Sony
ST- 70 tuner, Sony CDP-791 CD player,
Marantz Superscope CD-302 tape deck, all in
full working order - offers tel: 0181 948 7586
after 7pm
(H1821)
Shahinian ARC speakers, excellent condition,
£800 boxed; Denon DCD 1700 CD player, £ 100
boxed tel: 01494 890059 after 7pm (H1861)
Sonus Faber Concerto speakers, piano black
with Partington stands, as new £650; Conrad
Johnson MV55 valve power amp £ 1,050;
Sugden SF100 int. amplifier £450; Denon POA
4400A mono blocks £480; All boxed as new,
tel: 01572 723198
(H1760)
Spendor S100 speakers and stands all light oak,
£675; Pioneer Amplifier/Tuner SX 838 £75; 2
Pioneer amplifier A400 £ 175 each, £300 pair;
2 damper boards Mission Isoplat £30 each £50
pair tel: 0181 464 1018
(H1849)
Spendor SP2/3 speakers (current model as
recommended by Martin Colloms) £675ovno
(£1,050 new); Target HJI5/3 stands, £75 (£ 150
new) all mint condition as new with boxes, tel:
01703 738935 (Southampton) (H1839)

Pioneer 735 Series preamp, power amp 120
watt, 25 watt Class A M/M M/C piano black
vgc, cost £ 1,300 asking £400 the pair, free
Meridian 104 FM Tuner with above tel: 01705
649460 (Portsmouth) (H1742)

Super Spur Surplus: Very high performance 3
core mains cable for interior use, unique double
screening, offers outstanding immunity from
RFI and EMI, superior to armoured cable,
Flexible, so also used as equipment mains cable
with superb results, 40m available, any length
£5/metre tel: 0181 883 5618 (H1834)

Proceed DAP £945; Golden Tube pre/pair 80w
bridged monoblocks £ 745ea; Tesserac TALA
pre £645; MF/F22 pre/MC phono £645; MF
X-10 £ 75 tel: Tony, 0181
397 4978
(Chessington) (H1768)

Surplus Power amplifiers for sale, AVI 2000mm
monoblocks £495 (£ 1,100) the pair; Audio
Synthesis desire 1998 spec: £475 (£ 1,300) all
in splendid condition tel: 0115 932 8770
(Nottingham)
(
H1835)

Technics SP10, TRIO, STD, Thorens 160,
Audionote Transformer,
Goodman
80,
Audionote M2 per amp, Creek 4240, Quad Pre,
405, Roger, Vortexion, Harmon Kardon,Verdik,
Pilot, Meridian M/Block, TRIO K917,
Troughline, TIM DP Decoder, Teac, Quad,
FM3 Roger, Heathkit, ONXIS, Pioneer,
Yamaha, Sony, T/amp, Tascam 34B, Teac, Studer
B62, Tanberg, Marantz, Nagra, JR SP, Tannoy
Golds, Sony KEF, Epos, Radian 12, lots more
tel: 0181 443 0557 01992 620905 (H1806)
Theta Croma 396 DAC £480 for quick sale,
tel: 0171 435 4365 or 0973 278216 (H1827)
Townsend Seismic Sink stand, as new, 4 level
model, only £ 500 tel: 01453 885032 (H1824)
VPI TNT MK3+ reference platter, stand,
brightstar isolation, flywheel, wheatton triplanar
MK5i tonearm, immaculate, Stereophile
analogue source of the year, bargain £4,995 tel:
01730 815171 leave message (H1817)
Wadia 21 CD player, remote control, four
digital outputs, S/E balanced analogue outputs,
digital volume control, reference performance,
mint, boxed £2,495 (£5,500 new) possible p/x
high-end poweramp tel: 01449 676335
(H1782)
Wilson Benesch Act 1Speakers, 8 months old,
asking £ 3,900; Acoustic Precision Eikos CD
player, upgraded version, asking £ 1,400; Chord
SPM 1200C amp, asking £ 2,700 tel: 01296
437314 eves (Aylesbury) (H1801)
XTC CD Transport superb construction and
sound, reviewed 08/96 £795 (£ 1,250) price
includes Cambridge Dac Magic, silver Digital
Coax P.T. Da-Capo Delta Sigma 1307 filter
£795; Hi- Cap (uprated) £ 295 tel: 01273
325901
(H1516)

FOR SALE - TRADE
EAD Theatermaster Digital preamp, T8000
CD/LD transport, rare items, 24ct gold and
high-end, boxed, manuals, leads, accessories,
cost £ 13,800 OIRO £7,800 tel: Audio Visual
Concept, 01628 440873
(H1769)
Ex- Demonstration High end audio, Audio
Note Kegon next model up from Ongaku, cello
system, Mark Levinson, fully guaranteed, we
may part exchange for similar equipment tel/fax:
Silvernote Audio, 01992 620905 (H1807)

Quad 44 preamp £ 200; Quad 405-2 power
amp £200; all mint condition with boxes, tel:
01403 891120
(H1810)
Quad 44 preamp, Avondale Audio modified
with outboard power supple £ 300; Quad 4052 power amp Avondale Audio modified, recent
service, perfect condition £250 tel: 01224
817574 (o) or evenings 01330 850613
(H1833)

ti

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £14.00; three months £17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.

Quad 67 compact disc player, mint and boxed
£550 tel: 01626 872501 (H1852)

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( op Pioneer A400 = two words).

Quad 77 amp £475; Quad 77 CD £475; Quad
77 remote £ 175; Audiolab 8000T tuner £500;
Rega Kyte speakers £ 125; Royd Mintrstal
speakers £ 150; Linn Kan Mark II with Kan
Stands £275; Castle Avon speakers in rosewood
£450 tel: 01606 862175 (H1767)
Quad 1962 double valve amplifiers control unit
AMI! tuner FM tuner Gerard 301 transer unit
in beautiful LARGS cabinet, unused, many years
all instructions, Leak speakers, offers please
tel/fax: 01342 823405
(H1781)
Quad Power amps 707 £ 520; 77 £ 390; AVI
Nu-Neutron Speakers £490; Ruark Templars
£275; Harbeth HL Extenders £ 195; Technics
SL120 D/D turntable unit £ 100 tel: 01892
536919 (West Kent)
(H1854)
Revox A77 2-track tape recorder, NAB adaptors
£350 tel: 0181 552 1712
(H1848)
114
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Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

HEARD THE ONE ABOUT THE
£1000 SPEAKERS THAT CAN
BE BOUGHT FOR JUST £275?

WE HAVE
But seriously
Why buy ordinary mass produced
speakers from your local high street hi- Ii
dealer, when you could build your own
loudspeakers for up to 1/4 of the price
without any loss of sound quality
We sell our speakers direct to the public
so we can guarantee that huge savings
will be made on any equivalent mass
produced speakers.
We believe you could save as much as
£8000 by building your own hi-fi system
and you would also have the satisfaction
of knowing that it was hand built by
yourself.
All our kits utilise the highest quality
components and have factory machined
cabinets.
This means that anyone can build an
excellent sounding system to be proud of.
Phone today for your free catalogue
giving details of our full range of DIY
kits and accessories.

IF YOU THINK THAT BUYING
A NEW SYSTEM IS TOO
COSTLY- THEN WHY NOT
UPGRADE YOUR
EXISTING COMPONENTS?
You can vastly improve the sound of your
loudspeakers and valve amplifiers by replacing the
capacitors with one of the worlds best film and foil
capacitors — HOVLAND
We also carry afull range of both SCR
(Chateauroux) and ÁNSAR polypropylene
capacitors plus VOLT air cored inductors. All of
which will dramatically improve the sound of your
existing system.

Trade enquiries welcome.
50 Main Street Broughton Astley
Leicester LE9 6R1)
Tel: +44 01455 286603 Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: wilmslow.audioedial.pipex.com

Additional Demonstration facilities now available in Wigan, Lancs.

Wilmslow

Phone 01942 521771 to book your appointment.

Audio

UK's leading supplier of Audiophile Vinyl and CD, related equipment and accessories

PREMIUM DISCS

AND

D

PO BOX
TEL

21

LISKEARD PL 14 51fle

01579 363603

FAX

01579 363604

ACCESSORIES

SALESALESALESALE
RCA LIVING STEREO • REDUCED BY OVER 50% n
Yes, buy any 5of these superb re-issues 14y Classic RKords and get
them for £
10 each • a50% saving on our normal rete of f22.
Fancyjust one or two tides ?
Then save over 30% on the single album price of f each.
LSC 1806 STRAUSS Also Sprach Zarithuçtra • Reiner & CSO
LSC 1817 OFFENBACH - Gate Parisienne Fieldler & IPO
LSC 1900 BERLIOZ - Symphonie Fantasticue Munch & ISO
LSC 1934 BARTOK - Concerto For Orehesea • Reiner & GO
LSC 2222 DEBUSSY - Iberia • Reiner & CSO
LSC 2234 SAINTSAENS - Piano Come° Rubinstein/Wallenstein & SOA
LSC 2322 SHOSTAKOVICH - Age Of Gold-Ballet Stàte - Martinon 730
LSC 2398 KABALEVSKY The Comedian - Kondeshin & RCAVO
LSC 2400 BALLET FROM THE OPERA - F
stoulari & PCO
LSC 2419 DVORAK • Slavonic Dances - Mertinon liLSO
LSC 2423 FESTIVAL Reiner & CSO
LSC 2450 SCHUMANNNYERBEER Camavalkes Patineurs Rignold & ROHO
LSC 2456 LALO Symphonie Espagnole - Szeryneliendl & CSO
LSC 2500 STRAUSS Waltzes - Rein& & CSO
LSC 2541 LISZTIRACHMANINOFF - TodtentaniConcerto No.1 - Reiner & SO

ALTO HIGH FIDELITY • 180 GRAM VINYL • REDUCED BY 15 %!!
ELGAR - Coronation Ode Ledger & NPOr Kings College Choir Cambridge £15
SHOSTAKOVICH - Symphony No.13 - Previn & LSC & LS0(2LPS) £
18
GIL EVANS ORCHESTRA • Plays The Music Of limi Hendrix (Superb!) £15
GENE AMMONS - Boss Tenor £
15 AHMAD ?MULL Alhambra f15 PATRICIA BARBER Split f15
SHIRLEY HORN - Travellin' Light £15 KENNY DORHAM - Quiet Kenny £15
ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS 180 GRAM VINYL • REDUCED BY 30 % normally f22 now just EIS
VIRGIL THOMPSON • The Plow That Broke The Plains - Stokowski
CANTLOUBE Songs Of The Auvergne - Netania Davrah
GOULDIGOTTSCHALK • Latin American SymphonettelNight In The Tropics
COPLAND - Fanfare For The Common Man ABSOLUTE ANALOGUE - 180 GRAM VINYL • HUGE SAVINGS!!
MILES DAVIS Kind Of Blue & Sketches of Spain £20 eac:, or the 2for £30 !!
BOB DYLAN• Highway 61 & Blood On The Tracks £20 each or the 2for £30 !!
DCC- 180 GRAM VINYL • SAVE 25% • f15 EACH !!
LPZ 1001 TCHAIKOVSKY - Francesca Da Rimini/Hamlet Stokowski
LPZ 1002 STRAUSS- Don QuanITil Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks Stokowski
LPZ 1003 VILLA-LOBOS UirapUruNodinha - Stokowski
DECCASXl• 180 GRAM VINYL • SAVE 25 % • 115 each !!!
SOL 2027 BRAHMSANAGNER Clarinet Quintet/Adagio - Members of Vienna Octet
SXL 2297 DUKASIDEBUSSY - La Pen/leek Ansermet & Suisse Romande
SOL 6136 KODALY - Harry Janos SuitelGalanta • Kertesz & LSO
SOL 6777 PROKOFIEV • Symphony No.6 es E
flat - Weller & LPO

JAll & POP- BARGAINS GALORE !!
MILES DAVIS QUINTET - Re/aojo' With
Prestige 7129 - 180 gram vinyl now only £ 15
MILES DAVIS Kind Of Blue
Sony Mastersound GOLD CD Limited Edition £
15 !!
PHAROAH SANDERS - Black Unity
Impulse 219 -180 gram vinyl f12
GABOR SZARBO • The Sorcerer
Impulse 211 • 180 gram vinyl £
12
MICHAEL JACKSON His Story - 30 song 3LP Boo Set £
15
JEFF BUCKLEY
Sketches For My Sweetheart The Drunk - 3LP set £
15
JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE BBC Sessions 3
LP set £
18
LITTLE FEAT
Waiting For Colombes - 180 gram vinyl - 2LP set f20
DISCO ANTISTAT •" THE VINYL VALET "

Record Cleaner

Arecord bath with integral brushes, this unique unit
comes complete with record drying rack, alitre of
cleaning fluid, adaptor for 7 records and full
detailed instructions.
Our normal price including carriage is £50.
JUST £ 7.50 - DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR.

THE FINEST SELECTION OF PREVIOUSLY OWNED
HI-FI IN THE COUNTRY - AND ALL GUARANTEED!
TURNTABLES/ARMS
AR Legend No arm
£148
Audio Synthesis APS + ADE
MC Phono Stage + PSU
£795
£498
Goldmund Studio / AirTangent
£6500 £3998
Linn LPI2 + Grace + AT ( MM)
£425
Linn LPI2 ( Ex-dem)
£ 1750
£993
Linn LPI2 ( Blk) Ekos/Lingo/Clear Audio Aurum £2398
Linn LP I
2Valhalla/SME 3009/ATF5 OCC
£695
Linn Axis + K9
£355
£468
Luxman PD300 + SME III ( Vacuum platter)
Luxman PD555 Vacuum platter
Belt drive - Accepts 2arms - 33/45/78
£1498
Lyra Parnasus
£P0A
Manticore Mantra/Moth/AR P77
£195
Michell Focus One/Hadcock 228/Dynavector 20a
£220
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
£80
£58
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
with Mentor arm
£2300 £1498
Oracle Delphi II/Linn Wok LVII
£1395
Oracle Delphi III/SME V/Caoridge £4000 £1895
Oracle Alexandra MK 11I ( Cut for SME)
£748
Ortofon T-300 Transformer
£900
£495
Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77
£249
Roksan Xerxes + Artemiz + AT 005 £ 1700
£758
Thorens TDI25 + Shure VIS
£195

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
A&R A60 (
Late mode1.131ack/CD input)
£120
Adcom GTP500Mk2 + GFA545Mk2 Pre/Pwr
£695
Albarry M1008 Series Il Monoblocks
£698
Arcam Zeta 1 ( Ex demi
£999
£597
Arcam Xeta I ( Ex-dem)
£499 £393
Arcam Xeta 11 ( Ex demi
£499
£413
Arcam Alpha 9Power
£400
£295
Arcam Delta 11(1 Pre
£700 £ 195
ATC SCA2 Pre
£2599 £ 1993
ATC SCIA 2/150
£2331 £1753
ATC SPA2 2/150
£2699 £1993
Audiolab 8000A
£500 £365
Audiolab 8000LX
£470
£378
Audiolab 8000LX ( Ex demi
£470
£397
Audiolab 8000S
£700
£495
Audiolab 8000M ( Mono's)
£1800 £ 1100
Audiolab 8000Q
£1249 £895
Audiolab 80(X)PPA
£900
£595
Aura VASO Integrated
£299 £ 175
AVI S2000 Integrated
£999
£693
Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr
£10(8) £495
Chord SPM1000B ( Ex demi
£2785 £1997
Classe 30 Pre-amp Balanced/Remote
£695
£450
Classe DR6L Line Pre
£3500 £1695
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr
£1495 £675
Cyrus One
£150
Cyrus Two
£185
Cyrus Straight Line ( Integrated)
£398
£298
Denon 4400 Mono's
Call
£595
DPA DSP200 Line Pre ( Ex Dem)
£499
£397
DPA Renaissance ( Ex Dem)
£595
£447
Dynaco STI20 ( Classic circa ' 76)
£278
Exposure VIII ( Mono's)
£1300 £898
Exposure X ( Intl
£195
Exposure XXI RC ( Pre)
£999 £625
FM Acoustics A800 ( 2.500 watt)
£12,000 £4298
Harmon Kardon AVPI aProcessor
£2000 £495
Harmon Kardon HK620 Remote
£250 £ 165
Hevbrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr
£1425 £600
John Shearne Pre/Pwr
£2300 £1295
Krell KSA200B
£55(X) £2498
Krell KRS- I + KRSP ( 4box pre)
£2245
Leak Delta 30
£75
Leak Delta 70
£95
Lecson AC I/API ( The best we've seen!)
£275
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £3800 £ 1498
LFD LS2/PA1 ( Pre/Pwr) £2600 £1198
LED Phono Stage 2
£598
Linn Kairn Phono Pre
£1198
Linn Kaim Line ( Ex-dem)
£ 1400 £1095
Linn Kaim Phono ( Ex-dem) £ 1700 £1493
Linn LK IPre
£250
Linn LK1 + LK280
£648
Linn Majik 1Phono
£800
£593
Linn Direktor ( Ex-dem)
£795 £594
Linn LK100 (
Ex-dem)
£650 £494
Linn LKI00
£650 £393
Linn Wakonda Pre ( Ex-dem) £750 £593
Marantz PM66SE ( Current) £400 £288
Marantz SC22 ( Pre) + 4 X MA22 ( Mono's) £P0A
Meridian 201 Pre
£760 £395
Meridian 501 Pre ( Ex-dem) £740 £597

Meridian 501.2 Pre ( Ex-dem)
Meridian 502 Pre
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC
Meridian 562 Pre ( Ex-dem)
Meridian 562V he ( Ex-dem)
Meridian 557 Power ( Ex-dem)
Michell Argo + Hera
Musical Fidelity Al ( Integrated)
Musical Fidelity Elektra E100 (Int)
Musical Fidelity P172 Pre
Musical Fidelity P270/I Power
Musical Fidelity 2300 Power
Musical Fidelity 3a Pre
Musical Fidelity 2a Pre
Myryad MI/20 ( Exdemi
Myryad MA120 he ( Ex-dem)
Myryad MP100 Power ( Ex demi
NAD 2700 THX Power 140WPC
Naim NAC I
2
Naim NAC32.5
Naim NAC42.5
Naim NAC62
Naim NAC I2S
Naim NAC22
Naim NAC42
Nairn NAC72 ( MC Boards)
Naim NAC92
Naim NAP90 ( New Style)
Naim NAP110
Naim NAP140 ( Old Style)
Naim NAP250 (Old Style)
Naim NAIT 2
Naim Hi-Cap (Old Style)
Nakamichi IA- 3 ( Int)
Nakamichi 420 Pwr
Nakamichi 603 Pwr
NVA AP50 ( Integrated)
NVA P50 ( Passive Pre)
NVA A70 ( Mono's)

£740
£1395
£1750
£995
£995
£1525
£900
£359
£750
£1395
£2895
£379
£299
£599
£479
£599
£449

£460
£750
£ 1705
£720

£650
£250

£613
£895
£794
£797
£813
£1193
£595
£225
£475
£395
£698
£1895
£248
£178
£494
£373
£443
£295
£165
£195
£150
£150
£95
£145
£195
£498
£P0A
£370
£200
£450
£828
£298
£378
£150
£220
£290
£395
£150
£448

NVA
EX- FACTORY SPECIAL PURCHASE
IUN uetinitive state mono
Power amps
Each £6400 £3200
TSS Second State Stereo Pwr £3700 £ 1800
TSS Second State Pre-amp
£ 1000 £500
TIS Integrated State Int-amp £ 1500 £800
EMOTIVE STATEMENT
integrated CD player
£2120 £ 1100
For several years. many ' knowing' enthusiasts have wisely
chosen NVA products instead of more heavily promoted brands.
Now, as the result of adownturn in Far East markets, we can
offer these World Class products at unrepeatable prices.
STRICTLY LIMITED AVAILABILITY.

Pioneer C-90 Pre
Pioneer M-90 Pwr
PS Audio PS IV ( Pre)
QED A270 Integrated
QED Systemline Kit + Mods ( Ex D) £3000
Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
Quad 44 Pre ( Grey)
Quad 405 Power-amp
Quad 33 Pre
Quad 34 Pre (Grey & Beige)
Quad 306 Pwr (Grey)
Quad 77 he
Rappaport Pre I ( Pre)
Rappaport Amp I ( Pwr)
Roksan LI Pre + PSU
£ 1100
Rotel Michi he
£795
Rotel RC972 he
£225
Rotel RB97 IPower
£225
Rotel RB98I Power
£325
Sonographe SCI he
£ 1250
Sugden Optima 140 ( 2X7Ow Intgd) £770
Thorens TTP2000 MkI he ( Ex Dem) £499
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem)
£599
Thule PR200 ( Pre) + 2X PA200 ( pwr) £2700
Yamaha DSP - A2070 AN
£ 1499
Yamaha DSP - A3090 A/V
£ 1499
Yamaha DSP - A1000 A/V
Yamaha DSP - E1000 A/V
£699

£295
£450
£298
£225
£1897
£P0A
£285
£195
£65
£220
£220
£450
£275
£550
£758
£643
£173
£173
£273
£450
£448
£397
£497
£1598
£993
£1093
£298
£543

WANTED - ALL TYPES
OF TOP QUALITY HI-FI

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE
Arion Tycho ( Power) + Passive Pre
£1895
Audio Innovations LI ( Pre)
£369
Audio Innovations Series 800
10th Anniversary Edition
Audio Note P3 ( 300B Power)
Audio Note Meishu
£2750
Audio Research V70 Pwr ( Ex Dem)
£4480
Audio Research VI40 ( Mono-blocks)
£9000
Audio Research SPI4 he ( silver)
£3300
£3300
Audio Research SPI4 he ( black)
Audio Research D200 Power ( Ex demi
£3248
Audio Research D250 Power
Audio Valve Baldur ( 200+200 watt mono- blocks)
UNWANTED PRIZE!!
£ 10,000
Audion Sterling Integrated £595
Avantic SPA Il Vintage valves
Beard P505 ( Pre) + P100 ( Pwr)
Cary SLA-70 Mk11 ( Pwr)
Croft Series 5 ( Power)
Conrad Johnson PV II
£ 2000
Copland CTA501 Power amp
£ 1800
Counterpoint SA 12 Valve/Hybrid Pre-amp
EAR 859 Integrated - beautiful!
EAR 519 100 wpe Monoblocks £3500
Gordon Welford ( Pre) Hand made, hard wired
Graaf 5050 Power ( Ex Dem)
£2150
Graaf WFB 2he ( Ex Dem)
£ 1195
Grant G1OOAS ( Pwr) + G1OOPB ( Pm) £2000
Luxman LX33 ( Integrated)
luxman CL32 ( Pre) + 3600 ( Pwr) 50+50watts
Muse Model 3(8) ( Mono powers) £44(()
Papworth Audio M I
0() monoblocks £360))
Papworth Audio M200 monoblocks £5200

£1095
£269
£898
£1298
£1895
£2487
£3998
£1295
£1495
£1997
£2498
£5298
£398
£168
£995
£998
£495
£1398
£998
£750
£1298
£1695
£448
£1657
£897
£650
£698
£1498
£2898
£2600
£3998

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION

So that you get the Best Price
without any of the hassle!
TAPE AND TUNERS
A&R Cambridge Alpha Tuner
£75
Arcam Alpha Tuner
£75
Arcam Alpha 5Tuner
£230
£168
Arcam Alpha 7Tuner
£230
£165
Avantic BM6 II Valve Tuner Circa 1960 ( no dec)
£148
Cyrus Tuner (
Original)
£188
Denon TU660 Tuner
£145
Harmon Kardon TU950
£158
I.eak Delta FM Tuner
£65
Leak Delta AM/FM Tuner
£75
Kenwood KX-4520 3Head HX-Pro
£135
Magnum Dynalab FT11
£550
£328
Marantz SD55 3hd / 2mtr
£400
£195
Myryad T/40 ( Ex-dem)
£399
£294
Nakamichi 481Z
£298
Nakamichi ZX7 ( Mint/Boxed)
£648
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp £500
£295
Pioneer RTU I11/
4 & 1/
2 track
R to R
£598
Pioneer F9I Tuner
£395
Quad FM3
Choice from
£95
Revox A77 1/2 track
£P0%
Revox B77 Mk's 1 & 2 (Call for details)
£P0A
Sony TCK 61 IS
£330
£218
Theta Lynx Tuner
£500
£324
Yamaha 800 AM/FM Tuner
£175

CD PLAYERS - DACS
Accuphase DP75 CD Player
Alchemist Nexus APD32A CD Player
Arcam Alpha 8CD
Arcam Delta Black Box ( DAC)
Arcam Delta Black Box 5 ( DAC)
Arcam Delta 170 ( Trans)
Audiolab 8000CD ( Ex-dem)
Audiolab 8000DAC
Audio Alchemy Vac- In-The- Box
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
Audio Alchemy DACMAN ( Ex demi
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX ( Ex demi

£5995 £3998
£600
£425
£450
£5)1
£1148
£2,48
£98
£1000
£749
£1000
V151)
£249
£175
£98
£695
£149
£117
£229
£1177

After twentyfive years, and with three specialist stores, we know
that thousands of satisfied customers prefer to shop this way!
Audio % It licmy VI DAC
AVI 2(XX)MC Reference CD
AVI S2000 DAC
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
Denon DCD1650 ( CD Player)
Kinshaw Overture DAC
Krell SBP64X DAC
Krell KPS20i/I CD/Pre ( Breathtaking!)
Marantz CD80
Meridian 200
Meridian 203 DAC
Meridian 206
Meridian 263 DAC
Meridian 5(X) Transpon ( Old style)
Meridian 508 20 Bit ( Ex-dem)
Meridian 563 DAC
Meridian 563 DAC ( Ex-dem)
Meridian 606 DAC
MicroMega Stage 5 ( Ex-dem)
MicroMega Stage 6 ( Ex-dem)
MicroSeiki CD- M2
Mission PCM II CD
Monarch DIP Jitter Buster
Monarch DIP Jitter Buster ( Ex-dem)
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
Musical Fidelity A2 CD ( Ex-dem)
Musical Fidelity E61 CD ( Ex-dem)
Myryad T-10CD ( Ex-dem)
Myryad T-20CD ( Ex-dem)
Naim CD1
Naim CD3
Pioneer PD91 CD Player
Pink Triangle Da Capo
QED Digit Reference
Rega Brio ( Ex-dem)
Rega EXS ( Ex-dem)
Roksan DAC 1
Roksan Attessa (Trans)
Rotel RCD971 CD
Rotel RCD930AX CD
Sugden SDA-I
Teat VRDSIO CD Player
Teac VRDSIOSE CD Player
Technics SL- P1200
Theta TLC
Theta TLC Jitter Buster ( Ex-dem)
Theta Croma HDCD DAC
Trichord Pulsar 1(DAC) ( Ex-dem)

£238
£1300 £898
£225
£250 £ 148
£600 £295
£195
£9900 £ 1498
£11.000 £5995
£230
£818 £425
£560 £ 195
£995 £495
£650 £395
£1025 £793
£1650 £ 1293
£865 £468
£865 £693
£1500 £795
£750 £597
£950 £747
£2800 £ 1445
£150
£245 £ 188
£245 £ 197
£98
£499 £397
£299 £247
£399 £294
£599 £494
£2000 £ 1178
£1050 £750
£900 £495
£1500 £975
£450 £284
£229 £ 174
£599 £444
£250
£2300 £575
£400 £293
£200 £ 143
£800 £528
£770 £538
£850 £598
£1100 £498
£230 £ 178
£229 £ 177
£950 £797
£1195 £658

CALL THE 'FI' FINDERS
Can't find what you want?
Rare, Classic, Special...even New!
Whatever you want, we'll find it
for you...and at the best price!
LOUDSPEAKERS
Apogee Centaur Minor
ATC SCMIO (Black) ( Ex-dem)
ATC SCM2OSL ( Ex-dem)
ATC SCM2OT ( Ex-dem)
ATC SCM50A ( Ex-dem)
Audio Note ANJ/SPX ( Efficient)
B&W 20001FS Centre
B&W P5 ( Rose) Ex-dem
B&W Silver Signatures Fabulous!
Cambridge Audio R50 (Trans Line)
Castle Avon ( Ex-dem/Yew)

£1345
£999
£3000
£4250
£5875

£847
£693
£2293
£3493

£4493
£1098
£108
£220
£593
£875
£6000 £2498
£495
£647
£849

Castle Chester ( Yea
Castle Durham ( Inc stands - R/wtxx.1)
Castle Harlech ( Ex-dem/Yew)
Castle Howard Mk2 ( Ex Dem)
Castle Pembroke ( Black Ash)
Diesis Solitaire
Epos ESI 2Walnut + stands
Epos E514 Ex-dem
Epos ESI4 Black + stands
Gale 301 ( Black)
KEF 103/4
KEF 104/2 (Teak)
KEF 107 + Cube ( Walnut)
KEF Model 1(8) ( Ex-dem)
KEF Coda 9 ( Ex-dem)
Kelly KT2 ( Ex-dem)
Kelly KT3 ( Ex-dem)
Leak Sandwich (Classics in good tond)
Leak Mini-Sandwich
Leak 2060
Linaeum LFX
Linn Isobarik
Linn Index
Linn Kan ( Black Teak)
[Ann Kaber ( Active) Ex-dem
Linn Kaber ( Black)
NI&K VX7 Mk11 Sub ( Ex-dem)
ligna Planar SMGA ( Blk & Chrome)
Ligon Planar SMGA ( Wood/Brown)
Nleridian A500 ( Rosewood)
Nicridian M30 Active ( Black)
Icridian DSP5000 Blk ( Ex-dem)
Meridian DSP5000 Rose ( Ex-dem)
Meridian M2500 Sub ( Ex-dem)
Mission 707 ( Walnut)
Mission 727 ( Teak)
Mission 733 ( Black)
Mission 770 ( Mahogany + stands)
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak)
Monitor Audio Studio 60SE New,B1k/RoNe
Musical Fidelity MC2
Naim Intro ( Ex-dem)
Naim SBL - Cherry ( Latest)
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex Dem)
Note Perfect Concert ( Ex Dem)
Pink Triangle Ventrical ( Ex Dem)
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Ex dem)
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Cherry)
ProAc Studio Towers ( Black)
Quad ESL57
Quad ESL63
Quad ESL63 ( Ex-dem)
REL Q100E ( Ex dem)
REL Storm ( Ex dem)
Rogers LS33/AB33 ( Black Ash)
Rogers LS3/5a ( Cherry/Bi-wire)
Rogers Studio la ( Teak)
Royd Minstrel ( Walnut/Black)
Royd Sintra
Ruark Equinox Light Oak ( Up-dated)
Snell K Il
Spendor SP2/3
Tangent RS2 + Stands
Tangent Monitor 2 ( Rosewood)
Tangent 607 Mk11
Tannoy Oxford ( 10" drivers)
Thiel 2.3
Thomas Transducers Virtuoso Gold
with silver wired Lowther drive units
Wilson Witt Mk1 ( Ex dem)

£995 £545
£245
£995 £879
£1200 £947
£200
£150
£500 £375
£675 £474
£428
£250 £ 159
£P0A
£795
£1395
£359 £254
£299 £224
£699 £597
£1199 £897
£135
£125
£125
£649 £445
£750
£225 £ 138
£295
£3000 £2393
£2200 £ 1098
£450 £344
£450
£450
£875 £595
£900 £525
£3495 £2797
£3495 £2793
£1695 £ 1297
£100
£158
£155
£225
£395 £248
£5000 £2995
£150
£680 £574
£2030 £ 1378
£2750 £ 1497
£2450 £ 1297
£896 £597
£4250 £2997
£4250 £2800
£2595 £ 1395
From... £ 95
£3449 £ 1698
£3449 £ 1997
£495 £393
£695 £493
£1428
£395
£600 £348
£240 £ 168
£330 £230
£P0A
£288
£1195 £775
£400 £225
£200 £ 140
£185
£195
£3500 £ 1995
£3400 £2398
£8888 £6497

MISCELLANEOUS
Audio Alchemy Clearstream digital Lead £200
Essex Digital correction for Celestion SL700 £750
Harmonix TU8I2 LP Record Clamp £220
Helios Orion arm
Micro-Seiki MA707 arm
Siltech 560 Balanced cables Imtr pr £ 1600
XLO Signature 2.1 Balanced Interconnects
1Dm pair: (£675) f448
0.5m pair: £485
Rotel RN560 Dolby Noise Reduction System
Target RI Stands

BUSINESS HOURS: TUESDAY - SATURDAY 9.30am - 5.30pm

CLOSED MONDAYS

£128
£375
£1711
£548
£98
£6011
£398
£75
£228

MAIL ORDER
All items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed
CLEARANCE BARGAINS
PLEASE NOTE: Enquiries for items in the list
below can be made at TRADING STATION_
Please call Peterborough ( 01733) 343469

AMPLIFIERS
A&R Cambridge A60
£75
A&R CambridgeC200 + SA 150 100wpc Pre/Pwr £250
Audiolab 8000A ( Din) Fully upgraded to current spec £295
Aura VAROSE-X
£ 195
Beard P100 ( 100 wpc valve power amp)
£695
Cyrus I & 2amps
Several from £ 145
Kenwood KA504OR
£320 £ 175
NAD 10(8) Pre
£ 145
NAD 3240 Power Envelope ( Integrated) £ 135
Naim Nait 1
£ 135
Nytech CPA602 + CPI22 Pre/Pwr
£300
PS Audio Elite
£450
Rotel RA935BX
£ 170
Technics SLPG200A
£ 120
Technics SA-EX300 Pro-logic amp
£ 135
Technics SHGE 70 Graphic
£95
Yamaha DSPE 200 Processor
£ 149

CD PLAYERS / DACS / ETC
Arcam Delta Black Box
£ 175
Kenwood DP7060 CD
£360 £ 175
Marantz CD36
£ 110
81arantz CD52
£ 120
Marantz CD56
£70
Marantz CD65
£85
Mission daD 7000
£ 199
Mission PCMII
£ 140
Philips CDI 210
£95
Philips CD 850Mk11 ( Trichord clock upgrade) £ 195
Pioneer PDS 801
£ 175
Rotel RCD965BX
£ 165
Yamaha CD 3050
£ 175

TUNERS
£75
£95
£300 £ 160
£135
£175
£135

A&R Cambridge T2I
Hitachi ET5500 Mk Il
Kenwood KT6040
NAD 4225
Yamaha T80
Yamaha CT8(X)

TAPE DECKS
Kenwood KX9050S 3Head/Dolby B/C/S
Marantz SD 55
NAD 6220

£450 £ 185
£185
£95

HEADPHONES
£115
£180

Grado SR 125
Beyer Dynamic DT-9II

SPEAKERS
II&W 2000 IFS Centre Speaker
Mission Argonauts
Musical Fidelity MC 2
Gale 301

£95
£240
£195
£125

TRADING STATION
22a Lincoln Road Peterborough
Hundreds of genuine hi-fi bargains in store for
personal callers. Part-exchange welcome.

FOR CLEARANCE BARGAINS ONLY
PHONE PETERBOROUGH (01733) 343469

VISITORS WELCOME AND DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

t.

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI 1LZ

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141
ALL MAJOR CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

ESTABLISHED 1974
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We live in an age of convenience and multi- media, multi-

At the Audio Note Salon, our new dem room (No 41)

room home entertainment which may appear to threaten two-

demonstrates lifestyle assimilation of stereo into an uncluttered

channel stereo. But the majesty and scale of a purist music

domestic domain. In 1979 The Music Room was the first UK

system easily validates the original concept of Alan Blumlein.

shop to incorporate a dem room, as the only way for enthusiast

Transparency, liquidity, bass grip and all these words do not

staff and customers to experiment and learn by experience.

describe the emotional experience of a vinyl or digital

Today's equipment is much better ... but some things never

domestic Hi Fi system.

change. In the UK Iam probably Britain's most experienced

In this year, however, the mediocre products in High Street
shops will not suffice. There is a trend to simplicity with quality:
like Bow Technology's single-chassis amplifier - THE WAZOO -

and serious HiFi Counsellor. Happy to suggest the right system
matching, cables and accessories to genuine or prospective
customers. By telephone or by appointment, 10am-6pm.

which combines ease of use, stunning looks, remote control,

From this month, the dem rooms will change to a new

and very low cost at £ 1,849.

innovative function. Instead of testing permutations, which
should be done by home loan, our rooms will exhibit levels of

Cost is always a consideration, but if compromise is something

ultimate performance: tuned, tweaked systems rather than

to put behind you and a lifetime investment is timely instead of

disturbed and temporary combinations. From next month, our

constant upgrading, then the best is now much simpler and

web site will start to evolve into the world's most ambitious and

cheaper. From Mark Levinson the single- box CD Processor (the

definitive guide and source to the most valid domestic HiFi

No 39) incorporates its own pre-amp based on the

components and systems. Stand by. We're coming your way.

award-winning 380S and is ideally suited to the new and

Send for our new catalogues (hardcopy): interconnects and

stunning 334 power amplifier. Add a pair of loudspeakers and

speaker wires, "CableNet" and accessories. Here is this month's

you have a system which, while simple, will audibly outperform

expanded list of selected used and ex-dem opportunities to

transports, DACs, pre-amps forming the complex systems of

tempt you. Our experience is your guarantee of value and

the 'eighties.

validity.

ANALOGUE

Gryphon Antileon amp (x/d, List: £ 10,600)

Audio Note AN-S2 MC-transformer, x/d slightly scratched
but sonically stunning
£ 199
Helius Cyalene Mk3, supplied and checked by Guy Adams.
Ideal synergy with Voyd/10 cartridges, was £ 1,795 £ 795
Michell ISO HR Phone Stage, £895, only 6-months old £ 395

Gryphon is the thinldng man's Krell; from Denmark
Mark Levinson 10A pre-amp, stunning phono stage,
slimline, mint boxed (s/h)
£ 1,499
Mark Levinson No 331, barely run-in, 5-year warranty
£3,000
The ultimate marque; priced to sell fast; boxed perfect
Musical Fidelity F-22 Pre-amp; MF's stunning high-end
preamp with remote control, stunning looks and
build quality
£449
Pass Labs X-2 Pre-amp, x/d (we now have the 'P')
list price, £2,550, new guaranteed
£ 1,650
Sonus Faber QUID Integrated Arno, stunning style and
sound, was £ 1,200 s/h, perfect
£495
Sonic Frontiers Line One pre-amp (s/h)
£ 1,195
Sugden Symmetra monoblocks, as new, super bargain,
current list £ 1,595
£ 750
Sugden Signature line pre-amp, £699
£ 300
Threshold S-150 ( 75wpc) - a classic Pass amp
£ 750

DIGITAL
Audio Note CD- 2 £995, x/d (original case)
£ 750
Micro-Mega Stage 3CD Player, was £900, s/h bargain £425
Monarchy Audio 33B DAC, stunning build and sound, mint £495
Sony MDS-303 MiniDisc recorder/player, was £ 299 £ 135
Theta basic II CD Transport (s/h, mint boxed, was £2,298) £ 750
Theta PS Pro Basic Ill Digital Processor, list £2,990 £995
(The above transport and DAC are state of the art, mint boxed,
stunning build, looks and sound; priced to sell).
AMPLIFIERS
Audio Innovations 1000-Silver Edition, 50wpc Monoblocks,
new (cancelled order, stunning resolution and bass grip) £ 1,350
Full Set of Groov-Tubes for above
£295
Audio Innovations Second Monoblocks, 15wpc triodes
Was £2,990 per pair, boxed; each
£ 359
Audio Note Meishu phono, Integrated SE ( list £3,250; x/d)
Affordable but classy 3008 amp; unrivalled value £ 2,250
Gryphon LE Monoblock pre-amp, mint marvellous (s/h) £2,995
Gryphon Elecktra/Orestes (x(d, Ust: £8,965) £4,995

£5,995

SPEAKERS
B&O CX-100 speakers, black, s/h
£225
Impulse H-2, affordable, musical, floor-standing modern
horn-loaded, amazing value and sensitivity, flawless
£900
JBL 120Ti speakers and stands, amazing (s/h)
£950
FSB Stratos Mini with free pedestal stands worth £ 175
piano lacquer (x/d) List £ 1,299
£699
Thiel CS 1.2, piano lacquer, imperfect cosmetically
£500
Zingali Overture . 3slight cosmetic transit dent
PHONE

Main Franchises: Audio Note, Bow Technologies, LFD,

Our Warranty: second-hand products carry 6- month

Living Voice, Mark Levinson, Michell, MIT, PT, Pass Labs,

parts and labour guarantee including 2-way UK carriage.

psb, ProAc, Zingali

Export and home dems by arrangement.

Ail products fully guaranteed for six months; UK demonstration, delivery and installation by arrangement. Export and Credit Card sales welcome.

bir
s
•

The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow GI 2 9HA, Scotland
TEL

(0)141 357 5700

FAX:

(
0)141 339 9762

MOBILE

041 051 9555

Approximate Original

cost E price

CDS & DACS
ORELLE DAC
180
ALT1S cd transport 6 dec. High end yankee stuff valve amps .......... _ 5100
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSCEND transport new model just out........................3500
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL
MICROMEGA MICRO DAC
350
MICROMEGA T
DOIVE transport & T-DAC with AIS FEU lead
2150
ARCAM 9
. 800
ROMAN CASPIAN (dplayer, 3months old.900
MICROMEGA DUO I. Itransport and duo 852..................................................2100
AUDICILAB CD transport
1500
ARUM ALPHA 5
.450
MARANTI 1080 nncrnsousl, rearm
MERIDIAN 207. ...............
1000

. . 200
1750
1850
500
150
950
SOO
630
900
900
200
300
400

VALVE AMPS
CROFT MICRO tweaked
EITILOGT prerpower 901/948 phono, beaus/cal black and chrome.............3000
GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE 300b lire level integrated amp
each Titanium golden dragon salves and VAIC valves.4000
GAMMA ERA pre phone and line
. 2500
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SOO integrated with

300
200
1000
1500
1000
300
.400
500
.
350
300
2250
900
1800
600
850
.
750
1250
800

CONCORDANT EXHILIRANT line pm with wooden sleeve.
1000
CROFT MICRO preamp o latest casing._
CROFT SERIES Ypower amp
GAMMA AEON monoblocks ong version • 1001 spent.................................5000+
MORE FIDELITY 3008 ongle ended stereo power amp
2000
CONRAD JOHNSON P110-AL/M1155 pre/power.
3000
HEARD BRA 100 line Integrated.
_ 1500
EAR 859 line integrated
1999
AUDIO RESEARCH SPA pre
AUDION SILVER NIGHTS 3008 17 watt monoblockS2230
AUDIO TWO BOX pre with phono ...
1500
QUAD 11 power amps repainted
.
. 350 guineas
SOLID STATE AMPS
ARCM 299p power amp.
HITACHI HMA 1500 moslet power amp ........
ROTEL 8891280 power amp each...........................

DNM series 3pm with twin psu, mc phono....
now 2000+
ELECTROCOMPANIET ELECTRO 25 watt class Apower amp...................................
LTD PA Ipower amp detailed sound..
900
MERIDIAN 201 pre with remote
AUDIO ECLAT psu Ion NAIM
HAIM 61 pre/140 power, old style with mm or mc boards...
NOIR 32/140 old style
HAIM 62/HI-CAP old style..
MIN HAIT 3
NUANCE PLENITUDE mrnrmc + line PREAMP with outboard
psu very detailed sound.
OBELISK IX ¿O- PAR 1integrated amp and psu
650
PIONEER SPEC I / SPEC 4pre / power ISO watts per channel early 80

.115
...... ISO
300
125
115
1100
500
.400
450
325
.200
.000
.500
.330
.400
. . 400
300

THE
EMPORIUM

LINN KAN MK I .
BOSE 901 DAMAGED
TANNOT LITTLE GOLD monitor.. .
.
.
..........
VAX LAMBDA signature and SRM-TI valve energizer
PROAC TABLETTE 503 months old....

I
000

rack mount monsters . .
PS AUDIO TWO power amp, SO waiter
PS AUDIO PLUS Cpower arnps pair bndgable

EXPOSURE ri integrated .....
SUGDEN OPTIMA 140 remote line integrated
ROTHWELL INDUS top of the range passive pre............_.....................
ARCAM DELTA 60 amp
NIA P50 pre with mr input and two psu, old style.............................
NOV 50 watt stereo power amp, old style

800
__550
. _ 450
300

MUSICAL F
IDELIII pre 3arma50 monobles

1350

McINTOSH C28/9(1105 pm power. enormous with lightup blue fronts
McINTOSH 14C250 stereo solid state power amp
ROKSAN CASPIAN remote Integrated amp, 3months old....................................700
ROTET MICHI ANC 10

800

CASSETTE DECKS/TUNERS/REEL TO REEL

400
.. 208
PAIR SOO
.... 250
400
350
250
160
250
100
800
680
030
ISO
9D0
4
10
3SO
400

GARRARD 301 mint in black granite plinth
smn 3009 11 Improved fully rebuilt and rewired by SME

.3000
.1000

695

.350
1100
850
1500
.3S0
375
2S0
1000
700

.

LOUDSPEAKERS
LOWTHER twin acoustas with 40 poli
ROGER LOS/EA I
Sohm
MAGNEPLANAR 2.5R large panel speakers
QUAD E51.63 rosewood/black inch Gradient subwoofers
ROOD MINSTREL
SCADENCE ES electrostatic top/mid
SPENDOR 5100 large 3-way.
ROGERS STUDIO I
JR 149
SONOS FABER MINIMA ORATOR__
SONOS FABER other models available
CELESTION OLAS

DYNACO FPI3 valve stereo ..
FERROGRAPH SEMI tuner
LEAK TROUGHLINE STEREO.......... . ..........
LEAK STEREO TROUGHLINE with STUDIO 12 DECODER....
M(INTOSH MACI700 rare hybnd tuner amp with valve tuner/solid
state amp
MERIDIAN 104 FM tuner.
QUAD FM 2stereo salve tuner
NAKAMICHI 480/ cassette deck
LUXMAN 12 tuner.

4700

....I650

250
350
TOO
1600
120
I
SOO
750
.300
200
1050

100
SO
.. 100
. 120-140
500
. 120
.
100
.
200
.
10

VINTAGE
RADFORD 510100
09E 0012
.
"—
LEAK ILI 2.1 monoblorks with
onginal GEC
KT 66
LEAK IL 12.1 111311 NEED ATTENTION NO VALVES
LEAK TL 12+ singles available.
LEAK STEREO 20 very nice example__
ROGERS CADET III Integrated valve amp START
QUAD 1monoblocks nice early pair.
PIE HEM pair mint rebuilt.
TANNOY 1 MONITOR REDS.
TANNOY 12" SILVERS
LOWTHER ACOUSTAS with PM6a..
VOIGT DOMESTIC CORNER HORNS nasty non matching pair
QUAD 11 monoblocks
GARRARD 301 resprayed beautiful__
THORENS 10124 II in plinth excellent.
THORENS ID 124 mk I
QUAD ESL SINGLE BRON.
7
RADFORD 01015 . ...................
TAMMY CORNER TURKS with l3 " reds
PIE MO/ART HFS 10
TANNOY HPD 315 II" dual concentna, refu
—rb
— ithed pair

r

TURNTABLES/ARMS/CARTRIDGES
KISEKI BLUE silver spot rebuilt....
VOID THE VOID black with audio note ann.
ORACLE DELPHI MKII,with well tempered arm Is trin psu
OXFORD ACOUSTICS CRISTELLE turntable
Illoontanding model) with sme 109 arm
LOIN LP 12 with avondale
AUDIO NOTE TTI black boxed/RB300. GOLDRING 1006NEW
ARISTON ROI 1S/SYRINX PUT__
SME 312 special van den hull silver wired,

600
_5000
SOO

REL I- 100E subirrooler, 1months old
LOWTHER ACOUSTAS beautiful pair with PI165
RUARK EQUINOX

28 ST NICHOL,‘S ST. ! MSS, NORFOLK 11'22 31,15
Tel/Fax +441011379 650744
email: emporium@dircon.coark

.100
.200
..700
.J00
410
1000
330
400
1200

Lowther PM4A with new Silver Voice rods.
WESTREX 2080 15" bass units d 2090 pressure units ...............................

offers
..... 175
....
1200
.pair 800
.100 to 150
250
..
100
105
1000
. . pair 600
. . pair 700
300
800
400 - 000
.200
.
250
.. ISO
200
. 600
... POA
400
. ITS
. . . pair 70
. . pair 800
....
1000

WANTED
AYI Integrated
EAR "THE HEAD"
EAR 834P
QUAD 34, 44, 104, 306,
EARLY QUAD 34
AUDIO RESEARCH

405

AUDIOLAB 8000 series any
NAIN any

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

SELECT AUDIO
****************** ( LOnD0n) ******************
PASS LABS DIGITAL ONE
£2,900
WADIA 22 TRANSPORT 26 DAC
£2,000
TEAC P30 TRANSPORT EX DEM
£ 1,750
MISSION DISCMASTER, DACMASTER
2 x PSX SUPPLYS BALANCED
£ 1,250
AUDIO SYNTTSIS DAX FULL HOUSE
£ 1,900
RESTEK PROLOG PHONO STAGE, BALANCED
£500
THRESHOLD FET 10E PHONO, BALANCED
£950
EQUINOX BATTERY PHONO STAGE
£450
ELITE ROCK, ZETA ORTOFON MC5000
£ 1,000
SME IV, TROUGH, 5 LEAD
£600
MARK LE VISON ML28 AND PHONO STAGE
£ 1,400
JEFF ROWLAND CONSONANCE AND PHONO
£1,400
AUDIOLAB 8000C PRE AMP
£250
AUDIOLAB 8000P POWER AMP
£400
HARMAN KARDON AP 2500 PRE AMP
£250
JEFF ROWLAND BPI BATTERY FOR ML2
£ 1,250
MIRAGE M3 Si SPEAKERS
£ 1,500
PROAC STUDIO 200 SPEAKERS
£850
NEAT PATIT AND GRAVIS SUB
£950
NEAT MYSTICE SPEAKERS
£350

£5,000
£5,000
£2,500
£2,550
£3,800
£850
£2,550
£850
£2,500
£ 1,200
£3,450
£3,450
£450
£800
£500
£2,500
£3,300
£ 1,850
£2,000
£650

APOGEE DUETTA SIGH AND DAC CROSSOVER

£3,000

£ 10,000

MUSE MODAL FOUR ACTIVE SUBWOOFER

£ 1,500

£4,000

for sale trade
HEATHERDALE
PRE- OWNED

Lintone Audio

YOUR

SELECTED USED EOUIPAIENT AM) SPECIAL OFFERS
Arcam Iklia Ill/ Pro.Ampldier
Arcam %eta 5 ('hannel Dolby Pro Amp

GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT

Audio Alchemy DDEN IDAC

EXPORT FACILITIES

Audnitah range on special offer

MILLER & KREISAL MX100 Subwoofer EX CON
£795
MERIDIAN 230 Du
£195
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 50 Speakers (Rosewood) MINT
£3495
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands
£250
MIRAGE M-lsi Speakers (Piano black) MINT/BOXED
£3995
MIT Mi5 2MTR interconnect
£200
MARTIN LOGAN CLS Ilz BOXED/MANUALS
£2895
NEAT Mystique Speakers (walnut)
£350
NAN Alas 325 pre/Nap 140 pwr & Snaps pou
£
695
NAKAMICH11000ZXL Gold Ltd Edition! MINT/BOXED/MANUALS £3995
ORELLE CD1OT Transport & DA188 Dac EX CON/BOXED
£395
PRIMARE 201 Pre-amp with 202 Monoblocks
f5995
QUAD 32 Central Unit
£45
REVOX PR99 Mk2 Tape Deck (Trolley mounted)
£1750
RUARK Talisman II Speakers (Mahogany) 4yrs old
£395
REM A77 Tape Recorder
£150
SOLSTICE AAD Speakers with stands
£495
TECHNICS SU085A Stereo integrated amp
£95
THIEL 72 Speakers ( Birds eye maple) EX OEM
£10995
VPI 0/fable/Grasshopper cart/SPJ arm
£4995
VPI19 Mk3 (dark oak(/Air Tangent/Koetsu Black £1800
VOYD Plable/SME V & Clearaudio Delta Carl
£2495
VOTO Standard turntable MINT
£1495
VOTO Titable ( upgraded psu & mtr) Helios Orion
£1495

Ring for prates
( es dew £ 1700110
Anew) .£ 549110

Cu. Tay Loudspeaker.
.Inew) .£ 22900
Creek CAS4140(2 Amplifier
.( tned, .£ 140110

COULD BE YOUR

Cyrus Hark Rank.
Cyrus Straight lane/XPA Amps
'nth.) Modulus Speakers/Stands ( what)

MAI

....lusedl, .£445.00
Nod, .£450.00

Jamo ('ofteen Comic Speaker .

Amer .£29495

Lon Kaher leudspeakers

Acs
lea demi
demi
dem)

Meridian 56) Dolo Sigma

Call now for the Russ Andrews
essential guide

Mention 563 DAC Convenor.
Mendon 541 Pro Logic Pre- Amplifier .
Mendon 6025603 Transpon/DACE'D Player.

.£050110

luo(11 .£ 350.00
I
used

159500
1.12001111
1.5611le

lased,

1.2,1,1,11

Morahan 555 Power Amplifier
Mission DAD 5/DAC5 CD Player ..........
Mission PCM2 CD Player ....

to upgrading your mains.

_
vows°

lue
-dl

Marano CD17K1 Sig. CD Player

Mu>
NairnFul
NA(' 42 Ampldier
Pre- Amplifier
.1:45111111
Naim NAI112 Tuner
(
l
o
used
. :
.£401110
lured) ...£ 7710
(1.1
111
01
lused)

Nobo Proton Prc•Ampldier

Frescor PIYdTi0i ('D Ployer
( used)
Poncer CTS740S Cerullo Decki e-di

i£
£4
29
N51111)
11h lo

Plower ("MOORS Douhk Cassette

L

used l

Russ Andrews Accessorie
Tel: +44 (0)1539 8

Quad liS1.63 Loudspeakers
Quad 34,416 AmplIfiers

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving
coil and save up to 45% off a new one!!
ICAN ALSO SUPPLY. TURNTABLES. TONEARMS, CASSETTE DECKS

Mod, £ 2400(1
..lett dent, £ 79000

Wadia 12 DAC Convenor

lused) .•

Yamaha DSP-A2070 Dolby Amphfier

1800110

( used) £450

no

STOCKISTS OF NAINI. MERIDIAN. AUDIOLAR. CYRUS. KREI,L,
RI tRIS. OPERA. RI. ARK. SI SR SN Ft. SIR:NEU:E. \ SUE.

CD PLAYERS, DAT. MIN/DISC, CDR, LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI

LEM'. KEI- F. It

Fl

isit our orb site at http://xxx.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on. Lintone.audirna sirginmet
7-11 l'ark Lane. Catehead.'lne 6. Meer NI- 93,191.

All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex-display equipment. No grey Imports Delivery is tree

Tel

0191 477 4167

Fax 1)191 477 2771

Please phone or write for specific del.'s

IAN HARRISON HI Fl ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL. REPTON. DERBY. DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

AUDIO MATTERS
STOP PRESS
The new wazoo from Bow Tech now on Demonstration Superb!
One of the best integrated amps around.

SURBITION
0181 255 0572
On Dem Alchemist, Anthem, Aud.ornea, Audio & AV, Audicn Valve Amps,
Cadence Speakers, ( heme Speakers, DPA, Monehy, Ortolan, Phi Mangle, Prole 14
Sonic Fronners, Triangle Speakeis, Trilogy Valve Amps, Von der Hull

Absolute Tune-ups
"sollfisls

• Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES
radios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

atv

MADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.
IMeir..>14

MA•Lit—eAftllu Fa

seas

'•=.=

—

S

Solen Inductors

e

ECLIRSE -

'ChateaurouXPolY

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

IWNAUDIO'

BIEMLIEM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

sall hots

mi)dile or re- align ant Ineh-eml
rcl ,t1 lids tv 11 .1 .
tel

FOUL

,,,,, 111
audiophile

,•.111.11,1 otter , sils e
matihmg•erl

1:700(Hal

to...di
Out..
tusedi .51.011

Rehm) SL (901 ,2Amplifier
Tnehord Pulsar One DAC Convert.

FURNITURE. AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, ACCESSORIES, BLANK TAPES 8i
DISCS, TEST CDS. TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES. CABLES.
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.

Sorry, no general catalogue

‘ 95 00

tleul

Rigel RCIW6513% CD Player

sped

,
Ills

the 1%.•4

SLEDGEHAMMER

•

Absolute Sounds

morar

Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-879 796 1

'Lockwood Audio

WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE • TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS
*(SultOct to status)
MAIN DEALERS FOR:
THIEL SPEAKERS, MARK LEVINSON.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS PRODUCTS
dMUCH MORE.

LEFLIP

terless

THE
AUTHORISED TAMM SPECIALIST
A

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB
WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND
BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING. WEST SUSSEX BRIO OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001.
FAX: 01903 872234
e-mall:heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com
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lox demi

DCI lawdspeakers
Castle Avon Loudspeakers

PRICE
AERIAL ACOUSTICS Speakers (Piano black finish)
£3995
ACCUPHASE 80 80L Cd player
£2995
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 revision A (Black)
£2350
AUDIONOTE 10 Limited Cartridge & Psu
£2750
AUDIONOTE ANE/S-E Uspeakers ( Rosewood) F. veneer
£3995
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Pre-amp
£2495
ARAGON Aurium Pre-amp BOXEDAAANUALS
£895
ARAGON Palladium Monoblocks BOXED/MANUALS (£3000 new)
0895
AUDIONOTE Nema amp MINT/BOXED (new £15400)
£5495
AUDIONOTE Ongaku MINT
£34995
ALTIS CDT Ill Cd Transport EX OEM
£3500
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks MINT
£3395
AUDIONOTE P2SE Power amp MINT
£895
B&W DM2A' ( Teak)
£150
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
£1995
CELESTION SISs (Black)
£75
CONRAD JOHNSON Motif MP11 Phono stage
£850
CROWN Power amp
£1395
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800 Pre-amp with Pou
£
95
EXPOSURE 25 Integrated with remote) NEW
£850
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp (with remote) NEW
£890
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power amp NEW
£720
FINESTRA Pre-amp (with pou)
£
595
FORSELL Cartridge MINT
£795
GOLOMUND REFERENCE Tttable/T3F arm
£8995
GRAHAM Model 1Tonearm (spare wand)
£1250
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
JADIS JPL Pre-amp
£1495
JADIS Dual mono JA80 Monoblocks
£3295
JAMO CONCERT 8's MINT
£795
JVC 7050 Power amp
£695
KOETSU Gold line Black Cartridge (New)
£995
KINERGETIC Subwoofers with Xover BOXED/MANUALS £2195
KEF 104 Loudspeakers
£450
KRELL KSA-50s Power amp
£2295
KRELL CD-DSP Mk2 Cd Player
£2000
KRELL Studio Dac
£
1495
LUXMAN M03600 (T88 Stereo power amp
£1295
LUXMAN 5T-10 Tuner
£450
LUXMAN M2000 Power amp MINT
£495
MARK LEVINSON ML3 Power amp
£2450
MARK LEVINSON 35 Dac EX OEM
£5795
MARK LEVINSON 30.5/31.5 Cd Transport & Dac
£12995
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp
£1995

FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:6.‘
http://www.hili-stereo.com

les deml _£ 269.95

Audio Alchemy DTI V/2 PSA DAC.....

AVAILABLE

.tnenT.. ..£244.95

( es dent) £64400

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers

AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.

welcome b
A appointment

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road

pm

Borehamwood Hens WD6 1WE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

SEND $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD

=}

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail : madisoundetis.com

MR9

I
AI

Web Page: http:/www.itis com/madisound

APRIL 1999

HI Fl NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

WE ARE THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
SPARES & REPAIRS
Fixed prices for
,
Restauration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
'Replacement of Bass-and Treble panels
'Delivery there and back within the EC

B&T GmbH Quad

Service

Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
quad.ger@t-online.de

ANTHONY T. DAWSON
CABINET MAKER-DESIGNER

High Iluald> work In •ohd hardwood.. to > our or my deugn tradasonal te contemporar>
Equipment botr.ing. l•reemandlng or hudt•in
Speaker Ana, •afild umber tn scncered MUF Poch pi,
CO storage In ',beds nt drawer% • alle,ffile Uds appnwh that needn't he totan>
dedleated to (' D's
Chen, Walnut Maple Oak etc
Indit'dual attennon to hand crafted undid>
Unit 2b Centurion Court, Roman Bank, Bourne. I.incs.
01778-422140, evenings 422108
Visit our orb site on HTTP://atdamson.FREESERVERS.(1/M/

AUDIO M ATTERS

ex. equipment FOR SALE
0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135

New, Ex Dem + Part

PO A
Alchemist Forsetti pre r. power
£2398
Alchemist Oaken Anniversary Mk II
£579
PO A
Alchemist - The Stereo Poweramp
200 watt (ex/d)
£3995 .. £2195.
Anthem CD player (5star What Hi-El) (ex/d) £ 1699 ... £ 1250
Apogees ribbon monitors (new & ex/d)
£999
£699
Audiomeco Mephisto CD transport
£2400 ... £ 1250
Audion Back Shadows 845 valve monoblocks £40(10 .... PO.A.
Audion Silvernight 30013 monoblocks
£2250
PO A
Chore Academy 1solid walnut (en/CO
£ 1299
£800
Chorio Academy 2solid walnut (end)
£ 1649 . £ 1100
Chario Academy 3J (ex/d) floor standing,
solid walnut speakers
£5999 .£2699
Genesis Gen 500 spks in Built Active Bass
£6499
(ex/d) SUPERB
£ 11003 .
PO A
Krell Kay 3001
£2495
Meridian 208 CD & pre & remote
£ 1165
£600
Micromega TDrive & TDoc & XL0 cable ... £2150
£999
Musical Fidelity P140 pwr amp x2
£31X1
Nakomichi 1.5 cae
£203
Nokamichi 1X5 cass.
£350
Restek 6ch. pwr. amp
£900
£595
Revox 111 cans
£ 1150
£550
Revox H6 RDS Tuner
£ 1000
£495
Triangle Antials spks (Bold)
£739
£499
Genesis AMP1 spk (ex/d)
£9003 £ 3999
Genesis Subwoofer r/c (ex/d)
£1900
£999
Proceed AVP AC3 DTA
.£10000 £6500
Proceed AMPS Soh. pwr. amp
A NEW RANGE OF AUD1ON AMPS ON DEM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE ES MK II'S USTEN & BE PERSUADED.
On Dom • Alchemist. AnMem. Audiorneca. Audion Valve Amp,.
Cadence Spks.. Chaco, D.PA.. Monarchy. ()doh,. Rnk Triangle.
Project 1-T. Sonic Frontier, Triangle Spks.. Trilogy Volve Amps. Von der Hul
—

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

Audio Connoisseurs
Range of handcrafted American built
valve amplifiers, handcrafted speakers
made here in the U.K. Also large range
of ex-dem and second hand equipment
for sale.
Phone us with your requirements.

GT AUDIO
Till'

AND REPAIR SPECIALIST

GUAR»., , \ IFTY REPAIRS AND SERVICING UNDERTAKEN ON III
VALVE ANI
' fa l•QUIPMENT. SYMPATHETIC UPGRADING. VINT.AllE
RESTORATION \ NO \ Si ETUNER ALIGNMENT ARE OUR SPECIALITY.
Our agencirdnclude:• Audio \ mint., .
55ontearde ..Untetk. Croft. Ditpason. ( UT.
(.6 55F. Leak l
n,ughhn,
Ortnfun.Platine Nerdier Turntahl... VITI. TKO`,
IkV Opera. Inoon Revarch and 1anumura Churchill,
Tel/fax:1+441 01895 833099
,.mail glaudioarlesemnet
http://x rs rs .gtaudimcom

Tel/Fax 0151 343 0007
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www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
rA
•FREE of all US taxes.

M PONE N T
ES
C ESSOR !ES
T
U
B
E
S
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297 8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
Visit our website at:
•

C

O

A

C

http://www.tatwyre.com
tatwyre@fatwyre.com

It

THE
CABLE

NEWFOAM

3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716) 424-3680
Fax: (716) 427-9339
e-mail: hifi@NEWFOAM.com
VISA MC AMEX DISC

+800 4639-3626
'I'his is a Free call to the USA
Fax + 800 2329-3626

comPginv

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

D.I.Y. NEWFOAMn4SPEAKER FOAM ROT
REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG U WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($34.96 INCLUDES S + H) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CALL.

APRIL 1999
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MM.. Iint..1

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils
Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns
Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979

4
iarrucl

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH
UST

SALE

£6000
£1700

Ceno 81 20 Bit DAC is Power Supply
Superb.. £2795 Sill
Geneas Digttal Lens, new, unused
£995 New
Genesis VSpeakers, 'Watts 8Puppets on Steeds' and
cornes vath R/C amp tor Servo Bass. new, unused and hashed
in Sapos
Audio
Research
Rosewood.
VT 50
1pair
Valve
only,
Amp.
be 1
quek
year old

£7995
£ 1595 NOW
Sill

Lumley Megavox M150 Signature Valve Mono Amps £ 1695 SM
Muse 18 Subwooler Rosewood
Brdliant. £ 1995 S/11
Avanie Garde Tno Horn Speakers, Ceramic White £7500 S/11

£15000
£2950
£3950
£4000
£17995

Cello Aude Sate Pre Amp, premum outputs, premium CD,
premium aux. premtum M/C and premium MM,

plus 0200 Inputs 'The Best'
£7995 S/11 ca000
Cello Aude Palette, latest spec
Superb.. £7995 Sill £22.000
Ceno Duet 350 Power Amps, choice of 2available and
are also Mono Bndgeable
Brilkant. . £4995 Sill £ 10,200
Cello Master Speakers. Piano black
Krell KRC-2 Pre Amp. balanced HIC

Shunning. £ 12995 SA1 £32,000
£1995 S/11 £4,190

Mustcal Fideltty Electra E100 Integrated Amp HIC
£395
Mondor Audio 20SE Speakers. Piano black
£ 1495
Proac Response 3Speakers. Ught Oak
£ 1695
Forsell air reference CO Transport nDAC
1week old, probably the best in the world
£8995
Avalon Accent II Speakers Light Oak. stunning £6995

S/11 £650
Sill £2500
Sill £3300

Goldniund Stele Turntable T3F Arm, Iasi version
Wado 16 CO Player digital vol. excellent
Nakamich Dragon Cassette Deck. Iasi chance
Nakarnicht 700 2XE Cassette Deck. classtc

S/11 £ 10,600
Sill £7395
SM £2350
S/11 £ 1600

Stax (Duero 11CD Player, excellent.
Gryphon Ltd Edition Pre Amp

EAD £ 15,995
Sal £ 17,000

£3995
£3600
£ 1350
£695

£ 1095 Sill £3000
£2995 S/11 £8000

Teac P1 D1 CD Transpon • DAC
£ 1795
Cadence ES Electrostate Hybret. sturtang £ 1495
Krell (PS 30r CD Player, 3months old
£2795
Audio Physics Vigo Speakers. Cherrywood
£2200

Sill
S41
S/11
S/11

Adlangent fully automatic Linear Tracking arm
£ 1895
Krell Stude 2DAC AT&T balanced etc
£ 1295
Pink Tnangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipsel. black
£895
Cary 300SE Triode 300E Integrated Valve Amp
£ 1995
Krell KSA8013 Power Amp. Balanced
£ 1695
Mark Leveson No333 Stereo Power Amp. 1week old,
only used for Hi Fi Shaw so lull 5year warranty and there H
2available 'Mono Bodge'. be quick
£5600

S/11 £ 4000.
SM £3198
SM £ 1600
Sill £6000
S/11 £3897

Sonus Faber Electas 8Stands. Walnul
£995
Mark Levinson No39 CO player
Superb.. £995
Appogee Mini Grands all selgIng and danang with
subwoolers and DAS crossover, black Piano
£2995
Marantz CD Levied Eaten Bal
Superb.. £ 1495

Sill £2065
EJD £4995

Breuer 8Arm Rocking Horse S'Y
Rare £ 1500
Lumley ST70 Stereo Valve Amp Triode Switchable
£995
£3.500
Cadence Arca Speakers Lt Oak Lalest Eleciroslatic
Aude Note Ongaku. The one and only
£ 18995

Sill £2700
E/D £2225
Sill £9700
Sill £57,000

Krell KBUKPE Une Pre Amp • Phono Stage
£ 1995
Jaas JA500 4Chassis Mono Valve Power Amps
£6995
Jada Defy 7Mk3 Valve Power Amp
£2995
Levrnson 26L Pre Amp fully balanced .
usoo
Levinson ML3 Power Amp
£2995
Transfiguration Supreme Cartridge Latest
£795
Krell OSA 250 Power Amp
£2995
Krell (SL Une Pre Amp Mk2
£ 1295
Revox H1 Cassetle Deck
£695
Ensemble PA1 Reference Speakers, &home Piano Black £ 1995

S/11 £5326
Sill £20990
Sill £4790
Sill £5100
Sill £8250
Sill £ 1795
SM £6600
S/11 £2298
Sill £ 1150
SM £5000

Medlar, 200/203 Trans/DAC Tncord.
Meehan 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote

£4800
£4500
£5490
£3800

E/D £8495

Sill £8595
Sill £3000

Reduced . £695 S/51
£1660
Reduced . £695 S/11 £ 1665

Cary 2A3 Power Amp Triode
Reduced . £795 Sill £ 1495
Cary CAD 550. CD Processor Pre Amp
£595 Sill £ 1200
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid
Audeo Research 970 Power Amp
Audio Research LS7 Pre Amp, Latest
Won 4Speakers Black Ash
Burmeister 850 Mono Power Amps Rare

Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced

£ 1995
£ 1795
£ 1095
£ 1295

SM
Sill
S/11
Sill

£5500
£4400
£ 1698
£3850

(2 pair av)
Reduced.. £ 1795
Burmeister 838/846 Phono/Une Pre Amp Gold.
Reduced £ 1295
Burmeister 838/846 %MAU* Pre Amp Chrome Reduced £995
Goldrnund lAttemis 3Power Amp
Stunning.. £ 1995
Silverado Speakers Slands Piano (Watt Beater)
£ 1395

Sal
SA-I
Sill
Sill
SM

£5350
£3500
£3250
£5150
£2350

Snell A34 Box Loudspeakers ( ASk PO/
£2995
Micro Saki Air Bearing Vacuum Planer Heavy Tuneable
Runs 4Tonearme weighs aboul 70Ibs
Stunning.. £2995
Rees B261 Tuner
£750
Revox H6 RDS Tuner
£550
Threshold FM 10E Pre Amp Phono/Line
Reduced.. £ 1595

SA-1 £8995

Threshold Pet 10 Pre Amp Phono/Line ESupplies Reduced.. £ 1295
YBA 2Power Amp Latest
£695
Equation 2Speakers Black 90DB
Excellent.. £ 1295
Oracle Alexandra TumaNe Prelude Arm
£495

Sill
Sill
Sill
S/I1

Audio Synthesis Modified Sony CDX 303EX AT•T with
DSM 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Bli
Try LO1T Tuner ( Classic) ( Sequerra Baler) ,

S/11 £7000"
S/11 £ 1145
SM £ 1000
S/11 £4990
£4250
£2150
£3500
£ 1390

£995 Sill £2515
f895 SM
Loads

Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£495 S.I1 £995
Micromega 2.1 CD Transport ( Excellent)
Reduced.. £ 1295 S/11 £2500
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp • Supply
£450 Sal £885
Cabasse 135 Speakers VDM weed • Active Equaliser
£ 1795
Theta DS Pro Base 2DAC
£995
Sole Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hofd Grande£1395
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
£395
Cal Tempest 2CO Player
£ 1000
Arcam Delta 120 Power Amp
£200
Arcam Delta 1100 Pre ArnprOAC Black Box 50
£250
Arcam Black Box 5DAC
£200
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
Acoustat 11 Electrostale Panel Speakers. Black

Sill £4600
Sill £2299
Sill £a400
Sill £ 1500
Sill £3900
S/11 £520
SM £750
Sill £450

£295 Sill £600
£350 Sill £ 1095

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038

10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00arn - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
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Beauhornim

DBS AUDIO SELF- BUILD LOUDSPEAKERS
Looking for superior sound from your hi-fi and not afraid of abit of
woodwork?
If the answer's yes, you could save Efts* and enjoy your music
more by making apair of our self-build loudspeakers ( as featured in
HiFi News and Remord Review and designed by David Berriman).
DBS7 and DBS8 and DBS8-S. are designed to the highest
standards with novel technologies, high-quality drive units,
crossover components and cables of the type found in the most
expensive and competent commercial models.

the Virtuosos

So why wait? Just ring, fax or E- Mail us ( including your postal
address) for further information. Overseas customers welcome,
VISA/ACCESS accepted.

loudspeakers
to breathe real life into
your cherished recordings

STOP PRESS
Hear these remarkable loudspeakers (by prior
arrangement at tnir ne, Burs ll,.Fi Listening Room
DBS Audio, PA). Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds. Suffolk 1P28 ORD
Phone 01284 811891
C

L I

"The lasting overall impression remained that of great
naturalness, lightning-fast transients and beautiful
cohesion." [ Hi Fi World]

E-Nlail 1)11Saudio@AOL.COM

ith weaker. :it 4: I.6011 and thk.iiiild tu, annind their

normal retail prise I
at.,,

"...breathtaking speed and transparency
...superb sense of timing ... delightful agility."
[Hi Fi Choice]
"Piano could sound very good indeed, tactile and
convincing, and vocals could be just exquisite."
[Hi Fi News]

Fax 01284 811791

.£2.69 DitS7 voittpare,

ailahle hand-huill to order at

per pain.

COMPONENT CLEAROUT!
Cost
Price
Sonic Frontiers 2Mk11 Dac, (Two Months use)
£5,999 £3,000
Audio Research LS5 MkIll ( preamp) Black
£5,000 £2,800
Theta TLC
£300 £ 150
Preamp SP 1.5
£2,000 £8000
Theta Pro Basic Dac
£1,500 £600
Theta Pro Gen VA Dac
£5,999 £3,000
Theta Pro Basic II Transport
£2,500 £ 1,500
Theta Universal Transport
£2,000 £950
Sonic Frontier 3 (Almost New) Transport and Dac
£6,999 £4,000
Z System Rdp 1Digital Preamp (Almost New)
£5,000 £3,500
Audio Synthesis Dax Dac
£2,000 £650
McCormack Power Drive 1 ( 175W)
f2,000 £950
Meridian 203 Dac
f500 £ 150
Marantz CD 85 (Tricord upgrade)
£700 £350
Interconnects/Accessories
Synergystic Research cables ( reference) ( 1meter pair)
£2,000 £ 1,000 ono
Sonic Link Digital
£50
Kimber Cable PSB
£50
Audioquest Emerald ( Balanced/Single ended, 1meter)
£200
LAT 200 Mk11 ( Balanced)
£ 100
Silwirsound ( spk) 3M pair
£250
Audioquest Video Z ( Digital)
£20
Nairn 4M pair Ispki
£50
Call 9956 805 572 or 0181 594 6641 or 0956 969 282 ( Day and Evenings)

M. WALTHER
AUDIO ELECTRONICS
HIGH GRADE AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS
APPLIED AND TESTED PERFORMANCE

AUDAX FOCAL WIMA SCR RELCAP liFICELNA RUBICON EVOX-RIFA N IPPONCHEMICON SICOREL SANYO PANASONIC ICEL
ALPS

AEROVOX

as close as you can get to live music, these
highly sensitive true horn speakers sound
pure and natural. The organic products of the
audio world. From £ 2995. And there's a
matching SE power amplifier, the Obligato.
You can hear the Virtuosos at:
Audio Consultants, London: 0171 380 0866
The Music Mill, Edinburgh:0131 555 3963
or contact us, below

...a bravura performance
Thomas Transducers
Songlines, Fourteen Acre Lane, Three Oaks,
Hastings, East Sussex, TN35 4NB, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 ( 0)1424 813888 Fax .+44 ( 0)1424 812755
website: www.beauhorn.u-net.com
eMail: ThomTrans@beauhorn u- net com

SIEMENS SVETLANA BURR BROWN ( OPA ICS)
HARRIS IR ( FAST RECT-MOSFETS) TOSHIBA BC
(HIGH BETA) DALE VITROHM ROEDERSTEIN BI
TOROIDAL transformers wound

to our spec using top grade big

cores and copper wire, CE approved, give fast & dynamic sound:
Power ( VA): 50-100-200-300-400-500-630-800-1000-1500-2000.
Prices in EURO: 15-20-31-41-65-68-76-118-154-164-224.
ELNA STARGET electrolytics ( microfarad/Volt): 2200/16-1000/16470/16-470/35-100/35-47/35-22/35-10/35-1 00/50-22/50-10/50-4,7/50.
Pr,ces in EURO: 6,3-4,4-2,5-4,4-1,9-1,3-0,8-0,7-2,1-1,1-0,7-0,7
ALPS special order conductive plastic pots, close tolerance 1,5%
gang error, 46Vac, 100mvv ( blue) and 150mvv (
black), specified to
avoid overload from digital sources with 30,000 cycles rotational
life and specially positioned brushes to our spec again. BLUE
VELVET logs: 10K- 50K- 100K for 21,2 EURO. 10K motorized for
36,4 EURO. BLACK VELVET logs: 10K- 50K- 100K for 36,4 EURO.
GOLD plated TEFLON insulated female chassis mount RCAs are 2
EURO each. GOLD plated serious RCA males are 4,3 EURO each.
SILVER plated isophase ribbon double speaker wire is 3,6 EURO
per 1 metre. You won't believe its sound at the price.
SVETLANA 6550C latest model valves are 36 EURO each, 33 for 5
pieces+, 31 for 10 pieces+.
The above are just a sample of
our complete list of thoroughly auditioned and logically priced
components. All prices include 18% taxes. Cheques payable to
"M.1NALTHER", MASTERCARD and VISA are accepted. For orders,
complete price list and info about upgradeing standard
equipment or building new audio projects please contact us at:
M. WALTHER AUDIO ELECTRONICS, 98 KOLOKOTRONI STREET,
18535, PIRAEUS, GREECE. TEL: + 30-1-4134234, + 30-1-4133905,
FAX: + 30-1-4129642, ( prefer) E-MAIL: walther@otenet.gr
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"Some of the
finest cables we
have ever seen"

consultants

EX- DEMONSTRATION AND SECOND HAND ITEMS
£499
£249
£349
£649
£399
£499
£849
£349
£349
£200
£499
£349

Audiolab 8000 C/P pre/poweramp
DPA 200S poweramp
LFD LSO preamp inc MM/MC phone stage
LFD Mistral CD player
LFD Mistral integrated amp
Quad CD 67 CD player
Pink Triangle Numeral CD player
Roksan RokOne loudspeakers ( elderwood)
Roksan Caspian poweramp
Rose RV23S valve preamp
Teac VRDS 8CD player
Trichord Genesis CD player

HOME ENTERTAINMENT ( FEB ' 99)

NEW PRODUCTS ON DEMONSTRATION
Alchemist, Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, AVI, Creek, Crimson
DNM, Heybrook, Jamo, LFD, Meracus, Musical Fidelity, Neat,
Origin Live, Ortofon, Papworth, Pink Triangle, Project, Roksan,
Sonneteer, Teac, Trichord, Trilogy, UKD.
Hi Fi World

REPLAY ( AUDIO CONSULTANTS)

Award Winner 1998

PANTON ROAD

Ecosse Reference M̀aster Conduit' Asymmetrical
Interconnect £65m "... abeautifully constructed cable
with exceptionally high quality phono plugs"

HOOLE
CHESTER
CH2 3HX

HiFi News & Review ( Sept '98)

TEL/FAX 01244 401290

replay@dial.pipex.com
WEB SITE http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/replay
EMAIL

M.A.F. AUDIO

"... an outstanding one (performance) from the Monocrystar types,
especially the purity and clarity available with the solid core"
Peter JCorneau
What HiFi
"... the CS 2.2 certainly oozes quality..."" A great value cable form anew
name in cables"
Home Entertainment ( Feb 99)
'Ecosse Reference' MD2(digital)/MV2(video)/MA2(analogue) Audio &
Visual Cables £ 71.55 single £ 155 pair "some of the finest cables we have
ever seen as analogue or digital interconnects"

Burton-on-Trent Staffordshire
werzilss,
Se
z,itss .a.telerYld aied titeleR74.5
dr

Hear the award winning Mirage AVS 500 micro Speaker and FRX8 subwoofer
CLASS'E. 5cd Player totally analogue sound HDCD. se and true balanced output
CLASS'E new CAP- 151 Integrated Amplifier 150 wpc-80hm 225-4 Ohm 57.25 volts peak
to peak. Full remote control, se and balanced inputs the mother of all integrated amps,
weight 4C lbs. This is a must listen.

CA3LE

better BY design

EX DEM SALE
Audio Synthesis Dan 2 Balanced and se outputs HDCD, mint, unused £2,700-£1,400
Primare A20 amp, 020 cd player new unopetied boxes, £800 each pal , to,
£800
Kora 100 SB monoblocs Balaece.1 and se inputs
£5,350.£4,350
Kora Design 50 Class A Valve : ntegrated
£2,695-£2,000
Kora Design 30 Class A Valve Integrated
£1,850-£1,350
Denson DMII, moving magnet Phono Stage
£1,500.£950 fitted
Renaissance Audio Cables. Need a killer digital cable call me.
On demonstration AV amplifiers from Classe. Acurus.

Phone Mike on 01283-538882 anytime

Please copy or clip coupon

'

Please send me acopy of your complete range of British hand made
HiFi and AN Analogue, Digital, 5.1 Ready, S-VHS Component
and Composite Scarf Interconnects and Speaker Cables — including
your unique patented MONOCRYSTALT" pure grain free copper
and silver cables and your FREE brochure.

I
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LITE FROM AUDIOMATICA
I

, tesien your awn loudspeakers or amplifier>. Jr would like to

Name:
Address:

ce put offib) the high cost of test equi,mcnt'' Then we have
last the nuns for > ou.
("go Luc us based on the Cl,,, Elecro-Acoustic
Measurement S> stem Ir> Audiontitica Sentir
of the lull Laboratory version's functions

c-inail .

!use been omitted. but chas left is still a
stunning suite of PC•bas...ii vetual test
instruoents at aknock-down price
Clio Lite uses MIS. Sine and pint nome and
tue.i.sates frequency response. inc. I3fi:tave.
dlt Iet el. impedance. 2nd and 3rd harmonic
distortion . dThiele/Small parameter,. There's even
a 2- channel oscilloscope and an
inductance/capacitance meter! It iceluoes amic.
preamp and phantom powering in the pree .clid can be
upgraded to Kill I'lit, later.
the best bit? Clio Lite ccels just £3h6 inc. VAT and carriage in the UK. With one Ch

Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.
48 Bridgehousehill Road, Kilmarnock, KAI 4QD
Telephone and Fax: +44(0) 1563 524320
e-mail: jcarrick@btconnect.com
CUSTOM LENGTHS AVAILABLE TO ORDER

I.tse microphone the

ins, VAT and UK cartagri.
ion on Clio Lite plus ademon disc ant details of other linidspeakei design softw
speaker kits) contact:

BS Audio. P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP28 ORD
01284 811891
Fax 31284 811791
E-Mail DRSoudire A01,170
slasinkod demo softnart and infor.nation from Audio...tie:is weenate
n wanclinkitromia

THE WORLD'S

CABLES

1979

20 YEARS

SOUND

1999

AIDLMID re--1 STUDIO 2

CONNECTiONS

Est.

H1-1/1 CONSULTANTS.

9 1.1 N( IIFIE1.0 RO XI) XX

FAX/TEL: ( 01902) 380083

1(N.C111 II- II). %% OF% ERH % NUI ( s..

TEL / FAX : 0151 348 1988

V.A.T. Registration No. 333 9324 60

)11,ST ‘ 111)IANDS. 9%5 3X51
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MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY HI- F ACCESSORIES

SECOND HAND & EX DEM
LOUDSPEAKERS
(EX DEM)

MAGNEPLANAR MG20 (£ 11.000)

£8,50)

(EX DEM)

MARTIN LOGAN Aerius i(£ 2.195)

£1,95))

(EX DEM)

DUNTECH MARQUIS ( f.3.250)

£2250

(EX DEM)

CLEMENTS 600 (£995)

£625

S/H

GALE 40IC WALNUT ( Vintage) ( Boxed)

£250

RE VOX 710 Mk11 CASSETTE

£295

S/H

REVOX A700 reel to reel in need of service so

£295

S/H

SUGDEN A48 TUNER

S/H

JVC XPAI000 DIGITAL ACOUSTICS PROCESSOR

£50
£275

A NIPLI FICATION
MUSICAL FIDELITY MVX PREAMP

£595

S/H

METAXAS MARQUIS PREAMP (
E2.5(I0)

£1.051)

S/H

FM 300A POWER AMP (£ 2.8001

£1.400

AVi REMOTE PREAMP (£950)

£475

CD PLAYERS & DACs
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS TEMPEST SE (£ 5,000)
IX DEM)

£1.850

DPA PDM II TWIN BOX DAC (£ 2,500)

£750

TEAC TI & DI COMBO (£ 1.450)

£850

TURNTABLES
S/H

WELL TEMPERED with PU arm (£ 1.60(1) mint

S/H

ROXSAN XERXES - The ultimate combination
(Artemis and intelligent CI WT and Phono Stage

£9511
£1.195

AR INTERNATIONAL ( original) Vintage
(EX DEM)

EX- DEMONSTRATION SALE
SALE

RETAM

Electionics etc
Wilsor Beresch turntable IRCI
..)umplete with Act Two tonearm
Stage Dm; MNL1MC phone stage

£2,178

£55

DYNAVECTOR DV505 PU arm

£275

(RARE)

Boxed unused EMI PU arm and coil

£450

S/H

FM 2I2A MC step up

£95

TRADE IN'S A SPECIALITY. MANY MORE ITENIS
ASK WE MAY HAYE JE ST WHAT WC ARE SEARCHING FOR.

Roksar Caspian CD player
Roksar Caspian ni amplifier
Roksan Caspian power amplifier

£750
£800
£450

Roksar Caspian FM tuner
cama). DSP-1092 AC 3amp
.4VI Positron speakers

£450
£825
£595

Ref 0100E Subwoofer
£370
Sennliriser HD580 Jubilee phones £175

C4,350

£1000
£800
C600
£600
£850
C900
£495
£230

intercennects
Nord.) Red Dawn In,
Nord= Blue Heaven ire
Nordost Solar Wind lm
Chord Chorus lm
Chord Soiid 2lm
Chord Chameleon 2lm
Chord Cobra 2lm
Chord Chrysalis lm
DNM Reson lm 15 din - 5du,
DNM Amon lm ( 2rca 5din/
Son,lunk Maroon lm
Soniclink Silver Pink 1m
QED [Mea 2Inew)
sen den % IThe 2nd inn lXLR/
van den Nul The First lm
van den Hu( D102 MK III 0.8m

SALE

£225
£115
£65
£150
£90
£65
£40
£30
£45
£40
£85
£25
£25
£215
£180
£50

£300
£150
C85
£200
C120
£90
C55
C40
C74
C57
£125
C35
£30
£275
£240
£80

Nordost Moonglu to AES • ( BU) £ 150 £ 200
Nordost Mounglo ter RCA - RCA, £ 115 £ 155
Audio Ouest Digital Pm Ot5m £ 50
Audit, Quest Video Twc Oen
£ 37
Chord Prodac 1er
£35
van den Nul The First 003n
£ 70

Nordost Red Doon 3m oa
Nordost Blue Howen 3m Mir
Nordost Solar Wind 5rn pair
Nordost Super Flat 5m oar ( Sil
Nordust 2Flat 5in pair
Chord Rumour 5m pair le
Chord Odyssey 5rn pair
Chord Rumour Srs pair
Chord Myth 5m pair
DNM Renon Srs pair ( Bi.
DNM Fleuron Srs pair
Soniclink AST 200 5m peu IBii
Soniclink AST 150 5in Win
van den dol The Wind 3mipair
van den Hul CS122 ( HBF5m pair
van den Hu CS122 ( HB11.5m pair

3. Thirdly, we supply direct — on
an approval oasis — our own
budget Petros Blue
interconnects, avoiding all

you get both discounts on your first purchase. And impartial
advice.

marketing overheads and
dealer profits. Compare for
yourself! These perform along
with the best brands at 3x the
price, if you don't agree, just
return them for a full credit
subject to normal
conditions

PETROS BLUE INTERCONNECTS
£40

Regular 1metre
Blue Plus h metre pair

£48
£52

Blue Plus 1 metre pair
Blue Plus Silver ' h metre
Blue Plus Silver 1metre

£35
£325
£135
£70

£315
£185
£90

Please telephone for a full sale list

maximise your budget, and optimise your system in three logical
steps:

high-end ... low cost
Regular '
h metre stereo pair

£45
£180
£150
£105
£45
£150
£85
£110

£750
£435
£375
£240
£90
£259
£200
[140
£90
£200
£110
£144
£70

52 Green Lane • Great Sutton • South Wirral • Cheshire • L66 4LE

Now, our new and unique service aims to increase your options,

which you detail your existing system and any upgrading plans.
(Cables should form a long-term investment). The fee of £10

£325
£300
£180

Target B5 200 Equip Taine : new)
£155
£215
Soniclink SGold 4/W stirs block £85
£120
Audio Prism ( so Bearingi 331n3)
£50
£85
Audio Techica 637 styler cmaner
£35
DNM (icon contact enhencer
£ 23
£30

secures a 6- month voucher and 10% off all future purchases;

2. We offer a cable counselling service. By phone, discuss the
options at different price points specific to your system; you may
then send £ 10 for our Cable&Exchange Questionnaire CE2 in

£575

Accessories

Interconnects and cables offer a bewildering choice. But also
the opportunity to realise the full potential of the equipment. To
experience the performance which excited its designer!

1. Dispose of any unwanted cables (cheaper or unsuited early

£70
[ 50
C65
£95

Speaker Catit*.

AUDIOPHILE CABLES
FACTORY DIRECT

purchases) by offering them to our client base; to avail, please
request our Cable&Exchange Form CE1.

RETAIL

Digital Interconnecte

Suniko Blue Point Special
r1.0 MEC Cartridge

TAPE & RADIO
S/H

sound ronnectionsigdial.pipex.com

£ 58
£58
£65

Solid ( machined) RCA plugs or Neutrik Swiss XLR plugs used. Extra length? Add £ 16
(PB+ £ 22) per stereo metre. Info sheet now available

Phone Jack Lawson on 0141-357 5700 for our
Cables and Accessories Information Sheet.

SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LTD.
Probably

KEF REFERENCE

The finest Loudspeaker kits in the world

Official UK Distributor for VISATON loudspeaker kits & drive units
All offering excellent performance & unbeatable value

TeGV1cLaren

Design Services lo help with your own ideas:
* Crossover Design - Optimised for your units to
* Cabinet Design - Optimum drive unit volumes

audio

your specifications
& port dimension ,

* Thiele / Small parameters - Actual values for sour drive units

* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - iw/im,

Phase. Impedance

* Vintage Into:speaker up-grades aspeciality

Please call for your FREE speaker kit information pack & price list.

Telephone: 01703 - 703221 / Fax Line: 01703 - 778221
or visit our comfortalble showroom for ademonstration at:

58, Wilton Rd., SoutUmpion. Hampshire S015 5SZ

NAIM

AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

al»
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SILMIC® (Silk

;
1
4

Fiibre Electrolytic Capacitor)

The SILMIC are Elna's top grade electrolytic capacitor. Advanced
materials and new developments of element technology result in this
outstanding electrolytic for audio. Recommended for applications that
require the finest performance, excelling in clarity, depth resolution and musicality! Distortion figures are extremely low ( third high
frequency distortion 10 KHz, 0.1A, - 120db or less). All lead out wires
are Oxygen-Free Copper.

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

Valve Enthusiasts!

High voltage Elna Cerafine LOA series
electrolytic capacitors, 500V at 47pF, 47+47pF, 100pF, 100+100pF.
REL AudioCapTM film & foil capacitors up to 2400VDC.

Solid State and Loudspeaker Builders! DACT CT1
Attenuators, Sanyo OS-CON, Nichicon MUSE, Elna Cerafine ROA
series, REL MultiCapTm, 99.99% Long-Grain pure Silver wire,
Vampire' OFC connectors. Air core inductors would with OxygenFree Copper wire, also COROBARED OFC Copper iron dust core
inductors Caddock high power resistors
For further details on the SILMIC series, and information on the many other audio
components we supply, send for our free 1998 audiophile catalogue ( Overseas £. 90)
AudioCom ( UK), Units 4/6 'finale Centre, Warren St, Tentiy, Pembs, SA70 7JY.
Tel. 01834 842803 Tel/Fax. 01834 842804 E-mail audiocomPconnect-scotnet.co.uk
EUROCARO

mastercata

DELTA

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
E.mail: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

ER.111
E<Pli65
1

1111)
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Previously Cherished Items, Or something
e
new from
Clearance
Items
Choice
Price
Audio Research D240 mk II
Chameleon Ruby Power amp (200W)
Alchemist Kraken x2Stereo & Pre-amp
Exposure VActive xover
EAD 7000 Transport
Tesserac Tala pre-amp
Magnum P200 pre-amp
Alon IV mk II
Royd Priors
Sonus Faber Gravis Sub woofer
+X-over + power amp
Kenwood 9010 CD Transport
Alon Adriana
Alon PW1 Subwoofer (Passive)
Gale 401
Linn Kan

Q'New

3500.00
1200.00
1400.00
995.00
2495.00
1495.00
1895.00
3500.00
950.00

£ 3200.00
£ 500.00
£ 10000.00
£ 750.00
£
£ 500.00

in
This Month

POWER AMPLIFIERS
2xCopland CSA 14 Integrated (black/Silver)
Restek Extract Monoblocks (180 watt)
Mark Levinson 331
Krell KSA 100 mk 2
Audiolab 8000P

£ 795.00
£ 2495.00
£ 2750.00
£ 1495.00
£ 575.00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Marantz Model 7 (Limited Edition)
Jeff Rowland Consumate + Phono
Audiolab 8000S

£ 2995.00 £ 4000.00
£ 3995.00 £ 8000.00
£ 450.00 £ 700.00

£ 1195.00
£ 3500.00
£ 5000.00
£
£ 800.00

SPEAKERS
Aliate Spazio
£ 350.00 £ 550.00
Rogers LS3/5A Black
£ 550.00 £ 699.00
Kef Reference Model 4 (Rosetta Burr) £ 3300.00 £ 4000.00
Impulse Taus
£ 1800.00 £ 3100.00

Michell Argo & Hera PSU
Krell KRC2 + KPE Phono Stage
Conrad Johnson PV12 (mm/mc)
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research LS5 mk II
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
Burmiester 785
Angstrom 200 ( Home cinema controller)
Audio Research LS7
Audio Research LS15
Copland CTA 301 Mk II (mm)
Eletrocompaniet EC4.5
Audio Note M2

11

3495.00
1995.00
1295.00
1695.00
150.00
3995.00
650.00

£ 22000.00
£ 1200.00
£ 300.00
£ 650.00
£ 1400.00
£ 1600.00
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

7990.00
4450.00
2400.00
2990.00
8000.00
1000.00

Power
Amplifiers

Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Michell Alecto Stereo
Exposure XV
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Boulder 500 AE
LFD PA1/LS1
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Audion Silver Knights (Gold)
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Audio Research VT150 SE
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Audio Note Ankoru Monoblocks
VIL Monoblocks
Micromega amp
Audio Research CA50 Integrated
Audio Research VT50
Copland CTA 505
Micromega Tempo P

t yice
o

£ 9000.00
£ 995.00
£ 450.00
£ 7995.00
£ 2650.00
£ 3795.00
£ 895.00
£ 500.00
£ 4995.00
£ 2200.00
£ 1200.00
£ 3250.00
£11995.00
£ 595.00
£ 8995.00
£ 2750.00
£ 8500.00
£ 1795.00
£ 750.00
£ 2495.00
£ 2095.00
£ 1295.00
£ 750.00

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

900.00
4300.00
2590.00
595.00
1900.00
5700.00
1095.00
900.00
3495.00
1620.00
3200.00
1249.00
1195.00
950.00

Speakers
Audio Note AN-E/B
Acoustic Energy AE1
Ensemble PA1
Alon Vmk II Blk
Wilson 3/2 (
Black)
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Wilson 5.1 (Piano White)
Thiel CS1.5
Mini Grand
Acoustic Energy AEGIS 1/ Stands
Martin Logan SL3
B & W 801 Series 2 (Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Sonus Faber Electa Amator
Kef Reference 4
Martin Logan Aerius I

£ 795.00 £ 1520.00
£ 550.00 £ 795.00
£ 995.00 £ 2000.00
£ 2500.00 £ 5000.00
£ 5995.00 £ 15000.00
£ 2500.00 £ 4250.00 £ 7000.00
£11500.00 £ 19000.00
£ 1595.00 £ 2700.00
£ 2995.00 £ 7600.00
£ 295.00 £ 590.00
£ 2795.00 £ 3499.00
£ 2200.00 £ 4000.00
£ 995.00 £ 3000.00
£ 1495.00 £ 2992.00
£ 2200.00 £ 3600.00
£ 1650.00 £ 2200.00

CD Players

C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Krell MD- 10 CD Turntable £
Krell Studio Dac
£
Theta Data Basic 2
£
Theta Pro Basic III (Balanced) £
Cambridge Dac Magic
£
Mark Levinson No36 Dac + 37 Transport £
Audiolab 8000 CD
£

£ 495.00
£ 2500.00
£ 1995.00
£ 350.00
£ 1095.00
£ 2695.00
£ 695.00
£ 395.00
£ 1800.00
£ 1095.00
£ 2400.00
£ 795.00
£ 695.00
£ 650.00

Quality

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Voyd Reference/Reference Power supply/
Helios Cyalene/Audio Note 10 limited + P/S £ 11500.00
Roksan Xerses/Linn Akito/PSIII/DSU £ 650.00
Musical Fidelity T1 FM Tuner £ 150.00
Ortofon MC30
£ 450.00
Linn LP12/ Lingo/Cirkus £ 750.00
SME V (Gold Print)
£ 850.00

£ 250 00 £ 600.00
£ 2600.00 £ 4200.00

Amplifiers

Original
Retail Price

£ 1395.00 £
£ 395.00 £
£ 595.00 £
£ 295.00 £
£ 895.00 £
£ 695.00 £
E 895.00C
£ 1500.00 £
£ 395.00 £
£ 1250.00
£ 195.00
£ 3500.00
£ 295.00
£ 250.00
£ 250.00

Audiolab 8000A
Air Tight AT 1

£ 18000.00
£ 1500.00
£ 795.00
£ 21000.00
£ 3400.00
£ 5000.00
£ 1998.00
£ 950.00
£ 10000.00
£ 4000.00
£ 2250.00
£ 4790.00
£ 17000.00
£ 900.00
£ 12900.00
£ 6700.00
£ 14500.00
£ 4000.00
£ 1295.00
£ 3400.00
£ 2895.00
£ 1899.00
£ 1250.0C

& DACS
Mark Levinson No 39
Micromega T-Drive/T-DAC
Wadia 6
EAD DSP 1000
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + psu 1
P.S. Audio Ultralink
McCormack DAC-1
Acuphase DP90/91
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Forsell Air Ref dac
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
DPA PDM 1mk III
Marantz CD94/94A
Audio Research CD 2
Micromega Duo CD 2Transport
Audio Alchemy DDS II Transport

£ 4250.00
£ 895.00
£ 1995.00
£ 695.00
£ 150.00
£ 795.00
£ 450.00
£ 9950.00
£ 4995.00
£ 2995.00
£11500.00
£ 1500.00
£ 895.00
£ 550.00
£ 595.00
£ 2495.00
£ 895.00
£ 395.00

£ 5000.00
£ 2100.00
£ 4300.00
£ 1495.00
£ 300.00
£ 2390.00
£ 995.00
£ 20000.00
£8000.00
£ 5800.00
£ 24000.00
£ 3995.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1000.00
£ 1600.00
£ 3500.00
£ 2000.00
£ 900.00

Turntables
& Ana.lo
Well Tempered Turntable and arm
Linn LP12, Lingo Cirkus, Ittok III,
Troika Trampolin
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
Piere Lurne JI/Sowther mk Ill
Forsell Air Force One
Quad FM3 Tuner
Clear Audio Sigma
Linn Klyde
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing,
platter, clamp
Stan Lambda Nova Signature/ SRM-TIS
Transparent Musiclink
Reference (RCA-RCA)
Transparent Musicwave
Ultra BiWire 3.6mtr
Lyra Parnasus (VdH tip)

el 0181
fax 0181 392 1994

Choice
STOCKIST OF:
Acoustic Energy,

Rockport,

Alon,

SME,

ATC,

Soundstyle,

Boulder,

Tara Labs,

Bryston,

Target,

C.A.T.,

Totem,

Chord,

Trichord,

ClearAudio,

Trilogy,

Elemental Audio,

van den Hu!,

Graham,

VP',

Helios,

XL0,

Lavardin,
Michell,
Musical Fidelity,
Oracle analogue
and digital,

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic
and Pioneer,
and many more.

10 In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment
10 Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
-ID Generous part exchange
10 Show room/dem room
10 Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
10 All credit cards inc. Amex
-IIE) Mail order
ip Export service
le Finance arranged subject to status
10 Widest range available
11E) Unbiased advice

ue

10 Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

£ 895.00 £ 1500.00
£ 1795.00
£ 1500.00
£ 1800.00
£11995.00
£ 195.00
£ 450.00
£ 450.00

£ 3200.00
£ 4500.00
£ 4500.00
£ 25000.00
£
£ 600.00
£ 600.00

£ 850.00 £
£ 995.00 £ 1195.00
£ 1000.00 £ 2200.00
£ 1600.00 £ 3300.00
£ 950.00 £ 1895.00

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice_hifi@msn.com

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition - guaranteed

SUPERCLOCK....a new concept in digital master clock design
Simply the Ultimate CD upgrade

Specialist Upgrade Service

The latest in CD master clock development, using acompletely new unique design
Pro essional modifications using leading edge components.
resulting in amuch greater accuracy in data retrieval and conversion processes.
Modifications are carried out by engineer with 30 years experience in
Features comprehensive circuit topology using push-pull techniques and series mode the field of analogue and digital electronics. Upgrades available to all
oscillation, and the sine-square converter utilises avery high speed IC to provide a types of aturo equipment.
•CD Playersfiransports & D-A convertors
precision square wave clock signal.
Analogue stage, digital stage, master clock, power supplies

: Greatly improved resolution and detail.
•: Extended accurate bass with real weight, control and presence.
: High frequencies have less glare and hardness at all Listening levels.
: Greater dynamics, and detail at all frequencies.
: Spacious 3-D presentation of vocals and instruments.

• Pre & Power amplifiers,
Power suppliers, signal de-coupling, volume control

The SUPERCLOCK is available exclusively from AudioCom ( UK) and can be fitted to any
CD players/transports using the following frequencies: 11.2896MHz, 16.9341v1Hz &
22.5792MHz. Modifications are carried out at AudioCom ( UK). A kit is also available with instruc-

For further information on SUPERCLOCK and other products
request a copy of our FREE catalogue. (Overseas: £ 3.50)
Tel 01834 842803 Tel/Fax: 01834 842804 E- Mail: audiocom@scotnet.co.uk

VISA

tions for the technically competent.

REFERENCE CABLE
EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
wanted for the UK's latest, best and mostinnovative.,
patented range of dedicated Monocrysral ( tm)
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UUCSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.

For further details contact John SCarrick.
The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.,
Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320.

1110ffamme.imini
&How CINEMA

28 GUEENSWAY. HORSHAM. WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 272931 FAX 01403 251587.
.uk
•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
• B K S HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96K-IZ DAD
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
•ACCUPHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
• GRAAF • BLACK DIAMOND RACING
•TARGET • SENNHEISER
•PATH PREMIER PRODUCTS
•PROCEED AMPLIFICATION

•REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS
•BEM • HEYBOOK
•MICHELL • TEAC
• UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•VAN DEN HLIL PRODUCTS
•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
•MARK LEVINSON
•NAGRA PL- P PREAMPLIFIER
•SONY. RCF, SELECO PROJECTORS

REVOX 477 tet RECOFUR SH
.
£250
FIEYBROOK FEYLETTE SPEAKERS 120190 £ 150
HEYBROCK FEYLO LOUDEPEAKERS1439190
f295
TEAC VRDS 7CD PLAYER 1650) 90
f449
VAC 80/80 VALVE POWER AS. 125031 XD
£ 1495
VAC 35/35 VALVE POWER AMP la -501 XD
£ 1495
59595 SAC IvS1AL O/ SI 154331
SONY vPt-weo OM LCO PROJECIOR 1550E9 XD £3995
SOW VPLS500 SVGA PRIECTOR C551501 XD £3995
SELEOD 5C(D HT CRT PROJECTOR 167C01 X0
£5995
BASS 2110 TURNTABLE/RB300 AAIN ( 1995190 £ 1495
TECHNICS AC300 903 PROCESSORYD £ 195
,RELL KPS 20/L co PLAYER 112 CM) SH
£ 5995

ACCUPHASE DP- 70V CD PLAYER [ 50:DISH £2.495
BEAR) P35 STEFE0 VALVE AMP 19951 SH
£495
(9CAL FIDELITY 122 PREAMP [ 130015H . .. f695
BKS 107 AAKII HYBRID SPEAKERS ( 1750190 £ 1.495
CPERA DITTO LOUDEPEAKERS1395I XD
£345
OPERA PLATEA LOUDSPEAKERS17951 XD
f695
NAD 1300 PRE-AMP SH
.£ 125
NTAGKEPLANAR MAO 6ORSE SPAKERS 11570195 £995
lef..9.5 DIGITAL LENS ( lace, 9D
£995
QUAD 77 INTEGRATED15951 X0
.. £395
MARK LEVINSON N' 26 P110-AMP (41=0:II SH £ 1895
MEGAEPLANAR 9532 7ORSE SPEAKERS 129951 £ 1995
SONY EP9CIES 503 PROCESSOR 1X901 AD
£ 395

PROCEED AVP PROCESSOR AND PROCEED AMPS ON DEMONSTRATION WITH REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS AND
SELECO AND SONY PROJECTORS. DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT OPEN MONSAT 10AM-7PM.

a fresh
musical perspective
We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.
For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, bLt are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66 R
Golden Dragon _ leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias

(
typical operating conditions)

Heater voltage

6.3V

Heater current

1.3A

Anode voltage (DC)
Screen Voltage ( DC)

450V
425V

Negative dc grid voltage - 15 to -40V
DC cathode current
65mA
Anode dissipation
22W
Screen dissipation

3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the ' Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA 118HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424gcompuserve.com

N§ei
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PRODUCT
MI 52000 MC/20 ref cd player
Anthem integrated amp 1
Anthem cd 1
Apogee- Centaurus Ribbon Monitor black spkrs
B&W-Matrix 801 walnut speaker
Cabosse Farella 400 beech speakers
Denon-PMA 05 1011 amp
DPA-Enlightenment pre amp
DPA-Enlightenment power amp
Exposure- 17 pre amp
Kelly KT2 speakers
Linn-Karik Ill cd player
linn-Keilidh walnut speakers
Lumley-VIP1000 pre amp
Marantz MM 500 amp
Meridian-DSPA 5000 block digital speakers
Meridian- 501V av pre amp
Michell Gyrodec bronze turntable + 88300 arm
Mission 753 - black speakers
Misson 754 - r/wood speakers
Monitor Audio Studio 205E r/wood speakers
Monitor Audio Studio 50 r/wood speakers
Musical Fidelity- P270 power amp
Musical Fidelity- 38 pre amp
Opera Terza - mahogany speakers
Pink Triangle- Numeral cd player
Pink Triangle-Litaurol cd player
Proac-Response 2.5 yew speakers
Proac-Studio 150 cherry/walnut speakers
Rogers-A833 black speakers
Rogers- 1.533 black speakers
Rogers-GS5 black speakers
Rogers-GS6 black speakers
Rogers-E20a valve amp
Roksan-Radius turntable ( mint)
Roksan-51.5 silver power 3mp
Roksan-XPS Vcontrol unit
Roksan-DS 1.5 power supply
Sony-MDSJA3OES mini disc player
Soundlab-Pristine electrostatics speaker
TDL-T Line 2speakers
Tube Technology- Prophet pre amp
Tube Technology- Genesis nono power amp
Tube Technology- Seer phono pre amp
Tube Technology-Unisis power amp

RliCOR

LIST
NOW
ex/demo
0,400 £ , 000
ex/demo
0,300 £', 1
00
ex/demo
0,700
£, 355
S/H
0,000
£400
ex/demo £4,000
£ 1,800
ex/demo
0,000 £: 00
ex/demo
0,800 £", 200
ex/demo £695
£350
ex/demo £995
£L9 5
S/H £850
£L50
S/H £ 700
£ 90
S/H
0,850
£ 1,1 00
ex/demo £ 850
£E50
S/H
0,000
£ 90
S/H £ 500
£250
New £ 3,495
£2,500
S/H £875
£400
ex/demo
0,106
£E£10
S/H £ 700
£ 300
ex/demo £ 1,500
£900
ex/demo £ 2,400
£ 1,900
ex/demo £ 3,300
£2,600
S/H £ 1,250
£ 500
S/H £380
£ 150
S/H £ 1,000
£600
ex/demo £ 1,050
£850
ex/demo £ 2,100
£ 1.575
ex/demo £ 3,000
£2400
ex/demo £ 1,400
£950
ex/demo £ 400
£230
ex/demo £ 280
£ 140
ex/demo £380
£ 1n
ex/demo £430
£ 215
ex/demo £ 1,230
£730
S/H £ 620
£ 530
ex/demo £ 1,495
£ 1150
ex/demo £ 320
£240
ex/demo £ 695
£525
ex/demo £ 700
£5i0
S/H £ 8,000
£2,000
S/H £ 550
£30
ex/demo £ 1,970
£ 1,379
ex/demo £4,700
£3,290
ex/demo £ 1,000
£ 710
ex/demo £ 1,900
£ 1,330

PLEASE VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS OR (ALL OUR HOTLINE NUMBER FOR
DETAILS HURRY, THESE ARE ONE-OFF ITEMS!!

SEE IT! HEAR IT! BUY IT!

HOTLINE NUMBER
TEL: 0171-497 1346
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Gorden, London WC2H 9HB.

E
MAIL: sales©musical-images.co.uk
Beckenham

Edgeware

Houslow

0181 633 3777

0181 952 5635

0181 569 5802

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS E8.0E
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Next month: afree compact disc*
Free with HFN/RR's May issue will
be a FREE compact disc featuring
the irrepressible Antony Michaelson
as clarinettist. This time he's tackled
one of the great virtuoso pieces of
the repertoire, Weber's Clarinet
Quintet As if that wasn't enough,
he's added the equally spectacular
quintet by BOrmonn - the virtuoso for whom Weber's work was
written. The disc features an absolutely superlative string
quartet, and has been engineered by Tony Faulkner, whose
skills and state-of-the-art equipment have once again produced
a disc of breathtaking realism - so we're confident that this will
be a true hi-fi showpiece as well as a source of musical
pleasure for years to come.
Equipment reviews are headed by our exclusive technical
review of the awe-inspiring KEF Maidstone, the famous
loudspeaker company's new £ 12,000 flagship - but rest
assured we'll also be reviewing a group of more affordable
loudspeakers from Jamo, JMLab and others. We'll also be
reviewing Pioneer's most exciting DVD player yet, the DV- 717,
Technics' DVD-Audio-ready' amplifiers and, we hope,
MicheIrs new Gyrodec SE turntable. Audio features include the
second and concluding part of Ken Kessler's Las Vegas show
report, plus an absorbing interview with cable guru Ray
Kimber.
In the Record Review section, you'll find a feature review
covering Haydn's Sturm und Drang symphonies, plus a
roundup of historic piano transfers, while our interview features
pianist Konstantin Scherbakov. There'll be our usual coverage
of rock, pop and jazz too, of course.
Don't miss HFN/RR's May issue, on sale Friday, 2 April.
UK readers and overseas subscribers only
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Style
revivals:
what makes
Sinatra,
Tony
Bennett and
even Louis
Prima seem
hip? And
brings Burt
Bacharach
back?

Leeds Prima: 'broads,
booze and money, with
linguini on the

I

defy anyone to say that they
predicted any of the following:
that Louis Prima would become
the hippest act in any man's town,
that Tony Bennett would be doing
ads on MTV, that shelves would
sag and groan under the weight of
Sinatra, that America's leading
cable channel would devote afourhour special to the Rat Pack, that
swing would come back to life in
the hands of nuovo-rockabilly
bands, that Burt Bacharach would
become cool again, or that Roy
Budd, who was never cool in the
first place, would become even
tangentially cool.
Let's start with Louis Prima. Ten
years ago, his albums could be had
for 50 cents in every garage sale in
every city with a large ItalianAmerican population. His original
audience was predominantly
Sicilian. Their tastes ran from black
Cadillacs to red Cadillacs, and from
chunky rings to costume jewellery
that would have made Fat Elvis
blush.
Louis threw a few jokes in
Sicilian their way, and sang songs
that made them smile, like a
homage to his endowment called
'My Cucuzza.' He cultivated
an image as far from
the sensitive new
age
man
as
possible,
an
image,
incidentally,
that was no
put-on. Five
wives will
attest to that.

But as far back as 1984, the
American writer Nick Tosches was
spearheading
Louis
Prima's
rehabilitation. ' He perceived and
embraced in all its tutti-frutti glory,
the spirit of post-literate, made for
television America,' Tosches wrote.
'It was a world of broads, booze,
and money, with plenty of linguini
on the side. It was the senseless
prefab Eden.'
And now it's back. The
trademark shuffle rhythm and giddy
energy are definitely back. First
Buster Poindexter, who had been
David Johansen of the New York
Dolls in aprevious life, mounted a
stage show that was Louis Prima in
all but name, then the Brian Setzer
Orchestra took Prima's 'Jump, Jive,
An' Wail' into the charts, and then
there was a movie, a very good
movie, called Big Night, that
revolved around simply waiting for
Louis Prima. None of the foregoing
is meant to imply that you
shouldn't love Louis Prima. You
should. It's only a pity that Prima,
who has been dead twenty years,
and spent most of his life dodging
repo men, isn't around to see it and
profit from it.
Sinatra and Bennett are huge
right now. Much bigger than Louis
Prima. A large unused balance on
your credit card will get you
literally every note that Sinatra
recorded. It's all available in
endless permutations or in herniainducing boxed sets. Sinatra's Rat
Pack, once the height of male
chauvinist piggery (in fact, still the
height of male chauvinist piggery) is
hip once again. Why? Because they
knew how to live. It's back to
broads, booze, money, and linguini
on the side. They lived as long as
any of us without touching ginseng,
echinacea, oatmeal, or sodiumreduced-anything.
Now Burt Bacharach. There
are a couple of surprises in
the sudden, unexpected
ascent of Bacharach's
stock. First, Bacharach
wrote some truly dreadful
songs that are conveniently
overlooked. These include
his last number one hit,
'That's What Friends Are
For.' Second, for all the
attention
focused
on
Bacharach, no one ever
mentions his lyricist, Hal David.
For the record, David didn't
write the gooey lyrics
to ' That's What
Friends Are For'
but
he
did
ingeniously
rhyme
`phone ya'
with

'pneumonia' in ' I'll Never Fall in
Love Again.' The Bacharach revival
got underway in earnest when his
photo appeared on the cover of
Oasis's Definitely Maybe. Then
there was acollaborative effort with
Elvis Costello that produced plenty
of critical plaudits, but nothing half
as good as ' Do You Know the Way
to San José'.
Let's give Bacharach his due,
though. He's the last of the great
pop auteurs. He embraces the
shifting time signatures and
complex chord structures of
modern jazz, while never forgetting
Tin Pan Alley's insouciant wit and
its rightful emphasis on melody. At
some point, everyone who fancies
themselves a songwriter has to
come to terms with his legacy.
At least Bacharach is getting the
roses while he's living. The same
can't be said of Roy Budd who died
five years ago, and never lived to
see an obscure Japanese pressing of
his Get Carter soundtrack sell for
more than he was paid to score it.
Now Castle Music, which owns the
few albums he scored or recorded,
is counting on a Roy Budd revival.
We'll see.
What's called the Swing Revival
isn't really aswing revival; it's more
a jump blues revival. Still, it's for
real. Brian Serzer's latest album got
to number 9 in Billboard, and the
Cherry Poppin' Daddies and
Squirrel Nut Zippers weren't far
behind. Setzer is the one-time
rockabilly revivalist who led the
Stray Cats. Now he plays for
dancing.
The music is loud, fast, and
clamorous, and it takes its cue from
Louis Jordan, T-Bone Walker and
Wynonie Harris, more than Benny
Goodman or Harry James. The
swing revival will blow itself out like
the rockabilly revival and the folk
blues revival, but a few people will
come out the other end knowing
the words to ' Hit That Jive, Jack,'
and that's no bad thing.
The underlying question is
Why?'. The answer can only
revolve around the unnaturalness of
political correctness, and the
overweening
poverty
of
contemporary songcraft. Prima,
Sinatra, and Dean Martin might
have been delinquent reprobates
with, in Sinatra's case, bad rugs,
but they had a sense of style. So
much of what passes for songcraft
today is whingeing in minor keys.
One can only take just so many
sophomoric confessions before
`Felicia No Capicia' and ' Please-aNo Squeeza Da Banana' start to
sound like works of unalloyed
genius. Which they just might be.
Colin Escott
APL 1.9101
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In the crowded selection of high- end loudspeaker
companies, aclear choice is illuminated by
Revel's unique development and manufacturing
process. No other company so rigorously explores
the way you hear, and how aloudspeaker will
interact with your room. Research has shown that
what you hear when listening to music at home is
the result of not just the direct sound from the
speaker. but also the sound from around the
loudspeaker that reaches the listener via
reflections off the ceiling, walls and floor.
Revel's psychoacoustic research has aprofound
impact on the way we build loudspeakers. Revel's
research and design process is so significant that
the Academy Advancing High Performance Audio
and Video selected it for the coveted " Golden
Note« .award for Most Innovative Technology -.
Our revolutionary approach to loudspeaker design
means your better insured to enjoy your music
and movies in your home over awider range of
listening positions.
The new Revel Salon breaks new ground in both
transducer technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using laser
interferometry. to the durable, high gloss paint
finish, to real wood veneer or aluminium side
panels, to the proprietary transducers designed
and built in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the Revel Salon .
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to audition
them for yourself, to see and hear the most
technically advanced and musically accurate
loudspeaker systems available.

For full information on Revel :oudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier

REVa

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Pork, Desborough Park Rood,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premiere!'poth.co.uk

PATH

the MONITOR A

The new Silver Series from Monitor Audio combines
stunning looks with exemplary sound quality.
A no compromise approach to sound reproduction
has resulted in arange of speakers unrivalled in their
ability to bring music to life.

Ask your nearest Silver Series dealer and ' see' for yourself.
For more details contact us at...
Monitor Audio Ltd.
34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CBI 4ZN
Tel: 01223 242898 Fax: 01223 214532
http://www.monitoraudio.com

a)
MONITOR AUDIO
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